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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

       ) 
IN THE MATTER OF:     ) 
       ) 
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO  ) R 2022-018 
GROUNDWATER QUALITY  ) (Rulemaking - Public Water Supply) 
(35 ILL. ADM. CODE 620)    ) 
       ) 
 

 
 

Dynegy’s Post-Hearing Comment 
 

 NOW COMES Dynegy Midwest Generation, LLC; Electric Energy Inc.; Illinois Power 

Generating Company; Illinois Power Resources Generating, LLC; and Kincaid Generation, LLC 

(collectively, “Dynegy”) by their attorneys, pursuant to 35 Ill. Admin. Code § 102.108, the Hearing 

Officer’s December 8, 2022 Order, and the Hearing Officer’s February 16, 2023 Order, and 

submits this Post-Hearing Comment.  

I. Introduction 

Dynegy is appreciative of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (“IEPA” or the 

“Agency”) and the Illinois Pollution Control Board’s (“Board’s”) efforts in this rulemaking to 

amend 35 Ill. Admin. Code Part 620 (the “Part 620 regulations” or “Part 620”).  While Dynegy 

supports or has no opinion on much of the Agency’s proposal for revisions to the Part 620 

regulations, IEPA has proposed standards for certain metals that do not conform to established 

requirements for Illinois rulemakings, are not reflective of the evidence in the record, and are 

unnecessary for the protection of Illinois groundwater.  Dynegy presented testimony from two 

witnesses, Dr. Melinda Hahn and Ms. Lisa Yost, in support of its positions in this proceeding.  

This Comment discusses the key deficiencies in IEPA’s proposal and Dynegy’s proposed revisions 

to account for those deficiencies for the following metals. 
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• Cobalt and Vanadium: Existing physical conditions in Illinois show that 

background levels of cobalt in much of the State are above IEPA’s proposed Class I 

standard of 0.0012 milligrams per liter (“mg/L”) and background levels of vanadium in 

much of the State are above IEPA’s proposed Class I standard of 0.00027 mg/L.  IEPA has 

failed to consider or analyze the potential investigative, enforcement, or other costs that 

may be associated with setting these standards below background.  Additionally, evidence 

shows that achieving reporting levels to analyze cobalt and vanadium at IEPA’s proposed 

standards is not technically feasible in groundwater samples.  A more appropriate cobalt 

and vanadium standard would be one based on their background threshold values, which 

is approximately 0.02 to 0.03 mg/L for both constituents.  Whether or not the Board 

promulgates IEPA’s proposed cobalt and vanadium standards, Dynegy also proposes an 

amendment to the prefatory language in Sections 620.410 and 620.420 to allow Part 620, 

which contains independently enforceable standards, to better address background. 

• Selenium:  The Board should maintain the current Class I and Class II standard of 

0.05 mg/L for selenium.  The Agency’s proposed Class I and Class II standard of 0.02 

mg/L for selenium is based on irrigation of forage consumed by livestock.  However, 

evidence demonstrates that this standard is not appropriate for the type of irrigation that 

occurs in Illinois or the type of soils located in Illinois.  On the contrary, evidence suggests 

livestock in Illinois require selenium as a supplement in feed to prevent selenium 

deficiency.  A standard of 0.02 mg/L is unnecessary and will result in no benefit to Illinois.  

The current standard, meanwhile, is consistent with the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency (“USEPA”) Maximum Contamination Level (“MCL”) and is protective 

of livestock drinking groundwater. 
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• Fluoride: The Board should maintain the current Class I and Class II fluoride 

standard of 4.0 mg/L. The Agency’s proposed fluoride standard of 2.0 mg/L is based on an 

aesthetic potential dental impact on livestock, with evidence showing any other harmful 

effect would not be expected until concentrations were multiple times higher than 2.0 

mg/L.  A standard of 2.0 mg/L will therefore have no practical benefit while the current 

standard is consistent with the MCL and sufficiently protective against harmful impacts to 

livestock. 

• Molybdenum:  The Agency’s Class I proposal for molybdenum is based on 

outdated and flawed USEPA Integrated Risk Information System (“IRIS”) toxicity 

information.  The Board should either wait until IRIS data for molybdenum is updated to 

account for more recent and representative information to set a Class I standard for 

molybdenum or it should set a Class I standard using the currently superior Agency of 

Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (“ATSDR”) toxicity information, which would 

result in a standard of 0.2 mg/L. The Agency’s Class II proposal for molybdenum is based 

on irrigation of forage consumed by livestock.  The Agency has provided no evidence that 

its proposed Class II standard of 0.05 mg/L is representative of irrigation and soil 

conditions in Illinois.  Meanwhile, evidence suggests the value is more representative of 

conditions in certain areas of the Western United States.  Accordingly, the Class II standard 

for molybdenum is unnecessary in Illinois and should not be promulgated.  In the 

alternative, the Board should make the Class I and II standards for molybdenum 0.1 mg/L, 

consistent with groundwater protection standards for molybdenum in 35 Ill. Admin. Code 

Part 845. 
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II. Standard for Rulemaking 

 The regulations proposed by IEPA are modifications to Illinois’s existing groundwater 

quality standards, which were promulgated pursuant to Section 55/8 of the Illinois Groundwater 

Protection Act (“IGPA”). 415 Ill. Comp. Stat 55/8. Section 55/8(b) requires that the Board, when 

promulgating such groundwater quality standards, “in addition to the factors set forth in Title VII 

of the [Illinois] Environmental Protection Act,”1 consider the following:  

(1) recognition that groundwaters differ in many important respects from surface 
waters, including water quality, rate of movement, direction of flow, 
accessibility, susceptibility to pollution, and use;  

(2) classification of groundwaters on an appropriate basis, such as their utility as a 
resource or susceptibility to contamination; 

(3) preference for numerical water quality standards, where possible, over narrative 
standards, especially where specific contaminants have been commonly 
detected in groundwaters or where federal drinking water levels or advisories 
are available; 

(4) application of nondegradation provisions for appropriate groundwaters, 
including notification limitations to trigger preventive response activities; 

(5)  relevant experiences from other states where groundwater protection programs 
have been implemented; and 

(6) existing methods of detecting and quantifying contaminants with reasonable 
analytical certainty. 

415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 55/8(b).2 

 In preparing proposed groundwater regulations, the IGPA directs IEPA to “address, to the 

extent feasible, those contaminants which have been found in the groundwaters of the State and 

which are known to cause, or are suspected of causing, cancer, birth defects, or any other adverse 

effect on human health according to nationally accepted guidelines.” 415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 55/8(a). 

                                                 
1 Title VII of the Illinois Environmental Protection Act is titled “Regulations” and includes Section 5/27. 
See 415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/26 et seq.  
2 Section 55/8(c) exempts the promulgation of groundwater quality standards from “the requirements of 
subsection (b) of Section 27 of the [Illinois] Environmental Protection Act . . .” to “expedite promulgation 
of such standards.” 415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 55/8(c). Section 5/27(b) requires the Board to (1) request that the 
Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity conduct an economic impact study of the proposed 
rules, and (2) conduct at least one hearing. 415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/27(b). 
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It further requires “a study of the economic impact of the regulations developed pursuant to [415 

Ill. Comp. Stat. 55/8].”  415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 55/8(d). 

 Title VII of the Illinois Environmental Protection Act (the “Act”), specifically Section 

5/27(a), requires that the Board, when promulgating a rule, “take into account the existing physical 

conditions, the character of the area involved, including the character of surrounding land uses, 

zoning classifications, the nature of the existing air quality, or receiving body of water, as the case 

may be, and the technical feasibility and economic reasonableness of measuring or reducing the 

particular type of pollution.” 415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/27(a). 

 Particularly relevant for this rulemaking, the Act requires the Board to specifically “take 

into account” the technical feasibility and economic reasonableness of all regulatory proposals 

before it. 415 Ill Comp. Stat. 5/27(a). A proposal for a regulation of general applicability in front 

of the Board must include “[a] statement of the reasons supporting the proposal, including a 

statement of . . . the purpose and effect of the proposal, including environmental, technical, and 

economic justification.” 35 Ill. Admin. Code § 102.202(b) (emphasis added). Further, the proposal 

“must include, to the extent reasonably practicable, all affected sources and facilities and the 

economic impact of the proposed rule.” Id.; see also 415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/27(a) (“To aid the Board 

and to assist the public in determining which facilities will be affected, the person filing a proposal 

shall describe, to the extent reasonably practicable, the universe of affected sources and facilities 

and the economic impact of the proposed rule.”). 

 When analyzing economic and technical justifications, the Board has historically 

“employed a cost-benefit analysis in its proceedings, which generally has involved measuring the 

cost of implementing pollution control technology against the benefit to the public in reducing 

pollution.” IEPA v. IPCB, 721 N.E.2d 723, 730 (Ill. App. Ct., 2d Dist. 1999). In conducting cost-
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benefit analysis, however, the Board has generally refused to consider benefits that are purely 

speculative in nature. Id. at 731 (“We agree in theory with the Agency that the Board should take 

into consideration tangible benefits that have been established with some certainty. In practice, 

however, the benefits the Agency claimed Swenson would derive were purely speculative. Thus, 

the Board did not err in declining to consider the alleged benefits.”). 

 Finally, all rules promulgated by the Board must be based on the evidence that is presented 

to it. The Illinois Supreme Court has explained that an administrative body exceeds its authority 

when it “(1) relies on factors which the legislature did not intend for the agency to consider; (2) 

entirely fails to consider an important aspect of the problem; or (3) offers an explanation for its 

decision which runs counter to the evidence before the agency, or which is so implausible that it 

could not be ascribed to a difference in view or the product of agency expertise.” Greer v. Illinois 

Hous. Dev. Auth., 524 N.E.2d 561, 581 (Ill. 1988). Illinois appellate courts have specifically 

applied this standard to the Board. See, e.g., IEPA v. IPCB, 721 N.E.2d at 730. 

III. Standards for Cobalt and Vanadium 

IEPA has proposed a Class I standard of 0.0012 mg/L for cobalt and a Class I standard of 

0.00027 mg/L for vanadium.  Both proposed standards are based on the Human Threshold 

Toxicant Advisory Concentration (“HTTAC”) calculation procedure in Appendix A of IEPA’s 

proposed regulations. IEPA’s Motion for Acceptance, Appearances, Certificate of Origination; 

Statement of Reasons; and Proposed Amendments to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 620, Groundwater Quality 

Standards (hereinafter “Statement of Reasons”) at 50133 (Dec. 7, 2021), Hrg. Ex. 1,4 In the Matter 

                                                 
3 Due to the length of the Statement of Reasons filing and its inclusion of multiple documents, some of 
which do not contain page numbers, citations to the Statement of Reasons reference the PDF page of the 
filing rather than the page number listed on each individual document within the filing.  
4 When referencing Hearing Exhibit 1 (labelled as “Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) 
Statement of Reasons (filed December 8, 2021)” on the Final Hearing Exhibit List), Dynegy is referencing 
the entirety of IEPA’s initial filing, titled “IEPA’s Motion for Acceptance, Appearances, Certificate of 
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of: Proposed Amendments to Groundwater Quality (35 Ill. Adm. Code 620), R2022-018.  Both 

standards are significantly lower than the current Class I standards for cobalt and vanadium, which 

are 1.0 mg/L and 0.049 mg/L, respectively.  

IEPA proposed these new standards without providing information regarding or engaging 

in proper consideration of existing physical conditions, economic reasonableness, or technical 

justification, (all important factors that the Board must “take into account” in any rulemaking) and 

without providing a sufficient economic or technical justification in its Statement of Reasons as 

required under the Board’s rules.  415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/27(a); 35 Ill. Admin. Code § 102.202(b); 

see generally Statement of Reasons (Dec. 7, 2021), Hrg. Ex. 1.  IEPA has also failed to consider 

“existing methods for detecting and quantifying contaminants with reasonable analytical certainty” 

or the economic impact of the rule as required under the IGPA.  415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 55/8(b)(6); 

id. 55/8(d).   

As Dynegy witness Dr. Melinda Hahn explained in her testimony, existing physical 

conditions in Illinois are such that background levels of cobalt and vanadium are above IEPA’s 

proposed standards throughout much of state.  Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Melinda Hahn at 

2–4 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 23, In the Matter of: Proposed Amendments to Groundwater Quality 

(35 Ill. Adm. Code 620), R2022-018. IEPA’s proposal fails to take into account the costs upon 

owners or operators of property with background levels of cobalt and vanadium above IEPA’s 

proposed standards, such as impact on property value and efforts to prove exceedances are due to 

background. Id. at 2. IEPA’s proposal also fails to consider the ability to practically detect and 

quantify cobalt and vanadium.  Id. at 4–6. As Dr. Hahn points out, Illinois labs that routinely 

analyze samples for stakeholders who will be subject to the new Part 620 have indicated that it is 

                                                 
Origination; Statement of Reasons; and Proposed Amendments to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 620, Groundwater 
Quality Standards,” which was filed on December 8, 2021. 
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not feasible to detect cobalt and vanadium at or below IEPA’s proposed limits in groundwater 

samples. Id. 

Below, this Section discusses (a) how the Agency’s proposal does not adequately address 

the economic impact of its proposed cobalt and vanadium standards, (b) why IEPA’s proposed 

cobalt and vanadium standards are not technically feasible, and (c) Dynegy’s proposal for revisions 

to the language in Section 620.410 and 620.420 to ensure Part 620, which is independently 

enforceable, sufficiently accounts for background.   

a. IEPA has not adequately considered economic impact of the proposed cobalt and 
vanadium standards.  

The IGPA, Section 27(a) of the Act, and 35 Ill. Admin. Code § 102.202(b) explicitly 

require the consideration of costs and technical feasibility in this rulemaking.  415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 

55/8(b)(8); id. 55/8(d); 415 Ill. Comp. Stat 5/27(a); 35 Ill. Admin. Code § 102.202(b). IEPA has 

done no independent evaluation of the economic impact and has done only a cursory evaluation of 

technical feasibility of its rulemaking proposal. Instead, it has relied upon findings that previous 

Part 620 rulemakings were technically feasible and economically reasonable to conclude that this 

proposal is technically feasible and economically reasonable. Statement of Reasons at 29–33 (Dec. 

7, 2021), Hrg. Ex. 1.  In doing so, IEPA ignores that lowering standards for certain constituents 

may result in new costs and technical issues that may not have existed in those prior rulemakings.5    

With respect to economic reasonableness, IEPA further contends that the groundwater 

standards are implemented through other regulations and programs and that economic burdens will 

be reviewed in connection with the incorporation of Part 620 standards into those other regulations 

                                                 
5 In contrast, every time USEPA develops a new MCL (the basis for several Illinois Class I groundwater 
standards), it will review the technical feasibility and cost of the new standard. USEPA, How EPA Regulates 
Drinking Water Contaminants, https://www.epa.gov/sdwa/how-epa-regulates-drinking-water-
contaminants#develop. 
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and programs. Id. at 32–33.  Dynegy acknowledges the Board’s statement in the original 

rulemaking for Part 620—R1989-014(B)—that “these are groundwater quality standards, not 

cleanup standards or requirements.” Final Opinion and Order of the Board at 24–25 (Nov. 7, 1991), 

In re Groundwater Quality Standards: 35 Ill. Adm. Code 620, R1989-014(B) (further stating that 

it was inappropriate to attribute to that rulemaking the cost of corrective actions not prompted by 

the regulations in that rulemaking).  While in that rulemaking the Board held that all of the costs 

associated with cleaning up to the groundwater standards could not be attributed to the rulemaking 

given the existence of various regulations and programs that might drive groundwater remediation, 

it did not hold that no costs should be attributed to and/or considered in conjunction with a Part 

620 rulemaking. Id.  

Part 620 includes independently enforceable standards that place burdens upon property 

owners and operators outside of the context of any other regulatory program. 35 Ill. Admin. § Code 

620.115 (prohibiting a person from causing, threatening, or allowing a violation of the Part 620 

regulations); 35 Ill Admin. Code § 620.405 (prohibiting a person from causing a groundwater 

quality standards in Part 620 to be exceeded); 415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/12(a) (prohibiting a person 

from causing, threatening, or allowing “the discharge of any contaminants into the environment in 

any State so as to cause or tend to cause water pollution in Illinois . . . .”); In the Matter of: Sierra 

Club et. al. v. Midwest Generation, LLC, PCB 2013-015 (an example of an enforcement action 

brought for violations of Part 620 groundwater quality standards). IEPA has acknowledged that 

this is the case, admitting at hearing that “outside the remediation programs, violations have been 

brought for exceedance of Part 620 standards.”  Transcript of the March 9, 2022 Hearing at 

125:20–22 (March 14, 2022), In the Matter of: Proposed Amendments to Groundwater Quality 

(35 Ill. Adm. Code 620), R2022-018.  Accordingly, costs associated with investigation, delineation, 
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remediation, or other corrective actions may be required based on the enforceable standards in Part 

620, independent of any other regulatory program.  See, e.g., Dynegy’s Index of Exhibits and Third 

Hearing Exhibits (hereinafter “Dynegy’s Third Hearing Exhibits”), Ex. A at 6 (Dec. 5, 2022), In 

the Matter of: Proposed Amendments to Groundwater Quality (35 Ill. Adm. Code 620), R2022-

018 (explaining that costs associated with groundwater samples above groundwater quality 

standards may include demonstration of consistency with background (e.g. well installation, 

sampling, analysis), remediation, deed restriction/lost valuation of property, or a local ordinance). 

Evidence demonstrates background levels of cobalt and vanadium in much of Illinois are 

above IEPA’s proposed standards, creating unaccounted for costs. Recently downloaded data from 

United States Geological Survey’s (“USGS’s”) National Water Quality Assessment Program 

(“NWQAP”)–analyzed by Dr. Hahn—show that 24% of samples in Illinois exceeded IEPA’s 

proposed Class I standard of 0.0012 mg/L for cobalt and that 55% of samples collected in Illinois 

exceeded IEPA’s proposed Class I standard of 0.00027 mg/L for vanadium. Dynegy’s Pre-filed 

Testimony of Melinda Hahn at 2–5 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 23. Thus, based on background 

values, large portions of Illinois are in danger of exceeding IEPA’s proposed cobalt and vanadium 

concentrations.6 

Notably, the USGS samples were analyzed using filtered samples, while the standards in 

Part 620 are typically compared to unfiltered samples.  Transcript of the December 7, 2022 Hearing 

                                                 
6 In pre-filed questions and at hearing, IEPA and the Board asked questions about spacial distribution of 
the USGS samples Dr. Hahn analyzed.  See, e.g., Pre-filed Responses of Dr. Melinda Hahn (Nov. 23, 2022), 
Hrg. Ex. 29, In the Matter of: Proposed Amendments to Groundwater Quality (35 Ill. Adm. Code 620), 
R2022-018; Transcript of December 7, 2022 Hearing at 31:4–23 (Dec. 15, 2022).  As she noted, she was 
limited by publicly available data, which in this instance was available through the USGS.  IEPA has 
additional data available regarding levels of constituents in groundwater around the State and could conduct 
a review of groundwater in Illinois to determine whether background concentrations vary in the State, based 
for example on area geology or aquifer, similar to what the Agency did for soil in Part 742.  Pre-filed 
Responses of Dr. Melinda Hahn at 9 (Nov. 23, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 29. Not having the same access to 
information and capabilities as IEPA, Dr. Hahn was unable to conduct a similar analysis.   
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at 21:3–8 (Dec. 15, 2022), In the Matter of: Proposed Amendments to Groundwater Quality (35 

Ill. Adm. Code 620), R2022-018; IEPA’s Pre-filed Answers to Follow-up Questions at 15 (May 6, 

2022), Hrg. Ex. 21, In the Matter of: Proposed Amendments to Groundwater Quality (35 Ill. Adm. 

Code 620), R2022-018 (“Part 620 identifies standards for Class I and Class II groundwater, which 

[for inorganics] are measured as total (unfiltered) concentrations.”).  “[T]otal metals [i.e. unfiltered 

samples] can often have higher concentrations than a filtered metal sample.”  Transcript of 

December 7, 2022 Hearing at 21:6–8 (Dec. 15, 2022).  None of the unfiltered samples in the USGS 

database had reporting limits for cobalt or vanadium below IEPA’s proposed Class I groundwater 

standards for those constituents.  Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Melinda Hahn at 6 (Sept. 15, 

2022), Hrg. Ex. 23 (noting reporting limits for cobalt and vanadium in unfiltered samples were 

consistently above IEPA’s proposed standards).  Accordingly, Dr. Hahn’s determination regarding 

the percentage of USGS samples in Illinois above IEPA’s proposed cobalt and vanadium standards 

is conservatively low, and the percentage of samples above those values would likely be even 

higher if there were unfiltered sample data that could be analyzed. 

There are costs associated with setting a standard at or below background levels.  Property 

owners and operators are stuck with the burden of proving that an exceedance at their property is 

due to background to avoid or respond to a violation notice or enforcement action or to demonstrate 

that liability does not exist in connection with a property transaction. See Dynegy’s Pre-filed 

Testimony of Melinda Hahn at 1–2 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 23; Pre-filed Responses of Dr. 

Melinda Hahn at 2–3 (Nov. 23, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 29.  As Dr. Hahn explained, Phase I and Phase II 

environmental site assessments (“ESAs”) are often conducted prior to or during real estate 

transactions.  Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Melinda Hahn at 1–2 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 

23. In Illinois, Phase II ESAs include the collection of groundwater samples and comparison of 
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those samples to the Part 620 standards. Id. at 1. Sampling of properties may occur for other 

reasons as well.  Any samples above the Part 620 standards will result in costs in the form of 

lowered property value, remediation costs, or costs to show the contamination above standards is 

due to background.  Id. at 1–2.   

The Board should not set standards that ignore existing physical conditions in much of the 

State and fail to take into account the costs associated with setting levels below background. 

Failure to do so is squarely in violation of the rulemaking requirements of the State. 

b. The cobalt and vanadium standards are not technically feasible. 

 The Board is required to consider technical feasibility, including “existing methods of 

detecting and quantifying contaminants with reasonable analytical certainty.”  425 Ill. Comp. Stat. 

5/27(a); 415 Ill. Comp. Stat. 55/8(b)(b).  IEPA’s Statement of Reasons has failed to consider 

practical analytical achievability of its proposed cobalt and vanadium standards.   

 IEPA has done some basic analysis of achievability, comparing its proposed HTTAC-

based standards with lower limits of quantitation (“LLOQs”) and lowest concentration minimum 

reporting levels (“LCMRLs”) and adopting the LLOQ/LCMRL when it is higher than the HTTAC 

value.  Statement of Reasons at 52–54 (Dec. 7, 2021), Hrg. Ex. 1.  However, ending the analysis 

of technical feasibility there stops short of appropriately considering the technical feasibility of the 

proposed standards.  IEPA does not explain or cite to an origin for its LLOQ/LCMRL values and, 

for cobalt and vanadium, they are not consistent with practically achievable laboratory reporting 

limits.  As Dr. Hahn explains, LLOQ and LCMRL values are based on idealized conditions for 

sample collection and analysis, are not based on achievable real-world conditions for groundwater 

samples, and therefore, do not adequately consider the technical achievability of detecting and 

quantifying constituents. 
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The LLOQ is defined in the proposal as the minimum concentration that can be 
measured or reported pursuant to USEPA’s Test Methods for Evaluating Solid 
Wastes, Physical/Chemical Methods (SW-846). The LLOQ is verified by spiking 
clean control water (e.g., reagent water or method blanks) that does not have issues 
with matrix interference. The LCRML is used by USEPA to support drinking water 
analysis to ensure compliance with regulation. The Technical Basis for the LCMRL 
describes the calculation of this value as a statistic generated from multiple 
laboratories estimating the minimum detectable spiking concentration of an analyte 
within certain statistical confidence using laboratory reagents, rather than actual 
field groundwater samples with significant turbidity . . . The LLOQ/LCMRLs are 
simply not relevant to or achievable in real world groundwater samples with a 
turbidity greater than 1 [nephelometric turbidity unit (“NTU”)]. 

Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Melinda Hahn at 5 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 23.7  Accordingly, 

while LLOQ/LCMRLs may be appropriate to use in certain contexts, they are not appropriate to 

determine the achievability of detection using real world groundwater samples.  Id.  

 Looking at real world achievability, existing methods cannot adequately detect and 

quantify cobalt and vanadium at IEPA’s proposed standards.  As Dr. Hahn explained, a lab must 

be able to achieve reporting limits lower than the standard to demonstrate compliance; however 

laboratories operating in Illinois have indicated they will have difficulty achieving reporting limits 

below the proposed cobalt and vanadium standards.  Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Melinda 

Hahn at 5 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 23.  When asked about laboratories’ ability to achieve 

                                                 
7 In its proposed revisions to Part 620, IEPA is replacing the concept of PQL—practical quantitation level—
with LLOQ/LCMRL, which define the lowest possible level of detection in matrix-spiked samples.  IEPA’s 
values for LLOQ/LCMRL are very low, and IEPA does not provide a basis for their calculation or 
estimation.  While SW-846 was revised to include LLOQ/LCMRL, USEPA has not deviated from the PQL 
concept in setting MCLs.  In prior and the most recent six-year review of MCLs limited by analytical 
feasibility (2016), USEPA relied upon actual compliance data from the regulated community (water 
supplies) to ensure that 80% of laboratories could achieve reporting limits below any potential new MCL. 
See USEPA, Development of Estimated Quantitation Levels for the Third Six-Year Review of National 
Primary Drinking Water Regulations (Chemical Phase Rules) (October 2016), attached as Exhibit F; 
Office of Ground Water and Drinking Water, EPA Protocol for the Review of Existing National Primary 
Drinking Water Regulations, USEPA (June 2003), attached as Exhibit G. Given that the Board relies on 
MCLs as the first priority in selecting proposed groundwater quality standards, but also regulates certain 
constituents that do not have a USEPA MCL, it stands to reason in promulgating standards for constituents 
without MCLs the Board should use a process consistent with the one used to establish MCLs to ensure 
that the regulated community can reliably detect analytes below proposed groundwater standards. 
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reporting limits below its proposed standards, IEPA admitted that commercial laboratories may 

not be able to achieve reporting limits below its proposed standards.  IEPA’s Prefiled Answers to 

Follow-up Questions at 36 (May 5, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 21.  Rather than conduct its own assessment 

of laboratory capability, IEPA responded that labs should “keep up with analytical techniques and 

new methodologies,” meanwhile providing no evidence that new analytical techniques or 

methodologies would allow labs to achieve the necessary reporting limits to quantify cobalt and 

vanadium at their proposed limits.  Id.  In contrast, Dr. Hahn contacted two major laboratories that 

operate in Illinois and that are certified by IEPA to analyze samples collected in Illinois: Pace 

Analytical and Teklab, Inc.  Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Melinda Hahn at 5 (Sept. 15, 2022), 

Hrg. Ex. 23; Pre-filed Responses of Dr. Melinda Hahn at 8 (Nov. 23, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 29. As she 

explained, 

[b]oth laboratories were asked if they could achieve reporting limits below the 
proposed Class I standards for cobalt and vanadium for typical Illinois groundwater 
samples seen in their practice. Teklab reported that they expect difficulty in meeting 
the proposed vanadium standard and noted that when the groundwater standard 
approaches the reporting limit, the statistical confidence in the compliance 
determination decreases. Pace indicated that their labs are currently unable to 
achieve reporting limits below the proposed standards for both cobalt and vanadium 
based on their experience with Illinois groundwater samples. 

Pre-filed Responses of Dr. Melinda Hahn at 8 (Nov. 23, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 29. 

 In addition to getting practical feedback from laboratories, Dr. Hahn presented additional 

evidence of the difficulties likely to be encountered in quantifying cobalt and vanadium at the low 

limits proposed by the Agency.  For example, under Method 200.8, an accepted method used for 

analyzing cobalt, a table of typical method detection limits provided by USEPA includes a value 

of 0.004 mg/L for cobalt in aqueous samples (significantly higher than IEPA’s proposed standard). 

Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Melinda Hahn at 5–6 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 23. Additionally, 

as explained above, Dr. Hahn’s analysis of background data in Illinois relied upon filtered sample 
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results (even though unfiltered or “total” samples are generally used to determine compliance with 

the Part 620 standards) because relying upon unfiltered results was impossible given the high 

reporting limits for cobalt and vanadium in unfiltered samples. Id. at 6. She found that none of the 

more than 3000 unfiltered samples in the USGS database analyzed for cobalt achieved a reporting 

limit of less than 0.0012 mg/L, 84% of unfiltered samples were reported as undetected for cobalt 

at the much higher reporting limit of 0.005 mg/L, and the lowest reporting limit for cobalt was 

0.03 mg/L (three times IEPA’s proposed standard). Id.  The reporting limit for vanadium from the 

unfiltered USGS data was 0.005 mg/L, more than 18 times the Agency’s proposed Class I standard, 

and 92% of the over 3000 unfiltered samples analyzed for vanadium were undetected even at that 

higher reporting limit.  Id.   

 The Board should not set limits for cobalt and vanadium that are too low to analyze under 

real world conditions (taking into account issues like turbidity).  If it does, it runs the risk of 

stakeholders and the State not knowing whether groundwater is in compliance with the Class I 

standards.  Standards that are too low to analyze under real world conditions further limit the ability 

to delineate and understand the source and extent of any exceedances that may exist.  

c. Dynegy’s Proposed Revisions to Sections 620.410(a) and 620.420(b)  

IEPA’s proposed standards for cobalt and vanadium are too low. More appropriate 

standards would take into account background levels and reporting limits for cobalt and vanadium.  

Dynegy witness Dr. Hahn suggested this limit could be 0.02–0.03 mg/L for both cobalt and 

vanadium, based on background threshold values for these constituents. Dynegy’s Pre-filed 

Testimony of Melinda Hahn at 4, 6 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 23.  A standard somewhere between 

0.02 mg/L and 0.03 mg/L will not suffer from the detection issues that the Agency’s proposed 

standards will.   
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Dynegy is appreciative of statements made by the Agency and questions from the Board 

that suggest background issues can be addressed through alternative source demonstration 

provisions under other Board regulations such as the Underground Storage Tank (“UST”) 

program, the Site Remediation Program (“SRP”), and Illinois coal combustion residual (“CCR”) 

rules.  See, e.g., Pre-filed Responses of Melinda Hahn at 8–9 (November 23, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 29.  

Dynegy’s concern, however, is that the standards in Part 620 apply independent of and can be 

enforced independent of these other Illinois regulatory programs.  Thus, the standards should be 

economically reasonable and technically feasible. 

Whether or not the Board adopts the Agency’s proposal for cobalt and vanadium 

standards—or Dynegy’s proposal or no proposal at all—Dynegy believes it would be helpful to 

incorporate language into Part 620 that would explicitly account for background.  Doing so will 

more fully align the Part 620 rules with rules under various other regulatory programs such as the 

Illinois UST program, the SRP, and CCR rules.  Dynegy proposes the following revisions to 

Sections 620.410 and 620.420 (in blackline on top of IEPA’s proposed revisions of the same 

language): 

Section 620.410 

 a) Inorganic Chemical Constituents 

Except due to natural causes or background (determined in accordance with 
35 Ill. Adm. Code Section 742.410) or as provided in Section 620.450, 
concentrations of the following chemical constituents must shall not be 
exceeded in Class I groundwater: 

 

Section 620.410(b) 

 b) Organic Chemical Constituents 

Except due to natural causes or background (determined in accordance with 
35 Ill. Adm. Code Section 742.410) or as provided in Section 620.450 or 
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subsection (d), concentrations of the following organic chemical 
constituents must shall not be exceeded in Class I groundwater: 
 

Section 620.420(a) 
 
 a) Inorganic Chemical Constituents 

 
1) Except due to natural causes or background (determined in 
accordance with 35 Ill. Adm. Code Section 742.410) or as provided in 
Section 620.450 or subsection (a)(3) or (e) (d) of this Section, 
concentrations of the following chemical constituents must shall not be 
exceeded in Class II groundwater: 
 

Section 620.420(b) 
 
 b) Organic Chemical Constituents 
 

1)  Except due to natural causes or background (determined in 
accordance with 35 Ill. Adm. Code Section 742.410) or as provided in 
Section 620.450 or subsection (b)(2) or (e) (d) of this Section, 
concentrations of the following chemical constituents must shall not be 
exceeded in Class II groundwater: 
 

These revisions will help make Part 620 more clearly consistent with other regulatory 

programs in Illinois and help avoid unnecessary enforcement and remediation costs. 

IV. Standards for Selenium and Fluoride  
 
 Below, this Section discusses (a) how the Agency has arbitrarily proposed more stringent 

Class I and Class II standards for fluoride and selenium based on no new supporting information, 

(b) that the Agency’s proposed revisions to the selenium Class I and Class II standards are 

inappropriate and unnecessary given Illinois-specific conditions and considerations, and (c) that 

the Agency’s proposed Class I and Class II standards for fluoride are unnecessary and will provide 

little to no benefit. 
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a. The Agency is Proposing New Standards for Selenium and Fluoride Based on No 
New Information. 

 
IEPA is proposing new Class I and Class II standards for selenium and fluoride based on 

no new information compared to the information that existed when the current standards for these 

constituents were set. The Board would be acting in an arbitrary manner by promulgating different 

standards now than it previously promulgated, based on the same information and circumstances 

that existed during its previous promulgation.  

The current Class I and Class II standard for selenium is 0.05 mg/L.  The current Class I 

standard is consistent with the MCL for selenium.  The current Class II standard was derived 

relying upon the 1972 Water Quality Criteria Document prepared by the National Academy of 

Science for USEPA (“1972 Water Quality Criteria”), the same document IEPA now relies on to 

propose a completely different standard. See Statement of Reasons at 3239 (Dec. 7, 2021), Hrg. 

Ex. 1. In the 1989 rulemaking for the current selenium standards, IEPA initially proposed setting 

the Class II selenium standard at 0.02 mg/L based on the forage of irrigated crops by livestock, 

similar to what it is proposing in this rulemaking.  IEPA’s Mot. To File Comments Instanter at 10–

11 (July 9, 1991), In the Matter of: Groundwater Quality Standards: 35 Ill. Adm. Code 620, 

R1989-014(B), attached as Exhibit A.  However, IEPA then re-evaluated its recommendation in 

the course of the rulemaking and ultimately determined a livestock watering based standard of 

0.05 mg/L was more appropriate. 

[S]ince the date of the hearing, the Agency has re-evaluated both Class I and II 
standards for copper, lead and selenium and proposes new standards for the 
constituents below. . . . The Agency [] recommends that the Class II: General 
Resource Groundwater Quality Standard [for copper] should be amended from 0.5 
mg/l to 0.65 mg/1. The 0.5 mg/1 Class II standard which was derived from livestock 
watering, was selected primarily because the 1972 water Quality Criteria 
recommendation specified that very few waters would exceed this level. This 
standard was chosen rather than the irrigation number of 0.2 mg/1 because the latter 
is based on continuous irrigation which is not utilized in Illinois, either within a 
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year or from year-to-year. In the Agency's opinion, a 0.65 mg/1 standard will still 
be sufficiently protective for the vast majority, if not all, livestock uses. [] The 
Agency has performed a similar evaluation of the Class II: General Resource 
Standard established for selenium and has determined that the standard, as 
proposed, was also based on continuous irrigation. Thus, the Agency recommends 
that the Class II standard for selenium should be amended to 0.05 mg/1 which is 
the number established for livestock watering. 
 

Id.; see also, Pre-filed Testimony of Lisa Yost at 7–8 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 24.   

 The current Class I and Class II standard for fluoride—4.0 mg/L—was promulgated in the 

same rulemaking as the current selenium standards.  In the 1989 rulemaking, IEPA initially 

proposed a Class II fluoride standard of 2.0 mg/L based on “limits for livestock water supply,” 

again based on 1972 Water Quality Criteria.  IEPA Statement of Reasons at 17 (Sept. 1989), In 

the Matter of: Groundwater Quality Standards: 35 Ill. Adm. Code 620, R1989-014(B), attached 

as Exhibit B.  By the Board’s First Notice Opinion and Order, however, IEPA had issued an 

amended proposal with a 4.0 mg/L Class I and Class II groundwater standard for fluoride.8 First 

Notice Order of the Board at 22–24 (Feb. 28, 1991), In the Matter of: Groundwater Quality 

Standards: 35 Ill. Adm. Code 620, R1989-014(B).    

 Thus, in that 1989 rulemaking, IEPA not only had access to, but it actually used, 1972 

Water Quality Criteria when it proposed the current 0.05 mg/L selenium and 4.0 mg/L fluoride 

standards in Illinois.  A conscious decision was made in that previous rulemaking to reject the 0.02 

mg/L selenium standard and 2.0 mg/L fluoride standards IEPA is now proposing based on the 

same underlying information IEPA is relying upon today, yet IEPA has provided no basis for why 

the outcome of this proceeding should be any different than the outcome of R1989-014 (and its 

subdockets).  

                                                 
8 Dynegy attempted to locate the reasoning for the Agency’s amended proposal in the prior rulemaking. 
However, it was unable to locate any such discussion through its search of the available rulemaking record. 
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b. The Board Should Maintain the Current Class I and Class II Selenium Standard of 
0.05 mg/L. 

IEPA’s proposed Class I and II selenium standard of 0.02 mg/L is unnecessary given the 

physical conditions of soil and character of irrigation in Illinois.  As discussed above, IEPA based 

its current proposed selenium standard on 1972 Water Quality Criteria that concluded the 

following: 

With the low levels of selenium required to produce toxic levels in forages, the 
recommended maximum concentration in irrigation waters is 0.02 mg/l for 
continuous use on all soils. At a rate of 3 acre feet of water per year this 
concentration represents 3.2 pounds per acre in 20 years.  The same recommended 
maximum concentration should be used on neutral and alkaline fine textured soils 
until greater information is obtained on soil reactions. 

National Academy of Sciences & National Academy of Engineers, Water Quality Criteria 1972: 

A Report of the Committee on Water Quality Criteria at 345 (1972), excerpted and attached as 

Exhibit C.  Given the basis for this standard, it would be inappropriate to apply it in Illinois now 

as it was inappropriate to apply it in Illinois back in 1989.  First, as IEPA has admitted, continuous 

irrigation does not occur in Illinois.  Transcript of the March 9, 2022 Hearing at 154:16–19 (Mar. 

14, 2022) (“I do not believe continuous irrigation is a practice that is used in Illinois simply because 

we do not have a necessity for it.  We do get regular rainfall.”); id. at 148:13–14 (“We have, yeah, 

I would say intermittent irrigation here.”).   

 Second, while 1972 Water Quality Criteria recommends the same maximum concentration 

for intermittent irrigation on “neutral and alkaline fine textured soils until greater information is 

obtained on soil reactions,” the level of irrigation assumed to form the basis of the 0.02 mg/L 

maximum concentration is water use at 3-acre feet of water, per acre, per year.  Water Quality 

Criteria 1972 at 345, Ex. C.  This rate of irrigation is much higher than the typical irrigation rate 

in Illinois, which is more around 0.5 acre foot of water, per acre, per year.  Dynegy’s Pre-filed 

Testimony of Lisa Yost at 7 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 24.  The uncertainly surrounding the 
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appropriateness of a 0.02 mg/L selenium standard for intermittent irrigation on neutral and alkaline 

fine textured soils is made clear through the 1972 Water Quality Criteria’s recommendation that 

the value be used only as a placeholder “until greater information is obtained.”  Water Quality 

Criteria 1972 at 345, Ex. C.  Tellingly, in almost every instance in that document where greater 

information on a metal’s soil reactions was available, the recommended maximum concentrations 

for intermittent use on neutral and alkaline soil were several fold higher than the values provided 

for continuous irrigation. See Water Quality Criteria 1972 at 339, Ex. C. 

 Third, while soils in Illinois tend to be fine textured, they are predominantly not neutral or 

alkaline.  Pre-filed Testimony of Lisa Yost at (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 24.  As Dynegy witness 

Lisa Yost explained, the Illinois State Water Survey indicates that soil in Illinois tends to range 

from mildly alkaline to strongly acid in extreme southern Illinois.  Id.  IEPA has provided no 

evidence that areas used for agriculture in Illinois, or areas where livestock may forage on crops 

in Illinois, contain neutral and alkaline fine textured soils.  Thus, even if irrigation rates in Illinois 

are “intermittent,” the soil conditions do not support the proposed limit. 

 Fourth, the studies that form the basis for the 0.02 mg/L selenium standard were conducted 

in areas that do not reflect Illinois agriculture.  Ms. Yost looked at the studies cited in support of 

the standard and found that they were conducted in Oregon, Wyoming, New Zealand, and 

Denmark, areas with agricultural conditions that vary from Illinois, and focused on “range plants,” 

which typically do not serve as forage for livestock in Illinois.  Id. at 9.  As she explained, higher 

levels of irrigation would be expected in areas like Oregon and Wyoming compared to Illinois.  

Id.; see also Pre-filed Responses of Lisa Yost at 3–4 (Nov. 23, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 30, In the Matter 

of: Proposed Amendments to Groundwater Quality (35 Ill. Adm. Code 620), R2022-018. 
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 Fifth, not only is there is no evidence that livestock in Illinois are suffering adverse effects 

from elevated selenium in forage, evidence indicates livestock in Illinois in fact need selenium 

supplementation to avoid deficiencies.  Ms. Yost’s testimony provided examples of agricultural 

extension office publications explaining the need to supplement selenium in livestock diet in 

Illinois to protect against deficiency.   

In many areas of the Midwest, Selenium is deficient in the soil. As a result, pasture, 
hay, and grains that are grown from Midwestern soils will share the deficiency. As 
a herd manager, one option to consider is providing higher levels of Selenium in 
your mineral supplementation program to alleviate deficiency problems. Injectable 
products, such as Mu-Se, provide supplemental Selenium along with vitamin E. It 
is recommended that Selenium and vitamin E both be supplemented to guard 
against Selenium deficiency. 

Pre-filed Testimony of Lisa Yost at 9–10 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 24 (citing Travis Meteer, 

Preparing for Calving Season, Orr Agric. R&D Ctr.: Univ. of Ill. at Urbana-Champaign (Jan. 23, 

2017), attached as Exhibit D). “Selenium deficiency is a problem in Illinois.  Selenium and 

Vitamin E are generally used in conjunction to supplement against Se deficiency.” Id. (citing 

Travis Meteer, Minding your Minerals, Orr Agric. R&D Ctr.: Univ. of Ill. at Urbana-Champaign 

(Mar. 22, 2016), attached as Exhibit E).  Thus, not only is it unnecessary to reduce selenium 

standards for groundwater to be protective of livestock in Illinois, doing so may actually adversely 

impact livestock by further contributing to selenium deficiency. 

 Finally, the IGPA specifically provides for consideration of “relevant experiences from 

other states where groundwater protection programs have been implemented.”  4 Ill. Comp. Stat. 

55/8(b)(5). Other states in the region consistently apply an enforceable standard of 0.05 mg/L for 

selenium.  Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Lisa Yost at 5 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 24, In the 

Matter of: Proposed Amendments to Groundwater Quality (35 Ill. Adm. Code 620), R2022-018. 

 Accordingly, the Board should maintain the current Class I and Class II selenium standards 

of 0.05mg/L.  This value is consistent with the MCL for selenium, and thus protective of human 
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health.  It is also consistent with standards applied by other states and the livestock watering limit 

for selenium in 1972 Water Quality Criteria (which served as the basis for the current Class II 

selenium standard established by the Board).  

c. The Board Should Maintain the Current Fluoride Standard of 4.0 mg/L. 

 The IEPA’s proposed Class I and Class II fluoride standards of 2.0 mg/L are unnecessary 

and overreaching. The sole basis IEPA has provided for its proposed fluoride standard is the upper 

limit for livestock drinking water recommended in 1972 Water Quality Criteria.  That upper limit 

for livestock drinking water is intended to be protective of the cosmetic dental endpoint of 

preventing tooth mottling in livestock.  Pre-filed Testimony of Lisa Yost at 11–12 (Sept. 15, 2022), 

Hrg. Ex. 24.  Notably, 1972 Water Quality Criteria suggests actual health effects in livestock 

would not be expected until fluoride levels reached much higher concentrations, explaining that 

injurious effect from fluoride other than tooth mottling would not be expected until there was “[a]t 

least a several fold increase in its concentration.”  Id.; see also Water Quality Criteria 1972 at 312, 

Ex. C.   

 IEPA has provided no basis for its proposed 2.0 mg/L standard for fluoride other than to 

provide an aesthetic benefit to livestock.  Meanwhile, states neighboring Illinois have enforceable 

fluoride standards that are consistent with the current Class I and Class II standard of 4.0 mg/L. 

See Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Lisa Yost at 5 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 24. The 4.0 mg/L 

standard is also consistent with the MCL for fluoride.  If promulgated, the costs of this 

unnecessarily lowered standard will outweigh any speculative cosmetic dental benefit that may 

result in livestock.  Accordingly, the Board should maintain the current Class I and Class II 

standards of 4.0 mg/L for fluoride. 
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V. Molybdenum Standard 

 Below, this section explains (a) that the Board should not promulgate IEPA’s proposed 

Class I molybdenum standard because it is based on outdated and flawed toxicity information, 

while more current, reliable, and robust toxicity information exists through the ASTDR, and (b) 

that a Class II Molybdenum is unnecessary and inappropriate for conditions in Illinois. 

a. The Board Should Not Promulgate IEPA’s Proposed Class I Molybdenum 
Standard. 

 
 IEPA’s proposed Class I molybdenum standard of 0.019 mg/L, derived using the HTTAC 

formula in the Agency’s proposed Appendix A, was developed using outdated and flawed toxicity 

information. IEPA derived its proposed Class I molybdenum standard using 1992 toxicity 

information from IRIS.  IEPA has admitted that the IRIS molybdenum reference dose (“RfD”) 

used to derive the molybdenum HTTAC is outdated.  Transcript of June 21, 2022 Hearing at 

59:13–61:21 (June 27, 2022), In the Matter of: Proposed Amendments to Groundwater Quality 

(35 Ill. Adm. Code 620), R2022-018; see also id. at 83:23–84:02 Ms. Yost explains that the IRIS 

RfD was derived from a flawed study that included issues with controls and potential issues with 

analytical measurements in specimens. Dynegy’s Third Hearing Exhibits, Ex. B at 16; Dynegy’s 

Pre-filed Testimony of Lisa Yost at 14–15 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 24.  The ATSDR commented 

on the flaws in the study used to derive the IRIS RfD explaining 

The study has a number of deficiencies that limit the interpretation of the results: 
(1) the control group consisted of 5 individuals compared to 52 subjects in the 
exposed group; (2) no information was provided on the controls to assess whether 
they were matched to the exposed group; (3) it does not appear that the study 
controlled for potential confounders, such as diet and alcohol, which can increase 
uric acid levels; and (4) NAS (2001) noted that there were potential analytical 
problems with the measurement of serum and urine copper levels (ATSDR 2020). 

U.S. Dept. Health and Human Servs., ATSDR, Toxicological Profile for Molybdenum at A-22 

(May 2020), www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxprofiles/tp212.pdf. 
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 More current, reliable, and robust toxicity information is available from the ATSDR: 

ATSDR (2020) reviewed the available data including the study relied upon by 
USEPA for the IRIS RfD and derived an intermediate duration oral [minimum risk 
level (MRL)] of 0.06 mg/kg/day based on a NOAEL of 17 mg/kg/day identified in 
a 13-week study in Sprague-Dawley rats (Murray et al. 2014). This study also 
identified a LOAEL, including reduced body weights and kidney effects in rats 
treated, at 60 mg/kg-day. ATSDR derived the MRL by dividing the NOAEL of 17 
mg/kg-day by an UF of 100 and a modifying factor (MF) of 3 including the 
following: an UF of 10 for extrapolation from animals to humans; a UF of 10 for 
human variability; and a MF of 3 for concern that reproductive and/or 
developmental effects may be a more sensitive endpoint than kidney effects in 
populations with marginal copper intakes. ATSDR (2020) indicates that the MRL 
has already accounted for dietary intake stating that the MRL was derived assuming 
“healthy dietary levels of molybdenum and copper and represents the level of 
exposure above and beyond the normal diet”. 

Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Lisa Yost at 14–15 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 24.  

 IEPA has noted, in the record of this proceeding, its preference and past practice of relying 

upon the USEPA’s toxicity hierarchy in the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response 

(“OWSER”) Directive 9285.7-53 (Human Health Toxicity Value in Superfund Risk Assessments) 

to derive toxicity values for HTTAC calculations.  Statement of Reasons, Attachment 1 at 509–11 

(Dec. 7, 2021), Hrg. Ex. 1. IRIS is considered the “Tier I” source under this hierarchy.  However, 

in this instance, relying upon ATSDR toxicity values is consistent with the OSWER Directive.9  

As USEPA explained in the Directive 

IRIS is not the only source of toxicology information, and in some cases more 
recent, credible and relevant data may come to the Agency’s attention. In particular, 
toxicological information other than that in IRIS may be brought to the agency by 
outside parties. Such information should be considered along with the data in IRIS 
in selecting toxicological values; ultimately the Agency should evaluate risk upon 
its best scientific judgement and consider all credible and relevant information 
available to it. 
 

                                                 
9 As IEPA noted, the use of this hierarchy to derive toxicity values for HTTAC calculations is not codified 
anywhere and is, therefore, not required by law, allowing for additional flexibility to use better sources for 
toxicity values when they are available.  Transcript of the June 21, 2022 Hearing at 53:13–17 (June 27, 
2022). 
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Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Lisa Yost at 14 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 24 (citing USEPA, 

Memorandum re: Human Health Toxicity Values in Superfund Risk Assessment at 2 (Dec. 5, 2003), 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-11/documents/hhmemo.pdf). As explained above, 

the ATSDR data is “more recent, credible and relevant” than the IRIS data for molybdenum in this 

case.  It is, accordingly, entirely consistent with the hierarchy upon which IEPA relies to use 

toxicity data from ATSDR instead of IRIS. If the ATSDR intermediate oral MRL of 0.06 

milligrams per kilograms per day (“mg/kg-day”) is used10 instead of the IRIS RfD to calculate an 

HTTAC for molybdenum it results in a value of 0.2 mg/L.   

 As Ms. Yost explains, molybdenum is also an essential nutrient required for growth in most 

plants and animals.  Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Lisa Yost at 16 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 

24. The recommended daily intake of molybdenum is 17 micrograms per day for children ages 1 

to 3 and 22 micrograms per day for children ages 4 to 8.  The proposed molybdenum standard 

would actually result in a daily intake of molybdenum through water that is less than the 

recommended daily intake for children. Id. This further supports the unnecessary conservatism of 

IEPA’s propose value, including that it is not needed to protect public health.  

 Dynegy proposes the following in connection with the proposed Class I standard for 

molybdenum, so that the Board avoids setting an unsupported and unnecessarily low standard:  

                                                 
10 Although the ATSDR oral MRL is derived to be protective of intermediate exposure, Ms. Yost explained 
that no further uncertainty factors are needed to use the ATSDR immediate oral MRL to calculate an 
HTTAC for molybdenum, consistent with the European Chemical Agency (“ECHA”) analysis for 
molybdenum where no adjustment factor was used for sub-chronic to chronic exposure in the study because 
other investigations (e.g. National Toxicology Program (NTP) 1997 inhalation study34) demonstrated no 
increase in systemic toxicity for 13 weeks or two years.  Dynegy’s Pre-filed Testimony of Lisa Yost at 15 
(Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 24 (citing Nat’l Toxicol. Program, NTP Technical Report on the Toxicology and 
Carcinogenesis Studies of Molybdenum Trioxide in F344/N Rats and B6C3F1 Mice (Inhalation Studies), 
U.S. Dep’t of Health & Human Servs. (April 1997), https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/htdocs/lt_rpts/tr462.pdf). 
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• Dynegy is supportive of the International Molybdenum Association’s suggestion that the 

Board wait until the IRIS data for molybdenum is adopted before promulgating a Class I 

standard for molybdenum. 

• If the Board wants to promulgate a standard for molybdenum now, Dynegy proposes that 

the Board set the Class I standard at 0.2 mg/L, consistent with a health-based standard 

derived using ATSDR data.   

b. A Class II Standard for Molybdenum is Unnecessary. 

IEPA’s proposed Class II standard for molybdenum of 0.05 mg/L, based on protection of 

livestock that forage on irrigated crops, is unnecessary and not representative of Illinois 

agriculture. Dynegy’s Pre-filed testimony of Lisa Yost at 17 (Sept. 15, 2022), Hrg. Ex. 24.   

First, the 0.05 mg/L value is an irrigation advisory for short term use on soils that react 

with molybdenum.  Id.  IEPA has provided no evidence that soils in Illinois would be expected to 

“react with” molybdenum. 

Second, Ms. Yost reviewed the studies in 1972 Water Quality Criteria used to support the 

0.05 mg/L advisory value.  The studies suggest that elevated molybdenum levels are not an issue 

in Illinois agriculture.  Rather, these studies indicate that molybdenum toxicity for grazing animals 

is an issue in the Western United States as opposed to the Midwest. 

Forages that contain high levels of· Mo are found in areas (a) where soils are 
alkaline, (b) adjoining rivers, lakes, and sinks, and where drainage is poor and water 
tables are high, and (c) where drainage usually covers granite rather than volcanic 
mountain areas.” Molybdenum toxicity occurs primarily in the Western US, due to 
naturally occurring levels in soil and soil characteristics. Molybdenum is more 
readily absorbed in alkaline soils (Kaiser et al. (2005)) and as described above for 
selenium, Illinois soils tend to be mildly acidic or neutral, while high salinity soils, 
mineralized soils and soils with a higher pH are more common in the Western US. 

 
Id. at 18. 
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 Finally, Ms. Yost reviewed Illinois agricultural extension publications for information 

regarding elevated molybdenum in forage crops resulting in toxic effects in livestock in Illinois. 

She did not find any information presenting this as an issue in Illinois.  On the contrary, she found 

evidence that certain plants in Illinois may have molybdenum deficiencies.  Id.   As she notes, 

molybdenum is also an essential nutrient that helps livestock with metabolism and growth.  Id. 

 Given these considerations, a Class II standard of 0.05 mg/L for molybdenum is not 

necessary to protect Illinois livestock that forage on irrigated crops.  Without evidence that soils 

in Illinois “react with” molybdenum and without evidence of any present or potential harm to 

livestock in Illinois, the promulgation of this standard will result in considerable burdens without 

any clear benefit.   

VI. CONCLUSION 

 Dynegy appreciates the Board’s careful review of the record submitted in this rulemaking.  

For the reasons stated in this Post-Hearing Comment and testimony, Dynegy requests that the 

Board adopt Dynegy’s proposed modifications to IEPA’s Part 620 rule proposal. 

      Respectfully submitted,  
 
        /s/ Bina Joshi      
             Bina Joshi 
 
ARENTFOX SCHIFF LLP  
Joshua R. More  
Bina Joshi  
Sarah L. Lode  
233 South Wacker Drive, Suite 7100 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
(312) 258-5600 
Joshua.more@afslaw.com  
Bina.joshi@afslaw.com 
Sarah.lode@afslaw.com  
 
Attorneys for Dynegy Midwest Generation, LLC; Electric Energy Inc.; Illinois Power Generating 
Company; Illinois Power Resources Generating, LLC; and Kincaid Generation, LLC  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I, the undersigned, certify that on this 3rd day of March, 2023, I have served electronically 
the attached Dynegy’s Post-Hearing Comment, upon the individuals on the attached service list. 
I further certify that my email address is Sarah.Lode@afslaw.com; the number of pages in the 
email transmission is 371; and the email transmission took place today before 5:00 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
  /s/ Sarah Lode 
       Sarah Lode 

 
ARENTFOX SCHIFF LLP  
Joshua R. More  
Bina Joshi  
Sarah L. Lode  
233 South Wacker Drive, Suite 7100 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
(312) 258-5600 
Joshua.more@afslaw.com  
Bina.joshi@afslaw.com 
Sarah.lode@afslaw.com  

Attorneys for Dynegy Midwest Generation,  
LLC; Electric Energy Inc.; Illinois Power  
Generating Company; Illinois Power  
Resources Generating, LLC; and Kincaid  
Generation, LLC 
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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

       ) 
IN THE MATTER OF:     ) 
       ) 
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO  ) R 2022-018 
GROUNDWATER QUALITY  ) (Rulemaking - Public Water Supply) 
(35 ILL. ADM. CODE 620)    ) 
       ) 
 
 

Dynegy’s Post-Hearing Comment Exhibit List 

EXHIBIT A IEPA’s Mot. To File Comments Instanter at 10–11 (July 9, 1991), In the 
Matter of: Groundwater Quality Standards: 35 Ill. Adm. Code 620, R1989-
014(B) 

 
EXHIBIT B IEPA Statement of Reasons at 17 (Sept. 1989), In the Matter of: 

Groundwater Quality Standards: 35 Ill. Adm. Code 620, R1989-014(B) 
 
EXHIBIT C National Academy of Sciences & National Academy of Engineers, Water 

Quality Criteria 1972: A Report of the Committee on Water Quality Criteria 
at 345 (1972) (excerpted)  

 
EXHIBIT D Travis Meeter, Preparing for Calving Season, Orr Agric. R&D Ctr.: Univ. 

of Ill. at Urbana-Champaign (Jan. 23, 2017) 
 
EXHIBIT E Travis Meteer, Minding your Minerals, Orr Agric. R&D Ctr.: Univ. of Ill. 

at Urbana-Champaign (Mar. 22, 2016) 
 
EXHIBIT F USEPA, Development of Estimated Quantitation Levels for the Third Six-

Year Review of National Primary Drinking Water Regulations (Chemical 
Phase Rules) (October 2016) 

 
EXHIBIT G Office of Ground Water and Drinking Water, EPA Protocol for the Review 

of Existing National Primary Drinking Water Regulations, USEPA (June 
2003) 
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Original Do Not Remove 

BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BO 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

Groundwater Quality Standards 
(35 Ill. Adm. Code) 

N O T I C I 

TO: Dorothy Gunn, Clerk 
Illinois Pollution Control Board 
sore, suite 11-500 
100 W. Randolph 
Chicago, IL 60601 

Michelle Dresdow 
Hearing Officer 
Illinois Pollution Control Board 
PO Box 505 
DeKalb, IL 60115 

SEE ATTACHED LIST 

) 
) 
) PCB 
) -

(/ € .;s<sr 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that I have filed with the Clerk of 
the Illinois Pollution Control Board the Illinois 
Environmental Protection Agency's Motion to File Comments 
Instanter and the Comments, a copy of which is served upon 
you. 

DATE: July 8, 1991 

2200 Churchill Road 
P.O. Box 19276 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

ay: _S_' ft_{) h_. J\im __ C...,__, ...-..8___,w,e;..;..cu....;_/{A'----

stephe~. Ewart 
Deputy Counsel 
Division of Legal Counsel 

Springfield, Illinois 62794-9276 

217/782-5544 
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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BO 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

Groundwater Quality Standards 
(35 Ill. Adm. Code) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

PCB R89-14(B) 

MOTION TO FILE COMMENTS INSTANTER 

NOW COMES the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 

("Agency") by its attorney, Stephen c. Ewart, and pursuant 

to the Procedural Rules of the Illinois Pollution Control 

Board ("Board") moves for leave to file these COMMENTS 

Instanter. In support of this Moti0~, the Affidavit of 

Stephen c. Ewart is attached. 

WHEREFORE, the Agency respectfully requests that the 

Board accept the filing of the COMMENTS Instanter. 

DATE: July a, 1991 

2200 Churchill Road 
P.O. Box 19276 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

By: 3t~~ C \ ~J --S-t...ae=p"""h,_e_n-+-C-.-E--'w-a_r_t-=--'=:;..::;_;;:;.__;..._ 

Deputy Counsel 
Division of Legal Counsel 

Springfield, Illinois 62794-9276 

217/782-5544 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
) 

COUNTY OF SAUGAMON ) 

Af'FIDAVIT 

I, STEPHEN c. EWART, being ctuly sworn upon oath, 

deposes and states as follows: 

1. I am Deputy Counsel who has recently assumed the 

responsibilities to prepare and present the Agency's 

COMMENTS in the regulatory proceeding R89-14(B). 

2. Per the order of Hearing Officer Michelle Dresdow 

in this proceeding, the COMMENTS were due on June 28, 1991. 

3. The Agency was unable to complete the technical 

and legal analysis of issues presented in this proceeding 

before and since the May JO, 1991 hearing because Agency was 

not able to complete the review of the transcript which was 

received on June 21, 1991. 

4. The COMMENTS document is therefore, with leave of 

the Board being filed seven (7) days late. 

FURTHER AFF'IANT SAY ETH NOT. 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME 

------· 
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PCB R89-14(B) SERVICE LIST 

Catherine Barnard 
Chemical Industries Council 
404 Calhoun street 
Morris, IL 60450 

Julie Elena Brown 
BPI 
Suite 212 
17 East Monroe Street 
Chicago, IL 60603 

Richard A. Christopher 
IL Dept. of Transportation 
suite 1607 
310 s. Michigan Ave. 
Chicago, IL 61604 

Barbara Collins 
Stratton, Dobbs, Nardulli & 

Lestikow 
725 South Fourth Street 
P.O. Box 12080 
Springfield, IL 62791 

Lisa Disbrow 
Waste Management of North 

America 
Two Westbrook Corp. Center 
suite 1000 
Westchester, IL 60154 

Warren Goetsch 
IL Dept. of Agriculture 
State Fair Grounds 
P.O. Box 19281 
Springfield, IL 62794-9281 

James T. Harrington 
Ross and Hardies 
150 North Michigan 
suite 2600 
Chicago, IL 60621 

Katherine Hodge 
IL Environmental Reg. Group 
215 East Adams street 
Springfield, IL 62701 

Joanna Hoelscher 
CBE 
407 s. Dearborn st. 
Suite 1775 
Chicago, IL 60605 

Robert L. Jones, Jr. 
BPI 
17 East Monroe Street 
Suite 212 
Chicago, IL 60603 

Karen Miller 
IDENR 
325 W. Adams, Room 300 
Springfield, IL 62706 

Monte Nienkerk 
Mittelhauser Corporation 
1240 Iroquois Dr. suite 102 
Naperville, IL 60563 

Gerald Paulson 
McHenry County Defenders 
132 Cass Street. 
Woodstock, IL 60098 

Dan Siegfried 
Gorden & Glickson P.c. 
36th Floor 
444 N. Michigan Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60611 
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Mark Steger 
McBride, Baker & Coles 
Northwestern Atrium Center 
500 w. Madison Street 
Chicago, IL 60606 

Victor J. Thompson 
IL Fertilizer & Chemical 

Co. 
3695 s. 6th Street 
Springfield, IL 62703 

Charles Wesselhoft 
Ross and Hardies 
150 North Michigan 
Suite 2600 
Chicago, IL 60621 

Fred Zalcman 
IOENR 
325 w. Adams, Room 300 
Springfield, IL 62706 
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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
) ss 

COUNTY OF SANGAMON ) 

P R O O P O f S B R V I C B 

I, the undersigned, cm oath state that I have served 
the attached upon the person to whom it is addressed, by 
placing a copy in an envelope addressed to: 

Dorothy Gunn, Clerk ..LAIR EXPRESS) 
Illinois Pollution Control Board 
sore, suite 11-soo 
100 w. Randolph 
Chicago, IL 60601 

Michelle Dresdow .!AIR EXPRESS) 
Hearing Officer 
Illinois Pollution Control Board 
P.O. Box 505 
148 North Third st. 
Dekalb, IL 60115 

SEE ATTACHED LIST 

and sending it by first class mail from Springfield, 
Illinois, on July a, 1991, with sufficient postage affixed. 

~. ; /. 
By: ·~)Oilik t<. f 1~J.A_ 

BEFORE ME SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN 

this~day of _J'"-Z-.-<t:._/_' -----' 19 "f'/. ;: 
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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

IN THE MATTER OP: 
Groundwater Quality Standards 
(35 Ill. Adm. Code 620) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

COMMENTS 

PCB R89-14(B) 

The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency ("Agency") hereby 

files comments in the above-referenced proceeding. The Agency's 

COMMENTS respond to certain issues that were brought forth or 

left outstanding at and before and before the May 30, 1991 

hearing. In addition, these comments also address several other 

matters. 

The Agency strongly urges the Board to move forward with 

Docket B to Second Notice. 

SUBPART A 

1. The Agency was asked how "finally" should be interpreted 

in the definition of "carcinogen." In this context the Agency 

has amended this definition to clarify that "finally" means when 

a carcinogen is listed or classified in the Integrated Risk 

Information System ("IRIS") data base or is adopted uy USEPA as a 

final rule. This final determination would be suspended if the 

U. s. Courts of Appeal would stay a cai;cinogen determination. 

2. The Agency was requested to submit copies of the 

followi~g: the "Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Section a 

Plastics," Volume 08.04 (PCN) :Ol-080484-19; NCRP Report 22; 54 
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Fed. Reg. 22062-22160 (May 22, 1989); and 56 Fed. Reg. 3526-3597 

(January 30, 1991). In addition, the Agency has included a copy 

of 56 Fed. Reg. 26460-26564 (June 7, 1991). This incorporation 

by reference includes the final lead and copper rule. A copy of 

these documents will be forwarded to the Roard under separate 

cover as an exhibit. NCR? Report 22 was ordered and the Agency 

will provide a copy to the Board as soon a:1 it becomes available. 

The Agency has also added the incorporation by reference for NCRP 

Report 22 to Section 620.125. 

3. The Agency notes that incorporation by reference, 54 Fed. 

Reg. 3526-3597 (January 30, 1991), should be amended to read 56 

Fed. Reg. 3526-3597 (January 30, 1991). 

§UBPART B 

4. The Agency was asked whether a portion of the thickness 

associated with the geologic materials described in Subsections 

620.210(a) (2) and (a) (3) would be Class I if it were below the 

10-foot interface. The Agency intends that any portion of the 

geologic materials described in Subsections 620.210(a) (2), (a) (3) 

and (a) (4) should be designated as Class I if located below the 

10-foot interface and this clarification should be described in a 

Board note. 

f>. The Agency was asked why the Board's determination of 

"potable use" or other "non-potable beneficial uses" under 

Section 620.260 is not linked with the determination in Sections 

2 
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620.210(b) and 620.220(b) to classify the groundwater. The 

Agency's proposal is not intended to limit the Board's authority 

to make deter~inations pursuant to Section 620.260. This 

provision is intended to address groundwater which might have 

potential as a drinking water source. 

6. The Agency was asked to consider whether Section 

620.240tdt.Utl. should be applied to sources where there is a 

potential fo~ a release, but a release has not occurred. The 

Agency intends that this provision be available for potential 

primary and secondary sources where a release has actually 

occurred. The criteria in this subsection are written to 

evaluate the consequences of contaminants released from a source 

so that application of this subsection to potential release 

situations or conditions would make little sense. To further 

clarify this limitation, the Agency recommends that the phrase 

"from a release" be added to Section 620.240fdtl.fil.. 

Having read all comments on the appropriateness of the Section 

620.240fdtl.fil. provisions, the Agency believes that Section 

620.240fdt.!Jll as well as the coal mining provisions of Section 

620.240fetJ.t.l are necessary and important provisions which 

address realistic conditions. The establishment of these small 

areas in Section 620.240fdt~ recognizes that releases to 

groundwater do occur from contamination sources and that 

monitoring and cleanup cannot always be performed directly under 

sources of contamination. Remediation is sometimes not done at 

or under the source to avoid further damage to the integrity of 

3 
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the source and to the integrity of the monitoring wells. The 

dimensions of this area beynnd the edge of a source of 

contamination is dependent upon site specific conditions within 

the limitations of this proposed rule. Under certain conditions 

where a release occurs at the up-gradient end of a source of 

contamination, a zone could be established at the downgractient 

edge of the source. Where the release has migrated beyond the 

downgradient edge of the source, the zone could be established at 

the end of the cont.aminant plume. This area in combination with 

the criteria providad in Subsections 620.240fdtl.!tl.(2) through 

fdt.utl.(5) and for coal mining, Subsection 620.240fet.Ltl(2) 

through fet.Lfl(5), will recognize these practical limitations 

while still protecting groundwater resources. The Board has 

recognized similar provisions in the Board's solid and hazardous 

waste regulations. The Agency urges the Board to retain this 

approach as currently drafted by the Agency. 

7. The Agency was also asked what is meant by the 11 closest 

practicable distance" as it is used in subsection 

620.240fdt..utl.(1). The "closest practicable dista.nce" is the 

distance that is established on a site-by-site basis according to 

the criteria specified in Subsections 620.240fdt.utl.(1) (A), 

fdt_(_gj_(l) (B), fdt.utl.(2), fdt..!Ju(3) and fdt.!J:.1(4). This distance 

may be established up to but not to exceed 25 feet laterally or 

15 feet vertically from a source as Hpecified in this section. 

In addition, the Agency was also asked if this provision would be 

applicable if a potable water well was located within this area. 

4 
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If a potable water supply well is located within this area, thi3 

provision is not available. This is the intent of Subsection 

620.240fdtl..gl(5). 

8. The Agency was asked to clarify what is meant by the 

phrase "in such groundwater" in Subsections 620.240fdtl..gl{5) and 

620.240fet.LfJ.(5). This phrase should be interpreted as a potable 

water su~ply well which is utilizing groundwater within and 

underlying an area that is established according to Subsections 

620.240fdtl..gl(l) or 620.240fet.Lil(l). The Agency recommends the 

amendments which are reflected in Exhibit 1 to clarify this 

matter. 

9. The Agency notes that Subsection 620.240fdtl..gl should be 

amended to read the owners QL operators of such source. 

10. Waste Management, Inc. ("WMI") made a recommendation at 

the May 30, 1991 hearing to incorporate within Section 620.240 a 

new subsection which would include groundwater within an area 

permitted under an existing detection monitoring system in 

accordance with 35 Ill. Adm. Code 724. The Agency recommends 

that a new subsection be established at Section 620.240(b) to 

address this concern. As proposed this new subsection would 

r~cognize groundwater within a point of compliance as provided in 

35 Ill. Adm. Code 724 as Class IV: other Groundwater. 35 Ill. 

Adm. Code 724.195 provides that the point of compliance is a 

vertical surface located at the hydraulically ~owngradient limit 

5 
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of the waste management area that extends down into the uppermost 

aquifer underlying the regulated units. However, this area 

established in relation to the point of compliance shall not 

exceed a distance of 200 feet. This 200-foot limitation is 

derived from the minimum setback established for potential 

primary and secondary sources of contamination under Section 14.2 

of the Act. The Agency has included information about the 

permitted RCRA, Subpart B facilities which require a point of 

compliance in Exhibit 2. The amendment to Subsection 620.240(b) 

is included in Exhibit 1. 

11. The Agency was presented with a hypothetical in which a 

party requesting a groundwater management zone under Section 

620.250 for a particular contaminant with a standard of "10" and 

the party was able to achieve only "15." In addition, the 

inquiry requested the Agency's opinion on the party's exposure to 

citizens' suits when corrective action falls short of the 

standards. 

In application of the groundwater management zone under the 

proposed rules, the existing concentration will be the standard 

for the released contaminants during the corrective action. 

(Section 620.450(a) (4) (B)) 

In accordance with Section 620.250(b), the Agency may concur 

with the corrective action plan to mitigate impairment caused by 

the release of contaminants. However, as the corrective action 

continues and if groundwater monitoring indicates that the 

standards will not be achieved, the following consideration~ 

6 
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pursuant to Subsection 620.450(a) (4) (B) become applicable: 

a. To the extent practicable, the exceedance has been 
minimized and the beneficial use, as appropriate for the 
class of groundwater, has been returned; and, 

b. Any threat to public health or the environment has been 
minimized. 

Based upon these considerations, a determination would be made 

to continue the corrective action to achieve the standard or to 

recognize alternative conditions. Corrective action would be 

discontinued where the standards are not achieved and the party 

demonstrates that all practicable action has been taken. In such 

a circumstance, the existing condition becomes the standard for 

the site. A party could remain vulnerable to citizens' actions 

and third-party appeals only to the extent that corrective action 

would not be timely and appropriate or the results achieved were 

not commensurate with the narrative provisions of Section 

620.450(a) (4) (B). 

SUBPART C 

12. The Agency was asked if Section 620.301 allows for 

increases of contaminant concentrations up to its standard listed 

in Subpart D. Section 620.301 does not allow for increases of 

contaminant concentrations up to its standard listed in Subp~rt 

o. This provision sets forth a use impairment standard and 

technical treatment criteria. It does not establish numerical 

standards. Instead, Section 620.301 provides a narrative 

nondegradation standard for Resource Groundwater of Classes I, II 

7 
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and III. It should also be noted that this provision is 

particularly relevant for Class II since such groundwaters are 

not covered under Section 620.302. 

13. The Agency was asked if the State or Federal laws or 

regulations referred to in subsection 620.302(b) (1) could be 

listed. The text of Section 620.302(b) (1) includes those 

facilities which are currently required by state mandate to 

perform groundwater monitoring. This includes existing 

monitoring programs under the Agency, Illinois Department of 

Agriculture and Illinois Department of Mines and Minerals and any 

new programs that may be emerging for any and all of these 

agencies. (e.g. R88-8, State Pesticide Plan). The Agency urges 

the Board to leave this provision open so that it will provide 

this protective flexibility. 

14. In relation to Subsection 620.310(a) (2), the Agency was 

asked how many sanitary surveys are performed by the Illinois 

Department of Public Health ("IDPH") and how many monitoring 

wells are sampled at potential primary and secondary sources of 

contamination during the survey. The Agency has conferred with 

IDPH and found that IDPH will be completed with all 7,000 non

community water supply well surveys in January 1993. In 

addition, once the baseline surveys are completed, the IDPH will 

conduct surveys for all of these wells every two years. The IDPH 

will also be sampling these wells during this two-year cycle for 

8 
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organic chemicals in addition to the monitoring required pursuant 

to the Safe Drinking Water Act. ("SOWA") 

The sanitary surveys are being used to make vulnerability 

assessments relative to compliance monitoring requirements 

pursuant to the SOWA. The IDPH has made these assessments for 

652 non-transient non-community wells. The statistical results 

of the assessments h~v~ been provided by the IDPH and the Agency 

has included them in Exhibit 3. 

SUBPART D 

15. The Agency was asked to consider a situation where a 

Class II use of a Class I water takes place, and for a particular 

constituent, the Class II standard is more stringent. Copper and 

selenium are the only constituents which have a Class II standard 

which is more stringent than its Class I standard. since the 

date of the hearing, the Agency has re-evaluated both Class I and 

II standards for copper, lead and selenium and proposes new 

standards for the constituents below. 

The Agency proposes a Class I and II standard for copper of 

0.65 mg/1. USEPA has recently established a final "action level" 

of 1.3 mg/1 for copper in 56 Fed. Reg. 26460-26564 (June 7, 

1991). This level applies at the source in addition to the home 

plumbing system and represents a different approach than the 

typical finished water standard. (e.g., MCLs) If the "action 

level" is exceeded at the source, it requires that best available 
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treatment ("BAT") be applied at the wellhead. There are four BAT 

techniques identified for lead and copper= 

a. coagulation and filtration; 
b. ion exchange; 
c. lime softening; and, 
d. reverse osmosis. 

Of these treatment techniques, ion exchange would be the most 

practical. It is the Agency's professional opinion that 50 

percent of the water would typically undergo ion exchange 

treatment and be blended with the remaining untreated water if a 

compliance problem were encountered. 

Therefore, the 1. 3 mg/1 "action level" for copper should be 

reduced by 50 percent b~sed upon its removal efficiency to 

provide a reasonable safety margin. such an approach is 

necessary because treatment at the wellhead would be required if 

1.3 mg/1 is exceeded. In addition, the resulting concentration 

is still significantly above the ambient concentration or the 95 

percentile level of 0.034 mg/1 for copper which has been found in 

community water supplies. The Agency recommends that the level 

of 5 mg/1 should be amended to 0.65 mg/1. The Agency also 

recommends that the Class II: General Resource Groundwater 

Quality Standard should be amended from 0.5 rng/1 to 0.65 mg/1. 

The 0.5 mg/1 Class II standard which was derived from livestock 

watering, was selected primarily because the 1972 water Quality 

Criteria recommendation specified that very few waters would 

exceed this level. This standard was chosen rather than the 

irrigation number of 0.2 mg/1 because the latter is based on 

continuous irrigation which is not utilized in Illinois, either 
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within a year or from year-to-year. In the Agency's opinion, a 

0.65 mg/1 standard will still be sufficiently protective for the 

vast majority, if not all, livestock uses. 

16. The Agency has performed a similar evaluation of the Class 

II: General Resource Standard established for selenium and has 

determined that the standard, as proposed, was also based on 

continuous irrigation. Thus, the Agency recommends that the 

Class II standard for selenium should be amended to 0.05 mg/1 

which is the number established for livestock watering. 

17. USEPA also established an "action level" for lead at 0.015 

mg/1. In evaluating this lead level in the same manner as copper 

was reviewed in the preceding discussion, the Agency recommends 

that the Class I: Potable Resource Standard for lead be 

established at one-half the "action level,*' or 0.0075 mg/1. 

Review of the 95 percent confidence levels for lead indicates a 

level of 0.006 mg/1. 

Thus, the Agency urges the Board to adopt the Class I and II 

standards for copper of 0.65 mg/1, the Class I standard for lead 

of 0.0075 mg/1 and the Class II stanuard for selenium of 0.05 

mg/1. 

18. Since the May 30, 1991 hearing it has come to the 

Agency's attention that there is a proposed maximum contaminant 

level ("PMCL") for nickel. The United states Environmental 

Protection Agency ( "US EPA") has proposed in ~,5 Fed. Reg. J 04 09 
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(July 25, 1990) a MCL of 0.1 mg/1 for nickel. The Agency 

recommends a Class I: Potable Resource Standard of 0.1 mg/1 for 

nickel. 

19. Since the May 30, 1991 hearing the Agency has determined 

that the incorrect treatment factor was used to derive the Class 

II standards for heptachlor epoxide and lindane. Therefore, the 

Class II standards for both heptachlor epoxide and lindane should 

be 0.001 mg/1. 

20. The Agency was asked about the relationship between the 

proposed standards of this Part to the Board standards in 35 Ill. 

Adm. Code 811 and whether the proposed standards apply at or 

beyond the zone of attenuation ("ZOA") .. In addition, the Agency 

was asked whether the Class I or II standards supersede the 

background groundwater quality standards established by the Board 

under the solid waste landfill regulations. (R88-7) 

As stated in the R88-7 proceeding, the Agency maintains that 

the standards which apply at or beyond the ZOA are those 

specified in Section 8ll.320(a), the background concentration or 

the Board established standard as adjusted by the Board. 

Therefore, the applicable groundwater standard is the background 

concentration or the Board adjusted standard. Where background 

exceeds the Board adjusted standard, Board adjusted standard 

becomes the standard. 

In response to the question about the groundwater standards 

superseding the background standards, the Agency states 
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that the groundwater standards as proposed in this proceeding do 

not supersede the background standards established under 35 Ill. 

Adm. Code 811.320(a) (1). As currently drafted, the groundwater 

standards will be the Board established standard under 35 Ill. 

Adm. Code 811.320(a) (3) (B) if the groundwater standards are 1.r.>wer 

than the water quality standards of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 302. 

The Agency recommends that once the groundwater standards are 

adopted the Board should consider deleting the adjusted standards 

procedure of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 811.320(b) since it is superfluous 

in light of the established adjusted standards procedures of 

Section 28.1 of the Act. 

Furthermore, the Board should consider the groundwater 

standards of this Part to be the exclusive standard for 

groundwater regulation in other proyrams and thus replace all 

groundwater regulation references to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 302 with 

references from this Part. For Subtitle G: Waste Disposal, this 

includes, the Part 302 references for Board established standards 

(35 Ill. Adm. Code 811.320(a) (3) (B)); the adjusted standards 

procedures (35 Ill. Adm. Code 811.320(b) (2) and (b) (3)); and Part 

302 references for groundwater standards on compliance boundaries 

in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 814.402(b) (3). 

21. The Agency notes that Subsection 620.420(a) (2) should be 

amended. The phrase "which is 10 feet or more from the land 

surface" should Le deleted. In addition, within Subsection 

620.420(e) the phrase, "groundwater of 5 feet from" should be 

amended to "groundwater within 5 feet £rel'tl of". 
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22. The Agency has considered whether Subsection 620.440(b) 

should be amended to include standards specified for constituents 

in Sections 620.410 or 620.420. After further consideration, the 

Agency recommends that such revisions are unnecessary. The 

Agency believes that within zones of attenuation, Class II 

protection should be adequate and suitable for the groundwaters, 

except for the leachate constituents where the confirmation of 

monitored increase requirements of Subsection 811.319(a) (4) 

apply. 

23. At the May 30, 1991 hearing, the Agency proposed a Class 

I Potable Resource groundwater standard for beta particle and 

photon radioactivity. The Board requested the Agency to prepare 

proposed languag~ for this provision. In respons~, the Agency 

has prepared proposed language that should be included as 

Subsection 620.420(e). This propoc, l is included with other 

amendments in the Agency's Exhibit 1. 

SUBPAR'l' E 

24. WM! made a recommendation at the May 30, 1991 hearing to· 

delete either Subsection 620.601(d) or Section 620.615. The 

Agency objects to the deletion of either of these provisions. 

Section 620.601 applies to Class I groundwaters and Subsection 

620.601(d) establishes a provision to evaluate the mixtures of 

chemical substances in Class I groundwater. Section 620.615 sets 

forth the procedures for evaluating mihtures in such groundwater. 
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WMI also suggested that the phrase, "lowest appropriate PQL" 

in Section 620.605 should be amended by deleting the word 

"lowest." The solid waste testing procedures ("SW-846") contain 

multiple analytical methods for the majority of constituents 

ana}yzed by this procedure. For example, SW-846 includes 

groundwater PQLs for para-dichlorobenzene. These PQLs range from 

2.4-10 parts per billion. Each of these methods has its own 

associated PQL. Therefore, the Agency recommends that if there 

is more than one PQL associated with a constituent that the 

"lowest appropriate PQL" should be used,, The Agency further 

re0ommends that the term "appropriate" be included in the phrase,. 

"the guidance level is the lowest rnopriate PQL" in Subsection 

620.605(b) (1). 

In addition, WMI recommended that the phrase, '"which do not 

have standards in Subpart D11 be inserted in Section 620.615 after 

the phrase "chemical substances." The Agency disagrees with this 

recommendation because if the contaminant with the standard is 

one of two or more chemical substances which are similar in their 

toxic or harmful physiological effect on the same specific org&n 

or organ system, it should be considered in the mixture. 

Therefore, the Agency recommends that the combination of the 

concentrations of these chemical contaminants should be 

considered. 
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However, the Agency does recommend that the phrase, "the level 

for" in Subsection 620.615{b) be amended to: 

the ievei-ferprocedure for evaluating the mixture of such 
substances shaii-he-de~erm*ftedis specified in accordance 
with Appendices A, B, and c. 

In addition, the Agency requests that the phrase in Section 

620.Appendix B(a) be amended as follows: 

This appendix describes procedures for 
de~e!"l!l*"*"g-~he-max*mttm-amettft~evaluating 
mixtures of similar-acting substances which may 
be present-as-a-mi~~ttre in Class I: Potable 
Resource Groundwaters-fer-~he-~re~ee~ien-ef 
httmaft-heai~h. 

This amendment is necessary to articulate that these procedures 

are for evaluation of "mixtures." 

25. On June 28, 1991, WMI submitted comments of the Board 

which stated that preventive notification concentration limits 

for para-dichlorobenzene, ethylbenzene and phenol are below 

USEPA'a estimates of SW-846 PQLs. The SW-846 PQLs for these 

constituents and the associated preventive response levels are, 

as follows: 

Preventive 
Response 

constitu~ Levels 

para-dichlorobenzene 5 
ethylbenzene 30 
phenol 1 

SW-846 
~~ 

Method 
(ppb) 

2.4(8010) 
2 (8020) 
1 (8040) 

A review of this table of constituents indicates that WMI's 

assessment of these PQLs is not accurate. 
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Furthermore, WMI commented that Section 620.310(c) may not be 

achievable for the compounds listed in Subpart D that have 

standards at the PQL. The Agency has provided extensive 

testimony in this proceeding that the constituents which have 

standards listed at a PQL are carcinogens. The Agency has not 

listed these constituents in Subsection 620.310(a) (3) (A) because 

of these technical limitations. Subsection 620.310(c) also 

limits the application of preventive response to the Subsection 

620.310(a) (3) (A) constituents. Thus, WMI's concern about 

verifying levels at one-half of the PQL is without foundation. 

WMI also recommended that this provision should allow for 

exceedance of the standard in Subpart D. WMI must have 

misunderstood that preventive notification and response 

procedures specifically exclude any contaminant which exceeds 

Class I or III groundwater standards. (Section 620.302(c)). 

Releases of contaminants which exceed the standards become the 

subject of a corrective action under Section 620.250(a). 

Additionally, WMI commented that the preventive response 

levels and concentration established under Subsection 620,JlO(c) 

ere applicable, relevant and appropriate requirements. ("ARARs") 

In previous testimony the Agency testified that the USEPA Task 

Force had developed a draft groundwater protection strategy for 

the 1990's which has been finalized and has since been released. 

In the document entitled, Protecting the NAtion's Gr2ung Wate.r..;_, 

EPA's Strategy for the 1990's, The Final Re.11ort of the EPA 

Ground-Water Task Force, (May 8, 1991) ("Task Force Report"), 

USEPA discusses its policy on the use of quality standards in 
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groundwater protection and remediation activities. The Task 

Force Report, USEPA states as follows: 

In certain cases, maximum contaminant level 
goals(MCLGs) under the Safe Drinking Water Act, 
or background levels may be used in order to 
comply with Federal statutory requirements. 
Reference points are to be applied differently 
for prevention and cleanup purposes. 

Prevention: Best technologies and management 
practices should be relied on to protect ground 
water to the maximum extent practicable. 
Detection of a percentage of the reference point 
at an appropriate monitoring location would then 
be used to trigger consideration of additional 
action (e.g., additional monitoring; 
restricting, limiting use or banning the use of 
a pesticide). Reaching the ~CL or other 
appropriate reference point would be considered 
a failure of prevention. 

Cleanup: Remediation will generally attempt to achievf a 
totgl lifetime cancer risk levels in the range of 10- to 
10- r and exposures to non-carcinogens below appropriate 
reference doses. Most stringent measures may be selected 
based on such factors as the cumulative effect of multiple 
contaminants, exposure from other pathways, and usual 
population sensitivities. Less stringent measures than the 
reference point may be selected where authorized by law, 
based on such factors as technological practicality, adverse 
environmental impacts of remediation measures, cost and low 
likelihood of potential use. 

Protecting the Nation's Groundwater: EPA's Strategy for the 
1990's, The Final Report of the EPA Ground-water Task Force 
Report, May 8, 1991, p 33. 

The Subpart D groundwater standards of Part 620 are generally 

based on potential drinking water concerns which serve as a basis 

for ARARs consistent with USEPA's Final Task force Report. In 

contrast, the essence of the proposed prevention policy of this 

proceeding is the percentage of the reference point (e.g., MCLs), 
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not the reference point, and are thus distinct and 

distinguishable from ARARs. The Agency has provided a copy of 

the final Task Force Repo~~ ~s Exhibit 4. 

Dated: Jul.y s, 1991 

2200 Churchill Road 
Post Office Box 19276 
Springfield, Illinois 
217/782-5544 

INITIALSSCE:rmi/1952q/sp 

Respectfully submitted, 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY 

By: 

62794-9276 
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S+~Mn C. <2<..JCP!,t 
Stephen. Ewart 
Deputy Counsel 
Division of Public Water 
Supplies 
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35 Ill. Adm. Code 620 Page 1 Draft July a, 1991 

Section 
620.105 
620.110 
620.115 
620.125 
620.130 

620.135 

Section 
620.201 
620.210 
620.220 
620.230 
620.240 
620.250 
620.260 

SUBPART 

Section 
620.301 

620.302 

620.305 
620.310 

Section 
620.401 
620.405 

620.410 

620.420 

620.430 

TITLE 3 5: ENVIRONMEN'l'l, ...... , PROTECTION 
SUBTITLE F: PUBLIC ri/ ·: t:R SUPPLIES 

CHAPTER I: POLLUTION eONTROL BOARD 

PART 620 
GROUNDWATER QUALITY 

Purpose 
Definitions 
Prohibition 

SUBPART A: GENERAL 

Incorporations by Reference 
Exemption from General Use Standards and Public 

and Food Processing Water Supply Standards 
Exclusion for Underground Water in Certain Man-Made 

Conduits 

SUBPART B: GROUNDWATER CLASSIFICATION 

Groundwater Designations 
Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater 
Class II: General Resource Groundwater 
Class III: Special Resource Groundwater 
Class IV: Other Groundwater 
Groundwater Management Zone 
Reclassification of Groundwater by Adjusted 

Standard 

C: NONDEGRADATION PROVISIONS FOR APPROPRIATE GROUNDWATERS 

General Prohibition Against Use Impairment of 
Resource Groundwater 

Applicability of Preventive Notification and 
Preventive Response Activities 

Preventive Notification Procedures 
Preventive Response Activities 

SUBPART D: GROUNDWATER QUALITY STANDARDS 

Applicability 
General Prohibitions Against Violations of 

Groundwater Quality Standards 
Groundwater Quality standards for 

Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater 
Groundwater Quality Standards for 

Class II: General Resource Groundwater 
Groundwater Quality Standards for 

Class III: Special Resource Groundwater 
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620.440 

620.450 

Groundwater Quality standards for 
Class IV: Other Groundwater 

Alternative Groundwater Quality Standards 

SUBPART E: GROUNDWATER MONITORING AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 

Section 
620.505 
620.510 

Section 
620.601 
620.605 
620.610 
620.615 

Appendix A 

Appendix B 

Appendix C 

Compliance Procedures 
Monitoring and Analytical Requirements 

SUBPART F: HEALTH ADVISORIES 

Purpose of a Health Advisory 
Issuance of a Health Advisory 
Publishing Health Advisories 
Additional Health Advice for Mixtures 

of Similar-Acting Substances 

Procedures for Determining Human Threshold Toxicant 
Advisory Concentration for Class I: Potable 
Resource Groundwater 

Procedures for Determining Hazard Indices for 
Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater for Mixtures 
of Similar-Acting Substances 

Guidelines for Determining When Dose Addition of 
Similar-Acting Substances in Class I: Potable 
Resource Groundwaters is Appropriatn 

AUTHORITY: Implementing and authorized by Section 8 of the Illinois 
Groundwater Protection Act (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, 0h. 111 1/2, par. 
7458). 

SOURCE: Adopted at -- Ill. Reg. , ------, effective 

NOTE: capitalization denotes statutory language. 
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35 Ill. Adm. Code 620 

Section 620.105 

Page 3 

SUBPART A: GENERAL 

Purpose 

Draft July 8, 1991 

This Part prescribes various aspects of groundwater quality, 
including method of classification of groundwaters, 
nondegradation provisions, standards for quality of groundwaters, 
and various procedures and protocols for the management and 
protection of groundwaters. 

Section 620.110 Definitions 

The definitions of the Environmental Protection Act (Ill, Rev. 
Stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, par. 1001 et seq.) and the Groundwater 
Protection Act (Ill. Rev. stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, pars. 7451 et 
seq.) apply to this Part unless otherwise provided. The 
following definitions also apply to this Part. 

"Act" means the Environmental Protection Act (Ill. Rev. 
stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, pars. 1001 et seq.). 

"Agency" means the Illinois Environmental Protection 
Agency. 

"AQUIFER" MEANS SATURATED (WITH GROUNDWATER) SOILS AND 
GEOinGIC MATERIALS WHICH ARE SUFFICIENTLY PERMEABLE TO 
READILY YIELD ECONOMICALLY USEFUL QUANTITIES OF WATER 
TO WELLS, SPRINGS, OR STREAMS UNDER ORDINARY HYDRAULIC 
GRADIENTS. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, par. 
7453 (b)) 

"BETX" means the sum of the concentrations of benzene, 
ethylbenzene, toluene, and xylenes. 

"Board" means the Illinois Pollution Control Board. 

"Carcinogen" means a chemical, or complex mixture of 
closely related chemicals, which has been finai±y 
de~erminealisted or classified in the Integrated Risk 
Information System or as speicified in a final rule 
adopted by USEPA in accordance with USEPA Guidelines 
for Carcinogenic Risk Assessment, incorporated by 
reference at Section 620.125, to be a group A, B1 , or 
B2 carcinogen. 

"COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY" MEANS A PUBLIC SUPPLY WHICH 
SERVES OR IS INTENDED TO SERVE AT LEAST 15 SERVICE 
CONNECTIONS USED BY RESIDENTS OR REGUL.~RLY SERVES AT 
LEAST 25 RESIDENTS. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2 
par. 1003.05) 

"CONTAMINANT" MEANS ANY SOLID, LIQUID, OR GASEOUS 
MATTER, ANY ODOR, OR ANY FORM OF ENERGY, FROM WHATEVER 
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SOURCE. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, par. 
1003.06) 

"Corrective action process" means those procedures and 
practices that may be imposed by a regulatory agency 
when a determination has been made that contamination 
of groundwater has taken place, and are necessary to 
address a potential or existing violation of the 
standards set forth in subpart D. 

"Cumulative impact area" means the area, including the 
coal mine area permitted under the Surface Coal Mining 
Land Conservation Act (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 96 
1/2, pars. 7901.01 et seq., as amended) and 62 Ill. 
Adm. Code 1700 through 1850, within which impacts 
resulting from the proposed operation may interact with 
the impacts of all anticipated mining on surface water 
and groundwater systems. 

"Detect" or "detection" are defined as follows: 

"Method Detection Limit" or "MDL" means the 
minimum concentration of a substance that can be 
measured as reported with 99 percent confidence 
that the true value is greater than zero. (54 Fed. 
Reg. 22100); or 

"Method Quantitation Limit" or "MQL" means the 
minimum concentration of a substance that can be 
measured and· reported. ("Test Methods for 
Evaluating Solid wastes, Physical/ Chemical 
Methods," EPA Publication No. SW-846 (Third 
Edition, 1986, as amended by Revision I (December 
1987)) 

"Department" means the Illinois Department of Energy 
and Natural Resources. 

"GROUNDWATER" MEANS UNDERGROUND WATER WHICH OCCURS 
WITHIN THE SATURA'rED ZONE AND GEOLOGIC MATERIALS WHERE 
THE FLUID PRESSURE IN THE PORE SPACE IS EQUAL TO OR 
GREATER THAN ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 
1989, ch. 111 1/2, par. 1003.64) 

"Hydrologic balance" means the relationship between the 
quality and quantity of water inflow to, water outflow 
from, and water storage in a hydrologic unit such as a 
drainage basin, aquifer, soil zone, lake, or reservoir. 
It encompasses the dynamic relationships among 
precipitation, runoff, evaporation, and changes in 
ground and surface water storage. 

11 IGPA" Mmeans the lllinois Groundwater Protection Act. 
(Ill. Rev. stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, pars. 7451 et seq.) 
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"LOAEL11 or "Lowest observable adverse effect level" 
means the lowest tested concentration of a chemical or 
substance which produces a statistically significant 
increase in frequency or severity of non-overt adverse 
effects between the exposed population and its 
appropriate control. LOAEL may be determined for a 
human population (LOAEL-H) or an animal population. 
(LOAEL-A) 

"NOAEL" or "No observable adverse effect level" means 
the highest tested concentration of a chemical or 
substance which does not produce a statistically 
significant increase in frequency or severity of non
overt adv8rse effects between the exposed population 
and its appropriate control. NOAEL may be determined 
for a human population (NOAEL-H) or an animal 
population (NOAEL-A) 

"NON-COMMUNI·fY WATER SUPPLY" MEANS A PUBLIC WATER 
SUPPLY THAT IS NOT A COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY. (Ill. 
Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2 par. 1003.05) 

"Off-site" means any site that is not on-site. 

"On-site" means the same or geographically contiguous 
property which may be divided by public or private 
right-of-way, provided the entrance and exit between 
properties is at a crossroads intersection and access 
is by crossing as opposed to going along the right-of
way. Noncontiguous properties owned by the same person 
but connected by a right-of-way which he controls and 
to which the public does not have access is also 
considered on-site property. 

"Operator" means the person responsible for the 
operation of a facility or unit. 

"Owner" means the person who owns a site or part of a 
site, or who owns the land on which the site is 
located. 

"POTABLE" MEANS GENERALLY FIT FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH ACCEPTED WATER SUPPLY PRINCIPLES AND 
PRACTICES. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, par. 
7453(h)) 

"POTENTIAL PRIMARY SOURCE" MEANS ANY' UNIT AT A FACILITY' 
OR SITE NOT CURRENTDY' SUBJECT TO A REMOVAL OR REMEDIAL 
ACTION WHICH: IS UTILIZED FOR THE TREATMENT, STORAGE, 
OR DISPOSAL OF ANY HAZARDOUS OR SPECIAL WASTE NOT 
GENERATED AT THE SITE; OR IS UTILIZED FOR THE DISPOSAL 
OF MUNICIPAL WASTE NOT GENERATED AT THE SITE, OTHER 
THAN LANDSCAPE WASTE ANO CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION 
DEBRIS; OR IS UTILIZED FOR THE LANDFILLING, LAND 
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TREATING, SURFACE IMPOUNDING OR PILING OF ANY HAZARDOUS 
OR SPECIAL WASTE THAT IS GENERATED ON THE SITE OR AT 
OTHER SITES OWNED, CONTROLLED OR OPERATED BY THE SAME 
PERSON; OR STORES OR ACCUMULATES AT ANY TIME MORE THAN 
75,000 POUNDS ABOVE GROUND, OR MORE THAN 7,500 POUNDS 
BELOW GROUND, OF ANY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES. (Ill. Rev. 
stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, par. 1003.59) 

"POTENTIAL ROUTE" MEANS ABANDONED AND IMPROPERLY 
PLUGGED WELLS OF ALL KINDS, DRAINAGE WELLS, ALL 
INJECTION WELLS, INCLUDING CLOSED LOOP HEAT PUMP WELLS, 
AND ANY EXCAVATION FOR THE DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT OR 
PRODUCTION OF STONE, SAND OR GRAVEL. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 
1989, ch. 111 1/2, par. 1003.58) 

"POTENTIAL SECONDARY SOURCE" MEANS ANY UNIT AT A 
FACILITY OR A SITE NOT CURRENTLY SUBJECT TO A REMOVAL 
OR REMEDIAL ACTION, OTHER THAN A POTENTIAL PRIMARY 
SOURCE, WHICH: IS UTILIZED FOR THE LANDFILLING, LAND 
TREATING, OR SURFACE IMPOUNDING OF WASTE THAT IS 
GENERATED ON THE SITE OR AT OTHER SITES OWNED, 
CONTROLLED OR OPERATED BY THE SAME PERSON, OTHER THAN 
LIVESTOCK AND LANDSCAPE WASTE, AND CONSTRUCTION AND 
DEMOLITION DEBRIS; OR STORES OR ACCUMULATES AT ANY TIME 
MORE THAN 25,000 BUT NOT MORE THAN 75,000 POUNDS ABOVE 
GROUND, OR MORE THAN 2,500 BUT NOT MORE THA..~ 7,500 
POUNDS BELOW GROUND, OF ANY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES; OR 
STORES OR ACCUMULATES AT ANY TIME MORE THAN 25,000 
GALLONS ABOVE GROUND, OR MORE THAN 500 GALLONS BELOW 
GROUND, OF PETROLEUM, INCLUDING CRUDE OIL OR ANY 
FRACTION THEREOF WHICH IS NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFICALLY 
LISTED OR DESIGNATED AS A HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE; OR 
STORES OR ACCUMULATES PESTICIDES, FERTILIZERS, OR ROAD 
OILS FOR PURPOSES OF COMMERCIAL APPLICATION OR FOR 
DISTRIBUTION TO RETAIL SALES OUTLETS; OR STORES OR 
ACCUMULATES AT ANY TIME MORE THAN 50,000 POUNDS OF ANY 
DE-ICING AGENT; OR IS UTILIZED FOR HANDLING LIVESTOCK 
WASTE OR FOR TREATING DOMESTIC WASTEWATERS OTHER 'rHAN 
PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS AS DEFINED IN THE 
"PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL LICENSING ACT". (Ill. Rev. 
stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, par. 1003.60) 

"Practical Quantitation Limit" or "PQL" means the 
lowest concentration or level that can be reliably 
measured within specified limits of precision and 
accuracy during routine laboratory operating conditions 
as set forth in Section 620.125. 

"Previously mined area" means land disturbed or 
affectod by coal mining operations prior to February 1, 
1983. 

(Board Note: February 1, 1983, is the effective date of 
the Illinois permanent program regulations implementing 
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the surface coal Mining Land conservation and 
Reclamation Act (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 96 1/2, 
pars. 7901.1 et seq., as amended) as codified in 62 
Ill. Adm. Code 1700 througa 1850.) 

"Property class" means the class assigned by a tax 
assessor to real property for purpose& of real estate 
taxes. 

(Board Note: The property class [rural property, 
residential vacant land, residential with dwelling, 
commercial residence, commercial business, commercial 
office, or industrial] is identified on the property 
record card maintained by the tax assessor in 
accordance with the Illinois Real Property Appraisal 
Manual [February 1987], published by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, Property Tax Administration 
Bureau.) 

"PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY" MEANS ALL MAINS, PIPES AND 
STRUCTURES THROUGH WHICH WATER IS OBTAINED AND 
DISTRIBUTED TO THE PUBLIC, INCLUDING WELLS AND WELL 
STRUCTURES, INTAKES AND CRIBS, PUMPING STATIONS, 
TREATMENT PLANTS, REfERVOIRS, STORAGE TANKS AND 
APPURTENANCES, COLLECTIVELY OR SEVERALLY, ACTUALLY USED 
OR INTENDED FOR USE FOR THE PURPOSE OF FURNISHING WATER 
FOR DRINKING OR GENERAL DOMESTIC USE AND WHICH SERVE AT 
LEAST 15 SERVICE CONNECTIONS OR WHICH REGULARLY SERVE 
AT LEAST 25 PERSONS AT LEAST 60 DAYS PER YEAR. A 
PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY IS EITHER A "COMMUNITY WATER 
SUPPLY" OR A "NON-COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY". (Ill. Rev. 
stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2 par. 1003.28) , 

"Regulated entity" means a facility or unit regulated 
for groundwater protection by any State or federal 
agency. 

"Regulatory agency" means the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency, Department of Public Health, 
Department of Agriculture, Department of Mines and 
Minerals, and the Office of state Fire Marshall. 

"REGULATED RECHARGE AREA" MEANS A COMPACT GEOGRAPHIC 
AREA, AS DETERMINED BY THE BOARD pursuant to Section 
17.4 of the Act, THE GEOLOGY OF WHICH RENDERS A POTABLE 
RESOURCE GROUNDWATER PARTICULARLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO 
CONTAMINATION. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2 par. 
1003.67) 

"RESOURCE GROUNDWATER" MEANS GROUNDWATER THAT IS 
PRESENTLY BEING OR IN THE FUTURE CAPABLE OF' BEING PUT 
TO BENEFICIAL USE BY REASON OF BEING OF SUPrABLE 
QUALITY. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, par. 
7453(j)) 
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"SETBACK ZONE" MEANS A GEOGRAPHIC AREA, DESIGNATED 
PURSUANT TO THIS ACT, CONTAINING A POTABLE WATER SUPPLY 
WELL OR A POTENTIAL SOURCE OR POTENTIAL ROUTE HAVING A 
CONTINUOUS BOUNDARY, AND WITHIN WHICH CERTAIN 
PROHIBITIONS OR REGULATIONS ARE APPLICABLE IN ORDER TO 
PROTECT GROUNDWATERS. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 111 
1/2 par. 1003.61) 

"Site" means any location, place, tract of land and 
facilities, including but not limited to buildings and 
improvements. 

"Spring" means a natural surface discharge of an 
aquifer from rock or soil. 

"Threshold" means the lowest dose of a chemical at 
which a specified measurable effect is observed and 
below which it is not observed. 

"Treatment" means the technology, treatment techniques, 
or other procedures for compliance with 35 Ill. Adm. 
Code: subtitle F. 

"UNIT" MEANS ANY DEVICE, MECHANISM, EQUIPMENT, OR AREA 
(EXCLUSIVE OF LAND UTILIZED ONLY FOR AGRICULTURAL 
PRODUCTION). (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, par. 
1003.62) 

"USEPA" or "U.S. EPA" means the United States 
EnvironMental Protection Agency. 

Section 620.115 Prohibitlon 

No person shall cause, threaten or allow a violation of the Act, 
the !GPA or regulations adopted by the Board thereunder, 
including but not limited to this Part. 

Section 620.125 Incorporations by Reference 

a) The Board incorporates the following material by 
reference: 

ASTM. Availa~le from: ASTM, 1916 Race street, 
Ph ,.ladelphia, Pa. 19103: 

"Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Section a 
Plastics," Volume 08.04 (PCN}: Ol-080484-19. 

EMSL. Available from Environmental Monitoring 
Systems Laboratory, Office of Research and 
Development, USEPA, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268, (513-
569-7562): 
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"Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and 
Wastes," EPA Publication No. EPA-600/4-79-
020, (March 1983). 

"Methods for the Determination of Organic 
Compounds in Drinking water," EPA, EMSL, EPA-
600/4-88/039 (Dec. 1988). 

GPO. Available from: Superintendent of Documents, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 
20401, (202-783-3238): 

"Practical Guide for Ground-Water sampling," 
EPA Publication No. EPA/600/2-85/104 
(September 1985). 

"RCRA Groundwater Monitoring Technical 
Enforcement Guidance Document," EPA 
Publication No. OSWER-9950.1 (September 
1986). 

"Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Wastes, 
Physical/Chemical Methods," EPA Publication 
No. SW-846 (Third Edition, 1986, as amended 
by Revision I (December 1987). 

USEPA Guidelines for Carcinogenic Risk 
Assessment, 51 Fed. Reg 33992-34003 
(September 24, 1986). 

40 CFR 141, 142 and 143 (1990) 

40 CFR 300 (1990) 

54 Fed. Reg. 22062-22160 (May 22, 1989). 

5456 Fed. Reg. 3526-3597 (January 30, 1991). 

NCRP National ;..cuncil on Radiation Proteg_tion, 7910 
Woqg_mont Ave., Bethesda. MP (301-657-6252). 

"Maximum Permissible Body Burdens and Maximum 
Permissible concentrations of Radionuclides 
in Air and in water for occupatonal 
,Exposure", NCRP Report Numbe,: 22, June 5, 
1959. 

USGS. Available from: Distribution Branch, United 
States Geological Survey, 604 South Pickett street, 
Alexandria, VA 22304, (703-648-7411): 

"Techniques of Water Resources Investigations 
of the United States Geological Survey, 
Guidelines for Collection and Field Analysis 
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of Ground-Water Samples for Selected Unstable 
Constituents," Book I, Chapter 02 (1981). 

b) This Section incorporates no later editions or 
amendments. 

Section 620.130 Exemption from General Use Standards and 
Public and Food Processing Water Supply 
Standards 

Groundwater is not required to meet the general use standards and 
public and food processing water supply standards of 35 Ill. Adm. 
Code 302.Subparts Band c. 

Section 620.135 Exclusion for Waters in certain Man-Made 
conduits 

This does not apply to waters contained in man-made subsurface 
drains, tunnels, reservoirs, storm sewers, tiles or sewers. 
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SUBPART B: GROUNDWATER CLASSIFICATION 

Section 620.201 Groundwater Designations 

All groundwaters of the State are designated as: 

a) One of the following four classes of groundwater in 
accordance with Sections 620.210 through 620.240: 

1) Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater 

2) Class II: General Resource Groundwater; 

3) Class III: Special Resource Groundwater; 

4) Class IV: Other Groundwater; or 

b) A groundwater management zone in accordance with 
Section 620.250. 

Section 620.210 Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater 

Except as provided in Sections 620.230, 620.240, or 620.250, 
Potable Resource Groundwater is: 

a) Groundwater located 10 feet or more below the land 
surface and within: 

1) The minimum setback zone of a well which serves as 
a potable water supply and to the bottom of such 
well; 

2) Unconsolidated sand, gravel or sand and gravel 
which is 5 feet or more in thickness and that 
contains 12 percent or less of fines (i.e. fines 
which pass through a No. 200 sieve tested 
according to ASTM Standard Test Method D2487-83); 

3) Sandstone which is 10 feet or more in thickness, 
or fractured carbonate which is 15 feet of more in 
thickness; or 

4) Any ge~logic material which is capable of a: 

A) Sustained groundwater yield, from up to a 12 
inch borehole, of 150 gallons per day or more 
from a thickness of 15 feet or less; or 

B) Hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10-4 cm/sec or 
greater using one of the following test 
methods or its equivalent: 

i) Permeameter; 
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ii) Slug test; or 

iii) Pump test. 

Draft July 8, 1991 

b) Any groundwater which is determined by the Board 
pursuant to petition procedures set forth in Section 
620.260, to be capable of potable use. 

(Board Note: Any portion of the thickness associated 
with the geologic materials as described in subsections 
620.21oca> C2), Cal CJ> or Cal C4l should be designated as 
Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater if located 10 
feet or more below the land surface.) 
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Section 620.220 Class II: General Resource Groundwater 

Except as provided in Section 620.250, General Resource 
Groundwater is: 

a) Groundwater which does not meet the provisions of 
Section 620.210 {Class I), Section 620.230 (Class III), 
or Section 620.240 {Class IV). 

b) Groundwater which is found by the Board, pursuant to 
the petition procedures set forth in Section 620.260, 
to be capable of agricultural, industrial, recreational 
or other beneficial uses. 

Section 620.230 Class III: Special Resource Groundwater 

Except as provided in Section 620.250, Special Resource 
Groundwater is: 

a) Groundwater of high value that is determined by the 
Board, pursuant to the procedures set forth in section 
620.260, to be: 

1) Demonstrably unique (e.g., irreplaceable sources 
of groundwater), vulnerable to contamination and 
suitable for application of a water quality 
standard more stringent than the otherwise 
applicable water quality standard specified in 
Subpart D; or 

2) Vital for a particularly sensitive ecological 
system. 

b) Groundwater that contributes to a dedicated nature 
preserve that is listed by the Agency as set forth 
below: 

1) A written request to list a dedicated nature 
preserve under this subsection shall contain, at a 
minimum, the following information: 

A) A general description of the site and the 
surrounding land use; 

B) A topographic map or other map of suitable 
scale denoting the location of the dedicated 
nature preserve; 

C) A general description of the existing 
groundwater quality at and surrounding the 
dedicated nature preserve; 

D) A general geologic profile of the dedicated 
nature preserve based upon the most 
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reasonably available information, including 
but not limited to geologic maps and 
subsurface groundwater flow directions; and 

E) A description of the interrelationship 
between groundwater and the nature of the 
site. 

2) Upon confirmation by the Agency of the technical 
adequacy of a written request, the Agency shall 
publish the proposed listing of the dedicated 
nature preserve in the Environmental Register for 
a 45 day public comment period. Within 60 days 
after the close of the public comment period, the 
Agency shall either publish a final listing of the 
dedicated nature preserve in the Environmental 
Register or provide a written response to the 
requestor specifying the reasons for not listing 
the dedicated nature preserve. 

3) At least once annually, the Agency shall publish 
in the Environmental Register a complete listing 
of all dedicated nature preserves listed under 
this subsection. 

4) For purposes of this Section the term "dedicated 
nature preserve" means a n .. ture preserve that is 
dedicated pursuant to the Illinois Natural Areas 
Preservation Act (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 105, 
pars. 701 et seq.). 

Section 620.240 Class IV: other Groundwater 

Except as provided in Section 620.250, Other Groundwater is: 

a) Groundwater within a zone of attenuation as provided in 
35 Ill. Adm. Code 811 and 814; 

Groundwater within a point of compliance as provided in 
35 Ill, Adm. Code 724, but not to exceed a distance of 
200 feet from a potential primary or secondary source. 

"t£.l Groundwater that naturally contains more than 10,000 
mg/L of total dissolved solids; 

etfil. Groundwater which has been designated by the Board as 
an exempt aquifer pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
730.104; or 

dt~l Groundwater which underlies a potential primary or 
secondary source, in which contaminants may be present 
from a release, if the owner etl"tdQ.t: operator of such 
source notifies the Agency in writing and the following 
conditions are met: 
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1) The outermost edge is the closest practicable 
distance from such source, but does not exceed: 

A) A lateral distance of 25 feet from the edge 
of such potential source or the property 
boundary, whichever is less; and 

B) A depth of 15 feet from the bottom of such 
potential source or the land surface, 
whichever is greater; 

2) The source of any release of contaminants to 
groundwater has been controlled; 

3) Migration of contaminants within the site 
resulting from a release to groundwater has been 
minimized; 

4) Any on-site release of contaminants to groundwater 
has been managed to prevent migration off-site; 
and 

5) No potable water well exists !ft-stteh 
~rettftdw&eerwithin the outermost edge as provided 
in subsection Ce} Cl). 

et1l Groundwater which underlies a coal mine refuse disposal 
area not contained within an area from which overburden 
has been removed, a coal combustion waste disposal area 
at a surface coal mine authorized under Section 2l(s) 
of the Illinois Environmental Protection Act (Ill. Rev. 
Stat. 1989, ch.111 1/2, paragraph 102l(s) (3)), or an 
impoundment that contains sludge, slurry, or 
precipitated process material at a coal preparation 
plant, in which contaminants may be present, if such 
area or impoundment was placed into operation after 
February 1, 1983, if the owner and operator notifies 
the Agency in writing, and if the following conditions 
are met: 

1) The outermost edge is the closest practi.cable 
distance, but does not exceed: 

A) A lateral distance of 25 feet from the edge 
of such area or impoundment, or the property 
boundary, whichever is less; and 

B) A depth of 15 feet from the bottom of such 
area or impoundment, or the land surface, 
whichever is gt·eater; 

2) The source of any release of contaminants to 
groundwater has been controlled; 
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3) 

4) 

5) 

Migration of contaminants within the site 
resulting from a release to groundwater has been 
minimized; 

Any on-site release of contaminants to groundwater 
has been managed to prevent migration off-site; 
and 

No potable water well exists i"-stten 
grettft~wa~erwithin the outermost edge as provided 
in subsection (f} (1} .. 

Groundwater within a previously mined area, unless 
monitoring demonstrates that the groundwater is capable 
of being consistent with the standards as provided in 
Sections 620.410 or 620.420. In the event that such 
capability is determined, groundwater within the 
previously mined area shall not be Class IV. 

Section 620.250 Groundwater Management Zone 

a} Within any class of groundwater, a groundwater 
management zone may be established as a three 
dimensional region containing groundwater being managed 
to mitigate impairment caused by the release of 
contaminants from a site: 

1) That is subject to a corrective action process 
approved by the Agency; or 

2) For which the owner or operator undertakes an 
adequate corrective action in a timely and 
appropriate manner and provides a written 
confirmation to the Agency. Such confirmation 
shall be provided in a form as prescribed by the 
Agency. 

b) A groundwater management zone is established upon 
concurrence by the Agency that the conditions as 
specified in subsection (a) are met and continues for a 
period of time consistent with the action described in 
that subsection. 

c) A groundwater management zone shall expire upon the 
Agency's receipt of appropriate documentation which 
confirms the completion of the action taken pursuant to 
subsection (a) and which confirms the attainment of 
applicable standards as set forth in Subpart o. The 
Agency shall review the on-going adequacy of controls 
and continued management at the site if concentrations 
of chemical constituents, as specified in Section 
620.450(a) (4) (B), remain in groundwater at the site 
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following completion of such action. The review shall 
take place no less often than every 5 years and the 
results shall be presented in a written report. 

Section 620.260 Reclassification of Groundwater by Adjusted 
Standard 

Any person may petition the Board to reclassify a groundwater in 
accordance with the procedures for adjusted standards specified 
in Section 28.1 of the Act and 35 Ill. Adm. Code 106.Subpart G. 
In any proceeding to reclassify specific groundwater by adjusted 
standard, in addition to the requirements of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
106.Subpart G, and Section 28.l(c) of the Act, the petition 
shall, at a minimum, contain information to allow the Board to 
determine: 

a) The specific groundwater for which reclassification is 
requested, including but not limited to geographical 
extent of any aquifers, depth of groundwater, and rate 
and direction of groundwater flow and that the specific 
grou~d~ater exhibits the characteristics of the 
requested class as set forth in Sections 620.210(b), 
620.220(b), 620.230, or 620.240(b); 

b) Whether the proposed change or use restriction is 
necessary for economic or social development, by 
providing information including, but not limited to, 
the impacts of the standards on the regional economy, 
social benefits such as loss of jobs or closing of 
facilities, and economic analysis contrasting the 
health and environmental benefits with costs likely to 
be incurred in meeting the standards would be 
beneficial or necessary; 

c) Existing and anticipated uses of the specific 
groundwater; 

d) Existing and anticipated quality of the specific 
groundwater; 

e) Existing and anticipated contamination, if any, of the 
specific groundwater; 

f) Technical feasibility and economic reasonableness of 
eliminating or reducing contamination of the specific 
groundwater or of maintaining existing water quality; 

g) The anticipated time period over which contaminants 
will continue to affect the specific groundwater; 

h) Existing and anticipated impact on any potable water 
supplies due to contamination; 
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i) Availability and cost of alternate water sources or of 
treatment for those users adversely affected; 

j) Negative or positive effect on property values; and 

k) For special resource groundwater, negative or positive 
effect on: 

1) The.quality of surface waters; and 

2) Wetlands, natural areas, and the life contained 
therein, including endangered or threatened 
species of plant, fish or wildlife listed pursuant 
to the Endangered Species Act 16 u.s.c. 1531 et 
seq~, or the Illinois Endangered Species 
Protection Act (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 8, par. 
331 et seq.). 
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SUBPART C: NONDEGRADATION PROVISIONS FOR APPROPRIATE 
GROUNDWATERS 

Section 620.301 Gener?e~ Prohibition Against Use Impairment of 
Resource Groundwater 

a) No person shall cause, threaten or allow the release of 
any contaminant to a resource groundwater such that: 

1) Treatment or additional treatment is necessary to 
continue an existing use or to assure a potential 
use of such groundwater; or 

2) An existing or potential use of such groundwater 
is precluded. 

b) Nothing in this Section shall prevent the establishment 
of a groundwater management zone pursuant to Section 
620.250 or a cumulative impact area within a permitted 
site. 

c) Nothing in this Section shall limit underground 
injection pursuant to a permit issued by the Agency 
under the Act or issued by the Department of Mines and 
Minerals under "An Act in relation to oil, gas, coal 
and other surface and underground resources and to 
repeal an Act herein named" (Ill. Rev stat. 1989, ch. 
96 1/2, pars. 5401 et seq., as amended). 

Section 620.302 Applicability of Preventive Notification and 
Preventive Response Activities 

a) Preventive notification and preventive response as 
specified in Sections 620.305 through 620. ,10 shall 
apply to: 

1) Class I groundwater under Section 620.210(a) (1), 
(a) {2), or (a) (3) which is monitored by the 
persons listed in subsection (b): or 

2) Class III groundwater wl1ich is monitored by the 
persons listed in subsection (b). 

b) For purposes of subsection (a), the persons that 
conduct groundwater monitoring are: 

1) An owner or operator of a regulated entity for 
which groundwater quality monitoring must be 
performed pursuant to state or Federal law or 
regulation; 

2) An owner or operator of a public water supply well 
who conducts groundwater quality monitoring; or 
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3) A state agency which is authorized to conduct or 
is the recipient of groundwater quality monitoring 
data (e.g., Illinois Environmental Protection 
Agency, Department of Public Health, Department of 
Conservation, Department of Mines and Minerals, 
Department of Agriculture, Office of State Fire 
Marshall or Department of Energy and Natural 
Resources). 

c c) sections 620.305 and 620.310 shall not appl 
contaminant that exceeds a standard set forth in 
section 620.410 or section 620.430, or that is the 
subject of a corrective action as described in Section 
620.250{a) (1) or (a) (2). 

Section 620.305 Preventive Notification Procedures 

a) Pursuant to groundwater quality monitoring as described 
in Section 620.302, a preventivw notification shall 
occur whenever a contaminant: 

1) Listed under Section 620.310(a) (3) (A) is detected 
(except due to natural causes) in Class I 
groundwater; 

2) Denoted as a carcinogen under Section 620.410(b) 
is detected in Class I groundwater; or 

3) subject to a standard under Section 620.430 is 
detected (except due to natural causes) in Class 
III groundwater. · 

b) When a preventive notification is required for 
groundwater which is monitored by a regulated entity 
for the subject contaminant, the owner or operator of 
the site shall confirm the detection by resampling the 
monitoring well. This resampling shall be made within 
30 days of the date on which the first sample analyses 
are received. The owner or operator shall provide a 
preventive notification to the appropriate regulatory 
agency of the results of the resampling analysis within 
30 days of the date on which the sample analyses are 
received, but no later than 90 days after the results 
of the first samples were received. 

c) When a preventive notification is required for 
groundwater which is monitored by a regulatory agency, 
such agency shall notify the owner or operator of the 
site where the detection has occurred. The owner or 
operator shall confirm the detection by resampling 
within 30 days of the date of the notice by the 
regulatory agency. The owner or operator shall provide 
preventive notification to the regulatory agency of the 
results of the resampling analysis within 30 days of 
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the date on which the sample analyses are received, but 
no later than 90 days after the results of the first 
samples were received. 

d) When a preventive notification of a confirmed detection 
has been provided by an owner or operator pursuant to 
this Section, additional detections of the same 
contaminant do not require further notice, provided 
that the groundwater quality conditions are 
Rubstantially unchanged or that preventive response is 
underway for such contaminant. 

Section 620.310 Preventive Response Activities 

a) The following preventive assessment shall be 
undertaken: 

1) If a preventive notification under Section 
620.305(c) is provided by a communjty water 
supply: 

A} The Agency shall notify the owner or operator 
of any id€ntified potential primary source, 
potential secondary source, potential route, 
or community water supply well that is 
located within 2,500 feet of the wellhead. 

B) The owner or operator notified under 
subsection (a) (1) (A) shall, within 30 days of 
the date of issuance of such notice, sample 
each water well or monitorj :1g well for the 
contaminant identified in the notice if the 
contaminant or material containing such 
contaminant is or has been stored, disposed, 
or otherwise handled at the site. If a 
contaminant identified under Section 
620.305(a) is detected, then the well shall 
be resampled within 30 days of the date on 
which the first sample analyses are received. 
If a contaminant identified under section 
620.305(a) is detected by the resampling, 
preventive notification shall be given as set 
forth in Section 620.305. 

C) If the Agency receives analytical results 
under subsection (a) (l)(B) that show a 
contaminant identified under Section 
620.305(a} has been detected, the Agency 
shall: 

i) conduct a wel.l. site survey pursuant to 
Section 17.l(d) of the Act, if such a 
survey has no 1.: been previously conducted 
within the l~st 5 years; and 
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ii) Identify those sites or activities which 
represent a hazard to the continued 
availability of groundwaters for public 
use unless a groundwater protection 
needs assessment has been prepared 
pursuant to Section 17.1 of the Act. 

2) If a preventive notification is provided under 
Section 620.JOS(c) by a non-community water supply 
or for multiple private water supply wells, the 
Department of Public Health shall conduct a 
sanitary survey within 1,000 feet of the wellhead 
of a non-community water supply or within 500 feet 
of the wellheads for multiple private water supply 
wells. 

3) If a preventive notification under Section 
620.305(b) is provided by the owner or operator of 
a regulated entity and the applicable standard in 
Subpart D has not been exceeded: 

A) The appropriate regulatory agency shall 
determine if any of the following occurs for 
Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater: 

i) The levels set forth below are exceeded 
or are changed for pH: 

~,nstituent .Criter__ia 
(mg/1) 

para-Dichlorobenzene 
ortho-Dichlorobenzene 
Ethylbenzene 
Phenols 
Styrene 
Toluene 
Xylenes 

0.005 
0.01 
0.03 
0.001 
0.01 
0.04 
0.02 

ii) A statistically significant increase 
occurs above background (as determined 
pursuant to other regulatory procedures 
(e.g., 35 Ill. Adm. Code 616, 724, 725 
or 811)) for arsenic, cadmium, chromium, 
cyanide, lead or mP.rcury (except due to 
natural causes); or for aldicarb, 
atrazine, carbofuran, endrin, lindane 
(gamma-hexachlor cyclohexane), 2,4=0, 
1,1-dichloroethylene, cis-1,2-
dichloroethylene, trans-1,2-
dichloroethylene, methoxychlor, 
monochlorobenzene, 2,4,5-TP (Silvex) and 
1,1,1-trichloroethane. 
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iii) For a chemical constituent of gasoline, 
diesel fuel, or heating fuel, the 
constituent exceeds the following: 

constituent 

BETX 

Criteria 
(mg/1) 

0.095 

iv) For pH, a statistically significant 
change occurs from background. 

(Board Note: Constituents that are carcinogens 
have not been listed in subsection (a) (3) (A) 
because the standard is set at the PQL and any 
exceedance thereof is a violation subject to 
corrective action.) 

B) The appropriate agency shall determine if, 
for Class III: Special Resource Groundwater, 
the levels as determined by the Board are 
exceeded. 

C) The appropriate regulatory agency shall 
consider whether the owner or operator 
reasonably demonstrates that: 

i) The contamination is as a result of 
contaminants remaining in groundwater 
from a prior release for which 
appropriate action was taken in 
accordance with laws and regulations in 
existence at the time of the release; 

ii) The source of contamination is not due 
to the on-site release of contaminants; 
or 

iii) Th~ detection resulted from error in 
sampling, analysis, or evaluation. 

D) The appropriate regulatory agency shall 
consider actions necessary to minimize the 
degree and extent of contamination. 

b) Based on the considerations in subsection (a) (3) as 
well as other relevant factors, the appropriate 
regulatory agency shall determine whether a preventive 
response shall be undertaken at a site. 

c) After completion of preventive response pursuant to 
authority of an appropriate regulatory agency, the 
concentration of a contaminant listed in subsection 
(a) (3) (A) in groundwater may exceed 50 percent of the 
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applicable numerical standard in Subpart D only if the 
following conditions are met: 

1) The exceedance has been minimized to the extent 
practicable; 

2) Beneficial use, as appropriate for the class of 
groundwater, has been assured; and 

3) Any threat to public health or the environment has 
been minimized. 

d) Nothing in this Section shall in any way limit the 
authority of the State or of the United States to 
require or perform any corrective action process. 
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SUBPART D: GROUNDWATER QUALITY STANDARDS 

Section 620.401 Applicability 

Groundwaters shall meet the standards appropriate to the 
groundwater 1 s class as specified in this Subpart and the 
nondegradation provisions of Subpart c. 

Section 620.405 General Prohibition Against Violations of 
Groundwater Quality Standards 

No person shall cause, threaten or allow the release of any 
contaminant to groundwater so as to cause a groundwater quality 
standard set forth in this Subpart to be exceeded. 

Section 620.410 Groundwater Quality Standards for Class I: 
Potable Resource Groundwater 

a) Inorganic Chemical constituents 

Except due to natural causes or as provided in Section 
620.450, concentrations of the following chemical 
constituents shall not be exceeded in Class I 
groundwater: 

Constituent Units Standards 

Arsenic mg/1 0.05 
Barium mg/1 2 
Boron mg/1 2 
Cadmium mg/1 0.005 
Chloride mg/1 200 
Chromium mg/1 0.1 
Cobalt mg/1 1 
Copper mg/1 50.65 
cyanide mg/1 0.2 
Fluoride mg/1 4.0 
Iron mg/1 5 
Lead mg/1 8T85Q.007q_ 
Manganese mr:/1 0.15 
Mercury m·/1 .) 0.002 
Nickel mg/1 iO.l 
Nitrate as N mg/1 10 
Radium-226 pCi/1 20 
Radium-228 pCi/1 20 
Selenium mg/1 0.05 
Silver mg/1 0.05 
sulfate mg/1 400 
Total mg/1 1,200 
Dissolved Solids 

(TDS) 
Zinc mg/1 5 
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b) Organic Chemical Constituents 

Except due to natural causes or as provided in Section 
620.450 or subsection (c), concentrations of the 
following organic chemical constituents shall not be 
exceeded in Class I groundwater: 

constituent 

Alachlor• 
Aldicarb 
Atrazine 
Benzene* 
Carbofuran 
Carbon Tetrachloride* 
Chlordane* 
Endrin 
Heptachlor* 
Heptachlor Epoxide* 
Lindane (Gamma-Hexachlor 
cyclohexane) 
2,4-D 
ortho-Dichlorobenzene 
para-Dichlorobenzene 
1,2-Dichloroethane* 
1,1-Dichloroethylene 
cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene 
trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene 
1,2-Dichloropropane* 
Ethylbenzene 
Methoxychlor 
Monochlorobenzene 
Pentachlorophenol* 
Phenols 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls 
(PCB's) (as decachloro
biphenyl)* 
Styrene 
2,4,5-TP (Silvex) 
Tetrachloroethylene* 
Toluene 
Toxaphene* 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 
Trichloroethylene* 
Vinyl Chloride* 
Xylenes 

*Denotes a carcinogen. 

standards 
(mg/1) 

0.002 
0.003 
0.003 
0.005 
0.04 
0.005 
0.002 
0.002 
0.0004 
0.0002 
0.0002 

0.07 
0.6 
0.075 
0.005 
0.007 
0.07 
0.1 
0.005 
0.7 
0.04 
0.1 
0.001 
0.1 
0.0005 

0.1 
0.05 
0.005 
1 
0.003 
0.2 
0.005 
0.002 
10 

c) Complex Organic Chemical Mixtures 
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Concentrations of the following chemical constituents 
of gasoline, diesel fuel, or heating fuel shall not be 
exceeded in Class I groundwater: 

Constituent 

Benzene* 
BETX 

*Denotes a carcinogen. 

Standards 
(mg/1) 

0.005 
11.705 

d) pH 

tl 

Except due to natural causes, a pH range of 6.5 - 9.0 
units shall not be exceeded in Class I groundwater. 

Heta Particle and Photon Radioac~ivity 

11 Except due to natural causes. the average annual 
concentration of beta part.i.£.le and photon 
:adioactivity from man-made radionuclides shall 
not exceed an annual dose equivalent to the total 
QOdy organ greater than 4 mrem/year in Class I 
groundwater, 

ll ~xcept for t_he radionuclides listed in subsection 
~> (3). the congentration of man-made 
radionuclides causing 4 mrem tot.Al body or organ 
dose equivalent must be calculated on t.b,e basis of 
a 2 liter per day drinking water int~ke using the 
168-hour data in accordance with the p..J:QQedure set 
forth in the document listed in section 
62Q.125(a). If two or more radionuclides are 
present. the sum of their a.nnual do§..e equivalent 
to the total body, or to.any internal organ shall 
not e~eed 4 m1~em/year in Class_l__gJ:oundwater 
~xcep.t_gye to natural causes, 

2l.. Exce~t due to natural causes. th~~verage annual 
concentration assumeg to pri~tdJJ~. tota.l body .Qt: 
organ dose of 4 mrem/year of._~:he follc,wing 
.Qhemical constituents shall n9t be exceeded i11 
Class I groundwater: 

Constituent 

Tritium 
~QD.tium-90 

critical 
organ 

Total body 
Bone marrow 

Pi:~;1da!:ds 
JpCi.Lll 

20.000 
.a 
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Section 620.420 Groundwater Quality Standards for 
Class II: General Resource Groundwater 

a) Inorganic Chemical Constituents 

1) Except due to natural causes or as provided in 
Section 620.450 or subsection (a) (3) or (d), 
concentrations of the following chemical 
constituents shall not be exceeded in Class II 
groundwater: 

Constituent 

Arsenic 
Barium 
Cadmium 
Chromium 
Cobalt 
Cyanide 
Fluoride 
Lead 
Mercury 
Nitrate as N 

standards 
(mg/1) 

0.2 
2 
0.05 
1 
l 
0.6 
4.0 
0.1 
0.01 
100 

2) Except as provided in Section 620.450 or 
subsection (a) (3) or (d), concentrations of the 
following chemical constituents shall not be 
exceeded in Class II groundwater-whieh-is-!8-fee~ 
er-mere-frem-~he-%aftd-s~r£aee: 

Constituent 

Boron 
Chloride 
Copper 
Iron 
Manganese 
Nickel 
Selenium 
Total Dissolved 
Solids (TDS) 

Sulfate 
Zinc 

Standard.s 
(mg/1) 

2.0 
200 
8T50.65 
5 
10 
2 
8-.82~ 
1,200 

400 
10 

3) The standard for any inorganic chemical 
constituent listed in subsection (a) (2), for 
barium, or for pH shall not apply to groundwater 
within fill material or within the upper 10 feet 
of parent material under such fill material on a 
site not within the rural property class for 
which: 
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A) Prior to the effective date of this Part, 
surficial characteristics have been altered 
by the placement of such fill material so as 
to impact the concentration of the parameters 
listed in subsection (a) (3), and any on-site 
groundwater monitoring of such parameters is 
available for review by the Agency. 

B) On the effective date of this Part, surficial 
characteristics are in the process of being 
altered by the placement of such fill 
material, which proceeds in reasonably 
continuous manner to completion, so as to 
impact the concentration of the parameters 
listed in subsection (a) (3), and any on-site 
groundwater monitoring of such parameters is 
available for review by the Agency. 

4) For purposes of subsection (a) (3), the term "fill 
material" means clean earthen materials, slag, 
ash, clean demolition debris, or ether similar 
materials. 

b) Organic Chemical Constituents 

1) ~xcept due to natural causes or as provided in 
Section 620.450 or subsection (b) (2) or (d), 
concentratio.1s of, the following organic chemical 
constituents shall not be exceeded in Class II 
groundwater: 

constituent 

Alachlor* 
Aldicarb 
Atrazine 
Benzene* 
Carbofuran 
Carbon Tetrachloride* 
Chlordane* 
Endrin 
Heptachlor• 
Heptachlor Epoxide* 
Lindane (Gamma-Hexachlor 
cyclohexane) 
2,4-0 
ortho-Dichlorobenzene 
para-Dichlorobenzene 
1,2-Dichloroethane* 
1,1-Dichloroethylene 
cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene 
trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene 
1,2-Dichloropropane* 

Standards 
(mg/1) 

0.010 
0.015 
0.015 
0.025 
0.2 
0.025 
0.01 
0.01 
0.002 
8-;;8:r:0.001 
th·888i.Q.iJ)Ol 

0.35 
1. 5 
0.375 
0.025 
0.035 
0.2 
0.5 
0.025 
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Ethylbenzene 
Methoxychlor 
Monochlorobenzene 
Pentachlorophenol* 
Phenols 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls 
(PCB's) (as decachloro
biphenyl)* 
Styrene 
2,4,5-TP 
Tetrachloroethylene• 
Toluene 
Toxaphene• 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 
Trichloroethylene• 
Vinyl Chloride* 
Xylenes 

•Denotes a carcinogen. 

Draft July 8, 1991 

1.0 
0.2 
0.5 
0.005 
0.1 
0.0025 

0.5 
0.25 
0.025 
2.5 
0.015 
1. 0 
0.025 
0.01 
10 

2) The standards for pesticide chemical constituents 
listed in subsection (b) (1) shall not apply to 
groundwater within 10 feet of the land surface, 
provided that the concentrations of such 
constituents result from the application of 
pesticides in a manner consistent with the 
requirements of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide 
and Rodenticide Act (7 u. S. c. 136 et seq.) and 
the Illinois Pesticide Act (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, 
ch. 5, pars. 801 et seq.). 

d) Complex Organic Chemical Mixtures 

concentrations of the following organic chemical 
constituents of gasoline, diesel fuel, or heating fuel 
shall not be exceeded in Class II groundwater: 

constituent 

Benzene• 
BETX 

*Denotes a carcinogen. 

e) pH 

~tandards 
(mg/1) 

0.025 
13.525 

Except due to natural causes, a pH rar.ge of 6.5 - 9.0 
units shall not be exceeded in Class II groundwater e£ 
ldli£b is within 5 feet fremof the land surface. 
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Section 620.430 Groundwater Quality standards for Class III: 
Special Resource Groundwater 

Concentrations of inorganic and organic chemical constituents 
shall not exceed the standards set forth in Section 620.410, 
except for those chemical constituents for which the Board has 
adopted a standard pursuant to Section 620.260. 

Section 620.440 Groundwater Quality standards for Class IV: 
Other Groundwater 

a) Except as provided in subsections (b) or (c), Class IV: 
Other Groundwater standards are equal to the existing 
concentrations of constituents in groundwater. 

b) For groundwater within a zone of attenuation as 
provided in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 811 and 814, the 
standards specified in Section 620.420 shall not be 
exceeded, except for concentrations of contaminants 
within leachate dieehargedreleased from a permitted 
unit. 

c) For groundwater within a previously mined area, the 
standards set forth in Section 620.420 shall not be 
exceeded, except for concentrations of TDS, chloride, 
iron, manganese, sulfates, or pH. For concentrations 
of TDS, chloride, iron, manganese, sulfates, or pH, the 
standards are the existing concentrations. 

Section 620.450 Alternative Groundwater Quality Standards 

a) Groundwater Quality Restoration Standards 

1) Any cheruical constituent in groundwater within a 
groundwater management zone is subject to this 
section. 

2) Except as provided in subsections (a) (3) or 
(a) (4), the standards as specified in Sections 
620.410, 620.420, 620.430, and 620.440 shall apply 
to any chemical constituent in groundwater within 
a groundwater management zone. 

3) Prior to completion of a corrective action 
described in Section 620.250(a), the standards as 
specified in Sections 620.410, 620.420, 620.430, 
and 620.440 are not applicable to such released 
chemical constituent, provided that the initiated 
action proceeds in a timely and appropriate 
manner. 

4) After completion of a corrective action as 
described in Section 620.250(a), the standard for 
such released chemical constituent is: 
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The standard as set forth in Section 620.410, 
620.420, 620.430, or 620.440, if the 
concentration as determined by groundwater 
monitoring of such constituent is less than 
or equal to the standard for the appropriate 
class set forth in those sections; or 

The concentration as determined by 
groundwater monitoring, if such concentration 
exceeds the standard for the appropriate 
class set forth in Section 620.410, 620.420, 
620.430, or 620.440 for such constituent, 
and: 

i) To the extent practicable, the 
exceedance has been minimized and 
beneficial use, as appropriate for the 
class of groundwater, has been returned; 
and 

ii) Any threat to public health c= the 
environment has been minimized. 

5) The Agency shall develop and maintain a listing of 
concentrations derived pursuant to subsection 
(a) (4) (B). This list shall be made available to 
the public and be updated periodically, but no 
less frequently than semi-annually. This listing 
shall be published in the Environmental Register. 

b) Coal Reclamation Groundwater Quality Standards 

1) Any inorganic chemical constituent or pH in 
groundwater, within an underground coal mine, or 
within the cumulative impact area of groundwater 
for which the hydrologic balance has been 
disturbed from a permitted coal mine area pursuant 
to the Surface Coal Mining Land Conservation and 
Reclamation Act (Ill. Rev. stat. 1989, ch. 96 1/2, 
pars. 7901.1 et seq., as amended) and 62 Ill. Adm. 
Code 1700 through 1850, is subject to this 
Section. 

2) Prior to completion of reclamation at a coal mine, 
the standards as specified in Sections 620.410(a) 
and (d), 620.420(a) and (e), 620.430 and 620.440 
are not applicable to inorganic constituents ~nd 
pH. 

3) After completion of reclamation at a coal mine, 
the standards as specified in Section 620.410(a) 
and (d), 620.420(a), 620.430, and 620.440 are 
applicable to inorganic constituents and pH, 
except: 
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A) The concentration of total dissolved solids 
(TDS) shall not exceed: 

i) The post-reclamation concentration or 
3000 mg/1, whichever is less, for 
groundwater within the permitted area; 
or 

ii) The post-reclamation concentration of 
TDS shall not exceed the post
reclamation concentration or 5000 mg/1, 
whichever is less, for groundwater in 
underground coal mines and in permitted 
areas reclaimed after surface coal 
mining if the Illinois Department of 
Mines and Minerals and the Agency have 
determined that no significant resource 
groundwater existed prior t0 mining; and 

B) For chloride, iron, manganese and sulfate, 
the post-reclamation concentration within the 
permitted area shall not be exceeded. 

C) For pH, the post-reclamation concentration 
within the permitted area shall not be 
exceeded within Class I: Potable Resource 
Groundwater as specified in Section 
620.210(a) (4). 

4) A refuse disposal area (not contained within the 
area from which overburden has been removed) shall 
be subject to the inorganic chemical constituent 
and pH requirements of: 

A) 35 Ill. Adm. Code 303.203 for such area that 
was placed into operation after February 1, 
1983 and before the effective date of this 
Part, provided that the groundwater is a 
present or a potential source of water for 
public or food prorP~Jing; 

B) Section 620.440(C) for such area that was 
placed into operation prior to February 1, 
1983, and has remained in continuous 
operation since that date; or 

C) subpart D for such area that is placed into 
operation on or after the effective date of 
this Part. 

5) For a refuse disposal area (not.contained within 
the area from which overburden has been removed) 
that was placed into operation prior to February 
1, 1983, and is modified after that date to 
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include additional area, this Section shall apply 
to the area that meets the requirements of 
subsection (b) (4) (C) and the following shall apply 
t<., the additional area: 

A} 35 Ill. Adm. Code 303.203 for such additional 
refuse disposal area that was placed into 
operation after February 1, 1983, and before 
the effective date of this Part, provided 
that the groundt,,ater is a present or a 
potential source of water for public or food 
processing; and 

B) Subpart D for such additional area that was 
placed into operation on or after the 
effective date of this Part. 

6) A coal preparation plant (not located in an area 
from which overburden has been removed) which 
contains slurry material, sludge or other 
precipitated process material, shall be subject to 
the inorganic chemical constituent and pH 
requirements of: 

A) 35 Ill. Adm. Code 303.203 for such plant that 
was placed into operation after February 1, 
1983 and before the effective date of this 
Part, provided that the groundwater is a 
present or a potential source of water for 
public er food processing; 

B) Section 620.440(c) for such plant that was 
placed into operation prior to February 1, 
1983, and has remained in continuous 
operati~~ since that date; or 

C) subpart D for such plant that is placed into 
operation on or after the effective date of 
this Part. 

7) For a coal preparation plant (not located in an 
area from which overbu~den has been removed) which 
contains slurry material, sludge or other 
precipitated process material, that was placed 
into operation prior to February 1, 1983, and is 
modified after that date to include additional 
area, this section shall apply to the area that 
meets the requirements of subsection {b) {6) {C) and 
the following shall apply to the additional area: 

A) 35 Ill. Adm. Code 303.203 for such additional 
area that was placed into operation after 
February 1, 1983, and before the effective 
date of this Part, provided that the 
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groundwater is a present or a potential 
source of water for public or food 
processing; and 

B) Subpart D for such additional area that was 
placed into operation on or after the 
effective date of this Part. 
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SUBPART E: GROUNDWATER MONITORING AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 

Section 620.505 Compliance Procedures 

a) Compliance with standards at a site shall be determined 
as follows: 

1) For a structure (e.g., buildings), at the closest 
practical distance beyond the outermost edge for 
the structure. 

2) For groundwater that underlies a potential primary 
or secondary source, the outermost edge as 
specified in Section 620.240tdt.utl.(l). 

3) For groundwater that underlies a coal mine refuse 
disposal area, a coal combustion waste disposal 
area, or an impoundment that contains sludge, 
slurry, or precipitated process material at a coal 
preparation plant, the outermost edge as specified 
in Section 62C.24D{cr{f} {l) or the location of 
monitoring wells in existence as of the effective 
date of this Part on a permitted site. 

4) For a groundwater management zone, as specified in 
a corrective action process. 

5) At any point at which groundwater monitoring is 
conducted using any water well or monitoring well 
that meets the following conditions: 

A) For a potable well other than a community 
water supply well, a construction report has 
been filed with the Department of Public 
Health for such potable well, or such well 
has been located and constructed (or 
reconstructed) to meet the Illinois Water 
Well Construction Code (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, 
ch. 111 1/2, pars. 116.111 et seq., as 
amended) and 35 Ill. Adm. Code 920. 

B) For a community water supply well, such well 
has been permitted by the Agency, or has been 
constructed in accordance 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
602.115. . 

C) For a water well other than a potable water 
well (e.g., a livestock watering well or an 
irrigation well), a construction report has 
been filed with the Department of Public 
Health or the Department of Mines and 
Minerals for such well, or such well has been 
located and constructed (or reconstructed) to 
meet the Illinois Water Well Construction 
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Code (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1989, ch. 111 1/2, 
pars. 116.111 et seq., as amended) and 35 
Ill. Adm. Code 920. 

D) For a monitoring well, such well meets the 
following requirements: 

i) Construction must be done in a manner 
that will enable the collection of 
groundwater samples; 

ii) Casings and screens must be made from 
durable material resistant to expected 
chemical or physical degradation that do 
not interfere with the quality of 
groundwater samples being collected; and 

iii) The annular space opposite the screened 
section of tho well (i.e., the space 
between the bore hole and well screen) 
must be filled with gravel or sand if 
necessary to collect groundwater 
samples. The annular space above and 
below the well screen must be sealed to 
prevent migration of water from adjacent 
formations and the surface to the 
sampled depth. 

b) For a spring, compliance with this Subpart shall be 
determined at the point of emergence. 

Section 620.510 Monitoring and Analytical Requirements 

a) Representative Samples 

A representative sample shall be taken from locations 
as specified in Section 620.505. 

b) Sampling and Analytical Procedures 

1) Samples shall be collected in accordance with the 
procedures set forth in the documents listed in 
Section 620.125(a) or other procedures adopted by 
the appropriate agency. 

2) Groundwater elevation in a groundwater monitoring 
well must be determined and recorded when 
necessary to determine the gradient. 

3) The analytical methodology used for the analysis 
of constituents in Subparts c and D must be 
consistent with both of the following: 
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A) The methodology must have a PQL at or below 
the preventive response levels of Subpart C 
or the groundwater standard set forth in 
Subpart D, whichever is applicable; and 

B) The methodology must be consistent with 
methodologies contained in the documents 
listed in Section 620.125(a). 

c) Reporting Requirements 

At a minimum, groundwater monitoring analytical results 
must include information, procedures and techniques 
for: 

1) Sample collection (including but not li~ited to 
name of sample collector, time and date of the 
sample, method of collection, and identification 
of the monitoring location); 

2) Sample preservation and shipment (including but 
not limited to field quality control); 

3) Analytical procedures (including but not limited 
to the method detection limits and the PQLs); and 

4) Chain of custody control. 
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Section 620.601 

SUBPART F: HEALTH ADVISORIES 

Purpose of a Health Advisory 

This Subpart establishes procedures for the issuance of a Health 
Advisory that sP-ts forth guidance levels that, in the absence of 
standards under Section 620.410, must be considered by the Agency 
in: 

a) Establishing groundwater cleanup or action levels 
whenever there is a release or substantial threat of a 
release of: 

1) A hazardous substance or pesticide; or 

2) Other contaminant that represents a significant 
hazard to public health or the environment. 

b) DeteL-mining whether the community water supply is 
takinq its raw water from the "best available source 
whic?1.is economically reasonable and technologically 
possible" as mandated under 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
604.501(a). 

c) Developing Board rulemaking proposals for new or 
revised numerical standards. 

d) Evaluating mixtures of chemical substances. 

Section 620.605 Issuance of a Health Advisory 

a) The Agency shall issue a Health Advisory for a chemical 
substance if all of the following conditions are met: 

1) A community water supply well is sampled and a 
substance is detected and confirmed by resampling; 

2) There is no standard under Section 6~0.410 for 
such chemical substance; and 

3) The chemical substance is toxic or harmful to 
human health according to nationally accepted 
guidelines. 

b) The Health Advisory shall contain a general deRcription 
of the char~cteristics of the chemical substance, the 
potential adverse health effects, and a guidance level 
to be determined as follows: 

1) If disease or functional impairment is caused due 
to a physiological mechanism for which there is a 
threshold dose below which no damage occurs, the 
guidance level for any such substance shall be the 
Maximum Contaminant Level Goal ("MCLG") adopted by 
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USEPA for such substance. If there is no MCLG for 
the substance, the guidance level shall be the 
Human Threshold Toxicant Advisory Concentration 
for such substance as determined in accordance 
with Appendix A, unless the concentration for such 
substance is less than the lowest appropriate PQL 
specified in Section 620.125 for the substance. 
If the concentration for such substance is less 
than the lowest appropriate PQL specified in 
Section 620.125 for the substance, the guidance 
level is the lowest appropriate PQL. 

2) If the chemical substance is a carcinogen, the 
guidance level for any such chemical substance 
shall be the lowest appropriate PQL specified in 
Section 620.125 for such substance. 

Section 620.610 Publishing Health Advisories 

a) The Agency shall publish the full text of each Health 
Advisory upon issuance and make the document available 
to the public. 

b) The Agency shall publish and make available to the 
public, at intervals of not more than 6 months, a 
comprehensive and up-to-date summary list of all Health 
Advisories. 

Section 620.615 Additional Health Advice for Mixtures of 
Similar-Acting Substances 

a) The need for additional health advice appropriate to 
site-specific conditions shall be determined by the 
Agency when mixtures of chemical substances are 
detected, where two or more of the chemical substances 
are similar-acting in their toxic or harmful 
physiological effect on the same specific organ or 
organ system. 

b) If mixtures of similar-acting chemical substances are 
present, the ievei-fer~rocedure for evaluating the 
mixtyre of such substances-8haii-8e-de~erm~~edis 
s~eci~ in accordance with Appendices A, D, and C. 
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Section 620.Appendix A Procedures for Determining Human 
Threshold Toxicant Advisory 
Concentration for Class I: Potable 
Resource Groundwater 

a) Calculating the Human Threshold Toxicant Advisory 
Concentration 

For those substances for which USEPA has not adopted a 
Maximum Contaminant Level Goal ("MCLG"), the Human 
Threshold Toxicant Advisory Concentration shall be 
calculated as follows: 

HTTAC = ADE X RSC 
WH 

Where: HTTAS = Human Threshold Toxicant Advisory 
Concentration in milligrams per liter 

ADE = Acceptable Daily Exposure of 
substance in milligrams per day 
(mg/d) as determined pursuant to 
subsection (b). 

WH = Per capita daily water consumption 
equal to 2 lit~rs per day (1/d) 

RSC = Relative contribution of the amount 
of the exposure to a chemical via 
drinking water when compared to the 
total exposure to that chemical from 
all sources. Valid chemical-specific 
data shall be used if available. If 
valid chemical-specific data are not 
available, a value of 20% (=0.20) 
shall be used. 

b) Procedures for Determining Acceptable Daily Exposures 
for Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater 

1) The Acceptable Daily Exposure (ADE) represents the 
maximum amount of a threshold toxicant in 
milligrams per day (mg/d) which if ingested daily 
for a lifetime results in no adverse effects to 
humans. Subsections (b) (2) through (b) (6) list, 
in prescribed order, methods for determining the 
ADE in Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater. 

2) For those substances for which the USEPA has 
derived a Verified Oral Reference Dose for humans, 
USEPA's Reference Dose given in milligrams per 
kilogram per day (mg/kg/d) shall be used. The ADE 
equals the product of multiplying the Reference 
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Dose by 70 kilograms (kg), which is the assumed 
average weight of an adult human. 

3) For those substances for which a no observed 
adverse effect level for humans (NOAEL-H) exposed 
to the substance has been derived, the ADE equals 
the product of multiplying one-tenth of the NOAEL
H given in milligrams of toxicant per kilogram of 
body weight per day (mg/kg/d) by the average 
weight of an adult human of 70 kilograms (kg). If 
two or more studies are available, the lowest 
NOAEL-H shall be used in the calculation of the 
ADE. 

4) For those substances for which only a lowest 
observed adverse effect level for humans {LOAEL-H) 
exposed to the substance has been derived, one
tenth the LOAEL-H shall be substituted for the 
NOAEL-H in subsection {b) (3). 

5) For those substances for which a no observed 
adverse effect level has been derived from studies 
of mammalian test species (NOAEL-A) exposed to the 
substance, the ADE equals the product of 
multiplying 1/100 of the NOAEL-A given in 
milligrams toxicant per kilogram of test species 
weight per day (mg/kg/d) by the average weight of 
an adult human of 70 kilograms (kg). Preference 
will be given to animal studies having High 
Validity, as defined in subsection (c), in the 
order listed in that subsection. studies having a 
Medium Validity shall be considered if no studies 
having High Validity are available. If studies of 
Low Validity must be used, the ADE shall be 
calculated using 1/1000 of the NOAEL-A having Low 
Validity instead of 1/100 of the NOAEL-A of High 
or Medium Validity, except as described in 
subsection (b) (6). If two or more studies among 
different animal species are equally valid, the 
lowest NOAEL-A among animal species shall be used 
in the calculation of the ADE. Additional 
considerations in selecting the NOAEL-A include: 

A) If the NOAEL-A is given in milligrams of 
toxicant per liter of water consumed (mg/1), 
prior to calculating the ADE the NOAEL-A must 
be multiplied by the average daily volume of 
water consumed by the mammalian test species 
in liters per day (1/d) and divided by the 
average weight of the mammalian test species 
in kilograms (kg). 

B) If the NOAEL-A is given in milligrams of 
toxicant per kilogram of food consumed 
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(mg/kg), prior to calculating the ADE, the 
NOAEL-A must be multiplied by the average 
amount in kilograms of food consumed daily by 
the ~ammalian test species (kg/d) and divided 
by the average weight of the mammalian test 
species in kilograms (kg). 

C) If the mammalian test species was not exposed 
to the toxicant each day of the test period, 
the NOAEL-A must be multiplied by the ratio 
of days of exposure to the total days of the 
test period. 

D) If more than one equally valid NOAEL-A is 
available for the same mammalian test 
species, the best available data shall be 
used. 

6) For those substances for which a NOAEL-A is not 
available but the lowest observed adverse effect 
level (LOAEL-A) has been derived from studies of 
mammalian test species exposed to the substance, 
one-tenth of the LOAEL-A may be substituted for 
the NOAEL-A in subsection (b) (5). The LOAEL-A 
shall be selected in the same manner as that 
specified in subsect!=~ {t} {5). One-tenth the 
LOAEL-A from a study determined to have Medium 
Validity may be substituted for a NOAEL-A in 
subsection (b)(3) if the NOAEL-A is from a study 
determined to have Low Validity, or if the 
toxicity endpo.int measured in the study having the 
LOAEL-A of Medium Validity is determined to be 
more biologically relevant than the toxicity 
endpoint measured in the study having the NOAEL-A 
of Low Validity. 

c) Procedures for Establishing Validity of Data from 
Animal studies 

1) High Validity studies 

A) High validity studies use a route of exposure 
by ingestion or gavage, and are based upon: 

i) Data from animal carcinogenicity studies 
with a minimum of 2 dose levels and a 
control group, 2 species, both sexes, 
with 50 animals per dose per sex, and at 
least 50 percent survival at 15 months 
in mice and 18 months in rats and at 
least 25 percent survival at 18 months 
in mice and 24 months in rats; 
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ii) Data from animal chronic studies with a 
minimum of 3 dose levels and a control 
group, 2 species, both sexes, with 40 
animals per dose per sex, and at least 
50 percent survival at 15 months in mice 
and 18 months in rats and at least 25 
percent survival at 18 months in mice 
and 24 months in rats, and a well
defined NOAEL; or 

iii) Data from animal subchronic studies with 
a minimum of 3 dose levels and control, 
2 species, both sexes, 4 animals per 
dose per sex for non-rodent species or 
10 animals per dose per sex for rodent 
species, a duration of approximately 10 
percent of the test species' lifespan, 
and a well-defined NOAEL. 

B) Supporting studies which reinforce the 
conclusions of a study of Medium Validity may 
be considered to raise such a study to High 
Validity. 

2) Medium Validity studies 

Medium validity studies are based upon: 

A) Data from animal carcinogenicity, chronic, or 
subchronic studies in which minor deviations 
from the study design elements required for a 
High Validity study are found, but which 
otherwise satisfy the standards for a High 
Validity Study; 

B) Data from animal carcinogenicity and chronic 
studies in which at least 25 percent survival 
is reported at 15 months in mice and 18 
months in rats (a lesser survival is 
permitted at the conclusion of a longer 
duration study, but the number of surviving 
animals should not fall below 20 percent per 
dose per sex at 18 months for mice and 24 
months for rats), but which otherwise satisfy 
the standards for a High Validity study; 

C) Data from animal subchronic or chronic 
studies in which a Lowest Observable Adverse 
Effect Level (LOAEL) is determined, but which 
otherwise satisfy the standards for a High 
Validity study; or 

D) Data from animal subchronic or chronic 
studies which have an inappropriate route of 
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expcsure (for example, intraperitoneal 
injection or inhalation) but which otherwise 
satisfy the standards for a High Validity 
Study. with correction factors for 
conv~rsion to the oral route. 

3} Low Validity studies 

Low validity studies are studies not meeting the 
standards set forth in subsection {c) (1) or 
(c) (2). 
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Procedures for Determining Hazard 
Indices for Class I: Potable Resource 
Groundwater for Mixtures of Similar
Acting Substances 

a) 'l'his appendix describes procedures for-ae~ermir,il'lg-~1'le 
mav.imttm-amettr,~evaluating mixtures of similar-acting 
substancas which may be present-as-a-mix~ttre in Class 
I: Potable Resource Groundwater~-fer-~he-pre~ee~iel'l-ef 
httfflal'l-heei~h. Except as provided otherwise in 
subsection (c), subsections (d) through (h) describe 
the procedure for determining the Ha?.ard Index for 
mixtures of similar-acting substances. 

b) For the purposes of this appendix, a "mixture" means 
two or more substances which are present in Class I: 
Potable Resource Groundwater which may or may not be 
related either chemically or commercially, but which 
are not complex mixtures of related isomers and 
congeners which are produced as commercial products 
(for example, PCBs or technical grade chlordane). 

c) The following substances listed in Section 620.410 are 
mixtures of similar acting substances: 

l} Mixtures of ortho-Dichlorobenzene and para
Dichlorobenzene. The Hazard Index ("HI") for such 
mixtures shall be determined as follows: 

HI - [ortho-Dichlorobenzene} + [para-Dichlorobe~~n~l 
0.6 0.075 

2) Mixtures of 1,1-Dichloroethylene and 1,1,1-
trichloroethane. The Hazard Index ("HI") for such 
mixtures shall be determined as follows: 

HI - (1.1-Dichloroethylene] + (l,1,1-trlchloroethanel 
0.007 0.2 

ct) When two or more substances occur together in a 
mixtur~, the additivity of the toxicities of some or 
all of the substances will be considered when 
determining health based standa~ds for Class I: Potable 
Resource Groundwater. This is done by the use of a 
dose addition model with the development of a Hazard 
Index for the mixture of substances with similar-acting 
toxicities. This method does not address synergism or 
antagonism. Guidelines for determining when the dose 
addition of similar-acting substances is appropriate 
are presented in Appendix c. 
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The Hazard Index shall be calculated as follows: 

HI = Cl.Al+ llll + • • • l.J.-1.) 

Where: 

ALA ALB ALI 

HI= Hn2ard Index, unitless. 

[A], (BJ, (I]= Concentration of each 
similar-acting substance 
in g~oundwater in 
milligrams per liter 
(mg/1). 

ALA, ALB, ALI= The acceptable level of 
each similar-acting 
substance in the mixture 
in milligrams per liter 
(rng/1). 

e) For substances which are considered to have a threshold 
mechanism of toxicity, the acceptable level is: 

1) The standards listed in Section 620.410; or 

2) For those substances for which standards have not 
been established in Section 620.410, the Human 
Threshold Toxicant Advisory Concentration (HTTAC) 
as determined in Appendix A. 

f) For substances which are carcinogens, the acceptable 
level is: 

1) The standards listed in Section 620.410; or 

2) For those substances for which standards have not 
been established under Section 620.410, the lowest 
appropriate PQL of USEPA-approved analytical 
methods for each substance. 

g) Since the assumption of dose addition is most properly 
applied to substances that induce the same effect by 
similar modes of action, a separate HI shall be 
generated for each toxicity endpoint of concern. 

h) In addition to meeting the individual substance 
objectives, a Hazard Index shall be less than or equal 
to 1 for a mixture of similar-acting sub&tances. 
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Guid~lines for Determining When Dose 
Addition of Similar-Acting Substances in 
Class I: Potable Resource Groundwaters 
is Appropriate 

a) Substances shall be considered similar-acting if: 

1) The substances have the same target in an organism 
(for example, the same organ, organ system, 
receptor, or enzyme). 

2) The substances have the same mode of toxic action. 
These actions may include, for. example, central 
nervous system depression, liver toxicity, or 
cholinesterase inhibition. 

b) Substances that have fundamentally different mechanisms 
of toxicity (threshold toxicants vs. carcinogens) shall 
not be considered similar-acting. However, carcinogens 
which also cause a threshold toxic effect should be 
considered in a mixture with other similar-acting 
substances having the same threshold toxic effect. In 
such a case, an Acceptable Level for the carcinogen 
must be derived for its threshold effect, using the 
procedures described in Appendix A. 

c) Substances which are components of a complex mixture of 
related compounds which are produced as commercial 
products (for example, PCBs or technical grade 
chlordane) shall not be considered mixtures, as defined 
in Appendix B. such complex mixtures shall be 
considered to be equivalent to a single substance. In 
such a case, the Human Threshold Toxicant Advisory 
Concentration may be derived for threshold effects of 
the complex mixture, using the procedures described in 
Appendix A, if valid toxicological or epidemiological 
data are available for the complex mixture. If the 
complex mixture is a carcinogen, the Health Advisory 
Concentration shall be the lowest appropriate PQL of 
USEPA-approved analytical ·methods. 

SOP/SCE: 620D38.DOC 
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ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
RCRA, PART B FACILITIES 

POINTS OF COMPLIANCE 
UNDER 35 ILL. ADM. CODE 724 

Point of Compliance Distance 
(feet) 

Allied Chemical < 200 
Amoco Main Plant < 200 (Permit Pending) 
Amoco Riverfront Property < 200 (Permit Pending) 
CID #1 < 200 
CID /12 < 200 
BFI - Winthrop Harbor < 200 
Marathon < 200 
ESL < 200 
Northwestern Steel & Wire < 200 
She 11 < 200 
BFI (Rockforo) < 200 

(Note: With the point of compliance wells located at approximately a 
maximum distance of 200 feet at any of the above facilities, most have 
an average point of compliance at 100 feet or less.) 
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May 6. 1991 

NON-TRANSIENT, NON-COMMUNITY SUPPLIES 
VULNERABLE TO CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION 

Not Vulnerable to Any Chemical 531 

Vulnerable to voe Contamination - 76 

Vulnerable to Pesticide and 
Herbicide Contamination Only 29 

Vulnerable to Asbestos 
Conta11ination Only 0 

Vulnerable to Both voe and 
Pesticide Contamination 15 

Vulnerable to Contamination by 
voes. Pesticides and Asbestos - 1 

652 

skz/6648Z 
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l<7/~'JW1S 
ljNITEO STATES ENVIRONMENTAi.. PRo·rECTION AGENCY l:,J-E,,'11!..S/,VV 

MEMORANDUM TO: 

WASHINGTON. D.C. Z.0460 

MAY i 1991 

Assistant Administrators 
Regional AdJlinistrators 
General counael 
Inspector General 
Associate AdJlinistrators 

~ er-~ 
Ac.-

/<{)s 
.RAK 
,R[)C 

0111,; - ~ ~ L~: 

SUBJECT Final Report of the EPA Ground-Water Task Force 

As you know, one of the moat important issues facing the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is ground-water protection. 
Therefore, in 1989, we established an EPA Ground-Water Tas.k .Force 
to develop an Agency-wide ground-water strategy. We are pleased 
to announce our rel•••• today of the final report of the Task 
Force titled, Protactinq th• Nation•, Ground water: EPA 1 1 
Strateqy for the 1990a. A copy of the report is attached. 

Each of you ha• a critical role to play in the successful 
implementation of thi• new policy, and we will provide you with 
further direction. soon. We know that you share our co .. itment to 
protect the nation•• ground water and will join us in meeting 
this challenge. 

~ 
Williall K. Reilly 
Adainiatrator 

Attachment 

,. Henry Habicht II 
Deputy Adllinistrator 
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NOTE TO THE READER: 

This Ground-Water Task Force Report is a statement of 
Agency policy and principles. It does not establish or affect 
legal rights or obligations. This guidance document does not 
establish a binding norm and is not finally determinative of 
the issues addressed. Agency decisions in any particular case 
will be made by applying the law and regulations to the 
specific facts of the case. 
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BACKGROUND: 

EPA GROUND-WATER TASK FORCE 
REPORT 

Executive Sommaa 

A number of Federal statutes provide EPA with the authority to prevent and 
control sources of ground-water contamination, as well as to clean up existing 
contamination. During the early 1980s, EPA recogniz.ed that these authorities to protect 
ground water were fragmented among many different statutes, and were largely 
undefined. As a result. in 1984 the Agency adopt,ed a Ground-Water Protection Strategy 
to articulate the problem and EPA' s role in a national ground-water protection 
program. Under this Strategy, the Agency has focused its efforts on four major 
objectives: 

• Building State capacity; 
• Addressing sources of contamination; 
• Establishing ground-water policy direction and program consistency; and 
• Coordinating EPA programs. 

While this strategy was effective in creating momentum for States to develop and 
implement ground-water programs, the paMage of time and growing body of experience 
indicated that gaps remained in protection efforts across the country. It became clear 
that there was a need to assess our progress and adjmt our approach to take into 
account recent chauges in statutory authorities and our increased knowledge of the issue 
by promoting comprehemiye protection on the State and local level 1 

In July 1989, EPA Administrator William Reilly established a Ground-Water Task 
Force chaired by Deputy Administrator F. Henry Habicht ll to review the Agency• s 
ground-water protection program and to develop conaete principles and objectives to 
ensure effective and consistent decision-making in all Agency decisions affecting the 
resource. The Task Force included membership from all Headquarters offices with 
ground-water protection responstbilities and selected Regional representation. Several 
work groups were created to develop recommendations on issues of special interest, and 
a substantial outreach effort succeeded in obtaining input on two key issues - Agency 
principles and the character of the Federal/State relationship • from major Federal~ 
State, local, public interest, industry and agricultural leadership groups and the 
Governors and agency officials of all States. 

Und,er Fedetw SUIIUla and EPA policy, lnduln Tribu '"111 be ~ogniz,ed (IS Stata for the purpose of 
opm,ting natiOMI environmlntal propms. ~ thu report, ftjem,a, to Stow olso refer to 
Tribal govanmenu as wtll as tM U.S. Terriloria. 
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The outcome of this effort is a policy and implementation principles that are 
intended to set forth an aggressive approach to protecting the Nation• s ground-water 
resources and direct the course of the Agen')' • s efforts over the coming years. It will be 
reflected in EPA policies, programs, and resource allocations, which will guide EPA, 
States and local governments. and other parties with whom we work in carrying out the 
Agen')' • s ground~water responsibilities. This approach is characterized by: 

• Clear Statement or Policy: This document sets forth a clear statement of Agem-:y 
policy, which will serve as a decision"mak:ing framework for all Age!!cy progr~ 
relating to the ground-water resource. 

• Focus on Comprehensive Resource Management: This polk;y builds on current 
State activities by providing financial incentives for filling in gaps in protection 
efforts and building comprehensive protection programs on the State level. 
Under this resource-based approach to protection, States are to take into account 
the tctal impact of all sources of w.1tamination as well as the unique 
hydrogeologic features of their resource. A aitical fint step in de·veloping and 
implementing protection programs and arraying priorities., is to ensure that 
currently used and reasonably expected sources c.t" ·\rinking water do not present 
adverse health risks. 

• Emphuit oa Pieveadoa or Ground-Water Cont1mia1tioa: Under this policy the 
Agency will place an increased emphasis on prevention of ground-water 
contamination, and strive to achieve a greater balance between prevention and 
remediation activities. 

• Cleu Federal and State Roles: EPA• s policy clearly articulates the principles 
defining the EPA/State relationship in ground-water protection, and provides for 
developing the framework on the State level for integrating Federal and State 
actions relating to the resource. 

• Adequacy of State Propuu: The Agency's new policy descnbes EPA• s 
intention to refine aver the next year the definition en the elements of a State 
ground water protection program, and how each of the elements must be 
addressed to develop a program that is •w.cp;aate• to comprehensively protect a 
State• s resource. It also descnbes how EPA will work to provide greater 
flexioility to a State in implementing Agency programs when that State !w 
achieved an •adequate• ground-water protection program which affords 
comprehensive protection of the resource. 

2 
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• EPA Oftnipt: ht. keeping with the recognition that States will develop and 
implement their own unique but adequate State programs, EPA oversight in the 
Agency's ground-water related programs will shift from a program-specific basis 
to a cr~-program, resource-based approach to be further defined over the 
coming ye~tr. 

• Coordinated Funding: In contrast with Agency tradition, EPA will shift from a 
traditional grants mode into one characterized by coordinated management of 
current ground-water related grants and the incentive of increased funding for 
States showing progress with comprehensive protection of the resource. 

DOCUMENTS TO GUIDE THE AGENCY'S FUTIJRE AGENDA: 

A 

B. 

EPA' s Ground-Water Protection Principles - This document establishes 
that the "overall goal of EPA' s Ground-Water Polity is to prevent adverse 
eff e~ to human health and the environment, and to protect the 
environmental integrity of the nation's ground-watl?r resources." It also 
states that, "In determining lt.J>propriate prevention and prote(:tj on 
strategies, EPA will also consider the use value and vulnerability of the 
resource, as well as social and economic values." Additionally, the 
d...amient establishes principles related to prev~ntion, remediation, and 
Federal, State and local respoD.SJbilities. 

The Federal/State Relatiomhip in Ground-Water Protection - This 
document contaim an initial section that outlines the broadly applicable 
principles of the Federal/State relationship, e.g., the role of the States and 
EPA, and the importance of resourcc-b~ prevention efforts. This 
document also includes a second section that: describes EPA• s new 
approach for promoting comprehensive protection of the resource; provides 
a preliminary list of the elements of a State ground-water protection 
program, which will be further refinc:d through disawions with the States. 
An appendix contains a draft document that describes the preliminary 
elements of a state program in greater detail. 'This document will serve as 
tbe framework for future work in this area. In 1991, EPA will hold 
workshops around the country to provide the Agt~mcy with State input on 
further refining the elements and their descriptions and on defining an 
"adequate• State prognun. In 199".l, EPA will work with each State to 
complete a profile of ?~ ground·w~~r protection programs based on the 
final elements Md critei'ia for adequacy. Tht-$e profiles will identify gaps 
in State progrum and will serve as the basis for grant workplan 
agreements for the States' FY 1993 program efforts. 
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C. EPA' s Approach to Implementation - This section describes the specific 
roles and responsibilities of EPA program offices, both in Headquarters 
and the Regional Offices, in implementing the Ground-Water Protection 
Principles and ensuring the development and implementation of State 
ground-water programs which will provide comprehensive protection (Parts 
A and B of the report). It also describes the initial implementation actions 
the Agency will take over the next few years. 

D. Aacncy Policy on EPA' s Use of Oualitt Standards in Ground-Water 
Prevention and Remediation Activities - This policy statement describes 
bow EPA will use maximum contaminant levels (MCl..s) under the Safe 
Drinking Water Act, and water quality standards (WQSs) under the Clean 
Water Act, as "reference points" in carrying out ground-water programs. 
It also describes how these reference points will be applied differently in 
prevention and remediation activities. 

E. Data Manaaement Recommendations - This document disames the status 
of EPA' s ground-water data availability, accessibility, and utilizations. It 
discusses bow data collected by EPA and others is used in ground-water 
planning and decision-making at the Federal, State, and local levels. 
Several specific recomme,ndations for improvement developed by the Task 
Forr.:e follow. Also, an extensive computer and data system modernization 
effort now being undertaken by EPA• s Office of Information Resources 
Management, should result in a substantial improvement in the availability 
and utility of ground-water data over the coming years. In FY 1991 the 
Agency will be moving ahead with this initiative as well as 
recommendations relating to data consistency, quality and automation; 
accessibility; and data utilization. 

F. Office of Research and Development (.ORD) Ground-Water Research Plan 
- This document descn'bes the research EPA plans to undertake over the 
coming years in response to the neem of Agency programs. It discusses 
research activities needed to provide the scientific knowledge base for 
suet.eSSfully preventing and remediating ground-water contamination. In 
FY 1991, ORD will conduct new research and technology transfer relating 
to three key areas of the Agency• s ground-water protection efforts: the 
Wellhead Protection Program, State information !')Stems for preventing 
ground-water contamination from pesticid~.s; and subsurface cleanup and 
mobilization proces.1CS. · 
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EPA GROUND-WATER PROTECllON 
PRINCIPLES 

The overall goal or EPA' s Ground-Water Policy is to prevent adverse effects to human 
health and the environment and to protect the environmental integrity of the nation• s 
ground-water resources; in determinin1 appropriate prevention and protection strategies, 
EPA will also consider the use, value, and vulnerability of the resource, as well as social 
and economic values. 

• In all events, EPA will nccuae tbia goal ud the priw:ipla below in accordance with Federal 
law. 

• Adverse effects means thOIC risks that are upificanr to affeaed population and determined 
to be unreasonable where appropriate under relevant statue. 

• EPA's fundamental premise u that the 1tt1ioment of tbis goal is necessary to achieve the 
sustainability of the resource and cloGely hydrologically connected surface water systems, not 
just for the Dell term but for the future u well. 

• In addition, because ground-water cleanup is ememely COilly, and usually difficult and in 
some cases impowble to a~ and demomtratc, EPA'1 goal is to emphasiz.e prevention 
of pollution where appropriate. 

In order to achieve this aoal, the AaencY' 1 prindples are that: 

With respect to 11revenUoru 

• Ground water should be protected to ensure that the nation• s currently used and 
reasonably apec:ted drt.nldq water mpplles, bodl public ud priftte, do not 
present adverse health risks ud are pres?l ftd tor present and future 
generations. 

• Ground·water should also be protected to ensure that pound water that ls closely 
hydroloakall1 connected to smface waters does not Interfere with the attainment 
or sw-r.. water quality standuds, which ls necessary to protect the integrity or 
associated ecosystems.. 

• Ground-water protection can be achleftd throup a variety of means Including: 
pollution prnention propuas; aoarce contro!.a; sitlq controls; the designation 
or wellhead protection areu ud fatare public water sapply areas; and the 
protection or aquifer reclulrF areas. Elforu to protect pound water must also 
consider the me, value, and mlaenbWty of the resource, u well u social and 
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economic values. 

• Ground water is a uniquely local resource due to the cue with which small sources ca.a 
affect it, and the impad that use and hydrologjc charaderistics (e.g. vulnerability) can have 
oa its quality. As such, ground-water programs will require an appropriate blend of several 
protection methods. 

With respect to remediation; 

• Ground-water remediation activities mast be prioritized to limit the risk of 
adverse effects to h111D8D health first and then to restore cmrently used and 
reasonably expected sources of drinldna water and ground water closely 
hydrologically connected to surface waters, wbeneftl' such restorations are 
practicable and attainable. 

• Gm:n the a,sts ud tubrrical Jimitatiou associated with ground-water cleanup, a 
framework should be Cltlblishe.d that cmurca the amroamental and public health benefit of 
each dollar apaat ia m11imiml Thus, in making remediation decisions, EPA must take a 
realistic approach to restoration based upoa actual and reuoaably ezpccted usea of the 
resource a, well u social ud economic valuea. 

• ID an ideal world of unlimited fmada, prioribzatioa would be nnnettSsary. However, 
because raourca do aot permit aD maraminariae to be addreued at once, the need for 
prioritizatioa must be rempized.. 

• Mor·COYer, given the npease and tubaic:al diffiodtica uaociated with gronnd-water 
remediation, EPA is emphuizing early detec:doa ud moaitariag so that it can addreu the 
appropriate 1tep1 to coatrol ud remcdiate tbe risk ol aCMne effects to human health and 
the erJvironment. 

With respect to FcdcoL State, u41nq1 BcmmasJbWtln; 

• The primary respoulbWty for coordlutlq and lmplementin1 pvuad-water 
protection prosram• bu UftJI beea and sboa.ld coadaae to be vested with the 
States. AD effectlft p,,and-wala' protection propam should link Federal, State, 
and local lldhltla Into a colaerent ud coonlia•ted plu or action.. 

• EPA 111oald coatlaae to lmpl'Oft coordla•doa or pound-water protection efforts 
within tbe Alf/K1 and with otber Federal apadea with pound-water 
responsibilities. 

• Since groaad watu in uy pen area may be aubjec:t to c:oal•minl.., .. iA &om • wide variety 
of point tD4 DOD•pomt soma: ldfflda, colleaeace ad caordinatioa in uy plan of action 
are ~ importaat EPA mast emare that tbe aro-d·water protection pqruu it 
implemeata aader tbe Ou.a Water Ad (CWA), tbe Raource CoascrntioD ud Recovery 
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:. ~ i 

Ad (RCRA), the Safe Drinking Water Act (SOWA), the C.Omprchcmive Environmental 
Reapoasc, Compensation, and Liability Ad (CF.ROA), and the Federal Insecticide, 
Fvnp:ide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), and the reaearch programs that it funds under 
thae Acts, are directed toward aclueving the principles outlined above. In the design and 
timina of regulatory initiatiYea, EPA will address the bjgbesa risks. In addition, the authority 
of each State to allocate water within iu jurisdiction should not be abrogated. 

• Given the uniquely local nature of groUDd-water pollution and use, thr.: States and localities 
must have primary responsibility for lfM'Mffll &Del priorit.iz.ing risks to the resource and for 
implementing programs to protect the raource •lithin each state so n.'uit it is available for 
various uses. However, where specific Federal 1~pomibi.lities arc provided for under the 
law, the rcquircmCDtl of the law mUlt prevail. 

• Not only must Federal, State, and local actiYitica be linked to form a coherent p1u. of 
action; but air, water, ud land prllCtica, to the mem practiC'able, must also be examined in 
u wcgratcd whioD to ensure protec:tioa of the ground-water resource. 
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PARTB: 

11IE FEDERAL/STATE RELATIONSHIP IN 
GROUND-WATER PROTECl10N 
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BACKGROUND: 

THE FEDERAL/STATE RELATIONSHIP 
IN GROUND-WATER PROTECTION 

Since the adoption of the Agency's 1984 Ground-Water Protection Strategy, EPA 
has been providing technical and financial assistance under the Clean Water Act to build 
State capacity to protect ground water in a comprehensive manner. Further, EPA has 
been implementing several source-specific statutes that protect and cleanup ground 
water. 

Over the last few years, States have made significant strides in developing and 
implementing ground-water protection strategies. Yet, both the States and EPA 
recognize, that much remains to be done to ensure comprehensive protection of the 
nation's ground-water resource. State ground-water programs vary considerably from 
one State to another, and are often a patchwork of Federal, State and local source 
control efforts, focusing on individual sources of contamination rather than tht resource 
as a whole. Source control programs tend to focus on sources that present significant 
risks on a national basis, but may not represent the most important threats to drin1d.ng ~ 
water supplies (and therefore human health) at the local level Many nonpoint and 
small, dispersed sources remain unaddresKd, and commer~ residential, and industrial 
development often occurs with no recognition of long-term impacts on the quality of 
ground water. 

As a result of the work of the recent Agency Task Force, beginning in FY 1992, 
EPA will take a more strategic approach to actively assisting States in comprehensively 
protecting their ground-water resources. The Task Force identified the need for EPA to 
step up its efforts to coordinate more fully Agency programs and authorities at the EPA 
Regional and Headquarters levels, to help States build comprehensive, integrat~d 
programs that protect the ground-water resource, to provide a framework for 
coordinating multiple Federal programs and activities at the State and local leve~ and to 
make optimum use of EPA grant auihorities to promote Federal and State program 
coordination. 

Toe purpoee of this report is to set in motion a more fully coordinated EPA effort 
based on existing Agency authorities. BP A recognizes that, because of the timing of this 
document, the Regions and States have already completed much of the planning and 
negotiations for ground-water activities to be carried out in FY 1992. To the maximum 
extent possible, however, EPA will work with the States to promote aggressive 
implementation in FY 1992 through vehicles such as Regional grant amendments and 
technical assistance. 
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This document consists of three main sections: the first section describes the 
broadly applicable principles of the Federal/State relationship; the second describes 
EPA' s support of a new comprehensive approach by State Ground-Water Protection 
Programs and lists possible elements of such State programs, which are based in large 
part on the consensus dcvelop.!d in discussions held with members of the 
Administrator • s State/EPA Operations Committee; and the third section describes 
EPA I s approach to implementation through a coordinated grant program that relies on 
multiple, ground-water related grant authorities. An appendix contains a preliminary 
narrative description of the clements of a State program, which will be further refined in 
collaboration with the States over the coming year. 

PRINCIPLES DEFINING THE FEDERAL/STATE RELATIONSHIP: 

In preparing this report, the Agency used "EPA• s Ground-Water Protection 
Principles" as a starting point for defining the Federal/State relationship in ground
water protection (sec Part A). The Agency believes, however, that there arc several 
additional broa.dly applicable principles of this relationship that need to be laid out as 
well. They include: 

• .S.tate Role is Critical: The Agency believes that while EPA will continue 
its role in controlling major sources of contamination. the States (and 
Indian Tnbes) should retain the primary responsibility for the management 
and protection of the ground-water resource and in addressing diffuse 
sources of pollution. Such management may require decisions about 
ground-water allocation and land use which are appropriately the province 
of state and local government. EPA should support States in developing 
ground-water protection programs that adequately protect the re.source as 
well as the framework for State/EPA relations. 

• Resource-Based Efforts: States and EPA should emphasize a resource
based approach to protection. in addition to the current source control 
programs. Under this approach, the total impact of all sources of 
contaminatio°' as well as the unique bydrogeologic features of the 
resource, should be taken into account in developing and implementing 
protection progra.zm. Further, in addition to protecting current drinking 
water supplies, States should designate ground waters for protection that 
are reasonably expected to be drinking water supplies, taking into account 
such facton as: remoteness, quality, cost of protection, future growth and 
population patterns, and the availability and cost of alternative water 
supplies. 

• Emphasis on Prevc;ntion and Suminability: In genen:.!, ~he F~deral/State 
relationship should be structured so that ground-water protection efforts 
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are enhanced and coordinated. 

• Scientific and Economic Research: EPA should continue to conduct 
scientific and economic research on various aspects of ground-water 
protection, and provide standard setting information to the States. This 
includes developing Maximum Contaminant Levels/Maximum Contaminant 
Level Goals which relate to health concerns, Water Quality Criteria which 
relate to ecological concerns, risk assessment information, fate and 
transport data, and information on the economic values and tradeoffs 
involved in protection activities. 

• Federal Consist~ncv: EPA should strive for consistency among Federal 
agencies and programs with ground-water protection responsibilities. For 
example, the Agency intends to work with the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) to develop a joint strat~gy for addressing issues 
affecting the agriculture community through the ongoing USDA/EPA 
Work Group on Water Quality. Further, mechanisms should be 
established or better utilized for coordinating with DOI, DOE, NOAA, 
DOD, and other Federal agencies with ground-water responsibilities. 

• The Roles of Federal and State Government in Remlatin& Specific 
Sources of Contamination Should be Based on the followin& Factors: 

1. In general, State and local governments should play the prominent 
rcplatoa role. This is especially appropriate when: a) the 
activities of concern are numerous ( e.g., 23 million septic tanks) or 
highly localiud ( e.g., vary in impact and number from State to 
State) and nationally present a low to medium risk potential; b) 
when land use management is a principal protection approach; and 
c) when technologies currently exist or are easily developed to 
address the problem. Further, State and local governments should 
play the primary role in the implementation of federally-mandated 
ground-water protection regulations. 

2. EPA should take a prominent rem\atory role as cunently 
authoru:ed by law when: a) there is a need to establish regulatory 
a>nsistency ( e.g., to limit adverse impacts on interstate commerce); 
b) when the scope of the effon requires national resources ( e.g., 
research, regulations addressing technically· complex environmental 
problem); c) when State-by-State efforts would create unwarramed 
and inefficient duplication (e.g., bam, research); and d) when 
national security is involved (e.g., the disposal of radioactive waste). 

• Differential Protectign: In implementing EPA programs, the Agency 
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• 

should continue its policy of taking the use, value, and vulnerability as well .. 
as social and economic values of the resource into account in decisions 
affecting ground water. This is necessary to achieve EPA' s overall 
ground-water policy goal of preventing adverse effects to human health and 
the environment, and protecting the environmental integrity of the nation's· 
ground-water resources. 

Voluntar)' Approaches: EPA should encourage States to pursue voluntary 
nonregulatory approaches to protecting the resource. For example, the 
Agency is currently working with USDA under the President's Water 
Quality Initiative to involve States in fostering cffcctiYc prevention 
approaches with the agriculture sector. 

STATE GROUND-WATER PROTECTION PROGRAMS: 

EPA intends to promote the development and implementation of State ground
water protection programs designed to provide comprehensive protection of the resource 
and the framework to coordinate programs and activities under Federal, State and local 
statutes and ordinances. A core premise is recognition of the primary State role in 
designing and implementing programs to protect the resource consistent with distinctive 
local needs and conditions. (References to States include Indian Tribes where 
recognized as States in the operation of environmental programs, as well as the U.S. 
Territories). This generally means that EPA will provide broad national guidance and 
use financial incentives to promote action. The Agency recognius that protecting the 
ground water is a unique and complex environmental is.me that requires a new, non
traditional approach. Qearly, a nationally prescriptive program is not appropriate; risk 
taking and innovation should be rewarded. 

EPA • s Nm Approach: 

• 

• 

Over the next six month! , the Aaen0 will hold Be1iou1J roundtablcs discussions 
with State Directoa of Environmental A&enci§ as well as State ground-water 
program directon to reach agreement on the elements of a State program which 
would provide comprehensive protection, a definition of the range of "adequate" 
State protram1, and an EPA review process. 

Over the DC!l year EPA will continue 01J1oin1 work with the States to profile and 
asses., current State IPJ>UPd-watc.uuotection activities to obtain a baseline of 
infoanation and help States identify PP5 in their current a:ound .. water protection 
prop,w;. This two stage profile proceu includes developing an objective 
description of current State activities and then working with the State in 
conducting a self-~ment of its activities to identify areas in need of furfber 
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work. A State• s current efforts will be compared with the elements of:, and 
adequacy criteria for, a comprehensive program developed, in part, through the 
Regional roundtables process described above. This baseline information will be 
used by the EPA Regional offices in supporting State efforts to develop and 
implement programs that provide comprehensive ground-water protection . 
Regional priorities, milestones, and commitments for the Agency's ground·water 
related programs will be set in a way that are consistent witb the individual 
State• s needs and circumstances. 

• As States move toward desiuJioe and achieviua a comprehensive approach to 
protection of the resource. EPA will review and concur in State ifound-wa1'r 
guality protection pro&J'ams submitted lzy the States. The review will focus on 
11 adequacy 11 instead of "consistency" - the threshold question will not be whether 
a State 's program is consistent with EPA criteria, but whether a program falls 
within a range deemed "adequate" to protect a State's ground-water resource. 
The Agency, in collaboration with the States, will define a range of ways to 
achieve "adequacy• rather than one prescriptive definition. 

• EPA' s review of State prom,ros will be flepblc and take into account the unique 
characteristics of each State, as well as the different stqes of deyelo.pment of 
each State propm. The process will be interactive and iterative, with the States 
and EPA working together. It will focus on~ programs to identify gaps, 
and providing EPA technical and financial assistance to States to address the 
gaps. 

• The puq:,ose of the process of deternaiuiur adeqaw;y is not to hidle or wuate a 
State pro&IJlffl in a "pass/fail" roanoeTa or deterroioe that a State •s pr9uam is 
"inadeguate" if it does not meet the criteria EPA bu developed in conjunction 
with the States. Rather it ~ meant to be a process in which EPA works with 
States to help them fill in gaps in State ground-water protection efforts and bring 
their programs to a point where the States are fully capable of comprehensively 
protecting the ground-water resource, given an individual State ' s particular needs 
and circumstances. Where EPA can determine that ~ State has reached this 
point, EPA will seek to defer to State standards, priorities, and programs to the 
extent authorized under Federal statutes (see below). 

• EPA•$ pm-qmQIUence of a State • s Ground-Water Protection Propro will not 
jmply jmc!cQuQc of other l[Ollnd-water protection promros withio the State 
either bcior amductcd or aw,roved lzy EPA or other Federal arencies. However, 
non-concurrence of a State• s Program could result from a State not taking 
responsibility for an ewected role in the implementation of these other ground
water protection programs. 
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• Usin& current &round-water related wnts .. EPA will su;Ltpoo the development and 
implementation of State ifOund-water protection pro&rams. While all States will 
initially be eligible for funds, the Agency, working with the St.ates, will define a 
range of program characteristics that will be used to ~ State progress toward 
achieving an "adequate" comprehensive program. Exemplary State programs will 
receive an increasing share of the grants, while States shO\\'ing little or no progress 
will receive reduced grant amounts. Further, for States with an "adequate" 
program, the Agency oversight process will focus less on defining and overseeing 
individual State actions and more on the overall effect of the program fu 
protecting ground water. States which elect not to participate jn the process •Nill 
not be able to avail themclves of cenain EPA-provided financial and oversight 
benefits. 

• Io the extent authorized l2Y EPA starute and consistent with A&cncy proiuam 
implementation objectives, EPA w}J1 defer to State policies, priorities. and 
standards once a State has devel~ an "ade(lllate" prouam For States that 
develop adequate State ground-water protection programs, EPA' s policy will be 
to look to or "defer to" State policies, priorities, and standards. Under this 
policy of deference, EPA will study and identify ways in which the Agency can 
defer to State decisions in implementing Agency programs. Implementation of this 
policy for States with an adequate ground-water protection program will take 
several form\. 

2 

F'ant, EPA will identify ways to provide Stata with Feater flcribility to target enforcement 
ud pmnittmg adivitica ron1isten1 with the Stale&' own polidea and priorities. 

Sea,od, EPA will atabliab poticia for reduciDg routiDe Af,eDl:y cwenigbt of State programs 
affediag p-ound water. 

Third, in iu ~ ol rcgalaboaa ud guidance, EPA will e1:pbe ways in which they 
couJd prOYidc: for cl:lereDce to Stale pound-water ltiDduda, n:go1ationa or policicl. To the 
CJtent autborized by EPA ltltUtel wl c:onusrent with AfP'l/!'J program implementation 
objecma EPA will provide for CODlidenbon of or deference to State IWldards, regu1aticm 
and policia EPA lt.lhlta gwraJly proride thal PedcnDy prom'11pted ltaDdards or 
rep1atioaa acne u miaimum lewll of prott4'tioa 11aae ltabltel, ~' generally 
,acne to the St.ala the authority to adopt more lbiapm IWldarda or regulation&. . 
1'1a'Clore, St.ala already baYC I sipiCnat role in eatabtisbiDg applicable standards for EPA 
pr•w. T1re c.omprebemive E.nviroameDta1 Reapon,c, Compenution and Uabilily Ad 
(CDla.A) ii III m:cDeat mmple of a atatute that providea an important role for States in 
cled.lMJn-m•lring z 

With 1ome limlllltJo,u. CERCLA pnwida n,nljianl oppotfl,UlilJa for EPA to adopt Stau re(fWlffllfflt.s 
as part of CERCLA dunup ocdo,u. W1a«hcr or Ml CERCLA dMlnup.f WOllltl be blued on p,YMSions 
of o SIIIU ground-wow prot«tiott JJl'Dlffl'" dlp,!Nb /int on wltdJwr 1M pUIII tndudu ·ARA&.• A.r 
dqiMd in 1ecdon 12l(d)(2) of CERCLA. ARA.RI 111'1 ••ppUcllbk or~ .a opproprit,U 
~· of otMr Fedmli or SIIIU en'IIUOMIIJ'llol lllwl. For o Stau 11:M ~ to be A.RAR, 
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Finally, where State reguhtions., s.tavdards or policies would provide for le.u stringent 
prot.ed:ion than EPA regulations., sumdards or policic&, tbere may be sututory or regulatory 
prohibitions to deferring to the State. EPA. howc~r, is com.mined to aploring 
opportunitic:s for providing for deference to State regulations, standards or policies as 
autb.orize4 by EPA statutes and consistent with Agency program implementation objectives. 

ELEMENTS OF A STATE GROUND-WATER PROTECTION PROGRAM 

As part of its role in promoting development of State programs which will provide 
comprehensive ground water protection, the Agency, in collaboration with the States, will 
determine over the next year the key elements of a State program. A preliminary list of 
elements of a comprehensive protection program is below (sec Part B: Appendix for a 
pre llininary narrative description): 

Setting Goals and Documentin1 Progress: 

- Ground-water protection goal which accounts for present and future uses of the 
resource; 

- Yearly action plan for achieving the goal, which includes a mechanism for 
evaluating progress toward accomplishing the goal and provides for EPA 
review. 

Characterizing the Resoun:e and Sett1n1 Prioritiel for Actions: 

- Comprehensive aMCSSment of aquifer systems and their associated recharge 
and discharge areas; 

- Procedure for inventorying and ranking potential sources of contamination th~t 
may cause an adverse effect on human health; or ecological S'JStems; and 

it mu.rt be~ (U., of ,mm,/ llpp/Jub/Jily 11M k,oJly ut/OfWlbk, IU l«aon 3IJ0.400(g}(4) 
( J'}9()) of dw NllllioMI Contin,o,ey Plan), IMbltllnlM rtlllu!r tl,4111 llllmJnut,r,tive (,a SS Ftd.. lug. 
8756-57, M6lldt 4 1990). idenlifwl;,, 11 timdy mGMO", ll1UI nun #z:inamt than 1M Fedmll standard 
(section JII0.400(1)(4) (1990)). W1aDr II Sllltt ~ ii Mt dim:lJy opplicabk, EPA has 
di.1cn!tiolt ,o /INl 1M ~ to be ARAR b«m«N it i.J ~ ll1UI qproprillU" to drcunutancu 
IJ1 the nt& JJ'Jl.ft SIi* ltll1""'1rb incbuk 1Mblt01tliw ~ tJuit tn ARAR.r, 1M CERCLA 
rtmedy WOIUII ~ r,.quirul to mut or waive IMm. ARAlb may be wanwJ ;,, six limiud circunutancu, 
such tU ~ it i.t i'flpn,dil:llbk to tltlllUI thttm, or jot' SIIIU SIIINlard.s, whft 1M ltll1ulllTd has not bten 
consistmtly applud (1« CERCLA ,«lion 121(d)(4)). lJ""6 CE.RCLA. whar SIi* plans, polida or 
gu/Mlw..J do not qualify tU ARA.Rs, F.PA may~ ln!OI dwm tU pNNision, "ro be ~d" 
("TBC.S") Wilh rup«t to 1M clunup p/ll1t. TBC., would be POb«oted ll1UI jwtift«J on a liu-1p«ific 
basis. Thi: recmtJy rmsed NCP, in implonD,ling CERCL.A·, clunup Jlf'Otl'am, dmwnstrolu EPA's 
commitmml to providing a signifia,nl Mk for SUila in dedsion-moking. 
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• ·ProceM used for setting priorities for actions taken to protect or remediate the .. 
resource, such as a use designation/classification scheme that considers use, 
value, vulnerability, yield, current quality, etc.; including wellhead protection 
and cost benefit analyses. 

Developln1 1nd Implementing Prevention and Control Programs: 

- A coordinated pollution prevention and source reduction program aimed at 
eliminating and reducing the amount of pollution that could potentially affect 
ground water; including wellhead and recharge area protection programs, siting 
criteria, improved management practices and technology standards, etc. 

- Enforceable quality standards that are health based for drinking water supplies 
and ecologically based in areas where ground water is closely hydrologically 
connected to surface water (Note: For actions under State law that are 
independent of any Federally authoriz.ed program, it is the State 's prerogative 
to determine whether to establish its own standards or to use EPA' s 
standards); 

- Regulatory and nonregulatory authorities to control sources of contamination 
currently under State or local jurisdictions; e.g. permitting, siting and zoning _ 
authorities on the State and local level; 

- Remediation program that dovetails with RCRA and Superfund and sets 
priorities for action according to risk; 

- Monitoring. data collection, and data analysis activities to determine the extent 
of contamination, update control strategies, and as.sess any needed changes in 
order to meet the gro1md-water protection goal; 

- Compliance and enforcement authorities given to the appropriate State and 
local officials through legislative or ~lministrative processes; 

- Water well programs, including private drinking water welh, covering areas 
such u well testin& driller certification, well construction, and plugging 
ablndomd wells; 

- Statement of how Federal, State and local resc'..1.rces will be used to adequately 
fund the program; and 

- Public participation activities to involve the public in the dm:lopment and 
implementation of the program. 
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Deftniq Roles Within the State and the Relationship to Federal Proarams: 

- Delineation of State agencies• respomibilitics in the ground-water program 
covering areas such as planning, implementation, enforcement and 
coordination; 

- Statement indicating how the State will or does provide local governments with 
authorities to address local ground-water protection issues; 

- Statement of the State 's role under ground-water related EPA statutes 
including RCRA, CERCLA, SOW A, CW A, and FIFRA; e.g., EPA-approved 
programs such as a RCRA authorization should be listed and integrated as part 
of the State • s overall ground-water protection st::ra1egy yet continue operating 
as free-standing programs; 

- Mechanisms for dealing with other Federal agencies that affect State ground
water programs (e.g., MOUs or other arrangements with USDA, 001, DOD); 

- Statement indicating how the State intends to integrate water quantity and 
quality management; and 

- Coordination of ground-water programs with other relevant natural resource 
protection program, including surface water management. 
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106 None 

GROUND-WATER RELATED GRANTS 

CLEAN WAl'ER ACT 

,General: Pr8Y8fflk>n & ablltemlnl d surface 
& ground-water paUutlon. 
Spacfflc: Pennltting, polailon COUbol ltUdlas, 
p1ann1ng, 1UM1ance & ermcemn. 
asslslance to locals. training, & public 
lnfonnation. 

$81.7 mMllon 

(Ground-water 
portion: 

S12.2m) 

Allotment based 
on extant d 
pollution problem, 
not the quality d 
the State program. 
No authorization 
cellng In FV91. -·------- _____ ....... _ ... _,..._ _______________ ,.,.._ _______________ ., ______ _ 

104(b) 
(3) 

None GIOlfll: Pollution prevnJon, raductlon. & 
ellminatk>n programs. 
Spectfic: Research, _8)(pel.... _ ... _.,, ......... training, 

Not for program 
opendlon. $16.5 mMllon 

demonstrationa, swveys. studies. 
lnYestlgadonl. ~------- ·---------+--------------·---·+--..-----.a..--. ----------

205(g) None 0 
(Congress cut 
off funding) 

Delegated administration d construction 
grara program, 402 or 404 permit program, 
208(b)(4) ptannlng program, & construction 
grants managerner-. for lffllll COfM1Ul1ldea. --------- ---~-----+--------------·---·+----__,_--~--------

2050)(1) None Not for 0 
lmpementatJon; -

604(b) 09' to regional $16 mBllon 
comprlhanalve 
~-genctes. ----··------ ---------+------------·---·..;.-----~---;,a------

2050)(5) 
201 (g) 
(1)(b) 

None Dwelop & implltllln nolipcalt ICUC8 
manag1m1nt programa. 

201 (g)(1)(b): 
Conatructk>n grant 
deobligl.tlona and 
l1llllotmlnt foods 
avdabie. 

0 
(Congn.,a cut 
off funding) 

~-----~---------+---------------+-----------· iai--.--------
319(h) No more thin 15% $51 mlllon 

d tml avalable 
to any one State. 
Flnlnclll 
aMlltance for 
dlmollilbatbia 
ortf (cannot be 
Ulld for COit 
lhartng 
programs). Umb 
an admlnistrattve 
coeta. ----- ----------+----------------~~---1111 -----------

319(1) 50% Carry out ground-water protection actMdea. S150K per State. See 319(h) II 
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-
SlaUD!y FY 01 $ 
A.uttQlty Match ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES LIMITATIONS* N'flROPfV.TlON 

FEDERAL INSEC11CIDE, FUNGICIDE AND RODENT1CIDE ACT 

23(a)(1) 15% General: Implement pesticide enforcement $26.B mUllon 
programs. 

(Ground-water 
portion: SSm) 

TOXJC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT 

28 25% General: Establish & operate toxics control Authorization 
programs. expired In 1982. 
Spectflc: Monitoring, analysis, survellance & Appropriations $8.1 million 
general program actMtiel (curTendy used for committees should 
asbestos & SARA Title Ill actMUes). be notffled before 

funds are used for 
new ground-water 
program. 

RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT 

3011 25% General: State hazardous waste management ~ 

programs. $83 mlllon 
Spactftc: Planning for hazardous wute 
treatment, storage & dlapoul tacl~ 

SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT 

1443(8) 25% PubUc water system ~; State Funds avalabla 
drinking water prog,ama. orvy to States with $47.5 mlllon 

primacy. ----- --------- -·---------~---------
1443(b) 25% General: Underground lnlecUon conb'Of Funds avalable 

programs. orvy to States with 
$.pecfflc: Program com, lrMntories, data primacy. $10.5 millon 
managemere. tact.,k:al auiltance, ate. 

COMPREHENSIVE EIMRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION & LJABJUTY ACT 

104(b) 10% Ganerat: Supertw,d acdvllal Wider core Nat ford• 
program coope,lltw9 agr8a'l'NNU. lpaclic actMtJea. $14 rnlllon 
Spacfflc: I~ coordination, 
~ trU1bi,. COfflffU'lly ralationa, 
... ~ and UNlll'Mnl. lldrialltratlon 
" ramedlal acdvlles, legal auiltance relating 

r~ to CERCU lrnperneratlon. 
' Au1horitieS in ._ mmna may a. u..a m runa ., 

__ .,, 
---- a,- o, oona; iaai.o grama. 

rmer, the ICOP9 of eMglble ground, •r IICIMl6el .__ among IUttlorillle. Rlglona lhould OOMUlt t.r Grana ~ Office 
... ·~ Regional CounNf ...,.ding ....... 
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Put B: Appendlx 

Descriptlou or Common Elements of 
Comprehemi.e State Groand-Water Protection Proanuu 
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DF.SCRlfflONS OF COMMON ELEMENTS OF 
COMPREHENSIVE Sl'ATE GROUND-WATER PROT£CTION PROGRAMS 

Because of each State', unique hydrogeolasical characteristics and conditions, the character of a 
Comprehensive Program will not be ideDtical in all State&. EPA will provide States with great flcnbility in 
addressing the elements of a C'...omprebcnsivc Program. A list of elemenu commonly found in mature 
ground-water programs is provided below, including a urratn'C description of each element. Using this 
universe of potential elemenu, EPA in collaboration with the States O\'Cr the coming year, will develop a 
final set of elements and adequacy aiteria for clemcm of a comprchcmivc State program. 

Setting Goa.ls ud Doeumeatiq Pr~ 

• Ground-Water Protcgion Goal which Acc.oupg1 for frcsem and Future U$CS of the Resource. The 
ground-water protection goal is in harmony with tbe utiolw ground-water proteaion goal, and the 
goal is founded in State sta.nlU. Tbe ground-water proccc:tion goal accounts for present and 
reasonably apeaed future ground-water use&. 

• :i. eartv Action Plan for Achieyjgc the GoaL which Includes I Merbaojw for Evalua,tine Proaess 
I2w;vd the Goal and Provides. for EPA Reyiew. The State has an action plan which · dcscnbcs how 
the State will achieve its Comprebemrve Program goal. The .ac:tioa plan outlines outcomes th.at arc 
needed to assure that the resource protectioa goal ia acb.icwd; a process for reaching those 
outcomes; abort· and &oq-term timdablea, milc,tona, and meaura of progreas; and parties 
responsible for acl:aieving desired outcxmu:a. Usually, the plan reflects the diverse authorities 
available to the State to achicYc its goal, including land use authorities., public b.eaJth authorities, and 
enforcement au.thoritie&. 

• 

• 

• 

Comprchegsiye !tWMIPat of Ammer Sn&ma for Grggpd-Water Protec;tiog Purposes. The State 
has an ongoing, effectM: pn>ll'Ul which providea buic informatioa on the occurrence, movement, 
and quality of grOUDd-water raourca .... a harden. nm propam utili7.es and integrates the 
information available &rm State po&op:a1 llll'YeJI, • well u CJ1180U11 Federal aueumen.t and 
mapping pnllp'ams, aucb u tbole available &om the USGS and Soil Conservation Service. 

Procedwe 1w Ipy;ptgaipa ud BIDkirr PPICJlrial Soqrcg of Coptmipariog that May Cause an 
~mrsc f#r4 AA BWPIP Hr,bb or f&nlgp;el SyatCQLL The State bu a program for identifying 
the matacr, locatioa. ud rdatM m ........ /rilk al atbrOflOPIDC and natural threau to ground
water quality. The program ia capable ol (1) ideatifying apcc:ific categorica of adivitics which pose 
thrcau to tbe quality of the reaourc:e, (2) lnc:arins popapbic areas where such threats/sources arc 
concentrated, and (3) idcDtifyiag speci.6c aomcc locaDooa, fviJitn, pllllDCI, etc.., deemed to page a 
threat to public bcalt.b and or die CIMl"l1' .,.,,. 

Proccv Used for ScUiv PriocWice for Agjm, Itke to Prntr,g Pt Rc;mr4iate the Beaource, Such 
u a use Pr+sianation/Q•vffierigp Scbme lber Coppdm, Ug YII& Y11lncabilinr. Yiel4 and 
Cuaent OPltitY, lndruijg• WeQlud Pmtec:,igg end OW Bendit !to•h,Ja. The State balances the 
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timing. ordering. and cstcnt of protection activity development and implementation based on a 
scheme which refleds the rm to ground-water quality, human health, and ecosystem maintenance. 
Prioritization schemes reflect resource ch.araderization and source inventory efforts. The State is 
encouraged to adopt prioritization schemes which considers such fadors as resource use and 
potential use for drinking water and other purposes., resource sensitivity to contamination, and I.be 
tradeoffs in cost andior effectiv-..ne.. between protection and remediation options. Prioritization 
schemes incorporate priorities established in Federal environmental llatUtcs. 

Developlq and lmplemaatiac PreftDUoa ud Coatrol Protvam, 

• A Coorrliunte4 Pollution Prcvcntiop and Source Reduc;tiou Prwam Aimed at Reducing and 
Eliminaruw the Amou.gt of Pollution that Could Affect Ground Water. A program to reduce and 
eliminate I.be amount of pollution th.at could potentially affcct ground water with techniques such u 
wellhead and recharge area protection programs., siting aiteria, improved management practices and 
technology st.aDdards, etc. 

• Enforceable Ouality Standards that Are Health Based for Prinkior Water Sum,lies and Ecol0£ically 
Based in Areas Where Ground Water is OAKb' Hydrolggically Cogncqcd to Surface Water. 
Legally defensible ud enforceable quality standards that a>Uld be based on MCLl ( or EPA Heallb 
Advisory lew-Js) for drinking water, ud on mrfac:c water quality criteria eslablilbed under the Ocan 
Water Act for ground water doldy bydrologically connected to amface water are a part of a 
Omip~ Plan. In appJymg IWldarda, SWes abou.ld diltinpwl betwa:n preYCD.tion and 
remediation adivitiea - EPA'a policy on the use ol quality llUduda in gound-water prevention and 
remediation activmca ia one approada tbe Statea cu refer to. (Note: U ii the State's prerogative to 
dctermme whether to ect•bijab ill OMl llaDdarda or to me EPA'a for actiom under State law.) 

• Beau,latpry and Nonreplatory APdam:wca to Control Somr,cs of Om!•rnrnatima Under State or 
Local Jurisdiction; e,a.. Permittjpg Sjtinr ud Znojv Authoritiq. The State has authorities 
necessary to mamge the conr•minaor IOW'CCI charademcd in Element Two. The Stare has received 
or is making progress toward rec:emng delqation of EPA'& coaraminaat conttol programs, 
Regulatory and nomegulatory autb.oribea are auffic:iem to comrol adctition1l aourc:ea of 
contamin.a!ion under Sate or local jurudidion. Tbcae authorities include, but arc not limited to, 
permittiq authoritiea; coatrola Oil adMtica auch u tnaspart regalatioas a.ad facility deaip 
5tandarda; and lud ~ regalatioas ( C-1-, 7JDIUIII) that limit wbac, when, bow, ud if ccrt.lWl 
ac:tMtir.a may oa::ar. lmp&emenratioa IDd eaforc:cmeat autboritiea are \aled in local govemment.s 
where appropriate. 

• RcmCfJjatinp Prol[lm which Qsm;f•ilt With BCBA ud Sgperfqpd u4 Sets Priorities for Action 
A~ to Bv nae State bu or ii ~ a mnrm,tioa prc,aram t.bat adequately addresses 
thOIC prcceriel pollutiag adiYitia wl lila DOt already CDYereCl by EPA'a remediation programs 
(e.g.,..._._ Wlllte trearmem, IIOl'lp, ud ctiapoul faalitiea - iDcbading r,olid waste maaagcmcnt 
unilJ at w:1a fvilirira) wl aitr.a DOt oa tbe Natioul Prioriliea Lilt. 

• MOQitorig. Data C9'kmm end P#l /\vm Admrip M> Ps#maipc the &tcac of 
J;ontemrn•tion, Update Cgptrql s,,,,,.,., •wt Awa Apy Nmdcd Orme ia Order to Ac;him; the 
State's own Groupd-Water Protraion Qoel. Tbe State's informa.tioa DLULlgCIDCDl activitics include 
the mllection, 1abontory uaalysil. IIOrlF, aell icval, w1 ualylia of around-water data. The State 
bas a program to emme dw tbe dala coDected wiama tM State ii tan1risteat, of lmowa uui reliable 
quality, ud is effiriently stored for rmieval ud use. This data ia readily eaaaible to Stare and 
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lcal agencies for UM: in analysis and decision making such as ground-water protcctioD planning. 
enforcement, trend analysis, permitting and ether activities. 

• .Compliance and Enforcement Authorities Given to the Am:omi,ate State and Local Officinh 
ThroY&h Lqi...J.atiyc or i\dmjni:,tutiyc PrOCCSSC$. Compliance monitoring and enforcement 
authorities are adequately dclcgatcd to the appropriate State ad local officials. 

• Water Well Program lncludina Private Ptinkinr Water Welb,., Coyerina Areas Such as Well Testiui, 
Driller ~rtification. Well Con.struction, ud Ph\Uing Abgdoged Wells. The State bas standards 
for water well comtruc:tion, teating. and driller ccrtificatioa to cmure that wells arc drilled and 
finished in a manner that i5 protective of public bu1t.b. Tbeae sta.odards include both public and 
private drinking water wclli. Additionally, the State providc:.6 well closure standards to ensure that 
abandoned wells will not ad a.s conduits into drinking water aquifers for contaminants 

• Statement o! ijow Federal State, and Logl Resourc;cs will be used to Adeau,atcty Fund the 
.f.rwam. The Swe adequately funds and suffs the Comprehensive Program. There is a good 
match between available revenues and proposed expenditure&. 

• hlblic Panicipation Activities to lnvotvc the Public in the Pmhmmcnt and implementation of the 
Prwam. The public is involved in the development, review, and implementation of the 
C-Omprehen.sivc Program. 

Deflniq Roles Wlthi.a the Statr., ud die RaadoubJp to federal Prop,ama 

• Delineation of State A&J:ncies' Respnp:i,ijzjljtjg in the Ground-Water Proaram Cgycring Arc15 Such 
as Ptaooioa lmplcmcntatiop. Egforg;megt, ud Coordjpttjgp. The State dclineatea the 
rcspomibili.tiea of State ageaciea iD pl•nniu& implementing. cnfOl'c:ing. and coordinating the 
Comprehensive Program. Tbe duignatioa of a lead apacy, or formally established institutional 
structure, with respomibility for coordinatiag program implemeuaatioo is recommended. The State 
addresses the.se issues with rr.apcc:t to inter~e ud rcgiooal organizations, if applicable. 

• Statement Indiatior Haw the State WiD or Dog Proyide LocaJ Gcm;nypents With Authorities to 
Addrw Local Grpund-Watg: Protr.gigp lalur, The State providea &oca1 governmenu with the 
authorities to addreai &oca1 ground-water protmioa iuuca. The State encourage& local agency 
involvement iD all upecu ol ground-water protection, ioduding tubaical 111istancc, training. and 
6oancial assistance. 

• Statement of &he Stat;', Role Upder GroYQd-Watcr Belt&ed Federal Statutes Indudjne BCM.. 
CERCLA, SDWA CWA pd F1FRA - G& EPA-IPP[CM;d (l[QSUfil such N RCRA authorµ:atiop 
Abould he r-,r4 •wt ipte,rated u part of the State', oVmU l[PPQd-water protegiop suategy yet 
continqe ~•••i• u frce·SIA4inr PTOSTISPI The State c:arriea out its rcspomibilities in delegated 
and aaQoriled Peden.I programs. For uy program (or which tb.e State has not been delegated 
implem1en•arioa authority, the State is ltriving to get auc.b delqation.. 

• ~aniwn for DcaJinr with Other Federal MARR that Affect State Ground-Water fxomm3 
.1,id.udine MOUs yd Other Fonpal AIJ"mcpts. The Stare', Comprehensive Program provides for 
coordination with other Federal Agencica that affect State ground-water programs ( e.g., USDA, 
001, DOD). 
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• 

• 

Statqpc;pt · !mHetins hgw the State lptepds to Igtqp;ate Wg Quentitt yd Quality Mapus;ment. 
The State addlcaa metboda that it will me to minimm: the impacts of around~water withdrawals 
on grOUDd water quality. The approach iadudea coordination between the State agencies 
responsible for qmtity m1Pagcment wl quality maaagrment. 

C-00r:4ipptjgp o{ Qromad-Watcr PtAGem• with otJaer ReJcyapt Natural BGAOWa; Protectigp 
Prnar:tmL lpcludbar Swfaq; Water Me,wmea&. the State bu a m«b•aivn for coordinating and 
integratma the plaaaiaa wl implemeatatioa ol all Slate, local, 111d Federal aamtiea affecting the 
grOUDd water. The mechanism migbt iDcbade ~ or task forces that uac inter-departmental 
staff from all State wl Federal replaloly apacica, iDduding staff &om ~ not usually 
associated with g,ouad-water pn,tedioa such u community dewlopment and public works. 
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PARTC: 

EPA• S APPROACH TO IMPLEMENTATION 
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EPA• S APPROACH TO 
IMPLEMENTATION 

HEADQUARTERS ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 

An ongoing Ground.Water Policy Committee will be established to oversee the 
implementation of the Agency "Ground-Water Principles" and the Comprehensive State 
Ground-Water Protection Program. It will develop overall program policy direction and 
integration and work to improve coordination with other Federal agencies. It will be CO· 

chaired by the Deputy Assistant Administrator (DAA) for Water and the lead Deputy 
Regional Administrator (ORA) for Pesticides, RCRA, or Superfund. Further, a 
mechanism for providing ongoing State input ill1to this effort will be established. The 
Policy Committee will function in the following way: 

Co-chair: DAA for Water and Lead Regional ORA for Pesticides, RCRA or 
Supcrfund. 

Membership: DAAs, selected ORA\, key office directors., and selected regional r 

division directors. 

Responsibilities: to develop overall program policy direction and oversee 
implementation of both the integration effort within EPA and the work with the 
States and other Federal agencies. This will include cairying out an ongoing 
active outreach effort to seek the views and concerns of both the States and 
Federal agencies in implementing this repo~ and developing a coordination plan 
for worlcing with Federal agencies. The Policy Committee will report semi
annually to the Deputy Administrator (DA) and/or the As.sistant Administrators 
and Regional Administrators. 

lmplemftltatloa Worqro•PI will be formed as necessary with supplemental 
membership of other Office Directors and Regional Division Directors to develop 
policy and program operatiom proposals and to work with the national program 
manager ta die overall direction of the effort. These implementaion workgroups 
will be •rntred by selected representatives of the DAAs as wdI as ~ey office 
director ad regional division directors or their representatives. The 
implementation workgroups will include: · 

• A &rounduwater "re111Jatoa:y cluster:!' implementation wo[k&roup to coordinate 
qpc;oroin1 l[OUDd-water related dedaiom made aqQU replations, of;fices, and 
media. The duster approach will help ensure that the Ground-Water 
Principles guide all Agency regulatory actions relating to the resource and help 
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provide for integration and consistency in the development of EPA regulations .. 
required under Federal statutes. The workgroup will develop a work plan for 
the cluster covering such topics as: the coverage and timing for each action; 
cross-cutting issues that should be addressed or resolved; effects of decisions on 
one action for others in the cluster. The key focus of the cluster activity will be 
to determine the appropriateness of deferring to a State comprehensive 
programs under each regulation, etc. 

A schedule will be set for the DAA to deliver a coordination plan and briefing 
to the DA. 

• A State Adequacy/Oversi&bt Implementation Work&roup to implement the 
comprehensive State protection proi[lfi This workgroup will focus on 
finalizing the list and definitions of the clements of a comprehensive State 
ground-water protection program and the adequacy criteria for each element. 
The subcommittee will also recommend the procedures for EPA review and 
concurrence of State programs as well as the Agency's continuing oversight 
role. This subcommittee will have primary responsibility for ensuring State 
input into all activities of the Ground-Water Policy Committee. 

• A Ground-Water Resources and Promrn Implementation Work&roup to 
addre$$ cross-A&ency o:ound-water related resource, l[lllts, and proiuam 
operatins IJ.lidancc issues. 1bis workgroup will work to ensure that the 
Agency• s ground-water related programs are supporting the development of 
comprehensive State ground-water protection prograim through annual 
operating guidances and grant guidances. It will also focus on developing a 
budget strategy for supporting State ground-wa~r related needs and. priorities 
across Agency programs. 

REGIONAL OFFICE ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 

Regional Offices will place the authority for annual planning and evaluation of 
the EPA Ground-Water Protection Program at the DRA level A ground-water 
coordinating roa,nlittee, chaired by the DRA and composed of key regional division 
directors should be established in each Regional Office. The Regions will be responsible 
for ensuring dial Stale officials are actively involved in the implementation of EPA• s 
ComprchensiYe Ground-Water Protection Program. The reaponsibility for c;anyin1 out 
intem,ted plaoojor on a day-to-day basis should be placed at the Division Director level. 
Regional responstbilitics include: 

Rmewbl& .all adhltles or tbe Yariou propu11 wltb respect to their Impact on or 
contribution to, tbe dnelopmeat or Comprehemhe State Ground Water 
Protection Prop:'aDu (CSGWPPs). Such activities would include assessing the use 
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of available program funding sources to implement CSGWPPs. 

Establlshlq speciftc priorities, milestones, and commitments for all programs. 
Tne objective to support and acknowledge CSGWPPs that meet certain adequacy 
criteria redefines the basic relationship between EPA and the States with respect 
to ground water. This relationship requires a change in the process through which 
priorities arc set and flexibility by EPA regarding each program's requirements 
and performance measures. This shift, from a predominantly source control 

. emphasis to a more resource-focussed viewpoint, will first require identification of 
f {f tl the .ins~tutional barriers to change such as the Agency's Strategic Targeted. 

5 f {l.~ (£;,IJ Actr<'itles for Results System (STARS) and other management controls. It 1.s 
~(1'

1
~S expected that this shift will be fully reflected in STARS by 1993. 

'(I.J I f~ 
fG /fSV/;~. ·ing avallilble resourttS in each program ln a creative and integrated 
,:, ,t 5 f; · er to build comprehensive Sta&e proaruu, through the development or 
·j$1 ~,., { ncy operatiag pldante ud I.be ldeadllc:atlon or speclllc Initiatives which 

support implementation or CSGWPPs. The CSGWPPs would be used to guide 
implementation of Federal programs in that State. For example, a special 
Regional/State initiative could be developed which would allow relief from a 
certain ~rcentage of STARS commitments for that program. 

Establishing an lnteafflted State/EPA pluni.1111 process ha order to reach 
agreement on speciftc milestones and joint commitments ror action. The first 
step in this new planning process is the ongoing development of State profiles and 
self-assessments, including State/EPA workshops on how to define "adequacy" as 
a basis for approving State programs and dircctlng additional Federal support to 
each State for development of a CSGWPP. 

Conductln1 regular annual evaluations of State, Reclonal, ud Headquarters 
progress in lmplementlq CSGWPP1 witb a proc:en for rnislon and planning. 
Tnis should be embarked upon as a process of continual improvement where 
evet}' ;.?.Jpect of each program seeks to imprt;'!"l\'! • deliw:ry", i.e. support of and 
responsiven~ to joint State/EPA milestones and agreements. Initially, all 
programs should be directed to look at how they may do things differently in 
response to this effort. Specifically, each program should determine the value 
added; i.e. bow.can development of CSGWPPs help each program in what they 
do. Some eumples arc: 

• A eoo1din1led lteplul/State data IDHl&ffl\eDl effort to a.I.Low more effective reporting 
under State 30S(b) ad other eammnmcettl mdicatlJI' reporU. 

• A compreben&M State mappina effort to locate all water wd1a. eapecwly public W'ctter 
supply wd1a, 111m1 the rme poloatOI' data i:lement (latiiudc/longitude) to ease 
~ of the prmimity to IOUrCCI ol. coaltmm•tim Ag,euiv:; implementation of the 
Ageacy'a minimum data clement Kt mmt take place in order to N£rae contaminant source 
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locations are rou.s.i.stently provided. 

• A CDDprdlensiYe State vulnerability assessment effort that can as.ust development of State 
pari6de management plans and that is wo useful in prioritizing ground-water areas for 
geographically targeted enforcement and cleu up eft'oru. 

• A Geographic: Enforcement Initiative, integrating all programs and selected through a joint 
StatcfF.:PA planning proccu which seeks to addrcs.s a high priority ground-water area. 

EPA/STATE IMPLEMENTATION - FIRST PHASE FISCAL YEARS (F'Ys) 1991-1993: 

EPA intends to strengthen the impressive progress the States have made over the 
last few years, by helping them to build on their current programs and providing them 
with the financial, technkal, and management tools to do so. The cornerstone of this 
approach is an increased EPA focus on &Misting States in identifying and filling in the 
gaps in their current programs and developing a mechanism for integrating separate 
programs and seiting priorities. This approach will rely on coordinating multiple ground
water related grant authorities to help States develop and implement comprehensive, 
resourcc 0 based programs. This approach signals that we are moving toward a truly 
1ntei{ated prograni. 

As a demonstntlon that EPA ii palllq toptller all lt1 proara,ms and authorities 
to achieve substantial propeu uder alldna lepllatift authorities, the Agency 
wUl promote EPA ud State propua coordination la FY 1'92. Based on an 
inventmy of potential funding sources (see attached), Regions will be asked to 
look creatively at the inventory and to fully explore ways to tic these sources of 
Agency grant funding together and/or work out mutual work plans. Potential 
options for awarding grants to States include one or more of the following: 

Ena>urqc each EPA rqioOi1 proaram with around-water rwpoasililita, under the 
leadenhip of tbe Deputy Regioaal AdmiDillratan (DRAI), to participate iD and contribute 
rc:aomca for tbe parpoae ol creatiDg a formal IJOU;Dd·water coordinating mecbaoiqn in 
each State, ~ will be raponsibk for addraaiDa tbe iullcl of comprehemive state 
progam ~ propam iatcpalioa ad priority ldtWg. 

Pralle mm:at State proa, aw bMecl oa a lilt ol element» ol a comprebemM State 
paatemon program, to C111bUUI I more cltt1Ded buelinc of infonrwioa Oil State programs 
ad to dcattmiDe wbere EPA ud State prioritiea iDtened bl order to help direct EPA ,..... 
While ID of the element.a ol • c:omprebcmive State proccctioD program are important to an 
adequate State program that com~ proteda the pomid-water reaomcc, three 
dcmenta are of apeail importucc for Sutf.» to effectiYely implement mJting BP A 
requiaemeat1. Tbeae puticular demeau ue alao of pamculu interat wl c:cmcern to 
Qmgrea wl other bw:rat poapa. Coucqueady, EPA ii eacoangiag Regions and States 
to give special attamoa to the followiag three critical State program demeuta in FY 191)2: 
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(1) Establishing a formal m«.bankm for coordinating authorities and programs under 
\-anous EPA sututes; 

(2) Identifying the most valuable, vulnerable aquifers; and 

(3) Evaluatmg or rukiDg the bigbcst priority sources of contamination. 

Many State program£ may already adequately sddrcs.1 these three clements, while others 
may need improvement in one or more of the areas. 

As an example of creative grantsmanship, OPP and OGWP issued FY 1991 
grant guidance under the CWA Section 106 and FIFRA grants to 
encourage States to develop pesticide management plans, clearly 
integrating the activities under each grant to promote a coordinated 
approach among State agencies. While most other EPA/State grant 
negotiations arc well undetway aud it is difficult to make changes at this 
point in time, Regions and States arc encouraged to use mid-year grant 
amendments to implement this model and/or pursue other creative grant 
mechanisms in FY 1992, with ~cial emphasis on accomplishing one or 
more of the objectives outlined ablwe. 

During FY 1991 and 1992, the A&enc:y • 1 cu.rreat pound-water related pnts will 
~ ~warded to States based OD alltin& allocation formalu - ltutia& ill FY 1993, 
however, States sbowi.q aemplary propess toward ach1evln1 the objectives of 
their comprehemive propuu will recel.e lacreued amounts, while States 
showiq little or no ·Pl'Olftll will receift lower IJUl amouat1. Once the 
"elements of a comprehensive State protection program" are fully defined and 
EPA and the States reach closure on how to determine adequacy, they will serve 
as the basis for determining whether a State program is adequate to protect its 
ground-water resource and for making adjustments to grant amounts accordingly. 

By the ead of 1"1, reatoaal worbbop1 will be held across the country to provide 
the Agency wltb State lapat OD aewral key lines: ( 1) how to fully define the list 
of comprehensive program elements; (2) bow to determine "adequacy" for 
concurring with and funding comprehensive State protedion programs; and (3) 
how to OYenee State programs. 

In FY1 1ffl nd 1"3, tbe AlellC)' will work to Institute enhanced and integrated 
manqement of the C.Ompreheuhe State Propam effort - including greater 
integration of the management of grant resources. 
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PARTD: 

AGENCY POLICY ON EPA• S USE OF QUALITY STANDARDS 
IN GROUND-WATER PROTECTION 

PREVENTION AND REMED1A110N ACTIVITIES 
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AGENCY POLICY ON EPA• S USE OF QUALl'IY STANDARDS 
IN GROUND-WATER PREVENTION AND 

REMEDIATION ACl1VITIES 

(The purpose of this policy statement is to describe the approach the 
Agency will u.se in making specific decisions with quality standards 
when carrying oUI EPA s :;-,vund-water related statutory re.sponsibilitie.s.] 

When EPA i.s carrying out its programs, the Agency will use Maximum 
Contaminant Levels (MCLs) under the Safe Drinking Water Act, as "reference points" 
for water resource protection efforts when the ground-water in question is a potential 
source of drinking water. Water Quality Standards under the Clean Water Act, will be 
used as reference points when ground water is closely hydrologically connected to surface 
water ecological systems. Where MCLs are not available, EPA Health Advisory 
numbers or other approved health-based levels arc recommended as the point of 
ref erencc. If such numbers arc not available, reference points may be derived from the 
health-effects literature where appropriate. In certain cases, maximum contaminant level 
goals (MCLGs) under the Safe Drinking Water Act, or baclcgrou.nd levels may be used 
in order to comply with Federal statutory requirements. Reference points are to be 
applied differently for prevention and cleanup purposes. 

• ~: Best technologies and management practices should be relied on to 
protect ground water to the maximum extent practicable. Detection of a 
percentage of the reference point at an appropriate monitoring location would 
then be used to trigger consideration of additional action ( e.g., additional 
monitoring; restricting, limiting use or banning the use of a pesticide). Reacill.Ilg 
the MCL or other appropriate reference point would be considered a failure of 
prevention. 

• CJ.eanu,: Remediation will generally attempt to achieve a total lifetime cancer 
risk levels in the range of 10-4 to 10-6, and exposures to non-carcinogens below 
appropriate reference doses. More stringent measures may be selected based on 
such factors as the cumulative effect of multiple contaminants, exposure from 
other pathways, and unusual population sensitivities. Less stringent measures than 
the reference point may be selected where authorized by law, based on such 
factors as technological practicality, adverse environmental impacts of remediation 
measures, cost and low likelihood of potential use. 
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PART E: 

GROUND-WATER DATA MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
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GROUND·WATER DATA COLLECTION, 

ACCESSffllLITY, AND 

tmLIZA110N 

Report to the E.PA Ground-Water Tuk 1-·orce 
by the Data Management Wortgroup 

October 1989 
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be(•sc 

The Data Management Committee of the EPA Ground-Water Task Force wu charged with 
examining ground-water data collectioD, acceuibility, ud utilization throughout the Agency, and developing 
recom~nendatio11.s. This report addreues the first mge of tbe procaa by summarizing the status of thue 
activities, dC$C1bing improvements and cb1ngr.a underway, and preacaring options for the future. 
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Gm14·W1ta: Dttt Collec;tfop. Atmsiblllty. 114 UUJlaUoa 

Q2gtcpts 

L Bacground 

A. \\'hat EPA docs i.o ground-water data collcction, ac.cc.wbility, and utilintioa 
B. What States and local gove!'!!!Dents do 
C. What other age1.1cies do 

n, Decisions Ma(" With Grmmd-Watcr Data 

A. Permitting a,Jd compliane,e under Federal and Stale programs 
B. Risk assesur.1ent1 
C. Remedial a.a.ions 
D. Targeting of ovenigbt ac:tmtics 
E. Protectior.a of wellheads ud wJnerable aquifen 
F. Ground-'Nater status r•d trends (indicators of water quality) 
G. Assew7.icnt of Peatu.:ide Impacts 

m, Data Cgllcgigp 

A. Needs for additfoaal or different data 
B. Data quality 
C. lmprOYCments md changes underway 
D. Options 

.LY, Data Ar«Milzilitt 

A. What kind, of data ue being requated &om EPA proarams? 
B. Problems ud iuua with data. acc:euibiliry 
C. Improvementl and cb•nge,, Wldcrway 
D. Options 

v. Data UtiJiutim 

A. How should EPA impuwe utilmrion of ground-water data? 
B. Problems wl ... ia data utilization 
C. lmpravrmcma ad chenps lllldaway 
D. Options 
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fvgttiy; surnrnm 

Ground·'Wlllef data is collected using different methods and formats, according to the needs of 
individual EPA program, States, and other agcncic&. Different data quality objectives result in a range of 
data collection elemcats, dawet structures, sophistication, and quality. Data collection for EPA decision
making includes locating sourc:u of contamination., performing risk USCS5'11Cnts, and initiating remedial 
actiom. Data collection for identifying spatial and temporal treads attempts to discover ground-water quality 
patteros, plan natio.w and region.al progrum. ud perform usearch on ground-water behavior. Advances in 
data quality and quantity arc evident in Agency acuvities such as RCRA facility monitoring. the National 
Pesticide Survey, and ideotific.ttion of ground-water quality indicaton. More baseline data could be used to 
isolate ccrta.in sourc:c5 of contarnin1tion, invcsopte local ud site-specific problems, and advance research. 
Options arc prcsear.ed for improving informitioo capture, data quality, management, and dis&cmination. 

Uneven data ac;ces.s.11,jlity reficcu differeu.".CI in data collcctioD among programs and State5. Data is 
often scattered or cumbenomc to accesL While riunpizing limitatiom in c:urrcnt data accessibility, a 
significant in,~cnt of resourm and multigoffic:c agreement would be aeceuary to affect a major change. 
Specific user benefits of auy new, sucdarda.ed system Ibo,~ be defined. Advance& have been made in data 
retrieval systems, electronic bulletin board 5)'StemS, and SWldardizi.ng IOIDC aspccu of data entry. Options arc 
presented for using Agency r~urcr..1 and leYCragiag other agencies to improve automation, and establish or 
upgrade information clcaringhousea. 

Data utj!iz,gigp tends to follow the purpOIC for wbicb the data wu coUected, however EPA could do 
more to Ulili2c available data. Patterns of d.ua utiliurion are dolely li:abd to case of acccasibility, user 
knowledge. time available, and prmimity to appropriate computer bardwuc ud software. Advances in data 
uriliZ1tioa iudude use of ~ informaoaa lJIICIIII (GIS), use of lfOUDd·water models, and numerical 
sacca.ing ud ranking systems for urgetiDg amroamental prioritiea. Optiom are preaeated for encouraging 
data u@utioa through imprOYiDg data retrieval s,steam, preparing guiducc, and performiag 
demonstratiom. 
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DATA COLLECl10N, ACCESSIBILITY, AND trnLIZATION 

I. Background 

A. What EPA does in ifound-watcr data collection, aett»ibility and utjjjzation 

EPA programs baY"e a variety of approaches to managing ground-water data. Activities within the 
four major EPA programs th.at collect ground-water data arc summarized below. 

1. Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response (OSWER) 

Ground-water data collection under the CERCLA, RCRA, and LUST programs is conducted to 
determine if a rele.ue of b.aza.rdous constituents bu occurred and the nature and atent of ground-water 
contamination from a hazardous waste site, facility, or underground storage tank. ground-water detection or 
assessment monitoring is required of own1:.;rs or opcralon of both LUST and RCRA facilities. The purpose 
of these monitoring activities is to identify and remove a source of grotlild-watcr contamination and/or 
prevent the introduction of hazardous constituents or petroleum products to the ground-water environment. 

Understanding &ite bydrogcology is essential to c.b.uactermng the distnbution and movement of 
contaminants in the subsurface environment. In undertaking hydrogcologic cvaluatiom, therefore, the 
following related data is collected; 1) pertinent informatioa relatiDg to chemical or physical propcrtic:; of 
sarunted geologic units, 2) the ground-water poccatiometric: mrfac:e and, 3) the hydraulic properties of the 
aquifer (e.g., hydraulic conductivity, trammissMry, r.toratmty, and veloc:ity). 

Data is typically submitted in hardcopy report format, boweYer, for EPA-lead Superfund sitci, 
chemical data generated through the Contrad Laboralory Program (a..p) is available clcdronically. 
Generally, site-specific data can then be a«essed &om the Superfund RPM or RCRA permit writer in the 
EPA Regions, or their State a:>Wllerparts. 

Both RCRA and LUST track the IWUS of ground-water monitoring through permitting in RCRA, 
and by registering tanb in LUST. Specific regulatiom whicb have bccD iuued to govern this process arc 
primarily implemented by the Statca through autborized protpUlS. In the Supcrfund program, EPA rcspon~ 
lo and tracks relcase4 or thrc.atcned rcleascs of haz.a.rdous mbaanca, pollutants or contaminants, requires 
responsible parties to respond to relcucs or threatened reluie& ud coadua.s oversight of their response. 

2. Office of Pesticide& and Tellies Sublloncea (OPTS) 

OPTS, in carrying om it3 respoasibilitie c:aa requat and rec:ciYe data relating to a chemical's 
impact on groUDd w.-a. 1'bele dwa may cover pbysica1 ud chemical characteristics, fate of the chemical in 
tbc enviroament .,,,..., illlformation oa the amount ol material relcued cato land or injected into the soil, 
and ground-water aaaitoriq ltudiea. Much ol the data obtained ii atilimt in the UlelSIDcnt of risk 
associated with the c:hemk:al &om its rdeue into the amrollllllc:aL Tbe Office also c:arriea out apecific 
projects and ,~ch to obtm data that aupporu the imprcwcmcat of its rcgu1at«y deciaion proceu and 
cvalu.ates the impact of its rcgula.tory deaaioaa OD the CIMtomDeDt. 

The Peaticida in Ground· W atcr Data Bue cmtaim information d.erived &om monitoring studies 
conducted by pcltidde reptrantl, aaiw:nmca, aad gova amcnt ageAcica The data base identifies the 
pesticides Ow haYC bccD looked for in ground water, the areas that have btea monitored, and the pesticides 
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th.at have been detected. The data base will be used by the Agenq to supplement the regulatory process for 
pesticides. It is being used to.target pesticides that arc coorarninaring ground water and establish priority 
candidates for rqulation to mitigate such problems. It will also be used to highlight vulnerable areas for 
which reduced applications or other restrictions may be warranted, and to depict data gaps where additional 
monitoring should be conducted. The ground-water data base is presently printed and distnbuted to the 
Regions, States. and other interested parties. Consideration is being given to making the data base available 
via electronic transfer through OPP's Pesticide Information Network. 

A significant data colledion effort underway is the National Pesticide Survey (NPS). The primary 
purpose of the NPS is to characterize, for the first time, the ocaurencc and J.c,.,cls of pe.uicide residues in 
rural domestic wells and oommunity system wells aaOl.5 the nation using a statistical design. A second major 
purpose of the NPS is to assess any major associations among patterns of agricultural pesticide use, 
bydrogeologic clurac:tcristics indicative of ground-water vulnerability to pollution and pesticide residues in 
wells. 

Inf ormatioa gained from the planning stages of the NPS is already being used by EPA and pesticide 
registrants in dcsignio, other required studicl. Health Advisory Le~ generated by the survey have been 
used in other efforts by OPP such u the AgricukuraJ Cllemicala in Growad-Water Strategy and vulnerability 
measures generated for US couatiu. Multireaidue analytical methods de-leloped for the NPS arc currently 
bein3 evalU&led for UK.S by EPA and aoa-EPA particl. The rr.&ults of this study are czpected to be 
completed by the end of 11)9() or beginning of 19CJ1. Interim findinp have been printed for distnbution to the 
Regio115, State&, and other iDterclted partiea. 

Data coU«:tion also oecura throogb cbemical-apecific ltudiea by registruts. The data required to 
support the rcgistrati,on of a pesticide attempt to predid iu degradation, tenutrial ud aquatic mctabolis~ 
mobility, disupatioa and acamaulatioa iD the amroameDL Adctirioul rctrOlpCdive or prospective ground
water monitoring audic& may be required if a peaticide or iu degradatea demonstrate thOK characteristics of 
persistence and mobility geacrally UIOCiated with cbemical1 that have a bigb potential for contaminating 
ground water. Tbele data arc utiliu.d in OPP'a exposure UICll',AP.J., ud iD model simulations on the 
pesticide. The rau1t& of these data are c:um:atly bcld in tbe E:.ri.r,.:&r:mc:atal Fate and Ground Water Branch 
and arc not readily available to other partiea. Cor..sideratioa ii b":&ng pa to making the data base available 
via electronic transfer through OPP's Peaticide Information Network. 

In the Office of TOlic Sublrancea, ground-water moaitori:ag ii a require.ct permit condition for TSCA 
landfi&. Rcgn!ationa in~ CFR ICdioa 761.7S(b)(6) addra& p-ound-water moaitoring for PCB, and other 
parameten 11 TSCA cbemicaJ landfilla.. 

3. Office of Research and DeYdopmaat (ORD) 

ORD gromad,,water rcaeardl acna two fwac::tiom: pnwiding mppo~t for program office regulatory 
and technical eeeiet-=e wda, ud buMins a loager term trientific Ulldentandiag of the aublurface u a 
basis for EPA'a c:arna ad future adMtiea .reprdiDg grouad water. M part of t.b.ia reacardl program, ORD 
collccu ud utili'IIII poad-watct data iD ccrtaiD laboratory ud field taearcb efforts. MOil of this is project
specific data paeradoll, mc:b u colJNtim, IIOnp, and uaaJ,sia of g,OUDd-watet quality data &om field 
experimcata. All ..,,.p1e woakl be poaad-water 11111pk data frrJm a maJti.ycp &dd apcrimcnt. Some, 
however, entail ual)w ol llcad& ill larp aeta of data, Ada u idaatifyias mdicator parametcn among voes 
from examination of b.azardoua comtituen.tl com.maaly found iD ground-water at hazardoua Wute lites 
nationally. ' 

For research purpow, data ia coDcacd ud urt'Jized to fit tbe purpoaca of partku1ar rc:aearcb effom. 
For ewnplc, a rcaearcb project CID be designed with unique combin.ati,lDS of aampling equipment, aampling 
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frequency, 6tatistical analyses.. computer data entry, ud data reporting format. These can vary considerably, 
depending upon the nature of the projed. judgment of the rescarc:hcr, and intended product. Thus, 
considerable variability is inherent in rC$C&l'ch data colledion and 
utilization, despite general aims of standardizing laboratory and field methods. 

Accr..wbility to ground-water th.at ORD collects and utilizes is also variable. Most data can be 
accessed by request from the laboratory performing or sponsoring individual projects, or can be gleaned from 
publ..ished reporu or journal articles. 

1'hcrc are also several information clearinghouse projecu underway, as czplained in section IV.C.8. 
of this Report. These sources provide access to proje<:t de5ai~ articles, reports. and models rather than 
numerical ground-water data. 

An advancement is underway to provide 1ccess to large ground-water datasets.. The lo.ternational 
Ground-Water Modeling Center (IGWMq bas begun to collect and automate ground-water data from 
several well-studied locations in order to enhance the use of these datasets for model validation. This effort 
will enable dcvclopen and a.sen of various ground-•"ller modda to compare their modeling results 'With field 
data generated from well charactcriz.ed sitca such u the Cape Cod aquifer, which have undergone long-term 
monitori.ug by various agenciea with euensiYc QA/QC procedure.a. 

4. Office of Water (OW) 

The SOWA and CWA programs are largely delcpled to the Stui:1, leaving OW itself in a policy 
and oversight role. As such, OW performs Yer)' little data colJedioa and utilization. Office of Ground Water 
Proteaion (OGWP) ud its Regional Ground-Water Offica do tab an actiYc role in facilitating the dwing 
and use of ground-water related data sets. 

OW maintains STORET, EPA·, computerized natinaal dataha1e l}'ltem for CDViromnental 
monitoring data relaled to the quality of surface ud ground-water within the United States. The system 
serves as a data repoaitory and aaaJysia tool for EPA, other Federal ageacia, State and local gcmmmeats, 
U.S. Territories., intenwe c:ommivicm, ll1liYmitiea, and Cutdi•a agcncieL The Water Quality System 
(WQS), the largest o1 the STORE'!' compoc.eata, mntam, clat.l few ewer 700,000 lfOund a.ad surface water 
sampling sites scattered aaoa the aatioo. Data loaded into STORET ue not of ooasiste,11. quality. 

The SOWA doea not specifirdty require the a>UectioD ol Found-water data. However, some St.ate 
drin.k.ing water programs do reqdre that public water suppli.ea (PWS1) collect and report OD the ground
water quality where grmmd-water we1k are the IOUfCC ol driuwg water. The mOlt important usen of 
ground-water data in the DrinkiDa Water Prosram are the State penmc 't.l who are often ddepted 
r~spomibility for program operati<m. EPA Repllll .-e rapo,whle for the ow:rnigbt of the delegated 
programs. OW aw FCJmMl.water data to bdp «bipate MO... Dala to support the aeatioa of new MCu 
are obtained frca liu:ratme scarcba. feedback &ca ddqated program, special WMiie&, wt stratified 
random surveya. 

Office ol Driu:.iaa Water (ODW) m•i:otaim the Federal Repartiag Data Syatem (FRDS) to wpport 
the Dim.king Water Propam. PRDS tncb enforcrmeat wl mlatioa actiou for PWSa and doca not ooatain 
routine noaviolatioa me,-spedfic information mdl u Wltef quality ol wnplea. Regiom ud State-delegated 
programs enter data direc:dy into PR.OS. 

ODW 1.nd OGWP bave loag m:npbcd the need for data Oil the location of public supply wells. In 
an effort to pr<Mde thia infonn•rion, EPA ad die USOS ha¥e ueanbled iafona.uoa oo the location of 
water-supply wells in the soutbe.ut aad lllJrtbeaat regiou of the U.S. The information is c:u.rremly available 
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for use in ~as.cs ud GIS, 

The key decision-makers using ground-water data in the Underground lujcdion Control (U!C) 
Program arc EPA Regiom and delegated State:s. The UIC program function., which are supported by various 
types of ground-water data are: injcdion authori?.ation (by permit or rule) and program enf orccment 
Ground-water quality data a.re DO< routi.ut:ly coUe4ed by pcrmittea fore injection well, but may be made 
availablr, for review by program authorities through State Public Health Departments. 

ODW mainrains the Federal Underground Injection Reporting System (FURS) to s·,ioport the UIC 
Program. Data arc supplied by the Regions and Statc-dclcpted programs. FURS rcprCSCD.U • national 
inventory of underground injection well b~ however, il doe& not routinely have information on 
w.dividual wells. 

B, Wha1..S1a.tu and Loe.al Goyernmenu Do 

Statea are rc..1ponsible for implemt:ating and enforciag many Federal policies and standards. With 
the usisraucc o( Ck.an Water Act grauts., mO&t Statca au DOW deYc.lopiag and implementing ground-water 
protection stratcgica addressing various sourc:a ol coa•aminatica Sta!el collecl ground-water daui in 
response to the5e FcdcralJy-generated as well u State-generated programa. A few Ill.tea ha\'C delegated data 
collection respoDStbilliy to local governments, which also conduct some momtoring for their own pu.rposcs. 
Also, self-monitoring by pernuttcd busiocut'.s (e.g., public water mpplies, RCRA facil.itiea) u a common 
practice in ground-water protedioa progruu. Tbere ii a great deal of variety in the ellent and quality of 
State and local monitoring propamJ. 

Morutoring ii ~ucted to add?--..u a van.~ ol aecda dependiDs upoa the program requirements. 
Community public supply wells are moaitored quarterly fct chem..ical aad radiological parameters as required 
in the SOW A Ground-water monitoring ii a1ao required :\I a permit &pecific3tioa for unitary landfills, 
sludge dispoul site&, RCRA facil.itic&, and TSCA laDdfillL Ra.ut& of the moaitoring are uually 1ubmitted 
on a quarterly, .eml•:tmsuaJ aad auuaJ buiL hmatiptM momtoring determmea the nature of 
t".ontamin.ltion t~4 USf and CEROA &ilea.. Raeuda moailoriag ii CODduc:tcd oa specific problema or 
directed at a defined projecl uea. Each of the proaram& bu a different regulatory authority, program 
objective, an,J requirement.I for coadac:ting the moaitoring program. Ill addition, each program bas a unique 
form of storing, acceving and releuing iaformatioa Thia may range &om hud copy filing systems to 
computerized databases. 

H)'drogeologic and rewed pcgraphi,c evaluatiom are performed to identify~ and/or areas 
where ground water ii coar•miu«cd CY:: t.breateDed uad to allow evaluatioa ud inlerpretatioD by managen. 
Usually, thia ii performed tbroup n:ac:arcb moailoriag ud ~ moaitoriD@. RCICUch monitoring is 
directed at ~ projecU to enhance UDdentudills ol pologic md laydrolofpc regiaaea. ~ 
monitoring, on tbe odlltt had, ii med to eumiDe ~ potential aourcea of CtJGl@min•tioa which Dll•Y 
eater the grouad-wller aylltem. 

Remcctiatioe " poaad-water coat&minatioa ii coaaidercd a high priority in the State& and muy 
have adopted plchrt mad policiea wbich are more ltliapat t.baa EPA'• bcaltb·bucd and ri&k·bascd 
rcquiremeata. Tllae reqairemeau also mead to M>id wute mtDlpPICA~ facilma, ud IC.iillitive 
wateraheda/dri'lkiag water aourca. 1D many_,,,.,....., rM ClflW/r,ptnl.Ol, or rcapoaaible partya 
requirement for remediation ii to dean-up to bacqround ~ i.e., complete ratontion of the 
damaged aquifer to its previous CODditioll. 

Statul tracking ia required tbroaab IC¥a'a1 replatory ud water quality progrllllL ha mOlt casea, it i5 
the States that implemea.t ud opcratc tbc EPA'a ermroamcntel program& that addrcas pound water. For 
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programs such as RCRA, tnC. UST, and PWSs., States arc required to enter permitting and compliance 
status information into national databases such as HWDMS or RCRIS for RCRA. In addition to the national 
environ.mental programs.. many States have developed their own programs to protect local ground-water 
resources, and b.a'IC de'Ycloped their own tracking systems. 

Laboratory and field research in State and local agencies v.uic&, but is generally conducted on a 
limited scale. When conducted it is moo often related to site investigations. Typically, these government 
agencie5 rely on EPA. USGS, other federal agencies, private sources, and universities to provide information 
related to research advances in the field of ground-water management. 

In the area of pesticides, many States have initiated ground-water monitoring programs and have 
identified areas where pesticide contamination of water resources is a problem. ID OPP's Agricultural 
Chemicals in Ground Water Strategy (draft), monitoring of pesticides in ground water is cmpwiv::d as a 
focJi.,"u,; wv-haiii>lD for determining the su~ or f ailurc of contamination prevention efforts. 

c. What Other fcder;l A&cncies P..S2 

The USGS routinely c.ollcc:ts large amounts of ground-water a.ad surface water data, and therefore 
developed automated systems for in.formation storage ud retrieval. The USGS operates WATSTORE 
(Water Data Storage and Rctricval Syucm), which includes GWSI (Ground-Water Site Inventory), an 
inventory of wells, springs, ud otber IOttrca ol ground-water and rc1.r..tioo.al information such as 
bydrogcologic characteri.&tia, well c:oastructioo history, and water quality mcuuremenu. Data arc loaded 
into STORET monthly. NAWDEX (National Water Data Exchange) inde:lla available water research data 
for UM:r aa:css. 

Other rcUJtcd information rctrieYa1 systems at the USGS, t.ltboup DOl ape,cificaDy fc.,1 numerical 
ground-water data arc WRSIC (Water Resources Sc:icarific Wormatioa Center), which maintains ,bsttacts 
and bibliographic citations oa the scientific literL'llre and reaeardi in progress, and various clearinghouses. 
Related mapping efforts includes GIRAS (Geographic Wormatioa Retrieval Analysis Syuem), ud standard 
hard copy geologic and topographic map&. These m&P', wbic.b support ground-water investigations, arc not 
consistently automated. 

Various research efforts in ground water arc underway at the USGS. TTt'o large and &ignificant data
generating projccu arc NAWOAP, (Natioul Water Quality Auewnent Program), where selected areu of 
the nation will be monitored cstcmiYely for IUl'face ad ground-WIier ~, ad the intengcncy Midwest 
W atcr Quality Initiative, which is ;uvcatipring wriom facton ud proceua govcrning the effects of 
agricultural chemicals oa surface &Dd ground water. EPA coordinatea with USOS on planaing these two 
efforts. Many other, smalla ad 111ore apecific raeardl projedl geaerate fP'OGDd•water data whk.h, like 
EPA's, are aoc uniform in spec:i.ficatioa frequency, or format, ud an not routiDdy entered into large, 
aCGCS11ble dat1be1e1 

USDA', da c:oP«ricw ia euentiaQy on IOi1 type& and b;,.litiea, however a bibliographic databue 
induding water e s ,neat inform.atioa ii m.aintained. USDA support.a a utional fP'Ound-water quality 
dir~ory of Fedenl, Stale, ad private aedor raearcb prot"U, and recorda data on the raulu of their 
clean-water program. Sipificant iDcreua in ground-water raearch, data de,aelopmcm., and automation arc 
planned under the Midwest Water Quality lnitiatiYe and Water Quality Plan. EPA ia coordioating with 
USDA oa thcae ac:tivitic&. 

DOE and DOD coDect ud milize grouad-water data ba order to comply with CERCLA., RCRA, 
and NRC requirementa. Coa.tpliuce entails intemM gro,md-water moaitormg, bydrogeolosic evaluations, 
and groond-water prO(lrUI tracking, u well u raearcb on fate and truaport proceaea, moaitorwg 
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instrumentation, and remedial tcclmiquu. 

Other agencia with ground-water data collection and utiliz.ation functions., primarily connected with 
research, are NASA, NSF; NRC, BOM, and BLM. 

H. DECISIONS MADE WITH GROUND-WATER DATA 

A. Pcrmittin& and CompJiagcc Under Federal and State frAICIPY 

ln the UIC program, States baYe primacy for implementation and the decisions affr.cting permitting. 
compliance, and enforcement activitica. This includes decisions OD the operation of underground injection 
well systems and preventing their impacU oo ground·watcr rcaourCCL 

ln RCRA, both the States and EPA utilae ground-water monitoring data for permhting and 
compliance decisions for detection moailoring to determine if a release bu occurred, and uses.smcnt 
monitoring to determ..inc extent and characteristic ol conr,minariOCL Results &om usesamcat monitoring can 
lead to lengthy and C06lly clean-ups. Also, RCRA hazardous waste listing and dclisting decisions arc 
increasingly based on national and litwpecific ground-water data. Superfund National Priority List sites are 
ranked in part through evaluation of the Found-water pathway, wbicll utiliia site-specific ground-water data. 

In the UST pras,un. if g,'ound•water moaitoriq indic:a1e1 prCICDCC of free petroleum product, the 
owner/operator is required to immcdiatdy notify the State or local implementing agency. The agency may 
follow up with re1eue coafirmation ud corrcdM ldioa. 

Under TSCA. OTS also utilize& grOUDd-water monitoring data for permitting and compliance 
decis.iom. Such data are med to ddcrmine if a rcJew bu oc:cw red &om a TSCA landfill, a remediation 
project, or a PCB spill. 

Ground-water coufamiaation ia an iaaue at malt buardoua MSte aitea. Thus, risk U&Cvments based 
on ground-water data are critical to the remedial proc:eu. The riak uaeumcnt proc:eu uses ground-water 
data u part of the elpOIUR usc•uneat atep to predict the edall of ClpOIUfC and the number of people 
exposed to rcleued coal1minart1, ud the c:broa.ic c::q,omre COGCClltnlioaa. 'l"beae data arc usu to 
documw coaraminaar aourcea. patbwaya, apomre poiala ud rouua. 

Uaing tbe pomad-wata CODa':lltrlDoD data and litc-cpeci.6c apol1ll'C ICCDAl'Q, the risk &sSC$SOr 

calculates daily iDlab af conramiaanl• &om pound-water by inp,riaa ud iabalatioeL Cicmical-1pecific 
c.arcinogenic riab wt syatemic lauud iadoa are cak:otalcd, tbaa 11amJVAI 1C1011 compounda and exposure 
routes. Usually, two aeparate ICU of riak earimara are prepucd, tbe fint hued Oil &Yerap ground-water 
coocentratioaa wt die aecoad buod Oil mmma or 959' upper ronfidcDcc limit&. 

Ol'S U11111 potr,ntial for poaad-watcr cx,at,minerion U put of ita screcaiag of daemical ~IJ.SpedS 

or u input to fala • lraaaport modetina for releua Patc ad tnmport modela for rontamiaaat 
movement in aoil ad paad water are med for bath pzaic and ~ uaeume11ta 

c, Rcmro;,1 Aqiom 

Gro\Jlld-water data paerated during tbe DMltiptory pbuc ol a CERQA, LUST, RCRA, or 
TSCA ltUdy are med for • aeq1WICC ol dccisiona. laitially, the data ia revieMd u I lllCIDI of providing I 

three-dimeasional picture of a a1Dtamia1at plume, or tire immiscible petroleum ·plDQlk.e,· iD the aquifer. At 
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LUST sites, owners/operators arc required to begin tbc removal of free produd upon detcdion. The plume . 
extent, the velocity with which it moves, ud the environmental fate of these cooraminants arc determined in · 
order to C!timate risk to potential receptors. 

This information is also used to notify potential reccptors of such risk. Once a risk assessment is 
conducted to predict any impacu to these receptors. WgCt clean-up goals are feasible. The uumber of 
contaminants, their chemical and physical characteristics, concentration gradients within the plume, and 
tendency of the aquifer matrix to interact with the coor1minants may all predudc tbc use of current remedial 
technologies. Hence, reliable ground-water data is not only critical iD determining the nature of remedial 
activities, but also may provide the ham for duiding that cert.a.in techniques arc technic:ally m.fcas.ible . 

.!2...ilrecrioe of Oversight Activities 

In the RCRA corrective action area. there arc thousands of solid waste maoagcmcot units which arc 
candidates for permit or enforccmem action. Many haYC ground-water releases. Careful oversight of this 
program will be necessary to meet statutory deedlinea Another are& where OYetSigbl ~ arc targeted 
with ground-water data is Preliminary Asrf!wn=t/Sile lnvcstiptiou (PA/Sis) iD CERCLA. 

l.n some Regions, data bases with ground-water data used by EPA programs arc downloaded into a 
Geographic Information System (GIS) which is then used to target priority attention of oversight activities. 
The GIS can be used to deYelop a ranrng l)'ltem for corrcc:tiYe actioa candidates using available data and 
GIS mapping technique&. Uli.ag GIS tecbnology, prioritica for the scheduling of future PA/Sis can be 
established. 

GIS is an emerging met.bod for tarp:aag ac:tmtiea, and ia vsuming a greater role. GIS u essentially 
a tool for storing and manipulating geographic information iD a computer. It is an information system in 
which both spatw and non-spatial data arc stored, uwyzed and displayed. GIS tt.dmology is unique iD that 
it integrates computer graphic capabilitiea with Ill automew der•t.ae m•nag,:mem system. although it is not 
n~ limited to the coafinca of a linale. wdl-de6Ded soflnre system. A unique upcct of GIS is that 
the maps acatcd can be org,nittd into various thematic ~ which can be displayed in uy 
combination desired. By using presendy available data buea from the USGS and EPA (DLG. GIRAS, 
CERCUS, WHDMS, PWSS, UIC, etc.), thematic c:ow:rages can be created to display ground-water qU.llity 
and as.mt managers in ma.king pla.n.ni.ng deciaiom. 

Other methods for targeting OYenigbl activitic& include environmental or public emergencies, risk 
asses.mients, informal compariloas of risk, analysis of COit effective options, and a preYCDtioD-focused 
approach using an aquifer d•ui6c:atioa aystc:m. 

E. Protedion of WePbr-ed.s IP4 Yubambk; Aaifco 

The WePhcad Protcctioa (WHP) Prugram., otablishtAi in 1986 by tbe Amendments to the SDW" is 
designed to procect die recbarp an:a to public wat..er supply wdk from aoarca of ooar•mia•ricm. Unlike 
most EPA PICJiiW wllidi arc regulatory m aaturc wl addrcu specific aourc:ca of coat•miutioa, the WHP 
Program is dcaipod to auilt $tau and local pwamnema iD focusing on t.be rcaource itself through a 
comprehensiYe ....,_ ol tbe Jud mea, pology, llydrology, ud imtitutioaal ~npments impldiog e 
public water supply wd1 rather than oa coatrollins a limited aet of roataminatina sourcca via State or 
Federal regulations. 

Plotec:tioa of aquifcn presents a myriad ol probk=a for the Federal, State and local decision. 
makers, wbidl arc often hinged OD tbe lack ol illformerioa Tbe wlaerability of an aquifer to mntamination 
mainly depends upon the mem ad Jocatioa ol rcclwp areu in rc1etiOD to c:ont•min•rion sourc:ca, depth to 
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the ground-water body, the composition of the soil and rocks overlying the aquifer, the recharge rate, the 
nature of the ground-water Bow system, and the potential for biodegradation of contarnioaors. Much of the 
information to ,upport such a vulnerability aMCS-Srneot is not readily available. Research on methods for 
performing these 1UC1PDCD1S is in prog,cs.s. 

F. Ground-Water Status and Trend\ Qnclicaton o{ water guality,) 

Uniform "indicators· arc useful for the characterization of ground-water quality aaoss local, State, 
Regional and National areas. Ground-water indicators prOYide coasiueat models for the presentation of 
ground-water quality data and trends OYer time. They can prOYide a decisioo-makcr with a better grasp of the 
risks posed by ground-water coownination and help to improve his/her ability lo focus efforts on the 
greatest risk.\. 

G, Asscssmcut or Pesticide Impacts 

Ground-water data are used by OPTS u a haw for rcgulalory decisiom, measure of the 
effectivcnCM of regulatory decisioas, a basis for additioaal regulatory ac:tiom, and as an indicator of potential 
environmental problems. When residue& of a partic:u1ar pcatic:ide arc detcded in ground water at a level of 
cone.cm, OPTS 1w I range ol options available lo prevent or minimm:: the conr1mio1tion. Sew.ral of the 
available regulatory options are: 

a) Require additional labeling that inform.a the user of the peaticidca'a leeching potential under certain 
situatiom and steps the user can take to reduce the likelihood of the peaticide to contaminate ground watC\-; 

b) Classify the pcaticide for "rcllric:ted w.e• to be applied oaly by an applic:Mor that 1w l,eQ trained and 
certified oa the use ol tbe paliti;~e; 

c) Take 1tep1 to cancel 1oOG1e or all usea ol the peaticide. Tbe propoaed Apicultural Olemiws in 
Ground-Water Strategy woald provide a &amework for Stlla to deftlop a State m•a•gt:tneat plan for 

• • • • • _,a • • • I!- -• n • prcvenung or m•a•mazmg _..,_-water c::oarammabon m -.u ua cance anoa.. 

Ill. Data Collecdoa 

1. Additional baseline data 

A vast amount of data ailu wit1aiD the grOUDCl•water community, often at broad Regional or 
national &ea1e&, and collcded by a muititade of programa ud o,pnizatiaea Mucb of tbia data hu aot beeo 
automated by ~ dD boldcn. Tbc dD we &cqucady colleacd under haconsiatcnt lt&Ddards, protocols 
and quality Ul1ll'UCe propau. ad oltaa focmed oo die urrow DCeck of die collectar. Tbe quality of much 
of the data is aot ban ad may potentially be umeliab&e for use ill cloc:w,n.making Site-specific, sub
county ud COU111J daD an of&cD lactinc 

There ii allo a IUOIII aeed far more complac bea1tb died& data ud drinking water atanduds for 
comparison to ll'Qlllld.wam CODCaltradoaa ud aublequcat clt.dlicm-meking oa rcmcdiationa. 

2. Data for water quality trcDd ualysa 

ID addition to tbe Deed for a:rtam kinda ol addirioul bucline iDform•tioe, there bu been a growing 
awareness of the need to collect information to 111pport g,ound-Wller iDclicaton in an effort to characterize 
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ground-water quality across loca.l, State, Regional and National areas and over time. In FY89, OGWP 
compiled a series of gmund-watcr indicators for public water supplies, hazardous waste sites, waste and 
indust.ria.! ~a, area-wide sourc::cs of nitrate C'.OOtamioation,, and area-wide sources of pesticide contamination. 
Region ill completed a pilot study with Penosytvaoia on the use of ground-water indicators, with mixed 
results on the ability of indicators to predict other aspcc:ts of water quality. Additional work is needed to 
refine the existing indicators and to dcYc1op other program and location specific indicators to be used in 
more fully characterizing the quality of the Nation's ground water. Inherent in the proccs.1 of using indicators 
is the existence of uniform data to support the indicalon. Currently, the ground-water community lacks such 
a program and focus for uniform data collection. 

3. Data collect.ion in automated format 

Currently, very little of the ground-water data roDeaed by or requested by Federal, State and local 
governments are available in I readily Ulable form. Ground-watu data submitted to gOYCrDmcnt agencies are 
commonly in the form of volum.inous paper reporU. This format prcdudes the ability of staff to perform 
rapid ao.aJysc& of spatial and lemporal trends and c::oastilu.tca a significant rccordl management problem. The 
!.pecific data types that arc missing or not readily available in awomared format include: 

• monitoring data - m05l of the c,asting data arc in bardcopy format; data were collected under 
inconsistent protocol& and arc M>metimCI of UDJmown quality; 

• inventories of sourcea of maramination al State ud local leYC1a • in.formation to support the 
inventories is sattercd or unavailable; 

• bydrogeo&ogic, land use and n.atural reaourca data mfonnatioa to support g,,,UDd-water site 
analyses, ground-water modelin& wlncrability IMCSRDezall, etc. are scatter :d and often only in 
bardcopy or map format; 

• wning, tu, real estate mapi • mOlt remain iD bardcopy format; 

• demographic data • IOIDC demasrapbic data are available iD macbinr~rcadable format; however, 
sipificant tci:bnical reaoarces ue needed to load ud me the dm on local systema; 

• well coa.structioa documcnr•doa wl well lop al State, county, wl local leYc1s • molt is in hardcopy 
format. 

• locations or public water suppla • mOll ii in bardcopJ C. .aly. 

It is also import&Dt to aote that Dumaoal datHollec:tioa ac.tlr.oiWugir.,. arc available; however, to 
obtain comparable a,oaad-water moaitoriag dlra, COIIIWClll data collurioa ud anaJytice1 methoda must be 
used. Tbil list ol mcdlods mmt be readily available to ff._., State ud local agenciea as well as the 
regulated cormaaity ud aadernit 

4. Research aeedl 

AddiuoaaJ data coUedioa wl ual)'lia would improve EPA'a UDdentuding of source& of 
ground-water coor1miNrioa. For mmple, die data ~ from iDtemiw, Found-water monitoring under 
USGS' NA WQAP su,yey could bdp EPA uadenwld tbe lipificuce of various poiDt tnd non-point sources 
of ground-water coat1mia1tinn, if dae raab ca be dearly related to lpCCific IOlll'ce&. ID additioG, the 
Midwcat Water Quality InidatiYe will proride elm far EPA'a parpoaa iD uadent.uding transport and fate of 
agricultural chemica.la iD water. la both effort&, EPA ii a,omia,ring with other Federal agenciea iD order to 
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ensure th.at these data arc collected and ana1yr.cd so that the results are useful to EPA In the latter case, 
ORD has prcscnlCd a research proposal to establish a cooperating research role with USGS and USDA. 
0 RD would partic:ipatc by analyzmg subsurface procc.u,cg and ecological effects of particular interest to EPA 
research and program officu. 

EPA also bas a need to collect and have better aa-ess to ground-water data from dosed or 
remed.i.ated hazardous ~c sites in order to systematit.ally evaluate the effects of these closures and 
remedies on ground-water quality. A research propoul to collect and analyze such data has been considered. 

5. Resource implications of additional data c:ollcction 

Although several of EPA's major programs gather ground-water data for their own purposes. the 
level of funding for these programJ and the intended use of the data YU)'. Similar data gathering diversity 
also occurs in the Statu. In any data c:ollectioa effort, the COit ia a function of the number of samples., the 
number of compounds for which each &ample is anaJy,.ed, ud tbe level of quality assurance. As EPA has 
become inaeuingty invomd in gathering ground-water data, le\ocJs of quality assurance ha"VC inaeascd, 
mini.mJJm data sets ha"VC been established and the number of wnplcs and compounds an.alyz.ed has 
increased. With these increases ha"VC come inaeasea in costL 

In order to control these costs, programa ,uch u Superfund, which historically ha"VC generated large 
amounts of sitc-s~;Cilic data, arc now looking to mauge the volume of analytical data gathered by using on
site mobile labs, DeW saceniag systema and met.bock ol analym. ud more efficient quality assurance. All of 
these activities are a>mi&tcnt ~ the program's data quality objectnu. In other programs, resource 
constraints Jave already resulted in ,;veful c:boica among Ktivitiel related to data scquisitioa, lwulling and 
storage. For these rcuons. careful cost beaefit a.a.al)• mlllt be included in ay propo&a]a for additioual data 
gathering and c.bugel in data b,acQing or ltong,e. 

B, Data Ouality 

All data used in the management of the ground-WI.ta' resource must be of known and documented 
quality. In order to evaluate the "ulcfulacu" ol. data, a determ.iNtioa muat be made u to bow the data will 
be applied, e.g.. health and ufcty decisiom, w daancterizatiol rill: NINl!Dent, etc. ID many instances, 
data collected at a site may be IUitabLc few aew:raJ c:atcgoriea ot dedsioa-makiag Howe"VCr, the accuracy ud 
precision of the data must be speci&d ia order to determiae if data me for each dec:isioa ia appropria~e. In 
the past, there wu little effort made to define data requirememi prior to data c:ollection. ID addition, much 
existing data is of UIW10'Ml quality became malt ol it wu IUbmiued by the reguiMed community to comply 
with the regulatory proSfam govaniDa tbeir lldmbea, and w:rificatioa ol it'a quality wu DOt fully aue&&ed. 

In addwoll to the problem faced with llllbon data qaalily, data quality objecuYa vary acrou all 
the agency propama. DOOi are die qulitame ad quudtatne ••temeata that lpCCify the quality ot data 
required to support AFK'f dcdaic,a.making Tbcy provide tbc mbltume buia for the detlilcd tecbaical 
design of proccdarla to be wet iD daaa coiledion, quality uauruacc and quality coatrol (OA/OC,. DQOa 
were est.abl.isbed bJ eadl program office to meet the objec:tha of their deciaioD-making Therefore, use of 
one program', data may aot be applicable to anocher bcca11te 000a embody u undentaDdiDg of what 
applicatiom of the data will be made ud what timatadom ol tbc data are expected. For cample. DQOs 
under the Public Water Supply program are ~ to meet attbU1btd replatory ltaDdards, while under 
the CERCLA program. DOOi are daipcd to meet &owi,r bealtb bucd UAJ/or riak buccl llandards. 

c. Impraw;mema gel O•nm Undmm 

EPA is currently working to improve data collecdoa through a Dumber of actmtie&, including: 
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• Ground-Water Indicaton • OGWP compiled a set of indicaton that the Agel!cy and the States can .. 
use to track progrea and set prioritie& in grOU-"<i·water protection effon.s. The ground·water 
indicaron aM:I" the following att.u of coacern: public drinking water supplies; baDrdous waste sites; 
waste sitea ad industrial sites; o.re&·wide sources of nitrate and pesticide cont1rnioarion. OGWP is 
currently spoasoring State pilot projects Tti.th New Jersey, Minneaota, and Idaho to further refine the 
current indicators. The focus of the pilots is on implementing the indiaton in the States' SOWA 
305(b) water quality reports; 

• Data Management Staudards • EPA is currently working Oil a number of Agcucy•widc data and data 
management standards which will improve the collection of groU11d·watcr and related data. OIRM is 
completing policy anal)'5C$ wluch will guide decwom a>aceraing Agency practices in the 
management of facility and spatial data. The proposed facility data standard will provide a much
needed link for sharing data on facilities aaOII PrOlfUDI, and will improve EP A's capability to 
maintmi a central inYentory of basic information on ~ facilities. The spatial data standard 
will e.uablish a consistent de6oitM>D of spatial data parameters for the Agency. This standard is 
critic.al to the succcwui impic:meutatioa of GIS tecbnology. 

• OPPE has e&tabli!.h.ed ua ~wide worqroup OD eledroaic reporting ltalldards (ERS). ERS 
would facilitate the elecuonic transfer of reporting data (e.g.. &om the regulated community, 
an.aJytiw lab&) to EPA and eliminate many labor·intemiYC, paperbued, routine data entry efforts. 
The OPPE Workgroup ii drafting an Agcac:y policy oa ERS and serYCS to coordinate E.R3 •d.ivilics 
within EPA. 

• QAMS Program. for each category of information mod by EPA. there arc appropriate proa:dmes 
and ~ma to enh.tnce the informatioa'a atility ad ufcpard· apimt errors. Thc system which 
fulfi1la thia nmctioa for emroamcatal daia ii the ,n•ndalory ~wide quality uaurance program, 
which WU officially eatabtiabed ill 1979 ud formally do- ii CDted iD 1984 by 1DC1111 of EPA Order 
S360.1 (-Policy and Program Requirements to lmplemaac the Mudalory Quality Assurance 
Program•). Tbe OAM Suff ia dwged with <Men:Ciag the OA !lditi&it:a of the Ageacy. OAMS bas 
focused its attention OD the dcYdopmcat ol c:onccpnaal took, Adi a DD Quality Objc.ctivca, u 
well as on implementation aupport and education. 

D, Optjops 

1. In order for EPA to haft groand-,water treed iaformatioa to aieblisb amroamental goals for thr, Agency, 
to evaluate the quility ol r.be eaviroamCDt; ud to CYPlaale the performucc ol EPA Programs, opt.ioos for 
EPA to assess the quality of oar utioa'a poaad-water iadude: 

• use the reau.lu of the USOS Natiooel Water Quality A11CM1Dent Program (NAWQAP) (results due 
in the m..id 1990'1); 

• use State c8lill'u to provide tbe data t.broap the CW A Sec:lioa lm(b) reports to Coagreu; 

• use OOWP'a pi,d•oc:e for lfOUDd·water iacilcaton, a1lo induded in the 305(b) report; 

• conduct a aational uaeumcm Clll a routiae buia uaiDg C1Blting data baaea; 

2. Options for how EPA ca improve pound-water dete qaality iadadc: 

• dtvelop wl DIC c:anlisrent ground-water dete quality objcdna ac:rou eD BP A Progrems; 
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• develop and use Program-specific ground-water data quality objcc:rivc4; 

• require the iDdusion of information on data quality in all databases containing ground-water data. 

3. Options for ways EPA can deYcJop and diS5CIDinate more health effecu information on a faster basis: 

• lnaea.se resources to ODW to expedite the development of MCLa (ODW is Wldcr a Congressional 
timetable for developing MCLa after the initial 83 MCLa arc in place. The timetable requires the 
development of 25 MCLa every three years.); 

• Increase rcsourca to EP A's peer review proceu associated with the entry of summary health risk 
assessment and regulatory intormatioa on chemical substancea into the Integrated lusk Information 
System {IRIS). 

IV. DATA ACCESSIBII.J'n' 

A. What Kinds of Ground· Water Data "' Bcig Rcgurse4 &om EPA Ptomrn::7 

1. Haz.ardous waste pr08fUU 

Information is frequently reqUClled from EP A'1 hazardous WIile programs. RcqUCllS arc usually 
linked to particular lite&. and origin.ate from Caagreu. the regulated community, cnwonmcntal 
org•nintiom, tbe media, •c:edemi,, wl odac.r public a,eaciet Muda ol the lfOUDd-waier iaformation which 
the baz.ardoua waste progrllDI use is availeble for public impectioa., bowaw it often ii llOred in filing 
e&biactL Enforccmcm-c:onfidentiel filca, mot•ininc data &am litea or feriliriea in liriprioa ia noc easily 
acces.ublc. Similar limit•ticMla apply to grOUDd-wata data that ii coasidered caafidcatial ~ information 
(CBI). 

2. Pesticide& and Tolic Subllana:a 

OPTS respond& to• variecy of requclll from a multitude of different constituents. Requests for 
ground-water information/data uc receMd from Coagraa, the regulated industry,cnwonmeatl.l 
organizations, academia, other Federal, State ad local agenrita, public media. ud other interested parties. 
The more foaaaed ad sophiaritNod iDformarioa/dala requator, IUda u tbe regulated iDdumy or other 
agencies, aeaeraliy Mb for more ecienrific: dala wberw public media ad other intcrated partiea ask for 
summary information. OPTS' data ii ecceuible to tbe public after a CBI clearance i& performed. The 
following ia a list of IOIDC ol the more typical dala f'C41ICIII! 

• A list ol cbannls/pesticidea that dcmODltrale a hip potential to contaminate pound-water; 

• lnformadaa/da oa cbeadc:al/plaJlical daancteriadca, tbe eaviroamcnta1 fate, wl tolicity to 
m•mmetiw, ma, or aquatic orpniuns oa a spec:ific chemical or a group of chemicals; 

• A copy of aD tbe data de,.1elopod during a pllticu1ar moaitoriag pojcc;t or contained withm a given 
dataset; 

• Acceptable analytical metboclology for a c:hemiral or a poop of chemicals; 

• What moaitoriag ltudia aw beaa carried oat for a cbanic:al or a group ol cbe.mic:al1? Who were 
the principal in\'C&tipton? Where cu they be CODtacted? 

so 
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frequency, 6tatisrical analyse&, computer data entry, a.ad data reporting formaL These can vary c:onsidcrably, 
depending upon the nature of the projc:ct. judgment of the researcher, and intended product. Thus, 
considerable variability is inherent in research d."l.ta collection and 
utilization., despit~ gcaeral aims of standardizing laboratory and field methods. 

Accewbility i'> ground-water that ORD c:olleds and utiliz.cs is also variable. Most data can be 
accessed by request from the laboratory performing or sponsoring individual projects, or can be gleaned frnm 
published reports or journal article& 

There arc also several information dearingbouse projects underway, as explained in section IV.C.8. 
of this Report. These sources provide ace.cs& to project descriptions, articles, reports. and models rather than 
numerical ground-water data. 

An advancement is underway to provide access to large ground-•'ll!er datasets. The International 
Ground-Water Modeling Center (IGWMC) bas begun to collec:t and automate ground-water data from 
several well-studied locations in order to enhance the use of these datasets for model validation. This effort 
will enable developers 10.d users of various ground-water mode.ls to compare their modeling results with field 
data generated from well characteril.ed sites such u the Cape Cod aquifer, wbic.h have undergone long-term 
monitoring by various agencies with c.JtensiYe OA/OC procedurea. 

4. Office of Water (OW) 

The SOWA and CWA programs are largely deleplcd to the States, leaving OW itself in a policy 
and oversight role. As such, OW performs very littJe data coJlectioa and utilization. Office of Ground Water 
Protection (OGWP) and it.I Rqpoaal Ground-Water Offica do take an active role in feriiirating the sharing 
and use of ground-water related data ICU. 

OW mai.ntaim STORET, EPA'1 computerized DlrionaJ databue system for CDYiroameatal 
monitoring data related to the quality of aurface ud poaad-warer within the United States. The system 
serves as a data repo&itory and ualysia tool few EPA, ocher Fedual ageac:ico, State and local governments, 
U.S. Territories, intcnwe commiuiom, uniYenitia, and Canactian agenciea. The Water Quality SYl(em 
(WOS), the largest of the STORET compoaenr,, mnteins data for over 700,000 ground aad smface water 
sampling sites scattered 1ama the nation. Dara loaded into STORET are not of coasiaaent quality. 

The SOWA doe& not speci6caUy require the c:oUectioa ol ground-water data. H~, some State 
drinking water programs do require tbll public water wpplia (PWSI) colled and report oa the ground
water quality where ground-water welll are the aoarce of cbinkimg water. The malt important uaen of 
ground-water data in the Drinkiac Water Propam are tbe State ~ wbo ue often ddepted 
responsibility for propam opcntica. EPA Rcciom are rapoosihle for tbe cwenigbr of the delegated 
program&. OW UICI pomad-water data to bdp desigule MCl..L Data to IUpport the creation of new MCI.a 
arc obtained from Jilcnture acarcbea, feedback froa clrJqpsed program. special studie&, and atratified 
random aune,s. 

Office of l>rimas Wlkf (ODW) m•iot•int die Federal Reporting Dm Syatem (FRDS) to support 
the Drinking Wll.a Program. PRDS trac:b eaforccmeat and violation ldion& for PWSa wl doea DOt coatain 
routine noaviolatioD sitwpe.cific informll.ioe aucb II watc:r quality of aamplea. Resiou and State-delcpted 
program.& enter data direc:dy into FROS. 

ODW and OGWP ~ long m:qp,ixd the Deed for data on the location of public supply well&. Kn 
an effort to prOYide thia information, EPA amd tbe USOS baYe aucmbled mformatioa Oil tbe location of 
water-supply wells in the aoutbeaat ud aort.beut rqiom of the U.S. The information ii currently availab!e 
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program.uuch as RCRA, UIC, UST, and PWSs, States arc required to enter permitting and compliana: 
sratus information uuo national databases such as HWDMS or RCRIS for RCRA. ln addition to the national 
environmental prosrams. many States have developed their own programs to protect local ground-water 
resources, and have ~loped their own tracking systems. 

Laboratory and field research in State and local agenciea varies, but is generally condudcd on a 
limited scale. When conducted it is most often related to sit~ in't'CStigations. Typicall1, these government 
agencies rely on EPA. USGS, other Federal agencies, private sources., and universities to provide information 
rt.lated to research advances in the field of ground-water management. 

In the area of pesticides, many States have initiated ground-water monitoring programs and have 
idcnt.ified areas where pesticide contarniuarion of water resource& is a problem. In OPP's Agricultural 
Chemicals in Ground Water Strategy (drah), mooitorins of pe$licide$ in ground water is emphasiud as a 
feedback mcrbanim, for determining the ,uccr.ss or failure of c:.amaminatiou prevention efforts. 

c. What other federal O&CPA"1 Do 

The USGS routinely collects large amOUDlS of ground-water ud ,urface water data, and therefore 
developed automated systelll.$ for informatioD storage ud retrieval. The USGS operates WA TSTORE 
(Water Dau Storage and Retrieval S)'llem), which includel GWSI (Ground-Water Site Inventory), an 
inventory of wells., sprinp, and other sourcea of g,otmd-water a.ad rdatioaa1 information such as 
hydrogeologic characteristics, well comtrudioa history, and water quality mcasuremenu. Data arc loaded 
into STORET monthly. NAWDEX (NationaJ Water Data Evh,a,e) indexa available water research data 
for user access. 

Other related informatioa retrieval systems at lM USOS, aJtbougb not specifically for numerical 
ground-water data are WRSIC (Water Reaourcea Scientific IAformatioa CeDlcr), which maintains abstracts 
and bibliographic citations on the scientific literature and rc:acarch in progrcas, and various clearinghou.\e.s. 
Related mapping efforts includes GIRAS (Geographic IDformatioa Retrieval Analyw S)'llem), and standard 
bard copy geologic and topographic mapL Tbeae m&P', which support ground·water investiptions, are not 
consistently automated. 

Various research efforts in ground water are underway at the USGS. Two large &li.~ a.ignificant data
generating projects are NAWOAP, (N&tioaal Water Quality Awvmenf Program), where selected aieu of 
the nation will be moaitorcd memiYely for IAllface and poaad-wlla qulity, and the interageacy Midwest 
Water Quality laitiatiYe, which is investigating variom fadon ad proceua gOYerning the effects of 
agrkultural chcmicak on surface ud ground waler, EPA COOi ti era with USGS OD planning tbcae two 
efforts. Many other, smaller and more specific raearda p,ojocu paente gromad-water data which, like 
EPA's, are not imiform in specificatiom, &~, or formll, ad are aot routiDdy entered into large. 
acccwble databua. 

USDA'a cla col.1ectioa is easenrialty on lOil typca ud loc:alitia, ~r a bibliographic database 
including water e 21 nmt information is maintaiaect. USDA mpportl a national ground-water quality 
directory of Federal, Slate, and private aector raearch projedl, ud recorda data on the reaulta of their 
dean-water program. Sipjficut iaaeuea in ground-water raearcb, data ~- ud automation are 
planned under the Midwe&t Water Quality~ and Watu Quality Plan. EPA ii coordinating with 
USDA on these M:tivitica. 

DOE and DOD coUed ud atilize groaad-water dlU ia order to comply with CERCLA, RCRA, 
and NRC requirement&. C'.ompliwe eat.ails imemne p-omad-water moaitoriDI, hydropologic evaluations. 
and ground-water p,opam tracking. u well u mearch on fate and transport proceua, monitoring 
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LUST sites, owocrs/operaion arc required lo begin the removal of free product upon detection. The plume . 
extent. the velocity with which it mOV'CS, and the environmental file of these conrarnio•ots arc determined in · 
order to estimate risk to poteo.tial receptors. 

This information is l\00 used to notify potential reccpton of such risk. Once a risk as.scssrnent is 
conducted to predict any impacu to thCIC receptors, target clean-up goals are feasible. The number of 
contaminants, their chemical and physical characteristics, concentration gradients within the plume, and 
tendency of the aquifer s,,:rt1il. co inleracl with the conr1min1ars may all prcdudc the use of current remedial 
tcchnologi~. Hc:.a~, rc:liabJe grou.ad~watcr data .is oot only c:ritlcaJ in~ the JWUrc of remed.w 
activitiu, but ?.;.;O m1y prO'ridc the b-a fot dccidinl tbal ~nlin tcdmiquc.1 uG tt.dlniwly infe&Siblt. 

D. TargeJing of PY'enieb& Activitiet 

lo the RCRA eo1Tedlve .action area, ~,e ue thous.an~ of solid waste m•n'SM)tnt uniU which are 
candidaccs Car permit or cnforcxmcnc actioa.. Mur uvc grOW1d·Wllc:r rc:lc:uci. Careful O\'Crsighc of th.is 
J'>Yr>RJ1.m will ~ n!':Ho,y tl> am JUtutM')> uM\\>vt ~ uu waen ~ ~ u! tuJ!t~ 
with srou.ad-water cbu .i.s Preliminary Assuamem/S.ile .IJ,~ {PA/Sh) ia O!RCLA 

In wme Regi<>DA, data bUC6 w.b p-OUDd-water data used by EPA progruu are downloaded into a 
Geographic Information System (GIS) which is then used to tuget priority attention of ow:nigbl activit.iu. 
The GIS can be used to~ a ranking S)'ltem for corre.ctiYe action candidates usia, available data and 
GIS mappmg technique&. Uaiag GIS tcdulo&ogy, prioritiea for the scheduling of future PA/Sis can be 
established. 

GIS is an emerging method for~ ldMDt.l, and ia MPmina I greater role. GIS is essentially 
a tool for storing and manipulating geographic informatioa in a compute,. It is u information system in 
which both 1patiaJ and noa·spatial data are atored, analyzed and displayed. GIS teclmology ia unique in that 
it integrates computer graphic capabilitica with u auaatnaled d.trabete aa.anapmem system, ah.bough it is not 
neccmrily limited to the c:oafiaca ol a liaalc, weJl.dcfiDed IOftware IJllem. A unique upect of GIS is that 
the maps created can be orpniud into Ylrioill thematic: la)'al, wbich c:u be diapla)'Cd iD any 
combination dewed. By using preseD.tJy ffli1able data buea &om the USGS and EPA (DLO, GIRAS, 
CERCUS, WHDMS, PWSS, UJC, etc.), tbematic COYCragea can be created to display ground•water quality 
and usisl managers in making planoiog dca1iou. 

Other methods for targeting CMnigbt activities include envirorunen.t.al or public emergencies, risk 
a.s.sewncnts, informal comparilolll of riak, ualyw ol coa effective optiom, and a prcwntion-focused 
approach using a.a aquifer duaificatioa aysaem. 

E, Protcg.ion of '\YcPbcadt.aacf Yvhacobk AQJifm 

The Welillcad Protec:tioa (WHP) ~ aublialted iD 1986 by the Amezulmenu to the SOWA, is 
designed lo protea die redwp area to public M&cr supply wdJa from IOW'~ of com•miutloa. Unlike 
most EPA Propaaa wllida ue rqulatory iD unuc and addrea spedfic aoutcea of c:oar1mia1tioo, the WHP 
Program~ dtaiped to wia& State and local pcnuDCDll in focusing Oil the rcaource itself through a 
comprebemive .....,. ol tbo lud UICI, pology, bydrolocy, and imat1atiou1 ~CDU impadiog 1 

public W&tcr supply wdl rather than oa controUias a limited set ol c:oaramioetioa IOW'cca via State or 
Federal regulatiom. 

Protcctioo ol aquifers prcaeDll • myriad ol problema for the federM, State and local dccwon
maken, which are often biDged oa the~ ol iafonnltion The wlDerability of u aquifer to cc,at1mia1tion 
mainly depend.I upoo the ClleDt and location o1 recharge areu in rc1atioa to conraminadoa sources, depth to 
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ground-water quality aaou local, Swe, Rcgiooal a.nd National areas and OYCr time. In FY89, OGWP 
compilr.d a series of poUDd-water indicators for public water .11pplie&, hu.udous waste sitc.s., wa.ste and 
industrial s.itcs. area-wide sources of nitrale mar11oinadoo, anc! t '.'.&-wide sourcca of pesticide coornrnin2tion. 
Region m completed a pilot study with Pcnmylvania on the use 1.>t ground-water indicators, with mixed 
results on the ability of indicators to predkt other aspects of water quality. Additional work is needed to 
refine the eirisriog indicators and to deYelop other program and location specific indicators to be used m 
more fully c:h.arac:tcrizing the quality of the Natioa's lfOUDd water. lnbcfC1II in the proc:esa of using indicators 
!S the cxisccncc of uniform data to support the indicators. Currently, the ground-water community lacks such 
a program and focus for uniform data col~ 

3. Data collection in automated foraw 

CunentJy, very little of the ground-watet data colleaed by or requestt.d by Federal. State and local 
governments arc available in a readily usable fona. Ground-water cl.au submitted to g<r,7.r.:.ment agencies are 
commonly in the form of voluminous paper reporu. Thia format predudca the auility ul &taff to perform 
rapid an.afysc$ of spatial aod temporal treads aod ooastiNtel a ugnificaat records management problem. The 
specific data types that are mi«iag or not readily availabic in automated formal include: 

• monitoring data - moot of the mstiag dau uc in hardcopy format; data weic collected under 
incomiweo.t protocou and arc sometime& ol uokaowD qualicyj 

• inveatories ol lOU.fc:ea of roar•minarioo at State ud local le1'ela • iaformatioll to support the 
wventoriel is scattered or unavailab&e; 

• bydrogt.Ologic, land U1C and aatwal rcaourc:a data wonnatior:a to support ground-water lloite 
aaalyse&. g,ound-water modelina. w1aenbility UICIMIWlll, Cle. are acattcred and often oaly in 
hardcopy or map format; 

• wniag. tu, real Cltale mapa • moat rcma.iD m bardc:opy fOl'!lllit; 

• deaaop-apb.ic data· IOGlC deaaoarapbic data are available in mec:hh,e-rcadable format; b09,"Cver, 
sigwficut r«bniCIJ reaoarc:a ate acedcd to load ud aac the data on local system&; 

• well coastrudioa documeatatiol' and well lop at Slate, county, and local leYela • moat is in lwdcopy 
format. 

• locatiou of public water auppticl • most M iD lw~topy oaly. 

It is also importut to ne dlll aamaoaa daut-tollecdoa ~- are available; however, to 
obtain comparable grouad-water IDOIUIOnlll dlla. cons«cat data coDcctioa wl a.aalytital methcds must be 
used. Thia UM ol aetbock mmt be readily anilab&e to Fe-ieral, St.Ile wl local agencies u ,;di as tbe 
regulated com.maaily ud academia. 

4. Re.search oecdl 

Additional data collectioa ud aal)w would imprcwc EPA'• Wldentwliaa of IOW'CCI of 
ground-Wiler contamiaaDoa. fo, c::Dlllple, t.1ao data pacnted from illtemM around-water m<>nitoring under 
USGS' NAWQAP auney could help EPA undentud the aipific:uce of w.rioaa point ud DOD-point sourct--$ 
of ground-water conraminatioa, if die raalta ca be dearly related to apec:ific sourcea. ID additioa, the 
Midwest Water Quality 1.GitiatiYe will provide dat& for EPA'• purpoaea ill madentud1aa transport ud fate of 
agricultural chemkals in water. la boda effort&, EPA ii coordinatmg with otber Federal agencies in order to 
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• Ground-Water Indicators OGWP a>mpikd a set of indic:aton that the Agency and the States can . 
USC to tr,.ck prop'Cli ma &Ct riorilica ia ground-water protcclion efforts. The ground-water . 
indicaton cmer tbc fe>llowmg ueu of CODCel'11: publir. drinking waier aupplics; hazardous waste sites; 
waste sitet and industrial sites; area-wide 10urca of nitrate and pesticide conr1min1tion. OGWP is 
currently sponsoring State pilot projecu with New Jersey, Minnesota, ud Idaho to further refine the 
current iwiicaton. The focus of the pilots. i& OD impler.:entiag the indicators in the States' SOWA 
305(b) water quality repo,u; 

• Data Management Standards • EPA is currently working on a number of Agency-wide data and data 
man:,.gcmcnt st&Ddards which will impr~ the c:ollcction of ground-water and related data OIRM is 
completing policy aaalysea which will guide decisioas concerning Agency practices in the 
management of facility and spatial data. Tbe propoacd facility elm standard will provide a much
needed link for sharing data on facilities aaou Programs, and will improve EPA's capability to 
maintain a central inventory of huic iaformatioa on regulated facilitiea. The spatial data standard 
will C6tablisb a con.mreut definition of spatial data parameters for the Agency. This standard is 
aiticai to the succcsdul implementation of GIS techno&ogy. 

• OPPE bas established an Agency-wide workg,oup Oil electronic reporting ll&Ddards (ERS). F.RS 
would facilitate the electronic trans.fer of reporting data ( e.g.. from the regulated community, 
aoafytical labs) to EPA and eliminate many labcr-iatensivc, paperbased, routine data entry efforts. 
The OPPE Worqroup is drafting Ill AF,At:y poli,;y on ERS and sencs to coordinate ER3 •wvii..i~ 
withia EPA. 

• OAMS Pr~am • For each category ol illformabOII med by EPA, tbere arc appropriate procedures 
and sysaema to eab•nce the informatioa'a atiliay ad safeguard ag,.imt emn. The syscem which 
fulfilla this fuDdioa f01 eawa oameatal da&a ii tire mandatory A&ency-wide quality uaurance program, 
which wu officially eaabliahed iD 1979 wl formally dommc:atcd iD 1~ by mC'..aaa of EPA Order 
5360.1 {"Policy and Prop'am Rcquiremenu to lmplcmeat tire Mudatory Quality Asauraac.~ 
Program•). The OAM Staff i&i dwpd wida ow:neeiug t.be QA idMie& cf the Apcy. QA.MS hu 
focused its attention OD the devdopmeat ol CODCeptUa.l took, Ada a 0.. Quality Ob;ec:tive&, U 

well as on implcmeararioo support ad educaric,n 

D. Optjom 

l. lo order for EPA to ba\lC groand,-water trend iafonutioa to eatabliab eavironm~ goals for the Agency, 
to evaluate the quality ol the eaviroameat, wl to enlaaae the performance of EPA Propama, opti005 for 
EPA to asseu the quality ol oar aatioD'a ~ iadudc: 

• use ,Jie rcaulu ol the USGS Nltioa&I Water Quality At.ae&lment Program (NAWOAP) (results due 
in the nud 1990'1): 

• use State dbta to pr<Mde the data throop the CWA Sectioa ~) reports to Coagreu; 

• use OGWP, pidance for ,vouad·water inclic:aaon, a1ao iaduded iD the 30S(b) report; 

• conduct a a.ational aucauneat OD a routmc .,._ UIUII cmting data buea; 

2. Options for bow EPA cau improve s,oaad-watcr dlta qulity idchck: 

• ~·~lop wt use coasiateat ground-,watcr data quality objedna acrou all EPA Programs; 
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• Sources of other existing datucts relating to hydrology, hydrogeology, soil profiles/characteristics for .. 
a given geographical location, chemical/pesticide use sites, etc.. 

• Where and what chemicals/pesticides and their ~Is, have been detected in ground water, 

• Information on the site and the amount of a chemical or chemical released on the land or injected 
into the soil; 

• The concentrations and locations of PCBs that have been detected in ground water. 

3. Research 

Research dau are being requested particularly oa remedial actiom and tcdmologie$. Hazardous 
waste site investigators arc interested in wtuch remedies have been succes.sful in various s.cenari05., including 
what concentrations of hazardous comtituents were obtained from various methods. 

4. Other 

Additional kinds of data that arc being requested u part of groUDd-watcr analyses include: 

• bydrogcologic, Land use and natural resources data; 
• zoning. tax, real catate maps; 
• demographic data; 
• well construction and well logs at State, county, and local scales. 

c. lmproycmcnu and CblPW Underway 

EPA is working to impr<m the acc:aubility of ground-water data ud related information through a 
number of activitiea including: 

• Minimum set of data eJemenu for Found water· OGWP, mpported by a workgroup, de\oelopcd a 
minimum set of data clements for ground-water. This set indudea 22 da,.a elements, including geographic, 
well/spring. and sample/analysi& deaaipton. Tbeac dcmenta form the core use, on which ground-water data 
users can build their own data hue by adding ldditioaaJ cleaaw •• to ,4eet their apecific: needs. EPA bu 
adopted an Aget\cy Order which require& the coilc-c:tion oldie amimum set by EPA and iu eonttacton 
whenever ground-water data collectioa ac:tmtiea oc:aar. OGWP is also working with other Federal agencies, 
State. and local government&, the regu1ak.d commaaity, etc. to c:acoange them to voluntarily adopt the 
minimum set. OGWP bu ako iniri•ted u effort w develop &aal ddiniriou ud form.all for the minimum 
data set through a workgroup proceu. 

• Region 10 Data Mnagrmem Order· Rqpoa 10 adopted a Rep,aal Order for Grouad-Water Dm 
Management wllicla .,...._ roalWem prc,cmma for orpaizing, RpOIUII& trammitting. storing and 
retrieving groUDCMflltcr data ia tbe Region. The major pr<Mlioaa of the Order include: ground-water data 
must be submitted to die RegioD in electroaic format; tbe minimum set of data clements must be collected 
and stored; and all poaad-watcr data must be stored in a catralizied Rep,oal ground-water data aystem. 
The Order appliea to all ground-water data coOectioa ac:tMtiea direcdy carried out by EPA ltaff or EPA 
contractors, including research and dcYelopmen.t, cnfor~en.t, and permit iuuance. 

• STORET enhlDfflllenta • STORET ii c:um:ntly beiDg moclenmed by OW ud OIRM. Ground-water data 
can now be retrieYed uaiag the new uaer-&ir:adlJ IIICaD-dmea retrieval syltem u well u tbe STORET 
command language. Once retrieved, the data caa be IILIDipvJa.tcd uaiag SAS, or prcaentcd in reports, table&, 
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graphs, plots and mapL Data can also be downloaded to floppy diskettes Provisions have been made in 
STORET for storing information on the minimum act of data elements for ground-water. In an ongoing 
effort to imprOYC STORET's utility and user friendline.s.s, EPA is now workiq on the development of user
friendly meau-dma data eatr)' software u well u an elcctrouic data transfer mechanism lo faciHwe entry 
of monitoring data into STORET. Data entry is still voluntary, bowe\'Cr, so STORET provides the user with 
a limited data set. 

• EPA/State Data Management Program· EPA initiated the EPA/State Data Management Program in 
1985. The goal of the Program is to build and main.lam the infrastrucrure nccdcd (I) for effective State/EPA 
data management and &baring; (2) to integrate data eaoss media ud programs so EPA and State managers 
can target their cff orts on environmea.tal results. 

There are CWTCAdy two pbasea of the Program in progress: (I) data sharing by providing dirca 
communication links to tbc SWca for ICXC&S to EPA', oatiooal information syucms; (2) data integration 
across programs and media. MOit Stale& now have clired comaumic:arion links to EP A's computers. Many 
arc using the national systema for storage and retrieval of data. EPA has initiated Phase 2 efforts through 
some State pilot studies. 

• Steering Committee for Water Quality Data Systems - OW established this St~ring Committee in 1987 
to guide the continued cia-elopment and management of STORET and other water quality systems. The 
Steering Committee ac:tivities are carried out by EPA staff repre&allativel from OW's progrun offices, 
OIRM. the Regions, and two Statca. In FY89, the Committee sponsored Regional Forums on Water 
Information Systcmr. for Regional and State staff. The Forums provided a setting for man.agers to c1cbange 
ideas about EPA and State actmlics related to ground and aurface Wala' information. Th:: Steering 
Committee is currently wmking on a data sharing and system iategratioo ud compatibility study to evaluate 
OW's major systems as well u a system modemizatioa study. 

• lnterqcncy Advisoly Committee oa Water Data/Gromad-Water Subcommittee - The Advisory Committee 
on Water Dal.a; established by the s«rctary of the Interior, i& chaired by USGS and 11 compo6ed of 
representatives of Federal agencies.. uaduding EPA, that acquire or use water data. Tbe Ground-Water 
Subcommittee prOYidc.6 a forum for iDtcrapD,c:y coordimtioa ud c::rc:hange of ideas oa groWld-water data 
management iuueL 

• Clearinghouses and bulletin boards ~ Cleariqboula aad bullcdn boards related to ground-water 
inf ormatioo mdudc: 

• OGWP Ground-Water BulletiD Board· OGWP bu deYeloped an electroaic ground-water bulletin board 
for State ud local governmcma oa the 1..0CAL EXOiANGE wbida ia focused oa ground-water ,wd 
wellhead protec:tioa issue&. 

- OSWER Bullc:tia Board· a PC-hued clcc:troaic buDctm board f« communic:ationa, di11CYDia1tioo of 
computer propw wt databew, rdated to solid wl bazardoul wutc rqpalarion, permitting and 
enforcemeat, inrtetis1 pOUDd Wiler. 

• USGS Water Raoan:a Scientific iaformarioa Caat.cr (WRSIC) • proYidea abaracu ud computerized 
bibliographic iDformatioa oa water-related erienrific iDfonn•rion, ud m1iat1in1 an iaformation base on water 
research in progrea. 

• USGS Nalioaal Water Data Evb•np • wiatl uen of water data with the identificatioa, location, ud 
a«JuisitiOD of wckd d.ua. 
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- National Water Well Association's National Ground-Water lnformation Center· provides access to 
bibliographic databeae containing referenceg on the occurrence and utilization of surface and ground-water, . 
and on water well technology. EPA/ORD previously ,upported ·Ground-Water On-Line" cw,,:lopment, but 
now it is wholly uaer supported. 

- ORD's R.S. K.eff Environmental Research Labontory bas begun a Superfund site remediation technology 
clearinghouse, a.s a service to tecbnic:al EPA and State staff in hazardous waste ·programs . 

• ORD sponsors a ground-water model clearinghouse at the latenwiooal Ground-Water Modeling Center 
(IGWMC), lcx:ated at the Holcomb lmtitute. 

• ORD's Center for Exposure A.sses.uncnt Modeling (CEAM) opcrate1 an clearonic bulletin board system 
for distribution and tecbaica.l assistani::e oa elpO&UtC models from ERL-At.beiu. 

- A new, general ORD bullwn board system cn.hanCICI communications and public access to many ORO 
publications, including thole oa ground-water reaearch. 

• The Office of Information Rcaourca M1D13CD'CDl bas published the Agency, ID.formation R~.sourccs 
Directory (IR.D) in response to ever-inacuin,g demud for better awareneu of inf,,mnation resources and 
greater information sharing througbout EPA and ira partnen in C1Ml'Olllllental pr,Jtec:tion. The IRD is a 
guide to a variety of widely used iDformatioa raoarc:ea. iDduding iDform.atioa services and centers, 
information systems, ud datasets that are c:omyJed wl miJm:d by OFl'S. 

ID additioa, the Office of Peaiade PrOlfflll m•m«aia1 the Pesticide Information Network (PIN) 
which preaent.ly is DOC listed in IRD. Tbe PIN matains • compilation of mllllitorin,g projects being performed 
by Federal, State wl local lffl'Cl'lllllcmtl wl prmie illldrulioDI. Tbe databue c:mtlUPI • llaort syaopas of 
each project. including chemicals, &Ubarata wl locatioa.. It also lilts the name, addrca, and phone aamber 
of a person to con1acl to pin additioaal iDformetioa oa a apecific project. The PIN is a free, PC-based 
network by which all intereatcd partiea may commllllicate ad ab.are monitoring mfc:innatioa. 

• Region m MERJTs/ Temple Study (Rcgioaal MlfMIMD' Study)· Thia project employed GIS and various 
databases to conduct an integrated analysis to idadify and nu C'-OUDria in the Region with the most 
endangered ground water. The reau.lts of tbe study hew: suppoi10d dec:isioa-making oa Regional program 
priorities ud resomce apeadituru. A second phase is UDdcrway for the state of Penmytvan;a, refining the 
database usage at a more detailed &eale. 

P, O,ptiom 

1. Optiom for unprowag the aat0tn1tioa ol monitoring data obU.iiMd from the regulated com.mllllity, EPA 
contrauors, and EPA Program Officca' projecu uc: 

• promulpte rcpJadom !Cqnirio& dw all new cbta coDected be. automated and transferred to EPA in 
eledroaic fanut; 

• publiab EPA gaidena:: dircctmg tbe automation of data for c:arr,mg out aad reporting monitoring 
data; 

• promote YOhmwy use of eledroaic reporting by ~ regulated community and others to •utomete 
tbe data; 

2. Optiom for EPA'• role ia aatomering national hydropo&opc, IOila, wl aquifer cberactcrizatio data 
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include: 

• involvcmc::al of USGS and the Soil ComerYation Service (S~) in more EPA projects which have 
side benefits of data automation; 

• cccouragement of USGS to institute a national program; 

• funding USGS to automate data for EPA on a case-by-cue basis; 

• working with USGS upper management to restruc:ture their program to more closely meet EPA's 
needs; 

• establishing an internal information system at EPA which would identify where more in-depth 
in.formation cu be kx:ated, and what types of data arc available. 

The option of loading all ground-wa.ter data into oac large, centnlly ac:cruible electronic data base 
bas some appeal. but may not be feasible. While a large data base could prOYide almost immediate &CCC$$ to 
data, and could be 1..as,ed for trend aulysia or reaponctiog to Congreaioaal inquiriea on a national 5Calc, the 
cost of loadiag. qulity U1uring. and m1iot1ioing auch a data baae may DOl be juwfir.d by the benefits. These 
data arc ac:ce&&il,le already through various sourca., allbougb aot easily or immediately. EPA could 
alternatively imprc.we c.oorclinatioa ud AC(al to iaformatioa available &om illlemal file&, State and other 
Federal agcocie&, in coojunc:tioD with GIS, to bigbtigbt areu of c:oaccna. (Areal of CODCCrD may include 
sensitive aquifers or areas o( high ground-water use for drinking water which arc potentially threatened by a 
large number of underground llorap tub, brwdou& Walle aitea, or ,gricu.ltural chemical use.) 

3. Options of the Federal gcwenamcat for improving p-ound-water data acca.a to Stales and local 
govermneou: 

• utioaal cleariqbousc of pollllball aoun:a / coataminttion.; 
• national directory of ground-watct in.formarioo; 
• aatioaal database of lfOUDd-watct quality wl related data; 
• modernization and ClplDNC'e of EPA'I ~;roRET system; 
• imprc.wed Statc/Fedual partDenhipa; 
• funding State l)'ltCIDI. 

4. Options for EPA to ensure coasisteDcy among the ground-water data that uc colleaed by EPA, the States 
and others include: 

• EPA and State& deYelop a c:onwteot format but participation ia whmtary; 

• implemat EPA policy oat.be minimum Idol data elemeota which must be collected by EPA and 
it1 coarnaan; State puticipatioa ii YO!ilD&ary but atroagly eacourapcL 

V • DATA Ul'ILIZA110N 

A. How SbouJd EPA Jmmsm; Utilizlrim of Qroupd-Water Data? 

Individual program officca utilize data they mUect, but EPA could do more to utilize available data 
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for broader purposes. For example, EPA needs to have ground-water trend information in order to establish . 
environmenw goals for the Agency, plan future emphasis for programs and to evaluate program · 
effect.ivcness, cvahwe the quality of the environment, target protection efforts and perform gross level 
screening. and to respond to Congrewoual inquiries. 

As.sc.uing the ground-water quality O\'Cr large areas of the nation is a very difficult tuk. Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) offers a comprehensive means for maaaging and uscssing the quality of 
ground-water over a large geographic area. Also, it is ID excellent tool for Hsisting managers in making 
planning decisions. 

Utilizing ground-water data can augment the Agency's ability lo perform ecological as.sessrnents in 
aquatic ecosystems. Broadening the use of ground-water data in our ecological assessments would improve 
our ability to bener define ground-water remediation goals. There is also potential for cxpaudiog uti.liz.ation 
of ground-water data for an&fysis of odier environmental areas, such u global warming effects. 

Manipulation of ground-water cuta through prcdic::tive models also bu the potential to a.smt the 
data user in making better hydrogcologic decisions. Although there are limitations (sec V .B.2), the use of 
models is growing and their optimum use should be supported. Further .tatistical comparisons of 
ground-water data are poaible, e.g.. through STORET and SAS, and other daraseu and statistical packages. 

2. Targeting environment&! problems 

In addition to the databases desaibed earlier, ground-water data entered into GIS can be used to 
determine areas that are undergoing eamroamenral sa:reu by adding other thematic layers IUch as DRASTIC, 
pesticide usage and popu1atioa ming ground-water for their drinking waler supply. A ranking system can 
then be ~loped that take,. into account a range of risk-related fadon iDC'Juding potential &0urc:es and 
known incidents of ront•minarm Based on this evaluation, enviroamaat&l 1u·oblems can be targeted for 
priority attention. both geographically and by specific EPA program. 

Ground-water data ~ also ID C&SCDtial compoaen! of other methods for u.rgeting Cffl'ir01UDental 
problems., including the Superfund Huard Ranking Syttem, which determ.ines the grouping of sites oo the 
National Priorities Li&t ud which &ilea are eligible for fmadiag. ud the RCRA location ltaadards (draft), 
which determines types of locatioaa CIMl'oamea.tally umuitible for hazardous waste facilitie&. 

3. Resc.arch 

EPA ud State ground-water data could be atilii.cd more fully wl syatematially to interpret 
subsurface contaminant bebPior, ud metboda for preNellbOll and n::mNHariaa of grou»d-water 
contamination. U the range of EPA wl State gn,aad-watcr data MR more readily ac:ccail>le and of known 
quality, there would be a peater potential for raearda aaaJysia and interpretation on I national or regional 
scale. This would altimattly provide better trientific uadentand.iag ol ground-water characteristics and 
behavior. 

B, Problems pd lmn ia Data Uh1iptjog 

1. 1..im.ited resources to manage and use data 

lo enadiug legislation dNipNI to addreaa lpN'ific: eamroameatal coaa:ru in several media, Coagrw 
included ground water u an area where attcmoa aboald be focused. Ju a reaa1t, ea.di media program 
established its own UDique let of programmatic data elemeDts to auist in managing ground water and report 
their resulu to CoDiJ'CS&. Altboup tJaer.e individual daUa collection actMtica have served the programs well, 
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their use in ma.king effective and consistent planning decisions aaoss all Agency programs is inefficient. 

Data sets generak.d by individual agencies or programs arc often ignored by othtr agencies or 
programs. Rccogni:ziDg and improving our ability to utiliz.c data generated by other "media· programs is a 
challenge facing the Agency. At the &amc time, data users must communicate their needs to others who may 
be willing to modify their approach to col.led or manage data so that it is more universally useful. 

2. Tools for utilmng data arc sometimes unkDown or difficult to use 

Utilizing statistical and modeling tools in evaluating ground-water data enables staff to determine if 
contamination exists, Cltimate plume movcmcm, and evaluate its response to various remedies. The statistical 
meth~ of establishing the presence or absence of contammation and the underlying need to begin or end 
remediation are important and currently controversial issues. Many ground-water flow and transport models 
are weU documented ud M>phisticated tools for proce,uing large amoWllS of data. However, in real 
applications., input data is limited and many &Mumptions must be made. Further, skilled staff and significant 
time input is ne.cessary to utiliz.e ground-water models properly. 

Data utilization via models. sw.istical comparisons, and GIS are all hampered to some atent by the 
same user-related problems discusse4 in terms of data accessibility. These include user knowledge, available 
time, and proximity to appropriate hardware and software. 

3. lnterpreting significance of relational data 

The tuboial procedures involved iD installing a well. umpliag the ground water, and anaJyzmg the 
samples are all aiti=l m determimng the value of ground-water momtoring data. Therefore. it is necessary 
that i.nformatiaa pertaming to tbae proc:cdurea is mdudcd in tbe data rme,r,. Although IOllle level of 
uncertainty ia usociated with every data point, profcuio:w czpericDce ud judgmenl i5 ~ ,u ;~,;,~i.i.i 
when and bow this relational information is med. 

4. Scales of data vary 

The utiliratioa of data for program 111e ud clec:ision-m•king ia Yer)' scale-dependent. For instance, 
careful coos.ideration should be giv= when sek:din1 the scale at which lpll:ial data is entered into the GIS. 
Scale is important in grid spacing since large scale ltUdiea require higher le'Yds of accuracy ud finer grid 
spacing. Regional data exists at the 1:iooo,000 Kale. EPA also bu map1 for most of the a>untry at the 
larger 1:250,000 scale but unfortumte.ly tbe AeYe1 of accuracy ia dramatically clecreased due to erron in the 
GIRAS (land use) darabue file:. Al tbe 1:100,000 scale, data e:mta bat IOlllctimea in qnaoritv,1 too great for 
a Regional computer'& c:mrenl capabilitia Tbadore, EPA abould utilia 1up acale map& only wheo a 
detailed study is bciag performed or for uy hip prim ily c:ounriN u ACCdecl. 

GIS ud ada mappiag 1CUC1 are oltaa an1Der dwa aeeded for bazardoua wutc lite evaJu1rioas. 
Other mmplea ~ dm pl:tenomaaoa of lCalc difference are com.moo wbeo uaing various dattbuea, ud 
therefore hinder dllllir gtt1izaricxa 

c, Improycments •pd O•un Underway 

C.Omputerized Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are being established to varying degree& in the 
Regions. GIS is I practical tool that cu qualitativdy m1aipnJ1tc larp data aeu of cnvi.roamentally sensith,:. 
data. A GIS caa YUtly improw: Oil trlditioaal mctbodl for capturina. storiag. updatiq. arwyzing, and 
displaying mapped aatural raoutC·!I data. Tb.c system alloM tbc Regiou to integrate efforta in ground water 
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v.ith other c.onccms for water quality. Landfills, Supcrfund site$, and industriai facilities could all be located 
in the database and compared with the location of water wells, wetlan~ or other environmentally sensitive 
areas. Applications of GIS highlight program interrelationships which may not be recogniz.ed at this ti.me. 
Further, GIS can enable us to focus management decisions more efficiently, and communicate those 
decisions more effecmcly to other offices and the public. 

• GIS in wellhead protection program (WHP) demonstration projecu - In an effort to encourage the use of 
GIS in WHP and ground-water protection efforts, OGWP is sponsoring a series of pilot projctts at the 
county, State, and Region.al levels. These projects are intended to demonstrate unique and/or transferable 
applications that support the dccisioo-ma.ki.ng proces.\. Currently, OGWP is funding three WHP GIS projects 
at the local level: Carroll County, MD ( development of ground-water management performance standards 
and county ordinances on land use to be used in a WHP Program); SL Charles County, MO (development of 
interpretive maps to usc'1 in the development of a WHP Progrun); and Sant.a Clara Valley Water District, 
CA ( development of a model ground-water management strategy for a pilot 1Ceharge area). 

• ORD-Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory (EMSL) support to WHP GIS projea.s - EMSL is 
providing t«.hnical support to OGWP's GIS projccu. They arc al.so producing a guidance document on the 
implementation and use of GIS for WHP that is focused on the needs of loa.l governments. The document is 
scheduled for completion in FY91. 

• WHP Data Management Demot'l.gration Projea.s - OGWP u initiating a aeries of WHP data m,magemcnt 
demonstration projctts based on a national competition. 

• In FY90, Congress appropriated $500,CXX> to EPA for grota to local communities to show bow data 
management efforts of local communities can &Mist in better decision-m•king in the impleme~n of WHP 
Programs. 

• OIRM System Modernization Project - EPA reropizes t1w there ia a aced to modernize its information 
systems. The traditional lingle media approach to l)'llema development DO loaFr meets the Agency's 
information needs. In an effort to meet tbeae changing aeeda, OIRM stancd a -System Modemiz=::::= 
rrogram". The clements of the initiative mdude: a System.a DeYdopment Centu (to provide a central focus 
for system deYdopmcnt actmtiea and emerging U'dmologiea); a modemizatioa fund (to fund priority projects 
and create inccnti-a for modemizatioa); an OIRM support team (to ftc,1itare information and technology 
trans.fer as well as the development of integrated S)'llcma); and an Agency-wide IRM Steering Committee (to 
provide gui~ce and set priorities for the modernization effort). 

• T«.h.oology transfer program.a which include gromad-wata are operated by aevera1 EPA Hcadquartcn 
officc.s: the Office of the Adminiurator, Office of llaeardl ad De-Jdopment, Office of Solid Waste and 
Emergency Response, and the Office ol Wau:r. ORD operates the Center for Research Information (CF.RI), 
which distribute& reacardl publications ad apomon training oa ground-watu acience and engineering 
subjects. Office of Watcr'a gromad-water Protcctioa office a1ao d.iltributea documenb and provides training. 
m05tly tailored for State ud locaJ gc,Yemments and their LeeGI in setting up ground-water protection 
programs. 

• Hazardom waste pound-water work lf•lions in Rcpom: OSWER.'1 Office of Progr-..m Technology 
Support (currently tbe Technology lnnovatioD Office) io1t11led ground~water work llatiom in each regional 
office for use by RCRA and CERa.A pcnouel The work llat.iou prOYidc the meaaa to store and 
::.:tipulare aite-~pt.cific ground-watu data &om buardom waste site&. The work stations are a collection of 
PC· bM£ed hardware ud software, inchadmg CAD (Computer Aalilted Daip) bw.d graphics and 
grouad-Mter flow aad transport models. Work &tabOll usen can communicate via the OSWER electronic 
bulletin board systt"m. 'J'bc ,rork stations CID imprOYC gl't'IJDdawattr dyi-!ion m1kin& h~r, they are not 
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designed to foster agency-wide access to groundvwatcr data. 

The grouad-watcr work station bu been med primarily for graphical rcprcselltation of surface and 
subsurface c:oaditionl ud the contouring of cbemic:al, u well u ground-water elevation, data. The system 
has been used on ua unaen basis partly due to the labor-ial.cmiYe e.a:rme required to iaput chemical data 
and information reprdiag aquifer properticl. Also,· the limited number of models loaded into the 
work.station and their inherent uaumptions limited it's use at a significant number of sites. Some Regiom 
have, however, •customized" their work statiou by addiDg models and other software, ud ba~ thereby 
made the systems more u.1eful. 

Regioaal staff ba~ foWld the system valuable for map preparation in anticipation of briefinp, 
mcetinp., enforcement caaferenca. etc. MOit of tbe map1 arc ol lup Kale ud are YCl)'. lqiblc. it's use in 
permitting and eaforcemem «.cisioam•lring is somewhat limited to date partly became of time constraints, 
workload, cbanging prioritia ad other facton. Some IUff would lib to 1IIC t.be l}ltCIII oa a more fr«§ucnt 
buis but 6.ad it djftic:wt to allocate the time aeceuary to become familiar with it. Personnel assigned to the 
system on at least a part-time buii to enter lite or project infonaaD(a mto the l)'ltem wou1cl imprOYe 
utilization. This would allow tcchnial staff to use their lime oa t.bc •IOrk ltllioa more productively. 

D. Options 

1. Optiom for improving the utilization of ground-water data include· 

• modernize STORET to make it more -user friendly: u a mccheism to eacourage the use of the 
l)'llem u a cemn1 arouadwaler data rcpoatory, 

• falter more dl1a coordination at the Repoaal level throup the me of GIS u a tool for integrated 
enviroamelllal m•ugement; 

• dewlle more reaourca to pilot wl dcmOlllllrlliaD projccu iD poaad-water data management which 
have trwferable ~ to EPA, Stale wl local demioa-mabn; 
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not all of the research needs expressed by programs. To respond 
to a range of needs, both on the generic and site-specific scale, 
on-going research and new initiatives must be better supported. 

An increase in the ground water research budget could 
potentially support within five years a significant improvement 
in the development and evaluation of databases, codes, and field 
methodologies to respond to many of the outstanding needs of EPA 
programs. For example, an increase of funds in transport and 
transformation (currently funded at approximately $9M/yr.) could 
advance current research etior.ts to the stage where we might 
understand and begin to predict Yith some accuracy: a) the 
behavior of major classes of organic co~pounds in major 
hydrogeologic settings, b) the transport of contaminants in 
certain complex environments, such as fractured rock, c) abiotic 
transformations of certain common compounds, and d) 
biotransformation in the subsurface, particularly under anaerobic 
conditions. 

With an increase in the monitoring budget (currently at 
approximately $7M/yr.) we could move forward in developing 
advanced, low cost screening and monitoring techniques for major 
contaminants. In aquifer remediation (currently at approximately 
SM/yr.) we could be much farther along in developing, evaluating, 
and predicting the time and cost involved with a number of 
subsurface remedies. In underground aource control (currently at 
approximately lM/yr.) we could aignificantly advance our 
knowledge of the impact of injection well• on the subsurface and 
consequent effects on ground water. 

In technology transfer and technical assistance (currently 
at approximately lM/yr.) we could provide auch needed support for 
information clearinghouse•, technology tranafer to States, and 
greater support for EPA enforcement case• and other site-specific 
ground water activities. We could aake aajor progress toward 
improving data management syateaa for storing and accessing the 
vast amount of information available for site characterization. 

A larger budget in general would also improve our ability to 
provide seed money for promising external projects, and leverage 
other agencies and organizations tor cooperative research 
efforts. 

congr••• baa considered new legislation for ground water 
research over the past several years, including.authorization for 
additional appropriations. The potential impact on current 
research activities is not clear, however significant new funds 
might be appropriated to carry out the legialative provisions, 
such as research demonstrations, enviromaental profiles of 
significant ground water contaminants, and Stnte grants. 

The potential results of not advancing ground water research 
·hrough soma mechanism (legislative or otherwise) are, (1) early 

,ntaminant detection and ground water protection limited by 
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untested monitoring approaches, (2) uneven predictability of 
contaminant transport and subsequent human and ecological 
exposure, (3) poor source control planning where based on crude 
predictions of contaminant fate and transport, and (4) 
inefficient or ineffective remedial actions at hazardous waste 
sites and other ground water corrective actions. 

Aside from these impacts on implementation of EPA and State 
programs, there are potential impacts of a lagging knowledge base 
for future rulemaking and national policy development. A strong, 
current knowledge base in ground water has benefits for many 
aspects of environmental prograaa. 
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• Enhancement of technology transfer to State and local users. 
New and innovative means ofr transmitting researtch results 
can be developed. 

• Further development of in situ, real-time monitoring 
devices, to provide faster, less costly results for 
planning, regulatory compliance, and remedial actions. 

• Characterization of subsurface heterogeneity, and 
quantifying the dispersion term in different settings. This 
impacts the results of virtually all of the transport models 
EPA uses. 

• Abiotic transformations of contaminants. Nonbiological 
transformations in the subsurface are not well understood 
for may compounds, and have significant effects on mobility 
and toxicity. 

• Methods for measuring redox potential in ground water 
samples. Thia property is essential for understanding 
certain reaction• and modeling the subsurface, yet current 
methods may be inadequate for measuring it. 

• Develop chemical-specific reference dOCWDents, or 
environmental profiles, containing pbyaical/chemical 
properties, environmental transport and fate information, 
remedial method• and treatability inforaation for 
significant ground water contaminants. 

• Analysis of water quality trenda in ground-water used for 
drinking water supplies. There are various approaches to 
analyzing the growing body of information on ground water 
quality to better understand national and regional trends. 

• Subsurface transport of pathogens. Much remains to be known 
about the public health risk of viruaea and bacteria 
transported via ground water to water supplies. 

• Potential effect• of alternative fuala uae and storage on 
ground water quality. While the uae of certain tuela may 
improve aJllbient air quality, potential leakage of highly 
mobile fuel product• froa .itorage tanka aay endanger ground 
water quality. 

• Etfecta of global varaing on groun water. Global warming 
may have significant ilapacta on ground water quantity, for 
e~ample through water table lowering of aajor aquifer• and 
changes in recharge pattern•. 

c. Future Funding of ORD Ground Water Research 

At the current funding level of approximately $23 
million/year (total R,o plus s,E), ORD can respond to some but 
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advisory body. However, EPA's concerns with environmental 
impacts of pesticides, wellhead protection, and non-point source 
pollution suggest that basic knowledge in this area is of primary 
importance. The interagency initiative presents an excellent 
opportunity to share and contribute to an important research 
effort. An interAgency work group has met and agreed on several 
proposed research areas for EPA, should funding become available. 

Of particular benefit to EPA would be the addition of 
research components to this interagency effort for studying 
subsurface degradation processes of agricultural chemicals, 
behavior of nitrates in surface and ground waters, macropore flow 
in the subsurface, testing and i~proving EPA-developed pesticide 
leaching models, real tine monitoring methods, non-point source 
monitoring strategies, interaction of pesticide runoff. with 
wetlands and potential recharge to ground water, anti ecosystem 
effects. 

This initiativ• would address the prevention theme of this 
Plan, and the emerging topic• ot aonit·~>ring atrategie• for non
point sources, aubsurtace behavior of agricultural chemicals, and 
model validation. MASTER i• not entirely a ground- water 
initiative, however much ot the inveatigation i• within the acope 
of this Plan. Seve~al racom:mendations of the SAB would be 
addressed by thi• 1:-...,search, aa di..: ( uased in Chapter 2. The goals 
of this initiative are alao consistent with th• President•• Water 
Quality Initiative, EPA'• Agricultural Che11icala in Ground Water 
Strategy, and the Agency'• aupport for interagency coordination 
in research. 

2. Other Initiative• to Consider for the 1990• 

Other research initiative• to conaider for the future, in 
line with the th••••, emerging topic•, and appoache• discussed 
earlier include: 

• FUrther development ot biorell4Mliation aethoda, including 
continuation of auch essential effort••• characterizing 
subvsurtace control• on illpleacanting bioreaediation in situ 
for contaainatad ground water, and developing aethoda tor 
evaluating and augaenting bior .. ediation processes in the 
subsurface. 

• Enhanceaent of wellhead protection research, such aa 
asaeaaing the relative impact• ot aultipla •ources of 
contamination to undergro131 water auppliea, as well aa 
identifying and prevent!119 •unaddreased" aourc•• of 
contaminatin, e.g., tx-oa Cl••• V injection wella. 

• RCRA Technical Support canters. Expand the existing 
infrastructure for Superfund technical aupport at ORD 
laboratorie• to addrea• aiailar problems at RCRA sites. 
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treat methods; 5) research on contaminant sorption to geologic 
materials, and its effect on pump and treat methods; 6) research 
and development of accelerated remediation methods, such as 
combination of pump and treat with use of surfactants or micro
organisms; and 7) technical assistance and technology transfer to 
Superfund personnel. 

The SCAMP research is a fundamental part of the ground-water 
remediation theme of this Plan, and several emerging topics 
including site characterization, behavior af immiscible 
substances, sorption, bioremediation, effects of heterogeneous 
media, and model refinement. It also atrongly suppotts the 
CERCLA and RCRA programs in site roaedy decisions, and responds 
to several Regional research priorit•• expressed in~ recent 
survey of Regional Superfund offices. In addition, it addresses 
several research activities recommended by the S1..8, as noted in 
Chapter 2 of this P!an. 

a. Proposed Initiative for FY 1992 and Beyond 

Of the many remaining research needa in ground water, a 
high-priority research area has been identified for speci~.l 
consideration in FY 1992 planning and beyond. With consideration 
of limited fundi~g availability, the following two initiatives 
address many, although not all, of thft emerging topics discussed 
earlier in this Plan. 

1. Mid-Weat Agricheaical Subsurface/Surface Trl'nsport and 
Effects Research (MAS1'ER) 

EPA, USGS, and especially USDA have varioua research 
projects in progr••• studying the effect• of agriculture on the 
quality of ground water and aurface water. Although each agency 
has its unique responaibiliti•• and areaa ot expertise and 
concentration, there i• autual concern ~~ut the fate of 
agricultural chesical• aa they aove through the environment that 
could best be addreaaed through a coordinated plan ot study. 
such a plan was drafted in February, 1989, and •elected the mid
continent soybean and com-growing region to determine the 
regional factor• affecting the diatribution of atritlzine, ar, 
herbicide ot long-•tanding uae, through the environment. 

It i• expected that aethodologie• developed through this 
interagency r••••rch could b~ ~=~A PY the ag~!:t!lt~~~l colll\unity 
and other• to prediG1: the affect• ot vario'WI aoil, 
hydrogeological, and climatic factor• and J1J1anageaent practice• on 
the distribution of agricultural cheaicala on grou,1d and aurfaca 
waters in other part• ol the U.S. Thi• interagency effort will, 
among other thing•, . generate ba•ic and applied reaearcb into the 
transport and t.ranatormation "''t agricultural cheaical• in midwest 
farmland. The information afforded froa t.hi• re•aarch will 
provide a bettor baai• tor predicting and controlling the 
leaching ot ag~i,iultural cheaicala into drin~ing water aquit•r•. 
currently, ORD'• role in the ineragency etfort i• aainly a• an 
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These tools include models which have been developed to predict 
the leaching of pesticides to ground water, data which has been 
collected on aoil properties and other relevant environmen·tal 
factors, and geographic information aystema (GIS) for displaying 
and analyzing spatial inforaation. To date, these types of tools 
have not been systematically integrated into a workstation 
framework for state and local riak aanagement. 

The main purpose of this initiative is to provide such a 
framework for States upon which they can develop locally 
meaningful pesticide management plans. The work will also 
include field evaluation of monitoring and modeling schemes. The 
project will be carefully coordinated with related research on 
the effects of agricultural chemical• on water quality at the 
USGS and USDA, in order to ensure integration ot information and 
dissemination of results. 

3. Subsurface Characterization and Mobilization Processes 
(SCAMP) 

The potential effectiveness of Npump and treatw technology 
to remediate contaminated ground water and aoil• is largely 
unknown, but widely practiced. Further, the technology sometimes 
fails to accompiish the mandates ot the Supertund Amendments and 
Reauthorization •• ct ot 1986 (SARA) which states that cost
effective technologies be utilized for the permanent remediation 
of contaminated aitea. The aucceaaful application of this 
technology in aite reaediation require• an und•r•tanding of site 
characterization ••thod• and the proceaaea controlling 
contaminant transport and aobilization in the subsurface. Poor 
understanding of these proceaaea and inadequate aite 
characterization are the aoat coaaon reaaon• that pump and treat 
does not perform•• a coat-ettective, permanent remedy. This 
does not mean that pump and treat should be abandoned, but that a 
research program ahould be carried out to aigniticantly improve 
its efficacy, and current guideline• for the implementation of 
this technology ahould be reaxaainad with new reco11J1andations tor 
its use. 

The overall objectivo of the reaearch i• to acquire process 
and characterization intoraation that will alJow developaent of a 
decision-making fraaework for predicting the appropriateness and 
potential efficacy of •pwap and treat• for aite reaediation. 
This research vJll aupport the goal• ot the Supertund and RCRA 
programs by providing intoraation neceaaary to improve remedial 
action• at hazardoua waat• •it••· 

The effort will conai•t ot ••v•n pba .. a or activitiea: 1) 
consolidation ot exiating intoraation, and develop•ent of as
year plan tor reaearch and d•velopaent project• and outputa1 2) 
development of iaproved aethoda tor aite characterization: 3) 
research on ilmiacil>le fluid flow and reaidual aaturation, and 
·heir affect• on puap and treat aethoda, 4) reaearch on mass 

·3nsport in heterogeneoua media, and it• effect on pump and 
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VII. New and Proposed Research 

A. New research for FY 1990 and 1991 

Three research initiatives have been approved within the 
last two fiscal years which will addresa some ot the emerging 
topics presented in this Plan. 

1. Wellhead Protection 

In September, 1988, ORD and EPA's Office of Water entered 
into a 5-year research and technology transfer agreement to 
support State Wellhead Protection (WRP) Progams. States are 
currently implementing WHP programs in accordance with the 1986 
Amendments to the SOWA. The purpose of the research is to 
advance fundamental understanding and transfer information 
regarding how to protect ground-water supplies which flow to 
drinking water wells in various physical and institutional 
settings across the nation. ORD begin• research and development 
activities for WHP in rt 1990. 

Four research priorities are envisioned. First, field 
testing and verification for WHP area delineation methods will be 
undertaken, including the refinement of current modeling 
approaches. Second, ORD will evaluate the ability of the 
subsurface to assimilate certain a11ount• of contamination without 
impact to drinking water supplies, and apply this information to 
the delineation of WHP areas. Third, ORD will evaluate and apply 
knowledge of agricultural cheaical behavior, including use of the 
RUSTIC model, for delineating WHP areaa. Fourth, ORD will 
develop WHP area ground-water monitoring atrategies, including 
definition of optimal aampling and aonitoring designs. 

The WHP research ia conaiatent with the prevention theme for 
ground water research, as wall a• ORD'• approaches to long-term 
basic research, service to EPA client otticea, and technology 
transfer to the Statea. It alao will uae reaulta troa ••veral 
emerging topic• identified in tbia Plan, auch a• aorption, model 
validation, transport of agricultural chemicals, and monitoring 
strategies. 

2. Preventing Ground-Water Contaaination fro• Peaticidea: 
Information syat ... for stat• Use 

The proble11 of pe•ticide• in ground water ia national in 
scope, but locally variable, therefore accurate prediction• of 
pesticide transport and transformation requires specific 
information at the local level. Evaluation of all likely 
combinations of pesticides, environaental aettinga, and 
management practices is virtually impossible using random, large
scale monitoring studies or limited aite-apecific investigations. 
However, tools are available to locate problea areaa, and develop 
strategies for regulation and uae of pesticides on a local level. 
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biological transformation processes. Some of this research is 
incorporated in ORD's Biosystems research program. 

In the future, EPA may be able to estimate and enhance the 
rate and extent of natural degradation processes of many 
contaminants of concern in soils and ground water. A major 
emphasis should be to approximate the extent of contaminant 
reduction that can be attained with bioremediation to determine 
whether the technology can be used to meet EPA's regulatory 
standards for remediation and closure. 

Abiotic remediation ia another topic that has an unexplored 
potential. EPA investigators are in the process of isolating the 
natural compounds responsible for the observed abiotic reduction 
of several classes of pollutants. These compounds may be useful 
in enhancement of degradation processes. 

VI. Future Needs and Support of ORD Ground-Water Research 

While significant strides have been made in understanding 
various aspects of ground-water science and technology, ground
water research is still in its infancy in many respects. Unlike 
surface water, ground water is very difficult to observe and 
measure in the field, it moves slowly, and is strongly influenced 
by the medium through which it flows. Further, contamination ~ 
results in different flow characteriatics ••well•• a range of 
chemical interactions and transformations, moat ot which cannot 
be quantitatively predicted at tbia time. 

The scope ot research needs baa been broadened by greater 
concern for ground-water quality, new legislation and 
regulations, better problem identification, and a tendency for 
investigations to uncover ever greater variability in the 
chemistry, physics, and biology of the subsurface. Research must 
strive for but may never attain solutions to every contamination 
problem in every hydrogeologic setting. 

EPA programs require increasingly aopbiaticated knowledge on 
which to base complex, coatly contamination prevention and 
remediation deciaiona. The iaportance of continuad and expanded 
supporting reaaarch i• paramount. The value to EPA programs in 
supporting ORD research baa been demonstrated by such advances as 
in ground water aonitoring practices, site characterizations, 
tools for risk assessments, remedy selections at hazardous waste 
sites, and pesticide leaching models. Continued sustenance of 
these and other program office activities will depend in part on 
future research in the high priori~y areas identified below. 
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continue to be explored, in order to maximi~~ the success of 
costly and time-consuming remedial efforts. 

Enhanced in situ methods for biotic and abiotic contaminant 
degradation ia an active research area that merits greater 
attention. The permanent solutions possible through this 
approach (as opposed to moving contaminants to treatment systems, 
concentrating them, and moving the residuals to still other 
locations), and the important alternatives these methods provide 
to unproven extraction methods, render in situ methods one of the 
most important growth areas for research. Processes for 
transforming contaminants in the subsurface to simpler, less 
toxic compounds are being explored for application to remediation 
of hazardous waste sites and pesticide use. 

Topics include in situ bioremediation, where microbes are 
stimulated to degrade organic contaminants in place. Use of 
naturally occuring, indigenous species is showing promise for 
some contaminants and settings, while engineered microbes are 
being developed for others. It has been shown in the laboratory 
and field that certain organic wastes can be converted into 
biomass and harmless byproducts of microbial metabolism. This 
has begun to be demonstrated in the field for indigenous species 
with hydrocarbon component• of gaaoline and for chlorinated 
compounds such as vinyl chloride and DCE, which can be 
cometabolized with methane. More highly chlorinated compounds 
tend to be more recalcitrant to these aethoda, and •ay require 
addition of microbe• with •pecial biodegradative functions. 
White rot fungua ha• al•o •hown to be effective on a number of 
contaminants including DDT, PCB•, PAHs, chlorinated phenols and 
chlorinated dioxina. 

The major limiting factor in successful field application of 
bioremediation, however, appears to be transporting oxygen or 
other electron acceptor and nutrient• to the microbial 
populations so that they aay flouri•h and metabolize the 
contaminants rapidly. Thi• tran•port factor is a function of the 
heterogeneity and hydraulic conductivity of the •it•~• geologic 
media and distance fro• the reaedial application to the 
contaminant pluae. In addition, in certain anaerobic conditions, 
reductive dechlorination can be an affective bioremediatiou 
method. In all cirCWU1tance•, the importance of reliable site 
investigationa, aonitoring syat ... , and predictive tools are 
evident. 

Ahead in bioremadiation research i• identification of 
breakdown mechanisms for a range o~ contaminants, ide·· ·ification 
ot alternative electron acceptors (other than oxygen), aerobic 
degradation of solvents, and the feasibility of adding micro
organisms with spacial metabolic capabilities. Of equal 
importanc~ ia overcoming bydrogaological obstacles to employing 
bioremediation in the field, and developing ••tbods for enhancing 
transport of nutrients to aicrobial populations. This research 
must be built upon method• development and controlled studies of 
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organic pollutants. Recent discoveries, for example, show that 
certain halogenated hydrocarbon solvents may be hydrolyzed or 
reduced over a period of days or months to other compounds having 
different properites. 

The mobility and bioavaila.bility of toxic metals and 
metalloids depend on the species of the metal, which in turn is a 
function of metal/metalloid chemical properties and the 
characteristics of the subsurface. Improving our understanding 
in these areas is providing a better basis for predicting 
exposures to these toxic substances. 

Little is known about tl'1e fate ot pollutants disposed of in 
underground injection wells. The conditions of temperature and 
pressure in this environment may greatly accelerate the 
transformation and transport of pollutants. 

Ground-Water Modeling 

The National Research Council, Water Science and Technology 
Board, Committee on Ground-Water Modeling Assessment's report 
"Ground- Water Models: Scientific and Regulatory Applications" 
{September, 1989) contained a number of racomaendations 
applicable to EPA grou.~d- water research. In aW11JDary, the report 
recommends: (1) continued validation and refinement of ground
water models, particularly tboae for flaw through the unsaturatea 
zone, fractured rock, multipbaae flow, and codas linking mass 
transport and chemical reactions; (2) the role of bacteria in 
transport and removal of contaminants; (J) improving the 
presentation of uncertainty in model prMdictions, and improving 
our ability to estimate the reliability of modal results: (5) 
continued efforts at characterizing subsurface processes through 
field and laboratory studies; and (6) developing approaches for 
parameter estimation and measurement techniques. 

The sci~nce Advisory Board gave aiailar recommendations in 
their July. 1985 report,·•Raviav of the EPA Ground Water Research 
Program" and their January, 1989 report, •Raaolution on Use of 
Mathematical Model• for EPA for Regulatory Aaaaaament and 
Decision-Making•, particularly point• (1) and (3) abov•. 
Clearly, future research in transport and transformation should 
address improvaaenta in the development, application, and 
validation (i.e., laboratory or field evaluation) ot predictive 
models that EPA uses. 

c. Subsurface Remediation 

Identification of information raquir .. anta for reaedy 
selection, and aathoda for subsurface raaed.iation continua to be 
crucial areas for research. Low and variable permeability 
influence the transport of contaainante, ae well as the 
dispersion of surfactants uaed in clean up, and pumping rates in 
~ump-and-treat operations. Other important relationships between 

bsurface condition• and application of raaedial technology must 
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techniques, monitoring strategies for karat terrain, and new 
applications for problem solving with GIS. 

B. Transport and Transformation 

The roles of organic carbon, redox potential (eH), pH, and 
solubility in aqueous phase transport need better understanding 
in order to develop and rely upon predictions of contaminant 
transport. Facilitated transport, a phenomenon that refers to 
various mechanisms whereby contaminants move through the 
subsurface at velocities greater than expected by considering 
solubility and primary permeability alone, merits greater 
understanding. For example, aorption of contaminants on 
colloidal particles, and flow through macropores facilitate 
transport, and must be accounted tor in our predictions of time 
of travel and exposure. Although anecdotal evidence exists that 
this phenomenon occurs, it is not fully understood and is not 
accounted for in operation~l transport models. 

Another research topic in the area of contaminant transport 
is complex wastes, or wastes with several components, densities, 
or behavioral characteristics. The separation of leachates into 
water-soluble and immiscible fractions can result in plume 
stratification, with light non-aqueous pha•• liquid• (LNAPLS) 
floating above dense non-aqueous phase liquids (DNAPLS). A 
portion of the former sometimes can be removed from the 
subsurface, while the latter settle in residual masses which are 
not currently amenable to conventional removal methods. Another 
complexity to this situation is the chemical alterations which 
take place in the aubaurface, aome~imea producing plumes of 
degradation products more toxic than the original waste. 

The kinetic~ of adsorption and desorption, collectively 
referred to as sarption, must be better understood to predict 
transport reliably and design remedies. Thia is particularly 
applicable to underatanding the •low desorption ot r~sidual 
contaminants in the deep aubaurtaca. Raaadi•• that enhance 
desorption may be necaaaary in aoaa aattinga. 

Most transport aodela aaauae hoaogeneoua bydrogeology, while 
in fact this 1• aora the exception rather than the rule. 
Accelerated flow through fractured aedia is one important example 
of the effect• of heterogeneity on transport. This phenomenon 
needs to be better underatood and integrated into transport 
models. 

Transport, transformation, and environmental fate of non
poi~t sources, particularly agricultural cheaicala i• of apecial 
interest to EPA. For example, auch ruaa.ina to be laamed in the 
areas of nitrate and peaticide .behavior in the aubaurface in 
order to predict fate and effects with confidence. 

Abiotic transformation px·ocesaea have been atudied for some 
time, but much remains to be done, given the large number of 
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remediation may be governed by mutiphase behavior of 
contaminants, partitioning among solid and fluid media, biotic 
and abiotic transformations, and transport in fractured media. 
In order to remediate ground water at a waste site, knowledge of 
these processes and how they are likely to operate under given 
site-specific environmental conditions is essential. 

Predictive tools such as models are also part of designing 
and tracking remedial actions. For example, the BIOPLUME model 
predicts contaminant migration affected by oxygen-limited 
biodegradation, and can be used to help plan a bioremediation 
project. Monitoring ia also integral to remedial actions, both 
for detecting contaminants and monitoring the progress of ground
water cleanup. For example, assessing whether health-based 
concentrations have been reached at a site depends heavily on the 
monitoring techniques and strategy utilized. 

Knowledge of subsurface conditions also interfaces with the 
design of engineering methods and technologies for remediation. 
For example, ground-water pumping systems and practices must be 
compatible with the local hydrogeology an~ contaminant 
properties. Because subsurface r .. ediation is r~latively new and 
much remains unknown about the subsurface proceeses and long-term 
results of various remedies, development and evaluation of 
remedies must continue to be a focua tor research. 

v. Emerging Research Topics 

Within the prevention and remediation themes, ORD has 
identified a number of emerging topics and research needs in 
ground water. 

A. Monitoring 

Advanced monitoring techniques that rely upon non-intrusive, 
in situ, or microelectronic tacbniquaa hold promise for the 
future, and may supplement or poseibly replace conventional 
laboratory "wet chemistry• for ground-water aonitoring. 
Development of fiber optics and x-ray fluorescence (XRF) have 
been successful for in-aitu, real ti.lie monitoring of aome 
organics and aatal compound•, respectively. For example, in XRF, 
an x-ray i• directed at a sample, and in response the sample 
emits induced fluoreacence in th• x-ray spectrum. A detector 
analyzes the fluorescence for both type and concentration of 
inorganica. With further refinement, it may be possible to do at 
least preliminary screenings for a range of specific contaminants 
at waste sites or UST• with th••• aethoda. The advantages in 
time and cost savings, holding ti ... , chain of custody, and 
laboratory requirement.a are significant. 

Other emerging topics include aonitoring strategies for non
point sources of contamination, long-tel"II monitoring strategies 
for closed hazardous waste sites, problems monitoring in wet 
nvironments, remote sensing method.a for fracture 

~racterization, unsaturated zone processes and monitoring 
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and reinforces the need for additional research to serve the 
needs of the Nation. 

IV. Growth Themes for ORD Ground-Water Research 

Subject areas where ground- water research should seek to 
expand can be broadly characterized by two themes: prevention 
and remediation. 

A. Prevention 

Prevention encompasses the identification of threats to 
ground water from point and non-point aourcea, and mitigating 
these threats through a combination of source control, management 
practices, land use changes, and institutional measures. 
Prevention requires an understanding of fate and transport 
processes, use of predictive techniques, and monitoring to 
delineate the threats to ground water. 

One aspect of prevention is wellhead protection, which 
involves focused land and source management practices aimed at 
preventing contamination of aquifer• which supply drinking water 
wells. By characterizing the vulnerability of aquifer eyRtems, 
local sources of contamination, and likely pathways and rates of 
transport and transformation to such well•, State and local 
governments can develop plans for protecting their drinking water 
supplies. Wellhead protection reaearch includes methods for 
delineating wellhead protection area•, and managing point
source/non-point source contamination threats. 

Other aspects of the prevention theme are predictive tools, 
such as models for flow, fate and tranaport. Predictive models 
can be used to support aanagement deciaiona to prevent the 
introduction of contaminants to the aubaurface or to prevent 
exposure above a health-based concentration at a specified 
location. The correct uae of th••• aodel• depend• upon the 
underlyin~ field and contaminant data and assumptions that are 
incorporated in the modela. Reaearch into rate constants and 
physical properties such as hydraulic conductivity and effective 
porosity can therefore all be looked upon as part of the 
prevention goal. 

Monitoring the aubaurtace for early detection of leaks from 
underground •torage tanks or waste impoundmenta, or seepage from 
pesticide application•, can alao be conaidered an integral part 
of prevention. By employing various aa11pling and remote sensing 
methodologies near the source of conta11ination, actions can be 
taken to prevent the apread of conta11ination to ground water. 

B. Remediation 

The success of ground-water remediation efforts depends 
largely upon understanding subsurface process•• in order to 
design effective remedies. For example, the success of 
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F. Science Advisory Board Recommendations 

The Science Advisory Board's "Review of the EPA Ground Water 
Research Program" (1985) identified a number of needed 
refinements, including the need for increased resources and the 
need for increased technology tranafer and training. They 
indicated 16 specific recommendations tor tilling research gaps 
among monitoring, source control, fate and transport, and 
remediation. Some of those recommendations have been partially 
implemented, such as CERCLA funding for ground-water research, 
increased funding for monitoring, source control, source 
minimization research, and technology transfer. Many, however, 
have not been fully implemented due to resource limitations and 
competing priorities for research funding. This includes 
research on contaminant sources not addressed by specific 
Congressional mandates, field validation of predictive 
techniques, assessment ot field applications ot containment 
techniques (caps, liners, walls, hydrodynamic controls), remedial 
actions in fractured formations and in karst topography. 

The SAB also emphasized the general need tor sustained, 
long-term research and emphasi• on environmentt,l protection at 
EPA in "Future Risk: Research Strategies tor the 1990'•" (1988). 
The SAB's "Resolution on Use of Mathematical Models for EPA tor 
Regulatory Assessment and Decision-Making" (1989) recommended, 
among other things, that EPA increa•• its model validation 
program. To the extent practicable, EPA ahould incorporate these 
recommendations into plans for future research. 

G. Ground-Water Research Legislation 

several bills have been introduced in congress over the past 
several years calling for additional ground water research and 
related activities in the Federal government. Thia legislation 
would give EPA specific authority and direction to perform ground 
water research. currently, EPA derive• this authority from a 
number ot different statute•, such aa the Safe Drinking Water 
Act. 

Major proviaiona of th••• bill• that affect EPA include a 
new interagancy reaearch oversight committe• and an education 
committee, a research demonstration program, environmental 
profiles and research on aiqnificant ground-water contaminants, 
technical assistance, training, and technology transfer, 
establishment of a ground- water information clearinghouse, 
establishment of research inatitutea, and grants to States to 
develop and implement ground-water strategies. Moat of these 
provisions are conaiatant with parts of the existing program1 
however, the reaaarch deaonatrationa, environmental profiles, and 
clearinghouse would entail •ignificant added emphasis in EPA'• 
research program. 

The attention that conqr••• ha• given to new legialation in 
is area underacor•• the importance ot existing work at EPA, 
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o. External Coordination 

coordination plays a major role in prevention and 
remediation research. ORD coordinates with other federal 
agencies as well as State governments and private and public 
institutions to promote information exchange and produce better 
research products. Some examples are: current coordination on 
the preparation of an interagency research plan with the USGS and 
USDA on agricultural chemicals and their effects on water 
resources; ongoing coordination with these agencies at field test 
sites for validating pesticide leaching models and performing 
site investigations; participation in the EPA/USGS Coordinating 
Committee; recently co-sponsoring a conference on hazardous waste 
ground-water research with the Electric Power Research Institute; 
and participation in the Federal Coordinating Council for 
Science, Engineering and Technology (FCCSET), which has recently 
published a synopsis of all ground-water research supported by 
Federal agencies. These types ot alliances, and coordinated 
research plans and projects will continue to be fostered in the 
future. 

Particular attention should be paid to the special expertise 
and perspective various organizations can br.ing to a research 
problem. EPA's needs and expertise are somewhat unique in the 
research community due to our regulatory missions and timetables. 
Subsurface processes that attenuate, transport, or transform 
synthetic chemicals and metals, and aampling strategies tor point 
and non-point sources, are example• of areas where EPA 
specializes. our Agency's mandate• to protect and remediate 
ground water quality have generated reaearch into areaa other 
organizations have not explored. We aust continue to work with 
other agencies to identity areaa of comaon and separate interest, 
so that important research is conducted but not duplicated~ 

E. Dissemination of Research Reaulta 

Technology transfer and technical aaaiatance are important 
applications of ground-water research. This mechanism provides a 
direct link between the researchers• expertise and EPA's program 
implementation at the Headquarter•, Regional, and state levels. 
various ettorta are underway, including a .. inara and publications 
disseminated froa ORD'• Center for Enviro1U1ental Research 
Information (CBRI). Th••• effort• alao aupport EPA'• Ground
water Protection Strategy (1984), which calla tor strengthening 
State ground-water programa thr9ugh technical assiatanca and a 
strong research program. 

ORD's major technical asaiatance activities in ground water 
are supported by and directed at Supartund programs. However, 
other programs such as RCRA are equally in need ot hazardous 
waste remediation expertise, and an institutional mechanism tor 
accessing all appropriate laboratoriaa tor short-term, intensive, 
site-specific project support should be considered. 
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research. For instance, the Office of Solid Waste, the major 
supporting office for ground-water research funding, uses 
research r-aaults from fate and transport modeling to formulate 
hazardous waste characteristic criteria • 

. ~ ~econd primary category of user• is the Regional, State, 
local government staff, and consulting community who implement 
environmental regulations, guidance, and str~tegies. Technical 
field manuals and technical assistance activities are generally 
geared to this group. They represent the largest segment of the 
user community, and are increasingly receiving more of the 
research focus through technology transfer, technical assistance, 
and training. Some examples are technical assistance on 
developing remediation plans at Superfund sites, or providing 
training on sampling procedures. This user group is also a 
valuable source of information on the application of ground
water methods and techniques, and can provide essential feedback 
to research. 

Third, basic research projects feed into other, more 
advanced research projects which can eventually lead to products 
or predictions. For instance, basic research in methods 
development is necessary in order to conduct quantitative field 
or laboratory studies. Research to develop acientific 
principles of sorption, transfot'lDation, and aigration provides 
the basis for much of the research on technological controls for 
specific sources of ground.-water contuination. Therefore, one 
of the primary user• ot raaaarch i• r•••archera, who work through 
iterative, experimental proc••••• to develop product• of use to 
environmental programs. 

Fourth, EPA contribute• to extramural knowledge and 
applications in ground- water acience. Through interagency 
agreements, publications, participation in conferences, ~nd 
membership in professional organizations, EPA ground-water 
research is shared among user• in the aciantific community for 
the betterment of all. Clearly, the reaaarch plan ahoQld 
emphasize environmental prograa aupl)"Tt, ~bile •••king the best 
balance among the varioua uaar groupa. 

The future trend will be toward greater and aore innovative 
technology transfer and technical •••iatance to Regicna and their 
contractor•,•• wall aa delegated States bacauae these groups are 
increasingly raaponaibl• for carrying out environmental program• 
and are in need of technical knowledge. Thi• effort cannot occur 
in the absence of continued baaic reaaarch and development. 
Basic research to maintain and build oui· knowledge base must be 
sustained so that there will continue to be technology to 
transfer. 
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RREL operates the largest of the technical su~port. centers 
in ORD. Support is provided on engineering problems rolated to 
but not specific to ground water, such as soil and above..,·gt'ound
water treatment alternatives, remedial construction processes and 
materials, source control, and geotec~ical methods. 

Technical assistance and technical support continue to be a 
highly important part of the ground water research progra~. In 
the future, the services ,_::.ascribed above could be further 
expanded to others in need ot scientific and engineering 
expertise for technical decision-making. 

III. General Approaches for ruture Ground-Water Reaeerch 

A. Staying at the Forefront of an Emerging Scientific Field 

Hydrogeology and contaminant behavior i• an emerging field, 
and EPA's scientific research i• at the forefront. EPA's 
contribution to the state ot knowledge is evidenced by our 
contributions to the literature, our sponsorship of cutting-edge 
research by universities such a• Stanford, Yale, Louisiana State, 
Carnegie-Mellon, and the consortium ot Rica, Oklahoma, and 
Oklahoma State Univeraitiea, and our participation in 
international conference• (auch •~ the International Geological 
congress, and otbera). Iapl .. entation of EPA'• environmental 
programs need the beat available technologies and aethoda. These 
needs demand that supporting reaea1:ch be innovative, atata-of
the-science, and timely. It i• •••ential therefore that ground
water research be supported ao that it aay re:,in at th~ 
forefront. 

B. Preserving Continuity 

Another essential aapact of the reaearch program ia 
continuity. R•••arch project• •tudying flow, aorption, 
transformation, or aodel developmant often require years of 
steady effort. Field atudi•• in particular require aultiple 
years of obaervation4 A aucceaaful ground-water reaearch program 
must maintain atability over ti.a• in or.der to generate uaeful, 
tested product.a. Ground-water research abould therefore be part 
of the Agency•• long-tera reaearcb agenda. Tvo exuplea of on• 
going research area• related to ground water which have 
successfully adopted 5-year plan• are th• Bioayateaa Technology 
Development Prograa and the Wellhead Protection R•••arch Program. 

c. Meeting Usera• Need• 

~bare are several categoriea of uaer• of EPA'• ground-water 
research. A primary uaer of reaearch i• EPA Headquarters 
program off.ice•, that develop regulation•, guidance, and 
strategies for national implementation. The scientific 
underpinnings of th••• document• are baaed on gruund-watar 
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D. Underground Source Control 

EPA 1 s Underground Injection Control program regulates the 
injection of hazardous wastes into the subsurface. ORD has a 
research effort to develop protocols for injection well 
practices, injection well integrity testing methods, and to 
understand the interaction of injected material with subsurface 
materials. 

E. Technical Assistance and Technology Transfer 

Technical assimtance genarally refers to one-on-one 
assistance by ORD on site-specific or problea-apecific Regional, 
State, or National regulatory matters. Technology transfer 
generally refers to printed documents, software packages, and 
focused training that are initiated and budgeted by ORD. Both 
are carried out by ORD laboratories primarily for Superfund staff 
in the Regional Offices. This effort is largely funded by OSWER 
through the Superfund Technical Support Project, which provides 
support on ground water a• w~ll aa other asp~cts ot superfund 
site investigations and remedies. 

For example, the RSJCERL provide• aaaiatance on aubaurface 
remediation problems through the Subaurtace Reaediation 
Technology Support Core Teaa, operate• an information 
clearinghouse on this subject, and transfers technology from the 
National Canter for Ground Water Reaearoh, a consortium of Rice, 
Oklahoma, and Oklahoma State Universities. Areas of expertise 
include hydrogeological aspects ot pump-and-treat aquifer 
remediation, in situ bioremediation of aoila and ground water, 
geochemistry, fluid and contaminant transport, transfonJation, 
and mathematical modeling, 

EMSL-LV provides aasiatance in detecting, aonitoring, aite 
characterization, data interpretation, and geophyaical 
techniques.This includes saturated and unsaturated zone 
monitoring, remote aanaing, aapping, g•o•tatistics, anaytical 
methods and quality aaaurance, borehole and aurface geophysics, 
and x-ray fluorescence field survey aethods. A hotline and on
site field training facility are important features of the 
technology support program at EMSL-LV. 

At ERL-Athena, the emphasis iA on aultiaedia (i.e., ground 
water, surface water, and •oil) exposure and risk assessment 
modeling of remedial action alternatives. Through the Agency's 
Center for Exposur~ A•••ssaent Modeling (CEAM), suppor.t is 
provided on applying aod•l• to •••iat in risk-baaed decisions. 
This includes information on aodela and databaaea that link 
ground-water transport and tranaforaation to hwr&an and ecological 
exposure scenarios. Wor~bopa and an electronic bulletin board 
~erve to enhanc• technology transfer and asaiatanca. 
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Recent advances in integrating process level information 
into predictive tools include: 

• the development and dissemination of the metal speci:ition 
model MINTEQA2; 

• the pesticide soils leaching model PRZK; 
• the pesticide ground water leaching model RUSTIC; 
• the screening model for vulnerable soils OBA.PE, anc1 

development of databases for access through DBAPE; 
• development of the aultimedia model MULTIKED for predicting 

the exposure from landfilled solid and hazardous mastes; and 
• development and application of the CEEPES comprehensive 

environmental management model to agricultural chemicals. 

Most of the transport and transformation research in ORD is 
performed ir; support of the hazardous waste programs, and their 
needs in predicting the off-site effects of ground- ·water 
contamination from waste disposal sites. Some i• also done to 
support the Office of Pesticide Programs to predict the leaching 
behavior of agricultural chemicals. A new effort is underway to 
support the Office of Water in determining the sorptive 
properties of soils as• factor in protecting wellheads from 
contamin~nt migration. 

c. In situ Subsurface Rellediation 

ORD• s ground-water 1·esearch in the area of 11ubsurface 
remediation is developing effective, reliable aethods for 
restoring contaminated soils and ground water aff close as 
possible to their original quality. Thia includes methods for 
recovering contaminant• froa aquifers for furth.er treatJDent, 
reducing the volWDe or toxicity of contaz1's1:1ant,, in aitu, 
monitoring and modeling remediation projects, and examining past 
remediation and aource contrC'l efforts to iden.tify subsurface 
factors contributing t,l their succeas or failure. 

Significant r.eaearcb advance• have included the initiation 
of applied bi.oremedia'tion to the aubaurface, the development of 
design toola tor remediation (i.e., the BIOPJ;.tJME model), and 
methods for perfonuutce evaluation of pWDp-allld-treat technology. 
Other area• of inveatigation include stea11 atripping and soil 
vacuum extraction of contaainanta, with an .. phaaia on 
understanding tbe aubsurtace proceeaea governing the result• of 
remedial ••a•ur••· 

ORD'• res•arcb in the aubaurface r .. adiation area has been 
performed in support of EPA'• drinking water and hazardous waste 
programs. 
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B. Transport and Transformation 

In order to predict the movement of contaminants in the 
subsurface, and thereby predict potential human and ecological 
exposure, ORD maintains a research program in transport and 
transformation of contaminants. Predicting contaminant behavior 
in the subsurface requires understandlng the mechanisms and rates 
of transport, and chemical, physical, and biological 
transformations of contaminants. Transport is often assumed to 
occur in the dissolved, aqueous phase, but may also occur in 
separate, dissolved phases such as in immiscible oils, or sorbed 
to fine, colloidal particles. The subsurface environment affects 
the oxidation state, and the rates and types of chemical 
transformations. These transformations in turn affect the 
solubility and mobility of the contaminants. Transformation and 
transport are therefore intimately related processes. ORD's 
research studies these processes for various contaminants in 
different settings, and develops models for predicting time of 
travel and exposure concentrations. 

Recent developments in transport and transformation research 
include advances in understanding the processes that control 
these phenomena, and integrating these processes into 
mathematical models for describing and predicting the behavior of 
contaminants in the subsurface. 

At the process level, there have been recent advances in: 

• understanding the kinetics of the partitioning of 
contaminant• between ground water and aquifer solids: 

• the behavior of multipha•• fluid ayat ... ot water, oil, and 
air: 

• the movement ot aatal ion• in response to chemical 
conditions: 

• abiotic transformation pathway• and rate•: 
·· vapor phase tranaport phenomena important in the vadose 

zone; 
• facilitated transport reaulting fro• the presence of 

colloidal aateriala, or coaolventa auch aa alchoh~>ls: 
• the moveaent of contaminant• through fractured rocks; 
• aerobic and anaerobic biotranaforaation; 
• re-exaai.nation ot the capacity of pollution-degrading 

bacteria to •ove through aoil• and geological material, 
which ha• iaprov•d our under•tanding of the partitioning of 
organic compounds between ground water and residual oily 
material; 

• understanding higher order tr.anaforaation reactions: 
• understanding hydrodynamic diaperaion in relation to 

heterogeneity in the hydrodynamic domain; 
• a more definitive description of the metals sorption 

processes; and 
mathematical descriptions of the reduction of organic 
pollutants in ground water. 
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A. Subsurface Monitoring 

The goal of this research program is to produce techniques 
and methodologies for detecting and quantifying changes in 
hydrogeology, and in subsurface water quality. Both direct 
sampling and remote sensing approachea are generated. This 
program includes research on locating and installing monitoring 
wells: sample collection and preservation; quality assurance and 
quality control; geophysical and geochemical detection and 
mapping of shallow contaminant plumes with both surface and 
down.hole methods: mapping deeply buried plumes associated with 
injection wells, dete~-:Jning chemical indicators of ground water 
contamination; developing monitoring methodologies for the 
unsaturated zone; advanced monitoring techniques such as real
time, in situ monitoring of ground water with fiber optic sensor 
and flourescence spectroscopy; and external leak detection 
devices for underground storage tanks. 

Most of ORD's subsurface monitoring rese&rch has been 
undertaken in response to the needs ot the CERCLA and RCRA 
hazardous waste programs, where immediate needs to accurately 
sample and analyze ground water have challenged the state of the 
science to develop appropriate laboratory and field techniques. 
ORD 1 s monitoring research and development has advanced EPA's 
ability to meet environmental need• and statutory requirements~ 

some of ORD'• most significant contributions have been in: 

• fiber optic and x-ray fluorescence remote sensing: 
• unsaturated zone monitoring for hazardous wasta facilities 

and underground storage tan.Jc.a: 
• well construction technique• to minimize sample 

contamination; 
• identification of indicator parameters tor ground- water 

contaminantu; 
a methods for collection of uncontaminated aquifer core 

material; 
• quality assurance of field investigations; 
• application of standard geophysical techniques to hazardous 

waste ait• invastigationa1 
• developaent of geographical information ayatema (GIS); and 
• methoda for statiatical coapariaona of ground- water 

monitoring data. 

As these aethoda and technologies are developed, they are 
transferred to EPA Region•, States, and the public through 
guidance manuals, training, reports, and professional journals. 
case-by-case technical support to progra11 offices in theaa areas 
is also a major effort. 
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I. Introduction 

The Science Advisory Board's, "Review of the EPA Ground 
Water Research Program" (July, 1985) concluded, among other 
things, that ORD should establish centralized direction and 
management for its ground-water research program through a 
Ground-Water Research Manager. They recommended that this 
Manager develop an integrated, comprehensive ground-water 
research plan. The plan would address research needs and 
activities spanning thu various EPA programs having ground-water 
components. 

ORD has responded to these recommendations by appointing a 
Ground- Water Matrix Manager, who coordinates with other ORD 
Offices to analyze ground-wat~r needs and promote new 
initiatives. This Ground-Water Research Plan summarizes the 
status of ground-water research at EPA, and proposes areas for 
growth for fiscal year 1991 and beyond. 

II. Background 

ORD supports an active, diverse ground-water research 
program dedicated to provide the scientific basis for protecting 
current and potential drinking water aquifers, and interconnected 
surface water resources, from contamination. The interrelated 
scientific fields of hydrogeology, hydrology, geochemistry, 
geophysics, biochemistry, microbiology, atatiatics, soil science, 
and physical chemistry are components of ground-water research. 
Each field provide• a perspective on what can collectively be 
called ground-water science. Reaearch areaa span source control, 
detection, monitoring, prediction, and remediation of ground
water contamination. Five EPA programs and their statutory 
missions are served: CERCLA, RCRA, CWA, SOWA, and FIFRA. 

EPA's role is somewhat unique in the Federal ground-water 
research community, due to our regulatory •issions and 
timetables. For example, EPA'• need to monitor ground-water 
quality and remediate contalllination to drinking water 
concentrations has generated reaearch into areas sometimes 
untested by other o~ganizationa. Technology transfer and 
technical aaaiatance to tho•• iapl .. enting environmental programs 
depends upon a atrong in-houae knowledge base, responsive 
rese&rch agenda, and assertive outreach program. EPA'• research 
effort in aupport of environaental progrl!lJDS is therefore 
distinctive in purpose, direction, and timing •. Other agencies 
cannot be expected to fulfill tbi• role. our challenge in 
working with other agenciea and organization• i• to identify 
areas of common and separate interest, so that research is 
complP·nentary but not duplicative or lacking. 

Tr carry out its functions in supporting ground-water 
actj11£~ies at EPA, ORO conducts research in five broad areas. 
~hese areas, and some ot ORD'• significant contributions, are 

mmarized below: 
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ORO GROUND WATER RESEARCH PLAN: STRATEGY FOR FY 1991 ANO BEYOND 

Executive SUlllllary 

Ground-water research at EPA encompasses several different ORD 
programs which are contributing to the body of r..nowledge in this 
emerging science. Efforts are focused on serving EPA programs 
which are requiring an increasingly sophisticated knowledge base 
and greater technical aaaiatance in order to develop and 
implement environmental programs. A major theme or objective for 
future research are prevention and reaediation of ground-water 
contamination. These objectives can continue to be met through 
focused research products for EPA program clients, supported by 
basic research on subsurface procea•e•, monitoring and 
remediation methods, while evaluating and refi.ning research 
results based on field experience. Of primary importance are 
coordination with ct.~;r research agencies and organizations, and 
disaemination of research expertise through technology transfer 
and technical assistance. Several ground-water research 
initiatives are highlighted in this Plan which would serve these 
goals. A significant research initiative proposed for 
consideration for FY 1992 concerns basic proc••• research on the 
behavior and effects of agricultural chemicals in ground-water 
and surface water. Enhanced funding for ground water research 
should be con•idered in order to auatain its ability to aerve the 
Agency's needs. 
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l'oreword 

Ground warar ,s a vu.al n.&Wl'a! l'UOUl'C& I.ft die Linued ScaU!S. Its q1.1al.1ty as of 
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mWICQllll of FQUIICl warar wun 1111 rwa of uw hydlatopc qdl Ind OUIG' ui,cis 
ot tbe envvanme,u bll blcafflc llll:fllllllftllY ~ 1ft I number ol EPA 
propma. t'hl Apncy 1111 dllnfan ~ UICIIU UIIS IIIIOllll&lft vanous 
ICUVIQII co proaa Md l'lfflld&II& tlUI IUDUIQ, To IA'ldlnCarl die Uftpon:IIIU of 
tllell KDYIUU, Ula Oe~ AdllUIUlftlDr eanvtnld 1ft EPA·•• Cn,ur~ War&r 
7m Farce ro coardanlla anct dnl:t fumn etfc:a,a. 

Thtrt art dlnl 1111.'llllland 1nt1r·ra&auld~U far EP A·s pound war.er 
e tfons: lcps!a&ave llllftelnry. adllWUlmve fnrlNworL anca si1N4w: &nd liCMo

lop:ai mow-now. Thaa dacummt llS4lt- • dUnl ntq1llfCfflalL pu"ACwar&y cnc 
roll Of t'IIIIKft I.ft buald&nl I Ktlftufac llldlnllNIIIII of bow ID'""""" pndact. and 
remld&all P'OUlld war can11111111UOL nus PIia pruau dll ona of l~n 
Md ClvelOpmlftu lnllff far conducUl\i IIUIMfacl Uld rwlllad l'IIIIRft in 
,uppon of EPA I protl'lffll. 

~d<,~~ 
Endl .,.,, •• ., 

AIIIIIIN Adnl11U1111D far llallrcb and OlwJopment 
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PART F: 

ORD GROUND-WATER RESEARCH PLAN 
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BACKGROUND: 

GROUND-WATER DATA MANAGEMENT 
IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

Over the last few years, the management of ground-water data in support of the 
nation ' s ground-water protection efforts has become increasingly more complex. Agency 
programs addressing ground-water protection have grown, cross-program integration has 
increased, and the sheer volume of data that is required and collected and has to be 
managed, has expanded significantly. 

The Ground Water Task Force Subcommittee on Data Management's Report 
titled "Ground-Water Data Collection, Accessibility, and Utilization: was transmitted to 
the Ground-Water Task Force on October 25, 1990 (Attachment). It discusses the many 
issues that programs are facing as they manage ground-water data for decision making. 
Tb.is document represents a consensus of the programs involved in data management 

As a result of the issues identified in the Report, and in the context of a Ground
Water Task Force Subcommittee meeting held on May 25, 1990, the Task Force is 
making several recommendations to addre~ Agency needs with respect to ground-water 
data consistency, quality, and automation; ground-water data accessibility; and ground
water data utiliz.ation: geographic information systems (GIS) and other applications. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Over the last several years there have been many successes in ground water data 
management by the program Offices and OIRM. In addition, each of these Offices have 
additional data management activities under development. However, most of these 
efforts arc focused on programs specific needs and not on the integration across the 
programs to develop a comprehensive approach to data management. Therefore, the 
following recommendations are proposed to build upon what has already been 
accomplished and to fill in the gaps aeated by the need for aoss program integration. 

Resources must be provided for implementation of these recommendations because 
at the present time there are no Regional data management resources similar to those 
available for air or surface water data management to implement a ground-water data 
management effort. A corresponding budget initiative is being· developed by 
Headquarters for the Regions and Headquarters. 

Ground-Water Datm Ccaliltellcy, Qaallty, ud Automation 

Recommendation: Each Region should develop a cross-program policy on in.tegrating 
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and improving the management and use of ground-water data within the Region. 

Each Regional policy would address but not be limited to program needs, data quality, 
automation, and usage of the data for decision making. This Regional policy would be 
consistent with EPA policy on mioiroUiil 5et of data elements for ground-water and data 
standards. The value of implementing this policy at the Regional level is the programs 
directly involved in each Region can determine what data to automate, how to use 
information already in EPA Regional files, the cost of making the data available 
electronically, the link to GIS and other issues. The Regional policy would also consider 
the needs and capabilities of the States, local governments, and the regulated community 
as key players and users of ground-water data. Region X which has already 
implemented this policy should provide the other Regions the benefits of their 
experience. 

Ground-Water Accessibility 

Recommendation: Develop a Directory for use by the Regions, States, local 
governments, other Federal Agencies, and the ground-water community to locate ground
water data. 

The Directory wouici esuwl.wi • ~ntral pointer system or "one stop shopping" to 
identify the many EPA. State, and other Federal ground-water and related data bases in 
existence. The Directory would have two tiers. The first tier would contain national 
information which would be useful nationally. The second tier would only contain 
information only useful to each Region such as their State. and Regional data bases. 
This Directory would begin to document and build an institutional memory of the 
existence and the location of the data collected by the Regions and States. 

Ground-Water Data Utlllzatlon: GIS and other Applkatlons 

Recommendation: lnu>rporate more fully the regioru.u GIS capabilities developed from 
pilot projects into Regional ground-water decision m:mng. 

GIS is an emerging tool for cros..~media planning aud integrated environmental 
management, and base program activities such as permitting, inspection, and 
enforcemenL In addition, it is particularly useful in risk-based priority setting of 
Regional program commitments and resource requirements. GIS has been found to be 
increasingly useful in program planning and priority 5l , ing activities, once the 
investment in area-specific mapping has been' accomplished. As EPA begins using GIS 
in its decision makin& it is also important to begin promoting the use of GIS by the 
State• s in their decision making process. 
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EXHIBIT B 
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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

GROUNDWATER QUALITY STANDARDS 
(35 ILL. ADM. CODE 620) 

PCB R89-

S T A T E JL.E.._1LJ_Q_L__ R E A_JLQ_.lL.S 

Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 102. 120(b), the Illinois 

Environmental Protection Agency ("Agency") hereby submits to 

the Il 1 inois Pollution Control Board ("Board") a statement 

of reasons in support of the attached proposal of 

regulations. 

I. STATUTORY AUTHORITY 

Section 2(b) of the Illinois Groundwater Protection Act 

( .. IGPA.') (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1987, ch. 111 1/2, par. 7452(h)) 

sets forth that: 

... ,tis the policy of the State of Illinois to 
restore, protect, and enhance the groundwaters of 
the State, as a natural and public resource. The 
State recognizes the essential and pervasive role 
of groundwater in the social and economic well
being of the people of Illinois, and its vital 
importance to the general ~ealth, safety, and 
welfare. It is further recognized as consistent 
with this policy that the groundwater resources of 
the State be utilized for beneficial and 
legitimate purposes; that waste and degradation of 
the resources be prevented; and that the 
underground water resource be managed to allow for 
maximum benefit of the people of the State of 
I 11 i no is. 
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To further this statutory purpose, Section 4 of the 

IGPA (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1987, ch. 111 1/2, par. 7454) 

establishes within State government the I~t~ragency 

Coordinating Committee on Groundwater. The Committee 

consists of ten agencies 1 and 1s required to review and 

evaluate State groundwater act1vit1es. 

In addition, Section 5 of the IG~A (Ill. Rev. Stat. 

1987, ch. 111 1/2, par. 7455) creates the Groundwater 

Advisory Council. The Council consists of 9 public members 

appointed by the Governor and provides an independent review 

and evaluation of State groundwater activities. 

Section 8(a) of the !GPA (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1987, ch. 111 

1/2, par. 7458(a)) requires u,e Agency (after consultation 

with the Interagency Coord1nat1ng Committee on Groundwater 

and the Groundwater Advisory Council) to propose, and the 

Board to adopt within two years: 

, comprehens1ve water qua1ity standards for 
~~e protection or groundwater. In prep~ring 5ucn 
regulations, the Agency shall address, to the 
extent feasible, those contaminants which have 
been found in groundwaters of the State and which 
are known to cause, or suspected of causing 
cancer, birth defects, or any other adverse effect 

1 The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, Illinois 
Department of Energy and Natural Resources, Illinois 
Department of Public Health, Department of Mines and 
Min~rals, Office of the State Fire Marshall, Division of 
Water Resources cf the Illinois Department of 
Transportation, Illinois Department of Agriculture, 
Illinois Emergency Services an~ Disaster Agency, Illinois 
Department of Nuclear Safety, and Illinois Department of 
Commerce and Community Affairs. 
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on human health according to nationally accepted 
guidelines . 

Based upon the broad stat~tory mandate contained in the 

!GPA and the extraordinary measures provided in that law for 

interagency communication and cooperation, it is clear that 

the !GPA requires the Board to adopt "comprehensive water 

quality standards for the protection of groundwater" that 

apply even to such activities that may have in the past been 

primarily regulated by another State agency, department, or 

office. To be truly "comprehensive," the groundwa~er 

standards must be a body of regulations that form a 

regulatory "umbrella" under which these otr:nr State programs 

must operate. This point is further supported by the fact 

that the Board mandate to adopt the comprehensive water 

quality standards for the protection of groundwater" was not 

merely added as an amendment to the Environmental Protection 

Act ("Act") (Ill. Rev. Stat. 19S7, ch. 111 1/2, pars. 1001 

et seq.), but rather was set forth in the !GPA, a free

standing body of statute containing its own stated policies 

and purposes. 

While the !GPA does not directly specify the subJect 

matter to be contained in the proposed regulations, Section 

8(b) of the !GPA (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1987, c~1. 111 1/2, par. 

7458(b)) does list the factors that the Board must consider 

when adopting these regulations: 

1. recognition that groundwaters differ in many 
important respects from surface waters, 
including water quality, rate of movement, 
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2. 

3. 

direction of flow, access1b1lity, 
susceptibility to pollution, and use; 

classif1cat1on of groundwaters on an 
appropriate basis, such as their utility as a 
rosource or £uscept1D111ty to contaminat,on; 

preference f0r numer1ca~ wa~~r quality 
standards, where poss1b·~. over narrative 
standards, especially where specific 
con tam i nan ts • ave been commo:11 y detected in 
groundwaters or where Federal drinking water 
levels or adv1sor1es are available; 

4 application of nondegradat·on prov1s1ons for 
appr0pr1ate groundwaters, including 
not1f1cat1on l1m1tat1ons to trigger 
preventive response act1,1t1es; 

5. relevant exper1ences from other states where 
Jroundwater programs have been implemented; 
and 

6. ex1st1ng methods of detecting and quantifying 
contaminants with reasonable analytical 
certainty. 

U~ing this list as a gu11e, the Agency developed the 

regulations sot forth ,n 35 111. Adm. Code 020. 

II. REGULATORY DEVELOPMENT 

In the development of 3~ 111. Adm. Code 620, tho Agency 

act1vely ;nv1ted comments a~d suggestions regarding the 

proposal from other State agencies, public interest grouns, 

and the gpneral public. 

On February 2, 1988, the Interagency Coordinating 

Committee on Groundwater met in Springfield. At th0t 

meeting the Agency distributed a draft of the Issues/Options 

Paper for Comprehensive Water Quality Standards for 

Grounow"U'r. The Agency provided a detailed explanation of 
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the paper and solicited comments from t~e Committee (see 

Exhibit 1 ). 

On May 9, 1988, the Agency met with the Groundwater 

Adv, sory Counc i 1 , n Spr 1 ngf 1 e 1 d. At that meeting the Agency 

distributed a draft of the Issues/Options Paper for 

Comprehensive Water Quality Standards for Groundwater. ThE 

Agency provided a detailed explanatior of the paper and 

sol1c1ted comments from the Council (see Exhibit 2). 

On Ju1y 7, 1988, thP. Interagency Coordinating Committee 

on Groundwater met 1n Springfield. At that meeting the 

Agency discussed the comments recei\ed from the Groundwater 

Advisory Council and from tnE Illinois Regu 1 atcry Gro~p on 

the draft Issu0s/Opt1ons Pa~er :or :omprehens1ve Water 

OrJa l i ty Standards for Groundwater. A 1 so the Agency 

sol1c1ted additional comments from the Committee (see 

E,hibit 3). 

On Septerr,ber 12, 1988, the Interagency Coordinating 

Committee on Groundwater end the Groundwater Advisory 

Counc 1 1 met 1 n Spr i ngf 1 e 1 d. At that meeting thr.: Agency 

discussed a draft of the Issues/Options Paper for 

Compr8hens,ve Water Quality Standards for Groundwater (see 

Exhibit 4). 

On November 14, 1988, the Interagency Coordinating 

Committee on Groundwater met in Springfield and the Agency 

disrussed the comments received on the draft Issuec/Options 
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Paper for C.Jmprehe,1s i ve water 01,a l 1 t_., Star,dards for 

Croundwater (see Exhibit~). 

On December 1, 1988, the Gr-:,und1-,ater Adv1sory Council 

sponsored a groundwater protection pclicy forum jn 

Naper~ille. At this meeting the Agency partic•pated 1n an 

0verview of the Issues/Optic,s Paper for CJmprehensive Water 

Quality Standards for Groundwater that was presented hy a 

panel of Groundwater Advisory Counc,1 members. In addition, 

implementat1on of groundwater qual1t1 standards 1n other 

States was discussed by -epresentat,~es from several other 

states (see E;.hib1ts 6 and 7). 

0n December 2. 1988. the Gr~und~ater Adf1scry Council 

met with the Agency in Naper,1lle and discussed the 

Council's response to the Issues/Options Paper for 

Comprehensive Water Qual 1t1 Standards for Gr,::;undwater (see 

Exh1bit 8). 

On January 10, 138~. the Intera~ency Coord1nat1ng 

Committee on Groundwater met 1n Springfield. The Agency 

~nnounced the establishment of an Interagency Groundwater 

Standards Technical Team to be comprised of members from 

other State agencies to assist in the development of 35 Ill. 

/\dm. Code 620, and disc• 1ssed the deve 1 opment of a Discussion 

Document for Comprehensive Groundwater Quality Standards 

( see Ex hi bi ts 9 and IO) • 
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On January 11, 1989, the Inter-agei,c) Groundwater 

Standards Technical Team met in Springfield. H1e Agency 

prepared a table of over 400 compounds that were known or 

suspected to occur 1n Ill1no13 groundwater, and the Team 

discussed the table e,tensively. In addition, the Agenc) 

and the Team discussed the development of a Discussion 

Document for Comprehensive ~roundwate ... Quality Standards and 

the basis for developing groundwater standards (see Exhibits 

11 and 12). 

On January 24, 1989, the Agenc: 1 met with the 

Groundwater Advisory Council in Nape ... vi l le. The Agency 

discussed the devel~pment of a D1scuss1on Document for 

Comprehensive Groundwater Oual1t1 Standards, and responded 

to questions concerning the Issues/Options P~per for 

Compreh~r 3: ,e Water Qual 1ty Standards for Groundwater (see 

Exhibit 13). 

On February 10, 1989, the Interagency Groundwater 

Standards Technical ream Met 1n Springfield. The Agency 

described th~ sLatutory authority under the !GPA and the 

rationale behind the proposed groundwater classificat1on 

system. 

On February 21, 1989, the Interagency Groundwater 

Standards Technical Team met in Springfield. The Team 

provided comments on the compounds and criteria that should 
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be addressed in a rlraft Discu3s1on Document for 

Comprehensive Groundwater Quality Standards. 

On March 7, 1989, the Interagency Coord1nating 

Committee on Jroundwater met 1n Spr1ngf1eld. The Agency 

distributed a copy of the draft Discussion Document for 

Comprehensive Groundwater Quality Standards to the 

Committee, and provided a detailed explanation of the 

document (see Exhibit 14). 

On March 8 and 16, 1989, the Interagency Grounawater 

Standards Technical Team met 1 n Spr;ngfield. At these 

meetings the Agency explained the draft Oisc0ssio~ Document 

for Comprehensive GroJndwater Quality Standards and 

solicited comments from the Team. 

On April 21, 1989 the Agency met with the Groundwater 

Advisory Council 1n Springfield. ftt the meeting the Agency 

provided a detailed explanation of the final draft of the 

Discussion Document on Comprehe1sive Groundwater Quality 

Standards and solicited comments from the Council (see 

E~hibits 15 and 16). 

On April 24, 1989, the Agency conducted a public 

rulemaking development session ~n Springfield. At this 

session the Agency described the con~ent of the Discussion 

Document on Comprehensive Groundwater Quality Standards and 

solicited comments. 
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On May 3, 9, and 11, 1989, the Age~cy conducted open 

public workshops in Elgin, Springfield, and Collinsville 

respectively. At those workshops the A9ency described the 

Discussion Document For Comprehensive Groundwater Quality 

Standa~ds and solicited comments. 

On May 8, 1989, the Interagency Coord1nat1ng Committee 

on Groundwater met in Springfield. At that meeting the 

Agency described the comments r8ceived from the Groundwater 

Advisory Council and the rulemaking development session, and 

solicited comments from the Committee (see Exhibit 17). 

On May 30, 1989, the Int~ragency Groundwater Standards 

Technical Team met in Spr1ngf1eld. At that meeting the 

Agency discussed the comments received from the Interagency 

Coordinating Committee on Groundwater, Groundwater Advisor, 

Council, rulemaking development session, and public 

workshops. In addition, tre Department of Public Haalth and 

the Agency's Office of Chemical Safety discussed the 

research they had done on the groundwater quality criteria. 

On July 12, 1989, the Agency met with the McHenry 

County Defenders and Citizens for A Better Environment in 

Springfield. At that meeting the Agency described options 

under consideration and solicited comments. 

On July 17, 1989, the Interagency Coordinating 

Committee on Groundwater met in Springfield. At that 

meeting the Agency orovided a detailed description of a 
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draft of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 620 and solicited comments from 

the Committee. 

On August 8, 1989, the Agency met with the Illinois 

Environmental Regulatory Group in Springfield. At that 

meeting the Agency described a draft of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 

620 and solicited comments. 

On August 9, 1989, the Ager,cy conducted a public 

rulemaking development session in Springfield. At that 

meeting the Agency described a draft of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 

620 and solicited comments. 

On August 15, 1989, the Agency met with the Illinois 

Coal Association and the Illinois Department of Mines and 

Minerals in Spr1ngf1eld. At that meeting the Agency 

described a draft of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 620 and solicited 

comments. 

The Agency made numerous revisions to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 

620 in response to the comments and suggestions received as 

a result of these public ~art1c1pation efforts. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL 

A. Subpart A 

Subpart A sets forth the general provisions applicable 

to the entire part. 
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Section 620.101 sets forth the purpose of Part 620. 

This expressed purpose is consistent with the mandate 

contained in Section 8 of the IGPA. 

Section 620.102 conta1ns the definitions that are 

applicable to Part 620. 

Section 620.103 requires persons to comply with the Act 

and Board regulations. 

Section 620.104 describes the documents that are 

incorporated by reference into Part 620. 

Section 620.105 provides that groundwater is not 

required to meet the general use standards and public and 

food processing Etandards contained ,n Subparts Band C of 

35 Ill. Adm. Code 302. This section clarifies the 

relationship between 35 111. Adm. Code 302 and 35 Ill. Adm. 

Code 620. 

Section 620.106 excludes the listed activities from 

Subparts C and D of Part 620. These excluded activities 

include certain types of man-made conduits and certain types 

of dewatering operations. The discharge to surface waters 

from such activities are regulated under 35 Ill. Adm. Code: 

Subtitle C. 
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8. Subpart 8 

Subpart B establishes the groundwater classification 

system and sets forth proced11res for reclassification of 

groundwater. 

Section 620.201 describes the four classes of 

groundwater: 

1. Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater 

2. Class II: General Resource Groundwater 

3. Class III: Remedial Groundwater 

4. Class IV: Naturall; L1m1ted Groundwater 

All groundwater within the State falls into one of these 

four classes. 

Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater 1s groundwater 

within a certain specified distance from a community water 

supply well or other potable water supply well. As set 

fortn 1n Section 620.201(b), this distance may vary 

depending on the type of well and the hydrogeology of the 

area around the well. 

Class II: General Resource Groundwater is all 

groundwater that is not otherwise contained in one of the 

other three classes. 

Class III: Remedial Groundwater is groundwater that due 

to contamination cannot meet the groundwater criteria set 

forth in Subpart C for an extended period of time. This 

• 
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class includes groundwater contaminated by National 

Priorities List sites, State Remedial Action Priorities List 

sites, leaking underground storage tank sites, sites subject 

to corrective action approved by the Agency under 35 Ill. 

Adm. Code: Subtitle G, sites undergoing corrective action 

under 35 Ill. Adm. Code 615 or 616, permitted coal miring 

sites, or coal mining sites that were mined prior to current 

State land reclamation regulations. 

It should be noted that under Section 620.303 

remediation or reclamation efforts on Class III: Remedial 

Groundwater must result in such groundwater meeting Class 

II: General Resource Groundwater criteria on-site and 

meeting whatever criteria that is appropriate to the class 

of groundwater located off-site (i.e., Class I: Potable 

Resource Groundwater or Class II: General Resource 

Groundwater). It should also be noted that the status of 

groundwater as Class III: Remedial Groundwater ends when 

remediation or reclamation is completed. 

Class IV: Naturally Limited Groundwater is groundwater 

that contains more than 10,000 mg/1 of total dissolved 

solids due to natural conditions, or groundwater that the 

Board has designated as an exempted aquifer pursuant to 35 

Ill. Adm. Code 730.104. 

Section 620.202 sets forth the procedures by which the 

Board may reclassify groundwater by a site-specific rule. 
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For example, groundwater classif1ed under this proposal as 

Class II: General Resource Groundwater may be reclassified 

by site-specific rule as Class I: Potable Resource 

Groundwater if the petitioner can demonstrate that the 

yroundwater meets the standard set forth in Section 

620.201(b)(5). 

Section 620.203 sets forth the procedures by which the 

Board may reclassify certain groundwater by an adjusted 

standard. Under Section 620.201(b)(3) and (b)(4), within a 

specified period of time the area that is designated as 

Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater around certain 

community water supply wells will automatically increase to 

3000 feet from the wellhead. Under Section 620.203, the 

Board must grant an adjusted standard resulting in an 

extension of Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater beyond 

3000 feet from the wellhead if the petitioner demonstrates 

that the requested extension 1s within a ''proximate aquifer·· 

as defined in Section 620.203(e). 

Section 620.204 authorizes the owner of a potable water 

supply well (other that a community water supply well) tu 

obtain from an adjacent landowner a waiver of a Class I. 

Potable Resource Groundwater designation for groundwater 

contained on the adjacent site under certain specified 

conditions. This waiver process is similar in concept to 

the waiver provisions set forth in Section 14.2(b) of Act. 
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C. Subpart C 

Subpart C sets forth the groundwater quality criteria 

for Class I: Potable Resource Groundwaters, Class II: 

General Resource Groundwater, Class III: Remedial 

Groundwater, and Class IV: Naturally Lim1ted Groundwater. 

The Agency based the health-related groundwater quality 

criteria in Subpart Con the Maximum Contaminant Levels 

("MCLs") developed by the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency ( "USEPA"). Where USEPA has proposed an 

MCL for a contaminant for which there is no existing MCL or 

where USEPA has proposed to modify an existing MCL, the 

Agency based its groundwater criteria on the proposed MCL. 

If USEPA adopts the proposed MCL as a final rule prior to 

the Board's adoption of this proposal, the Agency recommends 

that the Board adopt the MCL contained in USEPA's final 

rule, even if the MCL contained in the final rule differs 

from USEPA's proposed MCL. 

Section 620.301 contains the inorganic and organic 

chemical constituents that are applicable to Class I: 

Potable Resource Groundwater. The inorganic constituent 

criteria for gross alpha and lead are based on USEPA's MCLs. 

Arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, copper, mercury, 

nitrat~-nitrogen, and selenium are based on USEPA's proposed 

MCLs. The criteria for cyanide, manganese, and silver are 

based on the Maximum Allowable Concentration ("MAC") set 

forth in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 604.202. USEPA is proposing to 
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delete the MCL for silver and in its place adopt a Secondary 

Maximum Contaminant Level ( "SMCL"). The criteria for 

chloride, iron, sulfate, and total dissolved solids are 

based on the 95 percent confidence concentration level from 

all of the groundwater monitoring conducted by the Agency 

from community water supply wells. 

The organic chemical constituent criteria for benzene, 

carbon tetrachloride, endrin, para-d1chlorobenzene, 1,2-

dichloroethane, 1, 1-dic.hlcroethylene, 1, 1, 1-trichloroethane, 

trichloroethylene, and vinyl chloride are based on USEPA's 

MCLs. The organic chemical constituent criteria for 

alachlor, alidicarb, atrazine, carbofuran, chlordane, 

heptachlor, heptachlor epox1de, l1ndane, 2,4-0, ortho

dichlorobenzene, cis-1,2-dichloroethylene, trans-1,2-

dichloroethylene, ethylbenzene, methoxychlor, 

monochlorobenzene, pentachlorophenol, polychlorinated 

bi,:--1 •1yls, styrene, 2,4,5-TP, tetrachloroethylene, toluerie, 

,. , . ; ,ene, and x y 1 enes are based on USE PA' s proposed MCL:.L 

USEPA proposed dual criteria for styrene because of the 

uncertainty of its carcinogenicity classification. The 

Agency utilized the less stringent criteria since USEPA's 

discussion of the uncertainty factors appears to support the 

less stringent criteria. 

The complex organic chemical mixture criteria for 

gasoline, diesel fuel or heating fuel were selected 
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cons1stent w1th USEPA model procedures for effluent 

lim1tat1ons. Benzene 1s used as a ma1n pollutant of concern 

because of ,ts solubil1ty and because 1t 1s a carc1nogen. 

Benzene can also be used as an 1nd1cator parameter for the 

removal of other relat?d chem1ca1s (e.g., propylene and 

naphthalene). The aggregate parameter of benzene, 

ethylbenzene, toluene, and the xylenes c··aErx··, was also 

selected as an 1nd.,cator since BETx 1s often used as the 

petroleum ,n~ustry standard. The cr1ter1a for benzene was 

based 011 a USEPA MCL, The complex organ1c chemical mixture 

cr1ter1a for BETX was based on the s~mmat1on of the USEPA's 

MCLs and proposed MCLs for benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, 

and )(ylenes. 

Soct1on 620.302 contains the 1norg~n1c and organic 

cr1ter1a that are applicable to Class II: General Resource 

Groundwater. The general basis for the 1norgan1c cr1ter1a 

1r1 this section are thn levels recommended to USEPA 1n 

"Water Quality Criteria: 1972, by t:10 Nat·onal A.-:acJemy of 

Sciences - Nat1onal Academy of Eng1noer1n9. 

The 1norgan1c chom1cal cun&t1tuent cr1tar1a for 

ar&en1c, cot,alt, copper, cyan•do, fluoride, load, and 

mercury are based on recommendej l1m1t& for l1veatock water 

supply. The jnorgan1c cnem1cal conet1tuont cr1ter1a for 

--'~U'l'ltum and chromllJm are basod on recommended wator Qual1ty 

cr1ter1a for both livostock and 1rr1gation concerns. The 

inorganic cr1toria for boron, solen1um, and zinc are based 
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on recommended water quality criteria for 1nter-m1ttent 

irrigation on toler1nt crops. These are similar to the 

condit1ons under which 1rrigat1on 1s used 1n I~l1no1s. The 

inorganic constituent cr1ter1a for total dissolved solids 

are based on the 95 percent confidence concentration level 

from all of the groundwater mon1tor1ng conducted by the 

Agency at community water supply wells. 

The organic chemical constituent cr1ter1a are based on 

a calculation that takes USEPA's MCLs or proposed MCLs and 

increases that level by a factor der•ved from either an 80% 

removal efficiency or USEPA's most cost-effective best 

available treatment ( "BAr··) removal percentage levels, with 

the e-cept1on of phenols 2 and -ylenes 3 . Therefore, the 

upper l1mit for Class II: General Resource Groundwater would 

never e,.ceed a treatable level for any organic constituent 

ha,,rg a healt~-based Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater 

cr1ter1a. 

The organic criteria for alachlor, ald1carb, atrazine, 

benzene, carbofuran, carbon tetrachloride, chlordane, 

end, 1n, heptachlor, heptac.hl(,r epo...:ide, lindane, 2,4-0, 

parac-cJ1chlornbenzene, 1,2-dichloroethane, , '1-

dichlor,)(!thylr1ne, trans-1,2-cJ1chloroethylene, methoxyc.hlor 

monoch 1 or obenzone, pentach l or opheno l , pol ych l or i natod 

2The cr1ter1a establ1shud vor phenols is based on 35 Ill. 
Adm. Cade 302.208. 

3 The cr1t~ria for all three 0f the xylones 1s based on 
USEPA's propcsed MCL for any single xylene. 
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biphenyls, styrene, 2,4,5-TP, tetrachloroethylene, 

toxaphene, 1, 1, 1-trichloroethane, trichlor00thylene, and 

vinyl chloride is derived from a 80 percent r~moval 

efficiency rate. The criteria established for ortho

dichlorobenzene is derived from a 40 percent removal 

efficiency rate. The criter;a established for cis-1,2-

dichloroethylene is derived from a 65 percent removal 

E>fficiency rate. The criteria established for ethylbenzene 

is derived from a 30 percent removal efficiency rate. The 

criteria established for toluene 1s derived from a 60 

percent removal efficiency rate. 

The complex orgr,nic chemical mixture criteria of 

gasoline and fuels is derived from the criteria established 

for earh individual chemical. The criteria for BETX 1s 

based on adding the criteria for benzene, ethylbenzene, 

toluene, and xyle•1es as described above. 

The alternate total dissolved sol ids ( · TOS") criteria 

is based upon the maximum concentration of the ambient TDS 

concentration level resulting from past surface coal m1n1ng, 

but not to exceed 3000 mg/1. Such a TOS 1evel will still 

allow thu water to be used for irrigation, livestock 

watering, and other beneficial general uses. In addition, 

this level also corresponds to the lower limit established 

by USEPA as an exempt aquifer pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 

730.104. Also, where coal mining activity creates 

groundwater where no significant resource groundwater 
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existed prior to mining, the TDS criteria for such 

groundwater is based upon the maximum concentration of t~e 

ambient TDS concentration level resulting from past surface 

coal mining, but not to exceed 5000 mg/1. 

Section 620.303 establishes the groundwater quality 

criteria for Class III: Re~edial Groundwater. This 

criteria is based on the existing concentration of 

contaminants in the gr~1ndwater underlying a site. The 

criteria that apply on-site after remediation or closure are 

the criteria for Class II: General Resource Grou~dwater. 

The criteria that applies off-site are the criteria 

appropriate to the class of groundwater off-site. 

Section 620.304 establishes the procedures for 

determining compliance with ~he groundwater criteria. 

Section 620.304 descr,bes where each criteria apply and 

describes the points where monit0ring data can be obtai~ed 

to determine compliance. 

Jn general, ~riteria for a particular class of 

groundwater applies to that groundwater ur,less the 

groundwater is located on-site. All groundwater on-site 

must meet the er iteria for Class II: General Resource 

Groundwater. 

Groundwater criteria shall only apply down gradient of 

a contamination source or at the boundary of other 

structures (e.g., buildings). This exclusion recognizes 
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that monitoring and removal of contaminants under certain 

structures may not be feasible. In addition, approrriate 

criteria always apply off-site unless a waiver 1s provided 

under Section 620.204. 

The criteria applies at appropriate wells or springs. 

An appro~riate well is one perm1tted by a State regulatory 

agency or constructed (or rec~nstructed) in accordance with 

applicable codes or rules. In addition, monitoring wells 

must meet the spec1fied technical criteria. H1ese 

reqLiirements are ronsistent with the Department of Public 

Health standards. The Department of Public Health is 

developing a monitoring well code. When the Department of 

Public Health codifies a mon1tor 1 ng well code, it is thE 

Agency's intent to be consistent ,11th those rules. 

In addition, a spring d;scharg1ng groun1water from an 

aquifer is a permissible monitoring point to deter~ine 

compliance. This is not intended to allow seeps or other 

minor ground\o1ater discharges as a monitoring point. 

The technical requirements proposed in this sectiun for 

wells and springs helps assure representative groundwater 

sam~les. The procedures standardize the monitoring 

locations, and better define the specific criteria 

applicable to those groundwaters. 

Section 620.305 details groundwater monitoring, 

analytical, and reporting requirements. This section 
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establishes standards for a representative sample collection 

point for drinking water wells, wel 1s other than dr·1nh ing 

water wells, monitoring wells, and sor1ngs. Groundwater 

samples must be ccllected from dr1nh1ng water we;ls and 

wells ether than dr1nk1ng water wells prior to any 

treatment. This section also req~1res that groundwater 

c0llected from a mon1tcr1ng well or spring be filtered for 

inorganic chemi:al const1tue~t anal~ses. 

Section 620.305 also details sample collecticn 

prccedures, water le,el colle:t1on reqGirements, and 

analytical laborator; methods. rcr argan·c :om~ounds that 

are listed .::i.s carcinogens, the 3r,a',t1cal standard requ1rE:s 

the use of 21 method a 1 cg y w h , c ', has a pr act , ca 1 

qua n t ; f 1 c a t , c n 1 eve 1 ( ·· r o L · -' a t c ..- be l ow u·, e g r c G n d w 3 t e r 

criteria. 

c0ns•3tent with the m~t~odo1031es 1rcorporated by reference 

under Section 620.104. 

Further, Section 62U.305 sets forth SDecif1c 

groundwater monitoring inform~t10n reporting requ11ements. 

The reporting requirements :onta1ned in this section do 11ot 

a pp l y to a c t i ·.; i t i es subj e ct t c, Sub pa r t B of 3 5 I l 1 . Adm . 

Code 615 or 616, or units subJect to Subpart F of 3S Ill. 

Adm. Code 724. 
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D. Subpart D 

Subpart D details groundwater non-jeyradation and 

preventive management procedures. 

SectiOP 620.401 describes the genera-: •egulat1on 

prohib1t1ng the downg~ading of a groundwate• class. T 1~us, 

for example, Class I: Potable Peso~rce Grc~ndwater must not 

be degraded to r.cr:-pctable use, w~.· ,e Class II: General 

Resource Grour;dwater must net be degraded t.::, :lass III: 

Remedial Groundwater. 

Section 620.40.? requires U-1at r:: .. evE:n':.at'.,E: management 

procedures applj to new sites w1t~·r :lass!: Potable 

Resource G;o~ndwater and Class II: General Resource 

Groundwater, and to existing sites within a setback :one. 

This section d1fferent1ates letween new and eAisting sites. 

The requ 1 rements for r1ew s 1 trc•s are more stringent than the 

requirements for e/1Sting site~. lhi;; c..~proach is 

consistent ~ith the application of nondegradation to 

"appr0priate groundwaters" as described in Section 8(b)(4) 

of the :GPA (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1987, ch. 111 1/2, par. 

7458(b)~4)). By dist1ngu1shing between ne~ and existing 

sites in the application of nondegradation requiremen~s, 

Subpart D results in a gradual and manageable phafe-in of 

these more rigorous require men ts. This regulation is , 1 so 

consistent with 35 Ill. Adm. Code 61':: ancJ 616, and the rc;~A 
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which prescribe more stringent ~r:v1s1ons f~r those 

activities or sources that are not a 1 ready ·r existen:e. 

Section 620.402 describes when a preventat•ve 

management response must be in1t·ated for Class I: Potable 

Resource Groundwater and Class II: General Resource 

Groundwater. If a const,tLJent 1,sted in th's sect1cn is 

detected by a regulated entity or regulator; agency or 

department, a pre~entat11e management •esp:r~e must be 

underta~en. This generally requires that the detection :fa 

constituent be confirmed by ~dd1t1onal mon1tor1ng. 

:n addit·ion, Sect1or. 620.4C2 descr·,bes the person or 

entity that ma) determi~e a detect1on. A detection may be 

determired by a State regulator, agency or departme~t. or bJ 

the owner and operator cf a regulated entity for which 

groundwater monitoring 1s required pursuant to State or 

Federal law. Also, definitions are provided fer terms used 

1n this section. 

Section 620.403 sets f0rth the preventative management 

response procedure responsibilities of regulated entities, 

the Agency, and the Dupartment of Public Health. This 

section requires that a detectiun at a monitoring well or 

drinking water well must be resampled by a regulated entity 

or State agency or d~cartmnnt and, if confirmed, the 

appropriatt agency mu;t be notified. 
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In addition under Section 62J.4C3, the owner and 

operator of a regulated entity that has been 11ot1fied must 

sample each of their own monitoring wells or drinking water 

wells if the site stores, disposes, or otherwise handles 

material containing the const1t~ent that was detected. If 

the same corst1tuent 1s detected aga•n, the monitoring er 

drinking water well must be resampled and the results must 

be reported to the Agency. The resu~ts of monitoring under 

Section 620.403 is used to determine the nature, e~tent, and 

source of any contamination. 

Section 620.403 also req~ires the Agen:y to conduct a 

well site sur,e1 1f ,t rece1~~s notice that a contaminant 

has been detected, unless a ~ell site survey has been 

conducted within the last 3 years or a groundwater 

pr0tecti0n needs assessment has been conducted. This 

information will help determine if sourc8s, routes, or 

ac~i,1t1es might be a possible ca~se of the contamination. 

Section 620.404 spec 1 f1es the conditions and criteria 

which trigger applicable ~orrective action at sites that are 

subJect to the preventive management procedures of Section 

620.402. This section is a specific response to Section 

8(b)(4) of the !GPA (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1987, ch. 111 1/2, par 

7 4 5 8 ( b ) ( 4 ) ) . T he a pp 1 i c a b 1 e c o r r e c t 1 v e a c t i on i s th a t w t1 1 ch 

is required by other law or regulations governing the 

regulated entity that is a source of the contamination. In 

other words, this section establishes a groundwater 
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"trigger" for corrective action under other State or Federal 

programs. 

Sect10~ 620.404(a) describes the corrective action 

trigger for Class I: Potable Resource Groundwater. 

Applicable corrective actior. must be undertaken in Class I: 

Potable Resource Groundwater if (1) the Secondary Maximum 

Contaminant Level ( "SMCL") are exceeded for the seven 1 isted 

constituents which have organclept1c threshclds less than 

the health-based threshold of the Class I: Potable Resource 

Groundwater criteria, (2) a carcinogen denoted in Section 

620.301(c) or (d) is exceeded, (3) benzene exceeds 0.005 

mg/1 or BETX exceeds 0.095 mgl1• for fuels, :::>r '.4) a 

statistically significant increase above bac~ground for any 

other constituent listed in the Class I: Potable Resource 

Groundwater criteria (i.e, Section 620.301). 

Exceeding an SMCL will trigger potable groundwater 

protection at the first indication of taste or odor impacts 

up0n the groundwater. Triggering corrective action whenever 

a POL is exceeded for constituents denoted as carcinogens in 

Section 620.301(c) or (d) essentially requires corrective 

action whenever one of these constituents can be quantified. 

The statistically significant increase trigger is consistent 

with the requirements set forth in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 616 and 

724. 

4 Note that the value of 0.095 mg/1 for BETX was derived from 
the sum of the SMCLs for ethylbenzene, toluene, and 
x,lenes. 
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Section 620.404(b) describes the corrective action 

trigger for Class II: General Resource Groundwater. 

Applicable corrective action must be undertaken in Class II: 

General Resource Groundwater if the Class I: Potable 

Resource Groundwater criteria (Section 620.301) for 

organics, complex organic chemical mixtures and selected 

inorganics are exceeded. This trigger for Class II: General 

Resource Groundwater iE; intended to help assure that 

groundwaters of this c·ass which already comply with Class 

I: Potable Resource Grc,undwater criteria are maintained at 

this better water quality level. Detection of constituents 

exceeding th1s cr1ter1a would cause preventative management 

procedures and corrective action to be initiated. 

The exceptions set forth 1n Section 620.404(c) provide 

regulatory relief if the regulated entity cai1 demonstrate 

that the source of the contamination ,s due to background or 

due to sampling error. In addition, this subsection 

grandfathers all levels established by appropriate prior 

corrective action, thus assuring that final determinations 

that were previously made regarding prior closure actions 

will be recognized. This subsection requires that the 

demonstration thereunder must be made to the Agency. 

Section 620.405 provides for an adjusted standard from 

applicable corrective action. If a regulated entity is 

subject to applicable corrective action the owner or 

operator can file a petition with the Board and the State 
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regulatory agency or department that issued the notice of 

corrective action. The Board must issue an adjusted 

standard if the cwner and operator o& a regulated entity 

demonstrates that significant adverse economic and social 

impacts will result from implementation of the corrective 

action, and that the residual env,ronmental or health rist,s 

posed by the contaminants are not a significant hazard. 

This section does not allow an adJusted standard option for 

any regulated entity that is the subject of corrective 

action under 35 Ill. Adm. Code 724 or 725, or under the 

Resource Conservation and Rec~ver> Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-53C, 

42 uses §6901 et seq. , as amended;. 

E. Subpart E 

Subpart E establishes procedures for developing and 

issuing a Health AdvisorJ. A Health Advisory 1s a means fer 

the Agency to establish a guidance level for a chemical 

substance or a mixture of chemical substances for which 

criteria have not yet been set under Section 620.301. This 

advisory process is intended to mirror the procedure used by 

USEPA to account for substances detected in groundwater that 

do not have~ promulgated criteria. Also, it should be noted 

that this Subpart codifies existing practice by the Agency. 

The Health Advisory procedure will begin when such a 

chemical substance or mixture of chemical substances is 

detected in a community water supply. The Agency will then 
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develop a guidance level for this chemical substance or 

mixture of chemical substances using the procedures 

described in Appendices A, B, and C. These procedures are 

derived from USEPA's gu1del;nes for assessing risk to human 

health, including guidelines on developing Maximum 

Contaminant Level Goals ("MCLGs") and Oral Reference Doses 

{RfD0 ), and National Academy of Sciences' guidelines for 

assessing adverse effects to human health from drin~ing 

water contaminants. The Agency will publish the Health 

Advisories in documents which will be available to the 

public. 

Section 620.501 states that the guidance level 

developed from the Health Advisory pr~cess will b& used by 

the Agency in setting groundwater cleanup or action levels 

and pr0posing new or revised groundwater quality criteria to 

the Board. The Health Advisory guidance 1evel will also be 

used by the Agency to determ1ne whether the commun1ty water 

supply is being taken from the best available raw water 

source as required by 35 Ill. Adm. Code 604.501(a). 

Section 620.502 states that a Health Advisory ~nll be 

issued if a chemical substance or miKture of chemical 

substances is found in a community water supply well as no 

criteria under Section 620.301, and is harmful to human 

hea 1th. 
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The Hea1th Advisory gu·dance 'eve1 ~,·• be equal to the 

MCLG, if it ex1sts, fo..- nori:::arc,ncgEc,-s or the POL for 

carc1ncgens. If tr.e chem1ca' s· ... tstar.c.e does r.:-t liave an 

estab, IS~ed MCLG er a m1Ature ~f ct.~m,cal Swbstances is 

present, the gj1dance 1eve' ~s dete~mined vs-ng the 

procedures spec:f:ed in Apperd:ces A, 8, and C. 

Sect1or 620.~CJ states t"at the full te•t cf the Health 

Adviser,~,,, be published and made a~a,1ab~e tc the publi~. 

F. Appendices 

c.alr4ulating lhJman Thresr,o1d ':_,,:ar~ Adv1~or) Concentrations 

for a chem•ca, substance for rl~,~~ ~he Board has not adopted 

a ~ro~ndwater sta.-.dard 'or Class: Potab1e Resour~e 

Groundwater ~n1 ,~, wtich USEPA has not aa~pted an MCLG. 

These proce(Jures tfiif 1<:ct the r;ri::<ere,·,...-.e stated 1n the !Gf'lli 

for the use of rat1Qr-a1 1 1 ar.c.ep~e,d Ju1Cle'1nes· 1n 

1mplement1ng that a~t. 

Sub'."'uc'.H.1n (a) CJf Appf_rnu·,,. A Ji::,s(Jibes tl,ff c.alculat1on 

of th<: Human Thro~:,hol<J fcJ,,,ciJnt Adv1f.ory Concentration. The 

rn.:1thc,do 1 ogy Is I d'1nt 1 c.a 1 to tho pr oc1:1duros used by USE PA tc., 

calculate L1fot1mo Health Adv1sor1es for drinking water. 

The Human Threshold To~1cant Adv1sory Concentrat1or1 is 

calculated from an est1mat1on of tho Accoptable Daily 

Cxposuro (determined jn sub5ec.t1on (b)), wh~ch is then 

distributed into the normal amount of drinking water 
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consumed b., humans. There 'San ad~ust~er.t made to this 

acceptab1e concentration for t~e relative contr1but1on of 

the amount of a person's exposure to a chem1cal from 

drin~ing water when compared tc their e,pos~re tc that 

chem1cal from al~ other SOur~es. 

informat1on on the re1at,~e c~ntr1but1on of dr1nk1ng ~ate· 

and all other sources of exposure tc a chem1~al must be 

used, if available. If such jata are not a,a11ab1e, the 

default value spec1f1ed 1s t~e jefault value used by USEPA 

to develop 1ts drin~1ng water Health Advisories. 

Subsection (b) of Append,, A l1sts procedures for 

deterrn1n1ng the A~ceptable Da11, E,p0sure to be used 1n 

calculating tr,e Human Thresi-,c ld Tc,. ,cant Adv 1sory 

(oncentrat1on in subsection fa). Sub Se C t 1 0 ,, ( b ) ( 1 ) 

descr 1bes the Acceptable Da· l, E,po:;ure as tr.e ma,.imurn 

amount cf a threshold tcx1can~. 1n units of m1111grams per 

day, which 1f ingested daily 'or a 11fet1me 1s eYpected to 

result ,~ no adverse effects to humans. S~bsect1ons (b)!2) 

through (bl(6) describe methods fer der1v1ng the Ac:eptable 

D a 1 1 >' E " po s ,.;r e . Preference is given to the use of USEPA's 

'/erif1erJ Oral Reference Dos<.: where available. This value is 

a peer-reviewed E-'.,timate of th8 human no-effoct "doso", 

developed by USEPA for chemicals which cause to• 1c, ffects 

for which U,r.:re are identifiable thrr.:sholds for the toxic 

effects. Fer chemicals which lack a Verified Oral Reference 

Dose, preferance 1s g1ven 1n descending order to health 
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effects data from: investig~t,ars cf human e~posures in 

which a No Adverse Ef~ect Level ~s ·dentif1ed; 

1nvestigations cf human e~posures in which a Lo~est Adverse 

Effect Level 1s 1dent1f1ed; ar1~a1 st~dies in which a Ne 

Adverse EffE-ct Level is 1dent1f1ed; and animal studies 1n 

which a Lowest Adverse Effect Level 15 1dentif1ec. Gu1dance 

is also pro,1ded for an,ma1 stud•es tc convert study results 

into the form (1.e., 1r units of m1ll1grams per kilogram per 

day) requ, ,..ed to be used , n s Jbsec t · ~:,n (a), 1 f recessar y, 

and to correct for 1ess-than-f~l 1 t·me exposure. When 

anim~l stud•es must be used, preference 1s g,~en tc stud1es 

determined t::; r-,ave H1gr1 Va1'.o·t 1 , a~ spec1f1eo •n subsect.·,,,, 

( C)' 

Subsect10r (c) of Appe~d1• A 00tl1nes procejures fer 

establ ;sh1ng the .-a~ 1d1t; cf cJa•_a fr';._rr, an,mct' stud,es. A 

rating of High Val 1d1t; 1s g, it:r~. to an1rn.::il studies 1n wh:,.~t. 

the animals are e,posed tc th~ chemical for their 1 lfet,me, 

or , 1 f the s tu d y de s i g n c a l 1 s f o r 1 e s s - th an - 1 i f e t i me 

e~posure, in which a No Observable Adverse Effect Level ma, 

be identified for the chemical. M1~1mum requirements fer 

various a&pects of the stud, designs are also specified for 

a study of High Validity. Studie~~ 1n which minor deviations 

from the requirements of a H1gh Validity study are found, 

but which satisfy all other requirements for a study c,f High 

Validity, are consjdered to havo Medium Validity. Low 
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Validity studies are those rct rneet 1 ng t~e requirements for 

High or Medium Val ;d1ty studies. 

Appe~dix B describes procedures for ca1culating the 

Hazard Inde• for mixtures cf s•m1lar-acting SGbstances 1n 

Class I: Potable Resource Gr:undwater. The Ha;:ard Inde• 

calcuiations rely on procedures very s1mi~ar to those used 

by USEPA to assess the poter·t1al health hazards fr·om 

mixtures of chemical substances. The Hazard !rdex is an 

estimator of the combined effect of two or ~ore similar 

acting substances in a mixture or h~man ~ealt~. 

In subsection (b' of Append,, 8, •. t- . rn 1 • I.., ~Jr e ,s def1r',ed 

as two or more substances w~·~h may or may not be related 

chemically or commerc1all1, b~t ~h•:h are net comple, 

mixtures of c1ose11 related cheffi1cals which are 

intentiona111 produced as a .~c,rnrnerc,al prod~.ct, sue'~ as PCt?., 

or technical grade chlordane. 

Subsection (c) of A.ppE:•,d·· e specifically identifies 

the Hazard Ind0, calculation for two mixtures cf similar 

acting substances for which both members of the mi~ture have 

had groundwdter standards for Class I: Potable Resource 

Groundwater proposed in Sect•on 620.301. For ar;:y other 

mixtures in which one or more of the members do not have 

groundwater standards proposed in Section 620.301, the 

procedures outlined in subsections (d) through {g) of 
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Append1x B identify the Hazard Inde· calcul3tions for such 

mixtures for sirn1lar act 1 ng substances 1n the mixtures. 

Subsection !d) of Append1k B sets forth the method of 

calculating the Hazard Index, using a dose addition model 5 • 

The Hazard Index is calculated by summing two or more 

fractions, which are calculated by dividing the measured 

concentration of each similar acting substance in the 

mixture by its respective acceptab~e level. 

Subsection (el of Append1A B 1dent1fies the acceptat)e 

1 eve 1 s to be used in subsec t 1 on ( rJ) f ::ir substances wh 1 er. 

have a mechanism of toA1c1t, for which there is a threshold 

for the to>1c effect. 

S• ... bsec t 1 en ( f) of ArJper1d 1, B 1 dent if i es the acceptable 

levels to be used in subsection (d) for carcinogens. 

Subsection (g) of Appendix B requires that a separate 

Hazard Inde/ be calculated for each toxicit; endpoint of 

concern for the chemical substances in a miAture. This 

follows from the use of a dose addition model, which is must 

properly appl1ed to cases 1n wh1ch two or more substances 

induce the same to/ic effect by the same or similar mode of 

action. 

Subsection (h) of Appendix B lists the health-based 

goals for the individual substances in a mixture and the 

~This model does not take into account possible synergistic 
o~ antagonistic effects of chemicals in a mixture. 
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goal for those chemicals in a mixture which are similar 

acting substances. 

Appendix C sets forth gu1da•ice for determining when two 

or more chemical substances 1n a m1,ture shall be considered 

to be similar acting. This g~idance is prc\ided since the 

use of the dose addition model 1n Appendix B to address the 

combined toAicities of two or more chemicals in a M">ture ·~ 

most appropriate when the chemicals cause the same toxic 

effect by the same or similar mode of action. 

Subsection (a) of Append,, C descr:bes instances in 

which substances will be considered to be similar acting. 

This will occ..Jr when 1t can be shown that the substances 

have the same target 1n an or~anism or when the substances 

have the same mechanism of toxicity. 

Subsection (bl of Append,, C cautions against 1nc1uding 

substances 1n a mixture which are fundamentally different in 

their mechanism of toxicity. Specifically, substances which 

cause toxic effects for which there is a threshold for th~ 

toxic effect shall not be included in mixtures of chemicals 

which exert their effects through a nonthreshold mechanism 

(i.e., carcinogens), and vice-versa. This subsection, 

however, does provide for the inclusion of a carcinogen 111 a 

rni...:ture with "threshold" substances if it can be shown that 

the carcinogen also causes the same threshold effect as the 

other substances in the mixture. In this case, the 
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acceptable level for the threshold effect of the carcinogen 

1s calculated the same as the Human Threshold Tcxicant 

Advisory Concentration 1n Appendix A. 

Subsect~on !c) of Appendix C directs that certain 

complex ~ixtures, which are composed of closely re1ated 

compo~nds and which are produced c~mmercial1y as s~ecif,c 

products, be treatej as 1f they are a single chem~ca1 

substance. In such cases, the Hea'th Advisory for these 

complex mi,t~res shall be derived using the procedures of 

Appendix A ~or mi,t~res w~1ch cause threshold effects, and 

shall be equa 1 to the 1owest POL fer those mixtures which 

are carcinogens. 

DATED: September ' 

2200 Churchill Road 
P. 0. Bo;,: 1 9 2 7 6 

I~l.INOIS Er~VIROrJMEtJTA.L PR'J ... ECTION AGEtKY 

/· 

By : __ ...,....._,_· '_·'--·----' ,_,,_t_· '-----

Scotto. Phillips 
Senior Attorney 
Enforcement Programs 
Division of Public Water Supplies 

, 1989 

Springfield, Illinois 62794-9276 

217/782-5544 
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312/Section V-Agricultural Uses of Water 

lactating ewes and their lambs (NRC 1968b203). A level of 
6 ppm in the diet is considered adequate for swine (NRC 
l 968a). 202 

Swine are apparently very tolerant of high levels of 
copper, and 250 ppm or more in the diet have been used 
to improve liveweight gains and feed efficiency (Nutrition 
Reviews l 966a210 ; NRC l 968a). 202 On the other hand, sheep 
were very susceptible to copper poisoning (Underwood 
1971),254 and for these animals a diet containing 25 ppm 
was considered toxic. About 9 mg per animal per day was 
considered the safe tolerance level (NRC l 968b). 203 

Several reviews of copper requirements and toxicity have 
been presented (McKee and \'V olf 1963, m Nutrition Re
views 1966a,210 Underwood 1971).204 There is very little ex
perimental data on the effects of copper in the water supply 
on animals, and its toxicity must be judged largely from the 
results of trials where copper was fed. The element doc~ not 
appear to accumulate at excessive levels in muscle tissues, 
and it is very readily eliminated once its administration is 
stopped. \Vhile most livestock tolerate rather high levels, 
sheep do not (NRC 1968b).203 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that the upper limit for cop
per in livestock waters be 0.5 mg/l. Very few natural 
waters should fail to meet this. 

Fluorine 

The role of fluorine as a nutrient and as a toxin has been 
thoroughly reviewed by Underwood (1971). 254 (Unless 
otherwise indicated, the following discussion, exclusive of 
the recommendation, is based upon this review.) \'Vhile 
there is no doubt that dietary fluoride in appropriate 
amounts improved the caries resistance of teeth, the element 
has not yet been found essential to animals. If it is a dietary 
essential, its requirement must be very low. Its ubiquity 
probably insures a continuously adequate intake by ani
mals. 

Chronic fluoride poisoning of livestock has, on the other 
hand, been observed in several areas of the world, resulting 
in some cases from the consumption of waters of high fluoride 
content. These waters come from wells in rock from which 
the element has been leached, and they often contain 
10-15 mg/I. Surface waters, on the other hand, usually con
tain considerably less than 1 mg /1. 

Concentrations of 30-50 ppm of fluoride in the total 
ration of dairy cows is considered the upper safe limit, 
higher values being suggested for other animals (NRC 
1971a).205 Maximum levels of the element in waters that are 
tolerated by livestock are difficult to define from available 
experimental work. The species, volume, and continuity of 
water consumption, other dietary fluoride, and age of the 
animals, all have an effect. It appears, however, that as little 
as 2 mg/I may cause tooth mottling under some circum-

stances. At least a several-fold increase in its concentratio 
seems, however, required to produce other injurious effect 

Fluoride from waters apparently does not accumulate i 
soft tissues to a significant degree. It is transferred to a ver 
small extent into the milk and w a somewhat greater degre 
into eggs. 

McKee and \Volf (1963)m have also reviewed the mattf 
of livestock poisoning by fluoride, concluding that 1.0 mg / 
of the element in their drinking water did not harm thes 
animals. Other more recent l-e:i:;orts presented data suggest 
ing that even considerably higher concentrations of fluorid 
in the water may, with the exception of tooth mottlin§ 
caused no animal health problems (Harris et al. 1963, u 
Shupe et al. l 964,24n Nutrition Reviews l 966b, 211 Savill 
1967,231 Schroeder et al. 196Ba 237). 

Recommendation 

An upper limit for fluorides in livestock drinkini 
waters of 2.0 mg/I is recommended. Although thi 
level may result in some: tooth mottling it shoul< 
not be excessive from the standpoint of anima 
health or the deposition of the element in meat 
milk, or eggs. 

Iron 

It is well known that iron (Fe) is essential to animal life 
Further, it has a low order or toxicity. Deobald and Elveh 
jem ( 1935) 138 found that iron salts added at a level o 
9,000 mg Fe/kg of diet caused a phosphorus deficiency ir 
chicks. This could be overcome by adding phosphate to th< 
diet. Campbell (l 961) 124 found that soluble iron salt ad 
ministered to baby pigs by stomach tube at a level of 600 ill[ 

Fe/kg of body weight caused death within six hours. O'Don 
:wan et al. ( 1963) 212 found very high levels of iron in th< 
::liet (4,000 and 5,000 mg/kg) to cause phosphorus deficienq 
:md to be toxic to weanling pigs Lower levels (3,000 mg/kg: 
1pparently were not toxic. The intake of water by livcstod 
may be inhibited by high levels of this element (Taylo1 
1935).250 However, this should not be a common or a seriou: 
aroblem. While iron occurs in natural waters as ferrou: 
:;alts which are very soluble, on contact with air it is oxi· 
dized and it precipitates as ferric oxide, rendering it essen· 
:ially harmless to animal health. 

It is not considered necessary to set an upper limit of ac
ceptability for iron in water. I1 should be noted, however, 
i:hat even a few parts per million of iron can cause clogging 
of lines to stock watering equipment or an undesirable stain
ing and deposit on the equipment itself. 

l.ead 

Lake and river waters of the United States usually contain 
Jess than '0.05 mg/I of lead (Pb), although concentrations in 
excess of this have been reported (Durum et aL 1971,141 

Kopp and Kroner 1970) .182 Some natural waters in areas 
where galena is found have had as much as 0.8 mg/I of the 
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Comprehensive reviews of literature dealing with trace 
element effects on plants are provided by McKee and Wolf 
(1963), 436 Bolland and Butler (1966), 378 and Chapman 
(1966). 386 Hodgson (!963) 417 presented a review dealing 
with reactions of trace elements in soils. 

In developing a workable program to determine accept
able limits for trace elements in irrigation waters, three 
considerations should be recognized: 

• Many factors affect the uptake of and tolerance to 
trace elements. The most important of these are the 
natural variability in tolerances of plants and of 
animals that consume plants, in reactions within the 
soil, and in nutrient interactions, particularly in the 
plant. 

• A system of tolerance limits should provide sufficient 
flexibility to cope with the more serious factors listed 
above. 

• At the same time, restrictions must be defined as 
precisely as possible using presently available, but 
limited, research information. 

Both the concentration of the element in the soil solution, 
assuming that steady state may be approached, and the 
total amount of the element added in relation to quantities 
that have been shown to produce toxicities were used in ar
riving at recommended maximum concentrations. A water 
application rate of 3 acre feet/acre/year was used to calcu
late the yearly rate of trace elements added in irrigation 
water. 

The suggested maximum trace element concentrations 
for irrigation waters are shown in Table V-13. 

The suggested maximum concentrations for continuous 
use on all soils are set for those sandy soils that have low 
capacities to react with the element in question. They are 
generally set at levels less than the concentrations that pro
duce toxicities when the most sensitive plants are grown in 
nutrient solutions or sand cultures. This level is set, recog
nizing that concentration increases in the soil as water is 
evapotranspired, and that the effective concentration in the 
soil solution, at near steady state, is higher than in the irriga
tion water. The criteria for short-term use are sugg-ested for 
soils that have high capacitites to remove from solution the 
element or elements being considered. 

The work of Hodgson (1963) 417 showed that the general 
tolerance of the soil-plant system to manganese, cobalt, 
zinc, copper, and boron increased as the pH increased, 
primarily because of the positive correlation between the 
capacity of the soil to inactivate these ions and the pH. 
This same relationship exists with aluminum and probably 
exists with other elements such as nickel (Pratt et al. 1964) 449 

and boron (Sims and Bingham 1968). 465 However, the abil
ity of the soil to inactivate molybdenum decreases with in
crease in pH, such that the amount of this element that 
could be added without producing excesses was higher in 
acid soils. 

Water for lrrigation/339 

TABLE V-13-Recommended Maximum Concentrations of 
Trace Elements in Irrigation Waters" 

Element For waters used conbnuously For use up to 20 years on fine 
on all SOii textured soils of pH 6. O lo 8. 5 

mg/I 

Aluminum 5.0 
Arsenic 0 10 
Beryllium 0.10 
Boron 0. 75 
Cadmium 0.010 
Chromium 0.10 
Cobalt 0.050 
C01Jper 0.20 
Fluoride 1.0 
Iron 5.0 
Lead 5.0 
Lilhrum 2.5• 
Manganese 0.20 
Molybdenum 0.010 
Nickel 0.20 
Selenium 0.020 
Tine_ 

Titanium' 
Tungsten' 
Vanadium 0.10 
Zinc 2.0 

a These levels will normally no! adversely affect plants or soils. 
•Recommended maximum concentration for irrigating citrus is 0.075 mg/I. 
'See text for a discussion of these elements. 
a For only acid fine textured soils or acid soils with relatively high iron oxide contents. 

mg/I 

20.0 
2.0 
0.50 
2.0 
0.050 
1.0 
5.0 
5 0 

15.0 
20.0 
10.0 
2.5• 

10.0 
0. DSC" 
2.0 
0.020 

1.0 
10.0 

In addition to pH control (i.e., liming acid soils), another 
important management factor that has a large effect on the 
capacity of soils to adsorb some trace elements without de
velopment of plant toxicities is the available phosphorus 
level. Large applications of phosphate are known to induce 
deficiencies of such elements as copper and zinc and greatly 
reduce aluminum toxicity (Chapman 1966). 386 

The concentrations given in Table V-13 are for ionic 
and soluble forms of the elements. If insoluble forms are 
present as particulate matter, these should be removed by 
filtration before the water is analyzed. 

Aluminum 

The toxicity of this ion is considered to be one of the main 
causes of nonproductivity in acid soils (Coleman and 
Thomas 1967, 392 Reeve and Sumner 1970, 453 Hoyt and 
Nyborg 197la419). 

At pH values from about 5.5 to 8.0, soils have great 
capacities to precipitate ~oluble aluminum and to eliminate 
its toxicity. Most irrigated soils are naturally alkaline, and 
many are highly buffered with calcium carbonate. In these 
situations aluminum toxicity is effectively prevented. 

With only a few exceptions, as soils become more acid 
(pH <5.5), exchangeable and soluble aluminum develop by 
dissoltltion of oxides and hydroxides or by decomposition 
of clay minerals. Thus, without the introduction of alumi
num, a toxicity of this element usually develops as soils are 
acidified, and limestone must be added to keep the soil 
productive. 
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Selenium 

Selenium is toxic at low concentrations in nutrient solu
tions, and only small amounts added to soils increase the 
selenium content of forages to a levd toxic to livestock. 
Broyer ct al. ( 1966) 384 found that selenium at 0.025 mg 11 
in nutrient solutions decreased the yields of alfalfa. 

Tlw best evidence for use in setting water quality criteria 
for this clement is application rates in relation to toxicit\· in 
foragl'> Amounts of selenium in forages required to pre\Tnt 
selenium deficiencies in cattle (Allawa> et al. J %7) 3

("' 

ram•;wl between 0.03 and 0.10 mg 'kg (depending on other 
factors), whcrea<> concentrations above 3 or 4 mg 'kg were 
considered toxic (linderwoocl 1966) l7l A number of in\"l:stl
gator, (Hamilton and Beath 1963, 410 Grant 1963, 107 Allaway 
ct al. 1966rrn1 have shown tha l small applications of selenium 
to soils at a rate of a few kilograms per hectare produced 
plant concentrations of selenium that were toxic to animals. 
Gissel-Nielson and Bisbjen.s (1970) 4oG found that applica
tions of approximately 0.2 kg hectare of :,clenium produced 
from 1.0 to I 0.5 mg/kg in tissues of forage and vegetable 
crops 

Recommendation 

With the low levels of selenium required to pro
duce toxic levels in forages, the recommended 
maximum concentration in irrigation waters is 
0.02 mg/l for continuous use on all soils. At a rate 
of 3 acre feet of water per acre per year this concen
tration represents 3.2 pounds per acre in 20 years. 
The same recommended maximum concentration 
should be used on neutral and alkaline fine textured 
soils until greater information is obtained on soil 
reactions. The relative mobility of this element in 
soils in comparison to other trace elements and 
slow removal in harvested crops provide a sufficient 
safety margin. 

Tin, Tungsten, and Titanium 

Tin, tungsten, and titantium arc effectively excluded by 
plants. The first two can undoubtedly be introduced to 
planb under conditiom that can produce specific toxicities. 
However, not enough is known at this time about any of the 
three to prescribe tolerance limits. (This is true with other 
trace clements such as silver.) Titantium is very insoluble, 
at present it i<> not of great concern. 

Vanadium 

Gericke and Rennenkampff (l 939) 400 found that vanad
ium at 0.1, 1.0, and 2.0 mg 11 added to nutrient solutions as 
calcium vanadate slightly increased the growth of barley, 
whereas at I 0 mg 11 vanadium was toxic to both tops and 
roots and that vanadium chloride at 1.0 mg/! of vanadium 
was toxic. \ Varington ( l 954, m 1956477

) found that flax, soy
beam, and peas showed toxicity to vanadium in the con-

Water for Irrzgation/345 

centration range of 0.5 to 2.5 mg1 !. Chiu (1953) 389 found 
that 560 pounds per acre of vanadium added as ammonium 
metavanadate to rice paddy soils produced toxicity to rice. 

Recommendations 

Considering the toxicity of vanadium in nutrient 
solutions and in soils and the lack of information 
on the reaction of this element with soils, a maxi
mum concentration of 0.10 mg/1 for continued use 
on all soils is recommended. For a 20-year period 
on neutral and alkaline fine textured the recom
mended maximum concentration is 1.0 mg/I. 

Zinc 

Toxicities of zinc in nutrient solutions have been demon
strated for a number of plants. Hewitt (1948) 41 :; found that 
zinc at 16 to 32 mg /1 produced iron deficiencies in sugar 
beets. Hunter and V ergnano (1953) 421 found toxicity to oats 
at 25 mg IL Millikan (1947) 438 found that 2.5 mg/I produced 
iron deficiency in oats. Earlev ( l 943) :rn 9 found that the 
Peking variety of soybeans was killed at OA mg/l, whereas 
the ~1anchu variety was killed at 1.6 mg/1. 

The toxicitv of zinc in soils is related to soil pH, and liming 
acid soil hac; a large effect in reducing toxicity (Barnette 
1 ~J36, :m Gall and Barnette 1940, 10 1 Peech 1941, m Staker 
and Cummings I 941, 16

' Staker 1942, 4 r; 7 Lee and Page 
I 967 128

). Amounts of added zinc that produce toxicity arc 
highest in cla) and peat soils and smallest in sands. 

On acid sandy soils the amounts required for toxicity 
would -;uggest a recommended maximum concentration of 
zinc of 1 mg 11 for continuous me. This concentration at a 
water application rate of 3 acre feet; acre/year would add 
813 pounds per acre in l 00 years. However, if acid sandy 
soils arc limed to pH values of six or above, the tolerance 
level is increased br at least a factor of two (Gall and 
Barnette 1940). 401 

Recommendations 

Assuming adequate use of liming materials to 
keep pH values high (six or above), the recom
mended maximum concentration for continuous 
use on all soils is 2.0 mg/1. For a 20-year period on 
neutral and alkaline soils the recommended maxi
mum is 10 mg/I. On fine textured calcareous soils 
and on organic soils, the concentrations can exceed 
this limit by a factor of two or three with low 
probability of toxicities in a 20-year period. 

PESTICIDES (IN WATER FOR IRRIGATION) 

Pe'iticies are used widely in water for irrigation on com
mercial crops in the U nitcd States (Sheets 1967). "02 Figures 
on production, acreage treated, and use patterns indicate 
insecticides and herbicides comprise the major agricultural 
pesticides. There are over 320 insecticides and 127 herbi
cides registered for agricultural use (Fowler 1972). 498 
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U N I VE R S I TY  O F  I L L I N O I S  ( H T T P : // I L L I N O I S . E D U/ )  U R B A N A‐ C H A M PA I G N

Posted by

Travis Meteer (/staff/travis-meteer)
January 23, 2017

There is nothing like a healthy new born calf to make your day. However, it is important to remember there are several

factors that can in�uence the health and vigor of new born calves. Here are some things you may want to consider.

In many areas of the Midwest, Selenium is de�cient in the soil. As a result, pasture, hay, and grains that are grown from

Midwestern soils will share the de�ciency. As a herd manager, one option to consider is providing higher levels of

Selenium in your mineral supplementation program to alleviate de�ciency problems. Injectable products, such as Mu-

Se, provide supplemental Selenium along with vitamin E. It is recommended that Selenium and vitamin E both be

supplemented to guard against Selenium de�ciency.

Body condition of cows at calving has been shown to in�uence several factors. First, cows in heavier body condition

are better equipped to handle the nutritional demands of lactation. This results in faster breed back in the spring. Also,

cows with a higher Body Condition Score (BCS) supply more IgG in their colostrum which generally leads to healthier

calves and less scour issues. Take a look at your cow BCS and provide supplemental feed to bring thin cows up to

more ideal scores.

Planning a calving �ow chart can be very bene�cial to maintaining health and performance. Many producers will have

one area for close-up cows, one area for calving, and one area for lactating cows. This is a good layout until disease

occurs. When a disease occurs, the remainder of cows yet to �ow through the layout will be exposed to the pathogens.

Thus, you may want to formulate a plan B area to allow better disease control.

Order calving season supplies ahead of time to ensure they are on site when you need them. Arti�cial colostrum or

bagged, dry colostrum replacer is one of the supplies you will want to have. Make sure when buying colostrum

replacer it is in fact a replacer and not just a supplement. The easiest way to know is the price. The replacer will be

roughly 3 times the cost. Trust me it is worth the extra money. Obtaining colostrum from a cow that lost her calf or a

neighboring farm can work too. Just make sure the herd is Johne's free and on a good herd health standing. Calves

will need colostrum in the �rst 2-4 hours, thus having some on site is crucial. Don't forget OB lube, OB chains,

palpation sleeves and other materials that may be needed to assist calves.

Live calves are the best calves. Being prepared for calving season could return several dollars to your operation.

Preparing for Calving Season
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U N I VE R S I TY  O F  I L L I N O I S  ( H T T P : // I L L I N O I S . E D U/ )  U R B A N A‐ C H A M PA I G N

Posted by

Travis Meteer (/staff/travis-meteer)
March 22, 2016

Have you ever watched a person walk a tight rope? The balance and precision that it takes to make it from one side to

the other is incredible. Focus and attention must be combined with talent and practice. If any small thing goes

wrong… balance can be lost and the goal of making it across is gone.

Mineral nutrition is a balancing act too. It is very delicate and much more fragile than other nutrition tasks, such as

meeting protein and energy requirements. Minerals must be provided to the animal in a BALANCE. When minerals

are not balanced, problems can arise. Low levels can lead to de�ciency. High levels can lead to toxicity. Matter of fact,

high levels of one mineral can cause a de�ciency in another.

Sources of Minerals in the Diet

Minerals enter the animal primarily through feed, water, and supplementation. While it is easy to understand that your

mineral feeder full of mineral supplement is a source of mineral, many times cattlemen ignore the minerals that are

available to an animal in the feed and water.

In order to better understand what minerals you cattle are ingesting you should test your feedstuffs and even your

water source. If you are certain mineral imbalances are affecting you herd, you can discuss this with your local

veterinarian and they can draw blood or take liver biopsy samples to identify mineral de�ciencies.

Mineral Interactions

I personally believe this is a problem in many cattle rations and many times is holding cow performance back.

Producers that are trying to push performance higher need to take a look at what may be causing mineral

interactions in their cattle diets.

Mineral interactions can result in one mineral restricting the bioavailability of another. Thus, reducing the amount of

that mineral absorbed by the animal. This can lead to de�ciency. Another way to put this is an excess can cause a

de�ciency.

One of the most common mineral interactions in beef cattle is the interaction between calcium and phosphorus.

Generally, calcium and phosphorus levels are recommended in a ratio (Ca:P). Ideally, a ratio of 2:1 is targeted. Cattle can

handle slightly lower Ca:P ratios, however when the ratio becomes inverted, or more phosphorus is provided than

calcium, steer cattle can be at risk of urinary calculi (also known as water belly). A prolonged period with a Ca:P

imbalance in young cattle can interfere with bone growth and decrease overall performance.

Certainly the Ca:P ratio is important to monitor. Many corn co-product feeds are high in P. In cases of high levels of Ca

and P in the diet, other mineral requirements for magnesium, manganese, iodine, sulfur, iron, and zinc will all increase.

Remember the key to proper mineral nutrition… balance.

The relationship between copper, iron, molybdenum, sulfur, and zinc is another crucial mineral interaction. These

minerals can all in�uence the bioavailability of each other. High levels of zinc, iron, molybdenum, or sulfur can all

interfere with copper availability. Copper de�ciency is one of the most common mineral problems across the country.

Do you have hard water? Are your cornstalk bales dirty? Did your hay �eld get �ooded before you cut and baled it?

These are all likely suspects for more iron in your cattle rations. Iron is really good at reducing the availability of crucial

trace minerals.

Are you feeding distillers grains or CCDS? These feedstuffs are higher in sulfur. High sulfur levels in the ration will bind

trace minerals, especially copper. Cows that suddenly have red tinged hair coats are likely experiencing copper

de�ciency.

Minding your Minerals
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Executive Summary 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has completed its third Six-Year Review 
(Six-Year Review 3) of national primary drinking water regulations (NPDWRs). The 1996 Safe 
Drinking Water Act (SDWA) Amendments require the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA or the Agency) to periodically review existing NPDWRs. Section 1412(b)(9) of SDWA 
reads:  

 ...[t]he Administrator shall, not less often than every 6 years, review and revise, as 
appropriate, each national primary drinking water regulation promulgated under this 
subchapter. Any revision of a national primary drinking water regulation shall be 
promulgated in accordance with this section, except that each revision shall maintain, 
or provide for greater, protection of the health of persons. 

The primary goal of the Six-Year Review process is to identify NPDWRs for possible regulatory 
revision. Although the statute does not define when a revision is “appropriate,” as a general 
benchmark, EPA considered a possible revision to be “appropriate” if, at a minimum, it presents 
a meaningful opportunity to: 

• improve the level of public health protection, and/or  
• achieve cost savings while maintaining or improving the level of public health protection. 

For Six-Year Review 3, EPA obtained and evaluated new information that could affect a 
NPDWR, including information on health effects (USEPA, 2016c), analytical feasibility 
(USEPA, 2016b and 2009a), and occurrence (USEPA, 2016a). EPA identified new health effects 
or analytical methods information that indicated it may be possible to revise NPDWRs for 
several contaminants. Consequently, EPA conducted occurrence and exposure analyses at 
threshold concentrations that are below current maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) to 
determine if there is a meaningful opportunity to improve the level of public health protection by 
reducing MCLs. This document describes the data and method EPA used to establish the 
threshold values that it used for the occurrence analyses.  

For some contaminants, new information on analytical feasibility could affect the NPDWR 
because these are contaminants for which the MCL equals a practical quantitation limit (PQL). 
EPA evaluated new information for performance testing data, method minimum detection limits 
(MDL), and compliance data minimum reporting levels (MRL) to determine whether it could 
develop an estimated quantitation level (EQL) threshold below the current PQL.EPA’s method 
for developing an EQL has essentially three steps – one for each of the three information 
sources: PT data, MRL data, and MDL values. The first step is to review the conclusion of the 
PT analysis. If the PT data indicate potential to revise the PQL, then the objective of the next 
steps is to identify an EQL (or verify the use of a health-based threshold) for the occurrence 
analysis. The second step is to determine whether the modal MRL is a feasible EQL and, if so, 
the third step is to determine whether the MDL multiplier approach supports that EQL value. If 
the modal MRL is not a feasible EQL, then EPA uses the MDL multiplier approach to establish 
an EQL. 
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If the PT data do not indicate potential to revise the PQL, then the objective of the next steps is 
to determine whether the MRL and MDL data concur with this finding. When the MRL and 
MDL data confirm the finding, there is no basis for an EQL that is less than the PQL. When 
these data contradict the finding, however, EPA used these secondary data sources to derive an 
EQL (or verify the use of a health-based threshold) for the occurrence analysis. 

MCL Currently Limited by PQL 

The summary in Exhibit ES-1 shows that these data sources did not support EQL development 
for seven contaminants. EPA based EQLs on MDL data for five contaminants and MRL data for 
one. The MDL data indicate the greatest potential to revise PQL values. EPA used the MDL data 
to derive an EQL for the following contaminants: chlordane, heptachlor, heptachlor epoxide, 
hexachlorobenzene, and toxaphene. EPA did not use MDL values to develop EQL values for 
three contaminants despite there being an MDL lower than the PQL: benzo[a]pyrene, DBCP, and 
pentachlorophenol. For benzo[a]pyrene, an EQL based on the MDL would be the same as the 
PQL. For DBCP, an EQL based on MDL data was less than 70 percent of the MRL values in the 
database. For pentachlorophenol, EPA did not develop an EQL because six of the seven MDL 
values rounded to or exceeded the PQL. 

Exhibit ES-1. EQL Threshold Results 

Contaminant 
PQL 

(μg/L) 
EQL 

(μg/L) Basis 
Benzo[a]pyrene 0.2 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
Chlordane 2 1 Based on 10 × MDL 
1,2-Dibromo-3-Chloropropane  0.2 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
Di (2-ethylhexyl)phthalate  6 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
Ethylene Dibromide 0.05 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
Heptachlor 0.4 0.1 Based on 10 × MDL 
Heptachlor Epoxide 0.2 0.04 Based on 10 × MDL 
Hexachlorobenzene 1 0.1 Based on 10 × MDL 
Pentachlorophenol 1 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls 0.5 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
Dioxin  3.0 × 10-5 5.0 × 10-6 Based on MRL mode 
Thallium 2 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
Toxaphene 3 1 Based on 10 × MDL 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane 5 3 Based on MCLG (EQL < MCLG) 
 

MCL Greater than Possible MCLG 

For other contaminants, new health effects information indicates a possible lower maximum 
contaminant level goal (MCLG), which is a non-regulatory, health protection goal. For these 
contaminants, the MCL is currently equal to the MCLG. A lower MCLG is an opportunity to 
lower the MCL. Therefore, EPA reviewed quantitation data to evaluate the feasibility of an MCL 
as low as the potential MCLG. 
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Exhibit ES-2 provides a summary of the occurrence thresholds for this contaminant group. 
EPA’s analysis indicates that most of the thresholds can be set equal to corresponding possible 
MCLG values, regardless of whether PQL values exceed possible MCLGs. In five cases, 
alternative values must be used because analytical feasibility will most likely limit setting an 
MCL equal to a possible MCLG.  

For six contaminants – carbofuran, cyanide, endothall, methoxychlor, oxamyl, and styrene – the 
PQL potentially limits setting an MCL equal to the possible MCLG. For carbofuran, cyanide, 
and methoxychlor, the EQL was based on 10 x MDL and supported threshold values that were 
less than the PQL. For endothall and oxamyl, although the PT data do not support a reduction of 
the PQLs, the MRL and MDL data do support the use of the possible MCLG values as thresholds 
for the occurrence analysis.  

Finally, for styrene, the modal MRL meets the EQL criteria. 

Exhibit ES-2. Occurrence Threshold Results 

Contaminant 
Possible 

MCLG (μg/L) 

Occurrence 
Threshold 

(μg/L) Basis 

Carbofuran 0.6 5  EQL based on 10 × MDL 
Cyanide 4 50 EQL based on 10 × MDL 
cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene 10 10 possible MCLG 
Endothall 50 50 possible MCLG  
Fluoride 900 900 Possible MCLG 
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 40 40  possible MCLG  
Methoxychlor 0.1 1 EQL based on 10 × MDL 
Oxamyl 10 10 possible MCLG 
Selenium 40 40  possible MCLG  
Styrene 0 0.5 EQL based on MRL mode 
Toluene 600 600  possible MCLG  
Xylene 1000 1000 possible MCLG  
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1 Introduction 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA or the Agency) has conducted its third Six-
Year Review (“Six-Year Review 3”) of national primary drinking water regulations (NPDWRs). 
The 1996 Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) Amendments require that the Agency periodically 
review existing NPDWRs. Section 1412(b)(9) of SDWA reads:  

 ...[t]he Administrator shall, not less than every 6 years, review and revise, as 
appropriate, each primary drinking water regulation promulgated under this title. 
Any revision of a national primary drinking water regulation shall be promulgated 
in accordance with this section, except that each revision shall maintain, or 
provide for greater, protection of the health of persons. 

The primary goal of the Six-Year Review process is to identify possible regulatory revisions. 
Although the statute does not define when a revision is “appropriate,” as a general benchmark, 
EPA considered a possible revision to be “appropriate” if, at a minimum, it presents a 
meaningful opportunity to: 

• improve the level of public health protection, and/or  
• achieve cost savings while maintaining or improving the level of public health protection. 

For Six-Year Review 3, EPA implemented the protocol that it developed for the first Six-Year 
Review (USEPA, 2003), as revised during the second Six-Year Review (USEPA, 2009c). EPA 
obtained and evaluated new information on various factors that could indicate potential to revise 
an NPDWR: health effects (USEPA, 2016c), analytical feasibility (USEPA, 2016b), and 
occurrence (USEPA, 2016a). This document serves as a bridge between the findings of the 
health effects and analytical feasibility studies, which identify opportunities for NPDWR 
revisions, and the occurrence analysis, which identifies whether a revision is a meaningful 
opportunity for health risk reduction.  

1.1 Background 

An NPDWR includes a maximum contaminant level (MCL), which is the regulatory limit for the 
amount of a contaminant allowed in water distributed by public water systems. EPA establishes 
MCLs after identifying a maximum contaminant level goal (MCLG). The MCLG is a 
concentration at which no known or anticipated adverse human health effect occurs. For 
carcinogens, the MCLG is often equal to zero because there is no known safe dosage. For other 
contaminants, the MCLG is based on a reference dose (RfD) at which EPA does not expect 
adverse health effects to occur.  

After identifying the MCLG, EPA must set the MCL as close to the MCLG as feasible. For some 
contaminants, it is not feasible to set the MCL equal to the MCLG because of limitations in 
contaminant measurement capabilities at very low concentrations. EPA identifies a practical 
quantitation limit (PQL) when it establishes an NPDWR, which is "the lowest achievable level of 
analytical quantitation during routine laboratory operating conditions within specified limits of 
precision and accuracy" (50 Federal Register 46902, November 13, 1985). Thus, a PQL reflects 
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both the physical limitation of approved analytical methods and the practical limitations of 
variability in laboratory performance nationwide. 

For a carcinogen, EPA often bases the MCL on the PQL because it is not possible to measure 
concentrations all the way down to zero. Analytical feasibility can improve over time, however. 
Consequently, the Six-Year Review process is an opportunity to evaluate whether new 
information regarding quantitation shows that PQLs for carcinogens can be reduced, which 
introduces the possibility of reducing the MCLs for carcinogens. 

1.2 Estimated Quantitation Level Development 

When analytical methods information indicates potential to revise an MCL, EPA estimates 
occurrence to evaluate whether the revision could be a meaningful opportunity for health risk 
reduction. The occurrence estimates provide information on the number of systems and people a 
revision might affect. To derive these estimates, EPA identifies a threshold value below the 
current MCL at which to estimate occurrence. The threshold represents an estimated quantitation 
level (EQL).1 This report documents EPA’s approach to identifying these thresholds. 

EPA used these thresholds to estimate possible system and population impacts in the occurrence 
and exposure analysis conducted for the third Six-Year Review (USEPA, 2016a). EPA compared 
contaminant occurrence estimates for these thresholds (i.e., the number of systems with water 
quality exceeding a threshold) with baseline occurrence estimates at current MCLs. The 
difference between these two occurrence estimates indicates potential for health risk reduction of 
an MCL revision. EPA based its determinations about whether a reduction in the MCL for a 
contaminant would provide a meaningful opportunity to improve the level of public health 
protection on these estimates. 

Analyzing the feasibility of reducing a contaminant’s current PQL was one of the review tasks of the 
Six-Year Review 3. For the PQL assessment, EPA obtained and evaluated new information regarding 
the potential to revise PQL values. The primary sources of information for the PQL assessment were 
laboratory proficiency testing (PT) study results obtained during Six-Year Review 2 and Six-Year 
Review 3. The PT studies involve the use of spiked samples to evaluate laboratory quantitation 
capabilities. USEPA (2016b) describes the review method, PT data, and findings for the PQL 
analysis. For Six-Year Review 3, EPA did not always have sufficient PT data below current PQLs to 
actually recalculate any PQL or derive EQLs for the occurrence and exposure analysis. Instead, EPA 
used the PT study passing rate results (i.e., the percent of laboratories passing a performance test for 
a given study) at and below the current PQL and the result of a linear regression analysis to indicate 
whether the PT data support a reduction in the PQL.  

Because the PT results were either not available below the PQL or did not provide conclusive 
indications regarding a potential to revise a PQL or how far below the PQL quantitation might be 
feasible, EPA relied on two alternate approaches to estimate EQLs: an approach based on the 
minimum reporting levels (MRLs) obtained as part of the Six-Year Review 3 Information Collection 

                                                 
1 Although the EQLs are estimates of quantitation capabilities below a PQL, they do not represent the Agency’s 
intent to promulgate new PQLs. Any revisions to regulatory monitoring requirements such as PQLs will be made as 
part of future rule-making efforts. 
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Request (ICR), and an approach based on method detection limits (MDL). While EPA prefers to use 
laboratory performance data to calculate the PQL, the MRL and MDL information can be valuable to 
indicate whether it is possible to quantitate at levels below the current PQL. 

An MRL is the lowest level or contaminant concentration that a laboratory can reliably achieve 
within specified limits of precision and accuracy under routine laboratory operating conditions using 
a given method (USEPA, 2016a). The MRL values provide direct evidence from actual monitoring 
results about whether quantitation below the PQL using current analytical methods is feasible. An 
MDL is a measure of analytical method sensitivity (USEPA, 2016b). MDLs have been used in the 
past to derive PQLs for regulated contaminants. In addition, EPA used MDLs to help identify 
possible analytical feasibility levels for Six-Year Review 1 (USEPA, 2003b). Consequently, EPA 
used the MDLs as a second input to the EQL development process. Both sources of data provide 
additional information on the feasibility of revising PQLs. Therefore, the Agency also evaluated 
whether MRL and MDL data confirmed or contradicted the conclusions of the PT data review. For 
most contaminants, the MRL and MDL data supported EPA’s conclusion based on PT data. 

1.3 Contaminants 

For most contaminants, EPA established an EQL, which is an estimate of the possible lower bound 
for a PQL. The current PQL for a contaminant is based on historical analytical capabilities, generally 
the quantitation capabilities at the time EPA promulgated the existing NPDWR for the contaminant. 
When a contaminant has a PQL that is higher than its MCLG, the MCL cannot be lower than the 
PQL. Thus, improvements in analytical feasibility indicate potential opportunity to lower the PQL for 
some contaminants that have MCLs limited by PQLs, and, therefore, lower the MCL closer to 
MCLG. 

Exhibit 1-1 shows contaminants for which historical PQLs provided a lower bound on MCLs. 
Most of the contaminants are carcinogens for which MCLGs are equal to zero. For two, 
however, MCLGs are nonzero, but PQLs precluded setting MCLs as low as the MCLGs. 
Findings on the PT data supporting PQL revision from the analytical feasibility studies (USEPA, 
2016b) are also included in the able. EPA evaluated whether new information indicated possible 
EQL values less than the PQLs shown in the table. 

Exhibit 1-1. Contaminants Where MCLs Limited by Analytical Feasibility 

Contaminant MCLG (μg/L) 
PQL 

(μg/L) 
MCL 

(μg/L) 

Do PT Data 
Support PQL 

Revision? 
Benzo[a]pyrene 0 0.2 0.2 No 
Chlordane 0 2 2 No 
1,2-Dibromo-3-Chloropropane  0 0.2 0.2 No 
Di (2-ethylhexyl)phthalate  0 6 6 No 
Ethylene Dibromide  0 0.05 0.05 No 
Heptachlor 0 0.4 0.4 No 
Heptachlor Epoxide 0 0.2 0.2 No 
Hexachlorobenzene 0 1 1 Yes 
Pentachlorophenol 0 1 1 No 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls  0 0.5 0.5 No 
2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-Dioxin 0 3.0×10-5 3.0×10-5 No 
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Contaminant MCLG (μg/L) 
PQL 

(μg/L) 
MCL 

(μg/L) 

Do PT Data 
Support PQL 

Revision? 
Thallium 0.5 2 2 No 
Toxaphene 0 3 3 No 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane 3 5 5 Yes 
Source: USEPA, 2016b and 2009a. 

For many other contaminants, EPA set the MCL equal to the MCLG. Because the MCLG is 
based on health risk information, new information such as a new health risk study may indicate 
that this value should be lower. Exhibit 1-2 shows contaminants for which new health effects 
information since EPA promulgated the NPDWRs indicates possible MCLGs that are lower than 
current MCLGs. For these contaminants, EPA determined whether the threshold for the 
occurrence analysis could equal the possible MCLG and, if not, determined whether quantitation 
information supported an EQL below the current MCLG. 

Exhibit 1-2. Contaminants Where MCLs are Greater than Possible Lower MCLGs 

Contaminant 
Current 

MCLG (μg/L) 
PQL 

(μg/L) 
MCL 

 (μg/L) 

Possible 
MCLG 
(μg/L) 

Do PT Data 
Support PQL 

Revision? 
Carbofuran 40 7 40 0.6 No 
Cyanide 200 100 200 4 No 
cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene 70 5 70 10 Yes 
Endothall 100 90 100 50 No 
Fluoride 4000 500 4000 900 No 
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 50 1 50 40 No 
Methoxychlor 40 10 40 0.1 Yes 
Oxamyl 200 20 200 10 No 
Selenium 50 10 50 40 No 
Styrene 100 5 100 0 Yes 
Toluene 1,000 5 1,000 600 Yes 
Xylene 10,000 5 10,000 1,000 No 
Source: USEPA, 2016b and 2009a. 

This report documents EPA’s selection of thresholds for the occurrence analysis of these two 
groups of drinking water contaminants and contains the following: descriptions of the available 
data sources (Section 2); a description of the approaches EPA used to evaluate the data and select 
occurrence thresholds (Section 3): detailed results by contaminant (Section 4); and a summary of 
the thresholds selected for the occurrence analysis (Section 5). 
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2 Data Sources 
An EQL is an estimate of a possible quantitation limit below a PQL. Therefore, EPA sought to 
base EQL values on the same type of data that it used to derive PQLs. EPA developed PQLs 
using two approaches (USEPA, 2009a). The first approach, which EPA prefers, requires 
laboratory performance testing (PT) data. For a performance test, multiple laboratories quantitate 
samples that a testing facility has spiked with a known contaminant concentration. The testing 
facility reviews the results and determines how many laboratories estimate a value within an 
accuracy range around the spiked value (e.g., plus or minus 20%). The percentage of laboratories 
in the accuracy range is the passing rate (e.g., if 15 of 20 are in the range, the passing rate is 
75%). A PQL based on PT data is the lowest value for which at least 75 percent of laboratories 
tested can quantitate within prescribed accuracy limits.  

When PT data were not available, EPA used a second approach to derive PQLs. This approach 
utilizes minimum detection level (MDL) data for applicable analytical methods. For this 
approach, EPA multiplies an MDL by a factor – usually 5 or 10 – to compute a PQL. 

For Six-Year Review 3 and the second Six-Year Review, EPA obtained PT study results from 
testing facilities (USEPA 2016b and 2009a). The value reported for each PT study is a passing 
rate, which is the percent of laboratories that successfully quantitated samples spiked with a 
particular concentration within prescribed accuracy limits. Although PT passing rates would 
seem to be ideal data for developing EQL values, unfortunately the studies were rarely 
conducted at spiked values that are less than the PQLs. Therefore, the PT data could only provide 
a general indication of whether there is potential to derive an EQL below the PQL. 

Because of insufficient PT data, EPA used minimum reporting levels (MRLs) from the Six-Year 
Review 3 Information Collection Request (ICR) database along with the MDL approach to 
derive EQLs. Section 2.1 describes the MRL data. Section 2.2 describes the source of MDLs. 

2.1 MRL Data 

The Six-Year Review 3 ICR database contains compliance monitoring data for 2006 through 
2011. USEPA (2016a) provides a description of the data collection, data management, and 
quality assurance methods the Agency used to establish a high quality, national contaminant 
occurrence database consisting of data from 46 states plus Washington, D.C., American Samoa, 
and many other primacy entities such as Tribes. This database contains several million drinking 
water compliance monitoring samples. 

This Six-Year Review 3 ICR database also contains a substantial number of MRL values. An 
MRL is the lowest level or contaminant concentration that a laboratory can reliably achieve 
within specified limits of precision and accuracy under routine laboratory operating conditions 
using a given method (USEPA, 2016a). In other words, the MRL is the lowest contaminant 
concentration that can be reliably quantified in the laboratory and reported to primacy agencies.  

When compliance monitoring data are recorded, laboratories should report “<MRL” (i.e., less 
than the MRL) along with a numeric MRLs when contaminant concentrations are less than the 
MRL. Because of inconsistencies in data entry or reporting across laboratories or states, EPA 
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performed a variety of data quality checks and data transformations on the MRL data in 
consultation with state data management staff. USEPA (2016a) describes the data management 
process, including measures taken to address data quality concerns that affect the occurrence and 
exposure analysis.  

The MRL values provide EPA with valuable insight into actual analytical capabilities across 
laboratories and States. MRLs can vary across laboratories because of differences in the 
analytical method used as well as differences in instrumentation, implementation, and reporting. 
By examining the distribution of MRL values for a contaminant, EPA can identify whether 
laboratory performance is relatively uniform (e.g., most MRLs are the same) or highly variable 
(e.g., MRLs that vary by one or more orders of magnitude). In particular, the mode or most 
frequently occurring value is a potential candidate for EQL when a substantial share of the MRL 
values for a contaminant equal the modal MRL2. 

2.2 MDL Data  

The MDL multiplier approach for estimating an EQL applies a multiplier usually ranging from 
five to ten to the MDL. An MDL is a measure of analytical method sensitivity (USEPA, 2016b), 
defined in 40 CFR Part 136 Appendix B as “the minimum concentration of a substance that can 
be reported with 99 percent confidence that the analyte concentration is greater than zero” for a 
given method. Although EPA has used this method to establish PQLs in the past, EPA is not 
using MDLs for this purpose during Six-Year Review 3. Instead, EPA is using the MDL 
approach to help identify EQLs below current PQLs for occurrence and exposure analysis. 

MDLs can vary by analytical method and contaminant. USEPA (2016b) and USEPA (2009a) 
provide MDLs by contaminant and analytical method. The MDL values or ranges of values are 
for the approved analytical methods developed by EPA for drinking water compliance 
monitoring. 

Summary data by contaminant and method in Section 4 of this document includes only upper 
bound values for any MDL ranges reported in USEPA (2016b) or USEPA (2009a). EPA used 
only upper bound values for a particular method and contaminant in an effort to derive an EQL 
that would represent a level at which most laboratories should be able to quantitate; the lower 
bound value could result in an EQL that is below the analytical capabilities of some laboratories. 
The multiplier for MDLs is used to account for the variability and uncertainty that can occur at the 
MDL. Historically, the MDL multiplier method was mostly used in the early years of rule 
development for NPDWRs when insufficient PT data were available. Once sufficient data became 
available, most of the PQLs that were developed using the MDL multiplier were validated using PT 
data. 

                                                 
2 The modal MRL used in the EQL analysis is the mode across all reported MRL values for a contaminant in the 
SYR3 ICR dataset. This mode may differ from the mode reported in The Analysis of Regulated Contaminant 
Occurrence Data from Public Water Systems in Support of the Third Six-Year Review of National Primary Drinking 
Water Regulations: Chemical Phase Rules and Radionuclides Rules (USEPA, 2016a), which reports the mode of the 
state-level modes instead of the mode of all MRL value.  
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3 Threshold Development Method  
This section provides an overview of the method EPA used to identify thresholds for the third 
Six-Year Review occurrence analysis. For the contaminants shown in Exhibit 1-1 (current MCL 
based on PQL), EPA evaluated available data to derive an EQL. For the contaminants shown in 
Exhibit 1-2 (current MCL based on MCLG), EPA first determined whether the possible MCLG 
(USEPA, 2015c) could be the threshold. When available information did not support quantitation 
as low as the possible MCLG, EPA evaluated whether it could derive an EQL between the PQL 
and possible MCLG.  

As noted in Section 2, EPA used three sources of information to derive an EQL:  

• PT passing rates reported in the analytical methods analysis (USEPA 2016b and 2009a); 
• MRL values from the occurrence database; and 
• MDL values for EPA-developed analytical methods. 

First, EPA evaluated whether the PT data indicated potential to revise the PQL. However, the PT 
studies were rarely conducted at spiked concentrations lower than current PQLs and thus the data 
are limited for identifying an EQL. Nevertheless, indications of potential to revise would add 
credibility to EQLs based on the other two data sources. Therefore, EPA primarily considered 
whether there were several studies for spiked values less than the PQL with passing rates greater 
than 75%. This type of PT data would be clear indication of potential to reduce the PQL.  

Second, EPA evaluated the MRL data using the analysis method developed for second Six-Year 
Review (2009b). The Agency identified the mode and estimated the percentage of MRL values 
less than or equal to the mode. When 80 percent or more of the MRL values were less than or 
equal to the mode, it was a candidate EQL value as long as it was less than the corresponding 
PQL.  

If the modal MRL was not a feasible EQL candidate, then EPA reviewed the MDL data to 
determine the feasibility of deriving an EQL by multiplying the MDL by a factor of 10 (or 5 for 
EDB and dioxin based on the factor used for original PQL development). In some instances, 
there were multiple MDL values. EPA based the EQL on the highest factor-adjusted MDL value 
that was less than the PQL. 

For the contaminants shown in Exhibit 1-1, if the available data did not support an EQL less than 
the PQL, then EPA did not develop an EQL. For those shown in Exhibit 1-2, if the data 
supported an EQL value that was less than the possible MCLG, then EPA noted this and used the 
possible MCLG as the threshold for the occurrence analysis. Exhibit 3-1 provides a summary of 
the EQL steps. 
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Exhibit 3-1. EQL Development Steps 

 
Note: When the feasible EQL is less than a possible MCLG, then the occurrence threshold is the possible MCLG 
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4 Development of Individual EQLs 
This section provides a discussion of the occurrence thresholds developed for the contaminants 
addressed in this report. Where applicable, the discussion for each contaminant contains an 
overview of the PQL review in USEPA (2016b and 2009a), followed by MRL summary data and 
MDL values. There are two subsections – one for the contaminants shown in Exhibit 1-1 and one 
for those shown in Exhibit 1-2. 

4.1 MCL Currently Limited by PQL 

Most of the contaminants for which the MCL equals the PQL are carcinogens for which MCLGs 
are zero. Exhibit 4-1 illustrates the analysis objective for these contaminants – to identify an 
EQL that is less than the current PQL to use as an occurrence threshold (case A). For two 
contaminants, however, a PQL limits the MCL, which is greater than a nonzero MCLG. For 
these contaminants, if data support an EQL that is less than the PQL, then the occurrence 
threshold depends on whether the EQL is greater than the MCLG (case B) or is less than the 
MCLG (case C).  

Exhibit 4-1. Occurrence Analysis Threshold Selection Scenarios 
 

 

4.1.1 Benzo[a]pyrene 
The MCL for benzo[a]pyrene equals the PQL of 0.2 μg/L. The MCLG is zero. Although a health 
effects assessment is in progress, there is no new health effects information that suggests a 
change in the MCLG. Consequently, the threshold for the occurrence analysis is based on 
analytical feasibility.  

There are no PT study results at spiked concentrations below the PQL and several passing rates 
for the available PT studies at concentrations greater than the PQL are below 75 percent 
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(USEPA, 2009a). Because of the lack of data below the PQL and passing rate variability, EPA 
determined that PT data do not support reduction of the PQL.  

As shown in Exhibit 4-2, the modal MRL for benzo[a]pyrene is 0.02 μg/L. Summary data show 
that 35.6 percent of the MRLs are equal to this value and 37 percent are equal to or less than it. 
Exhibit 4-3 shows that there are multiple clusters of MRLs between the mode and the PQL of 
0.2 μg/L. Unlike the PT data, the MRL data indicate that there may be potential to lower the PQL 
because over 99 percent of the MRL values are below the PQL. The percentage of the MRL 
values that are less than or equal to the mode does not meet the 80 percent threshold, however. 
Therefore, EPA did not base the EQL on the modal MRL. Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL 
values to determine whether they support an EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-2. Summary of MRL Data for Benzo[a]pyrene 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 60,569 100% 
Less than mode 872 1.4% 
Equal to mode (0.02 μg/L) 21,563 35.6% 
Greater than mode 38,134 63.0% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  
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Exhibit 4-3. MRL Distribution for Benzo[a]pyrene 

 
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-4 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of benzo[a]pyrene, and 
corresponding MDLs. Multiplying the MDLs by 10 results in a possible EQL range from 0.16 to 
2.3 μg/L. The lower bound of this range rounds to 0.2 μg/L, which is the PQL. Thus, the MDL 
data do not support an EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-4. Analytical Methods for Benzo[a]pyrene 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

525.2 0.23 2.3 
550 0.029 0.29 
550.1 0.016 0.16 
Source: USEPA, 2009a (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

EPA concluded that although MRL values are generally below the PQL, the combination of PT 
and MDL data do not support revision of the PQL for benzo[a]pyrene. Therefore, EPA did not 
develop an EQL. 

4.1.2 Chlordane 
The MCL for chlordane equals the PQL of 2 μg/L. The MCLG is zero and there is no new health 
effects information that suggests a change in the MCLG. Consequently, the threshold for the 
occurrence analysis is based on analytical feasibility. 

The PT data does not include studies with spiked concentrations less than the PQL. Passing rates 
for the studies above the PQL are greater than 75 percent (USEPA, 2016b). Because there are no 
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studies at concentrations less than the PQL, EPA determined that PT data do not support 
reduction of the PQL.  

As shown in Exhibit 4-5, the modal MRL for chlordane is 0.2 μg/L. Almost 54 percent of the 
MRL values are equal to or less than the modal value. The percentage of the MRL values that are 
less than or equal to the mode does not meet the 80 percent threshold. Therefore, EPA did not 
base the EQL on the modal MRL. Exhibit 4-6 shows that more than 99 percent of the MRL 
values are less than the PQL of 2 μg/L. Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL values to determine 
whether they support an EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-5. Summary of MRL Data for Chlordane 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 59,923 100% 
Less than mode 15,272 25.5% 
 Equal to mode (0.2 μg/L) 16,932 28.3% 
Greater than mode 27,719 46.3% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  

Exhibit 4-6. MRL Distribution for Chlordane 

 
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-7 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of chlordane and the MDLs. 
Applying a multiplier of 10 would give a possible EQL range from 0.015 to 2.2 μg/L. One of 
these values is greater than the PQL. EPA used the highest value below the PQL (1.4 μg/L) and 
rounded to 1 μg/L to obtain an EQL. Almost 97 percent of the MRLs for chlordane in the Six-
Year Review 3 ICR database are less than or equal to 1 μg/L. 
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Exhibit 4-7. Analytical Methods for Chlordane 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

505 0.14 1.4 
508 0.0015 0.015 
508.1 0.004 0.04 
525.2 0.22 2.2 
525.3 0.002 0.02 
Source: USEPA, 2016b (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

4.1.3 1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane (DBCP) 
The MCL for DBCP equals the PQL of 0.2 μg/L. The MCLG is zero and there is no new health 
effects information that suggests a change in the MCLG. Consequently, the threshold for the 
occurrence analysis is based on analytical feasibility.  

The PT data show greater than 80 percent passing rates for all studies. There are, however, no 
studies with spiked values below the PQL (USEPA, 2016b). Because there are no studies below 
the PQL, EPA determined that PT data do not support reduction of the PQL.  

As shown in Exhibit 4-8, the modal MRL for DBCP is 0.5 μg/L, which is greater than the PQL 
of 0.2 μg/L. Therefore, EPA did not base the EQL on the modal MRL regardless of the large 
proportion of MRL values below the mode. Exhibit 4-9 shows that almost 70 percent of the 
MRL values are greater than the PQL. Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL values to determine 
whether they support an EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-8. Summary of MRL Data for DBCP 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 126,959 100% 
Less than mode 49,261 38.8% 
 Equal to mode (0.5 μg/L) 34,759 27.4% 
Greater than mode 42,939 33.8% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  
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Exhibit 4-9. MRL Distribution for DBCP 

 
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-10 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of DBCP and the MDLs. 
Applying a multiplier of 10 would give a possible EQL range from 0.09 to 2.6 μg/L. EPA 
excluded the highest values, which exceed the PQL. The higher of the two remaining values 
indicate a potential EQL of 0.1 μg/L. 

Exhibit 4-10. Analytical Methods for DBCP 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

504.1 0.01 0.1 
524.2 0.26 2.6 
524.3 0.063 0.63 
551.1 0.009 0.09 
Source: USEPA, 2016b (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

Neither the MRL nor PT data support establishing an EQL value that is less than the PQL of 0.2 
μg/L. Although the MDL data support an EQL of 0.1 μg/L, almost 70 percent of the MRL values 
are greater than this value. Therefore, EPA did not develop an EQL. 

4.1.4 Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP) 
The MCL for DEHP equals the PQL of 6 μg/L. The MCLG is zero. Although a health effects 
assessment is in progress, there is no new health effects information that suggests a change in the 
MCLG. Consequently, the threshold for the occurrence analysis is based on analytical feasibility.  

Passing rates for several PT studies are below 75 percent, including two studies with spiked 
concentrations below the PQL (USEPA, 2009a). Because of the low passing rates, EPA 
determined that PT data do not support reduction of the PQL. 
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As shown in Exhibit 4-11 and, the modal MRL for DEHP is 0.6 μg/L. Summary data show that 
31.8 percent of the MRLs are equal to this value, and 40.7 percent of the MRL values are equal 
to or less than it. Exhibit 4-12 shows multiple clusters of MRLs between the mode and the PQL 
of 6 μg/L. Unlike the PT data, the MRL data appear to indicate that there is potential to lower the 
PQL because more than 99 percent of values are below the PQL. The percentage of the MRL 
values that are less than or equal to the mode does not meet the 80 percent threshold. Therefore, 
EPA did not base the EQL on the modal MRL. Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL values to 
determine whether they support an EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-11. Summary of MRL Data for DEHP 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 55,550 100.0% 
Less than mode 4,942 8.9% 
Equal to mode (0.6 μg/L) 17,648 31.8% 
Greater than mode 32,960 59.3% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database 

 
Exhibit 4-12. MRL Distribution for DEHP 

 
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-13 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of DEHP, and the MDLs. 
Applying a multiplier of 10 gives a possible EQL range from 13 to 22.5 μg/L. This range is 
greater than the PQL. The MDL data do not support an EQL below the PQL. 
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Exhibit 4-13. Analytical Methods for DEHP 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

506 2.25 22.5 
525.2 1.3 13 
Source: USEPA, 2009a (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

EPA concluded that although MRL values are generally below the PQL, the combination of PT 
and MDL data do not support revision of the PQL for DEHP. Therefore, EPA did not develop an 
EQL. 

4.1.5 Ethylene Dibromide (EDB) 
The MCL for EDB equals the PQL of 0.05 μg/L. The MCLG is zero and there is no new health 
effects information that suggests a change in the MCLG. Therefore, the threshold for an 
occurrence analysis is based on analytical feasibility.  

There are no PT study results with spiked concentrations below the PQL. The results for spiked 
concentrations greater than the PQL are scattered throughout the range from 75 percent to 100 
percent (USEPA, 2009a). Therefore, EPA determined that the PT data do not support PQL 
reduction. 

As shown in Exhibit 4-14, the modal MRL for EDB is 0.5 μg/L which is greater than the PQL of 
0.05 μg/L. Therefore, EPA did not base the EQL on the modal MRL regardless of the large 
proportion of MRL values below the mode. Exhibit 4-15 shows that about 56 percent of the 
MRL values are greater than the PQL. Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL values to determine 
whether they support an EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-14. Summary of MRL Data for EDB 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 88,891 100% 
Less than mode 55,401 62.3% 
Equal to mode (0.5 μg/L) 26,205 29.5% 
Greater than mode 7,285 8.2% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  
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Exhibit 4-15. MRL Distribution for EDB 

 
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-16 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of EDB, and the MDLs. 
Applying a multiplier of 5 would give a possible EQL range from 0.05 to 0.16 μg/L. This range 
is equal to or greater than the PQL. Thus, the MDL data do not support an EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-16. Analytical Methods for EDB 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 5 (μg/L) 

504.1 0.01 0.05 
551.1 0.032 0.16 
Source: USEPA, 2009a (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

EPA concluded that all three information sources – PT, MRL, and MDL data – do not support a 
reduction of the PQL for EDB. Therefore, EPA did not develop an EQL. 

4.1.6 Heptachlor 
The MCL for heptachlor equals the PQL of 0.4 μg/L. The MCLG is zero, and there is no new 
health effects information that suggests a change in the MCLG. Consequently, the threshold for 
the occurrence analysis is based on analytical feasibility.  

There are only two PT studies with spiked values below the PQL, both of which have passing 
rates greater than 75%. The PT data for spiked values greater than the PQL show passing rates 
scattered throughout the range from 75 percent to 100 percent (USEPA, 2016b). Because there 
are only a couple of studies below the PQL, EPA determined that the PT data do not support 
PQL reduction. 
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As shown in Exhibit 4-17, the modal MRL for heptachlor is 0.04 μg/L. Summary data show that 
27.9 percent of the MRLs are equal to this value, and 43.4 percent of the MRL values are equal 
to or less than it. The percentage of the MRL values that are less than or equal to the mode does 
not meet the 80 percent threshold. Therefore, EPA did not base the EQL on the modal MRL. 
Exhibit 4-18 shows that more than 99 percent of the MRL values are less than the PQL of 0.4 
μg/L. Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL values to determine whether they support an EQL 
below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-17. Summary of MRL Data for Heptachlor 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 63,810 100% 
Less than mode 9,863 15.5% 
Equal to mode (0.04 μg/L) 17,794 27.9% 
Greater than mode 36,153 56.7% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  

 
Exhibit 4-18. MRL Distribution for Heptachlor 

 
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-19 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of heptachlor, and the MDLs. 
Applying a multiplier of 10 to the MDL values results in a possible EQL range from 0.015 to 3.4 
μg/L. Three of these values are greater than the PQL. EPA used the highest value below the PQL 
(0.05 μg/L) and rounded up to 0.1 μg/L to establish an EQL. Almost 92 percent of the MRLs in 
the Six-Year Review 3 ICR database are less than or equal to this value. 
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Exhibit 4-19. Analytical Methods for Heptachlor 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

505 0.003 0.03 
508 0.0015 0.015 
508.1 0.005 0.05 
525.2 0.15 1.5 
525.3 0.34 3.4 
551.1 0.081 0.81 
Source: USEPA, 2016b (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

4.1.7 Heptachlor Epoxide 
The MCL for heptachlor epoxide equals the PQL of 0.2 μg/L. The MCLG is zero, and there is no 
new health effects information that suggests a change in the MCLG. Consequently, the threshold 
for the occurrence analysis is based on analytical feasibility.  

There are no PT studies with spiked values below the PQL. The PT data above the PQL show 
passing rates close to 100 percent for most of the studies although one study has a passing rate 
less than 75 percent (USEPA, 2016b). Given the lack of data below the PQL, EPA determined 
that the PT data do not support a reduction of the PQL. 

As shown in Exhibit 4-20, the modal MRL for heptachlor epoxide is 0.02 μg/L. Summary data 
show that 28.9 percent of the MRLs are equal to this value, and 40.2 percent of the MRL values 
are equal to or less than it. The percentage of the MRL values that are less than or equal to the 
mode does not meet the 80 percent threshold. Therefore, EPA did not base the EQL on the modal 
MRL. Exhibit 4-21 shows that more than 99 percent of the MRL values are less than the PQL. 
Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL values to determine whether they support an EQL below the 
PQL. 

Exhibit 4-20. Summary of MRL Data for Heptachlor Epoxide 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 63,667 100% 
Less than mode 7,184 11.3% 
Equal to mode (0.02 μg/L) 18,370 28.9% 
Greater than mode 38,113 59.9% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  
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Exhibit 4-21. MRL Distribution for Heptachlor Epoxide 

 
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-22 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of heptachlor epoxide, and the 
MDLs. Applying a multiplier of 10 to the MDL values results in a possible EQL range from 
0.001 to 2.02 μg/L. Two of these values are greater than the PQL and one is approximately the 
same. EPA used the highest value below the PQL (0.04 μg/L) to establish an EQL. 

Exhibit 4-22. Analytical Methods for Heptachlor Epoxide 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

505 0.004 0.04 
508 0.015 0.15 
508.1 0.0001 0.001 
525.2 0.13 1.3 
525.3 0.0026 0.026 
551.1 0.202 2.02 
Source: USEPA, 2016b (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

4.1.8 Hexachlorobenzene 
The MCL for hexachlorobenzene equals the PQL of 1 μg/L. The MCLG is zero, and there is no 
new health effects information that suggests a change in the MCLG. Consequently, the threshold 
for the occurrence analysis is based on analytical feasibility.  

There are several PT studies with a spiked value below the PQL and passing rates greater than 
80%, although one study has a passing rate below 75%. Above the PQL, the PT data show 
greater than 75 percent passing rates for most of the studies (USEPA, 2009a). EPA determined 
that the PT data support reduction of the PQL. 
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As shown in Exhibit 4-23, the modal MRL for hexachlorobenzene is 0.1 μg/L. Approximately 
71 percent of the MRL values are equal to or less than the modal value. The percentage of the 
MRL values that are less than or equal to the mode does not meet the 80 percent threshold. 
Therefore, EPA did not base the EQL on the modal MRL. Exhibit 4-24 shows that more than 99 
percent of the MRL values are less than the PQL. Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL values to 
determine whether they support an EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-23. Summary of MRL Data for Hexachlorobenzene 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 62,752 100% 
Less than mode 13,418 21.4% 
Equal to mode (0.1 μg/L) 31,338 49.9% 
Greater than mode 17,996 28.7% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  

Exhibit 4-24. MRL Distribution for Hexachlorobenzene 

 
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-25 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of hexachlorobenzene, and the 
MDLs. Applying a multiplier of 10 would give a possible EQL range from 0.01 to 1.3 μg/L. One 
of these values (1.3 μg/L) is greater than the PQL. EPA used the highest value below the PQL 
(0.077 μg/L) and rounded up to 0.1 μg/L to establish the EQL. 
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Exhibit 4-25. Analytical Methods for Hexachlorobenzene 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

505 0.002 0.02 
508 0.0077 0.077 
508.1 0.001 0.01 
525.2 0.13 1.3 
551.1 0.003 0.03 
Source: USEPA, 2009a (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

4.1.9 Pentachlorophenol 
The MCL for pentachlorophenol equals the PQL of 1 μg/L. The MCLG is zero, and a recent 
health effects assessment did not indicate a change in the MCLG. Consequently, the threshold 
for the occurrence analysis is based on analytical feasibility.  

There were no PT studies with spiked concentrations less than the PQL. Above the PQL, passing 
rates ranged from 70 percent to 100 percent (USEPA, 2016b). Because of the lack of results 
below the PQL, EPA determined that the PT data do not support reduction of the PQL.  

As shown in Exhibit 4-26 the modal MRL for pentachlorophenol is 0.04 μg/L. Summary data 
show that 33.1 percent of the MRLs are equal to this value, and 38.8 percent of the MRL values 
are equal to or less than it. The percentage of the MRL values that are less than or equal to the 
mode does not meet the 80 percent threshold. Therefore, EPA did not base the EQL on the modal 
MRL. Exhibit 4-27 shows that 98 percent of the MRL values are less than the PQL. 
Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL values to determine whether they support an EQL below the 
PQL. 

Exhibit 4-26. Summary of MRL Data for Pentachlorophenol 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All MRL Values 63,532 100% 
Value < Modal MRL 3,649 5.7% 
Value = Modal MRL (0.04 μg/L) 21,012 33.1% 
Value > Modal MRL 38,871 61.2% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  
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Exhibit 4-27. MRL Distribution for Pentachlorophenol 

  
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-28 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of pentachlorophenol, and the 
MDLs. Applying a multiplier of 10 would give a range from 0.32 to 16 μg/L. All but one of 
these values exceed or approximate the PQL of 1 μg/L. Thus, the MDL data do not support an 
EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-28. Analytical Methods for Pentachlorophenol 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

515.1 0.032 0.32 
515.2 0.16 1.6 
515.3  0.085 0.85 
515.4 0.084 0.84 
525.2 1.0 10 
525.3 0.069 0.69 
528 0.25 2.5 
555 1.6 16 
Source: USEPA, 2016b (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

4.1.10 Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) 
The MCL for PCBs equals the PQL of 0.5 μg/L. The MCLG is zero, and although a health 
effects assessment is in progress, there is no new health effects information that suggests a 
change in the MCLG. Consequently, the threshold for the occurrence analysis is based on 
analytical feasibility.  
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The only PT study with a spiked concentration below the PQL had a passing rate below 75%. 
The passing rates at higher concentrations ranged from 80 percent to 100 percent (USEPA, 
2009a). Because of the low passing rate below the PQL, EPA determined that the PT data do not 
support reduction of the PQL. 

As shown in Exhibit 4-29, the modal MRL for PCBs is 0.5 μg/L, which equals the PQL. 
Summary data show that 32 percent of the MRLs are equal to this value, and 99.2 percent of the 
MRL values are equal to or less than it. As shown in Exhibit 4-30, the MRL data appear to 
indicate that there is potential to lower the PQL because most of the MRL values are below the 
PQL. Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL values to determine whether they support an EQL 
below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-29. Summary of MRL Data for PCBs 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All  32,755 100% 
Less than mode 21,999 67.2% 
Equal to mode (0.5 μg/L) 10,478 32.0% 
Greater than mode 278 0.8% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  

Exhibit 4-30. MRL Distribution for PCBs 

  
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. Percentages shown here may not match summary data in the 
prior table because of independent rounding. 
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Exhibit 4-31 shows EPA’s approved method for the compliance monitoring of PCBs (as 
decachlorobiphenyl), and the MDL. Applying a multiplier of 10 would give a possible EQL of 
0.8 μg/L, which is greater than the PQL. The MDL data do not support an EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-31. Analytical Methods for PCBs 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

508A 0.08 0.8 
Source: USEPA, 2009a. This document also reports methods and MDLs for aroclors, but these screening methods 
are not sufficient for compliance monitoring. 

EPA concluded that although MRL values are generally below the PQL, the combination of PT 
and MDL data do not support revision of the PQL for PCBs. Therefore, EPA did not develop an 
EQL. 

4.1.11 2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-Dioxin (Dioxin) 
The MCL for dioxin equals the PQL of 3×10-5 μg/L. The MCLG is zero and there is no new 
health effects information that suggests a change in the MCLG. Consequently, the threshold for 
the occurrence analysis is based on analytical feasibility.  

There is only one PT study. It has a passing rate greater than 75 percent and the spiked 
concentration is greater than the PQL (USEPA, 2016b). Given the lack of data, EPA determined 
that the PT data do not support revision of the PQL.  

As shown in Exhibit 4-32 the modal MRL for dioxin is 5×10-6 μg/L. Summary data show that 52 
percent of the MRLs are equal to this value, and 93.3 percent of the MRL values are equal to or 
less than it. Because more than 80 percent of the MRL values are less than or equal to 5×10-6 
μg/L, EPA identified the mode as the EQL. In Exhibit 4-33, the MRL data indicate that there is 
potential to lower the PQL because most of the MRL values are below the PQL. EPA also 
reviewed MDL values to determine whether they support an EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-32. Summary of MRL Data for Dioxin 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 2,620 100% 
Less than mode 1,082 41.3% 
Equal to mode (5×10-6 μg/L) 1,362 52.0% 
Greater than mode 176 6.7% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  
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Exhibit 4-33. MRL Distribution for Dioxin 

 
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-34 shows EPA’s approved method for the detection of dioxin, and the minimum 
detection level (MDL). Applying a multiplier of five would give a possible EQL of 2.2×10-5 
μg/L, which is less than the PQL, but not as low as the modal MRL. EPA instead used the modal 
MRL to establish the EQL. 

Exhibit 4-34. Analytical Methods for Dioxin 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 5 (μg/L) 

1613 4.4×10-6  2.2×10-5 
Source: USEPA, 2016b  

4.1.12 Thallium 
The MCL for thallium equals the PQL of 2 μg/L. The MCLG is 0.5 μg/L, and a recent health 
effects assessment did not indicate any changes to the MCLG. Therefore, the threshold for an 
occurrence analysis depends on analytical feasibility.  

There are no studies with spiked concentrations less than the PQL. The passing rates for the PT 
studies above the PQL generally range from 80 percent to 100 percent (USEPA, 2016b). Given 
the lack of data below the PQL, EPA determined that the PT data do not support revision of the 
PQL. 

As shown in Exhibit 4-35, the modal MRL for thallium is 1 μg/L. Summary data show that 48.3 
percent of the MRLs are equal to this value, and 74.5 percent of the MRL values are equal to or 
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less than it. The percentage of the MRL values that are less than or equal to the mode does not 
meet the 80 percent threshold. Therefore, EPA did not base the EQL on the modal MRL. Exhibit 
4-36 shows that more than 99 percent of the MRL values are less than or equal to the PQL. 
Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL values to determine whether they support an EQL less than 
the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-35. Summary of MRL Data for Thallium 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 75,776 100% 
Less than mode 19,855 26.2% 
Equal to mode (1 μg/L) 36,589 48.3% 
Greater than mode 19,332 25.5% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database 

 
Exhibit 4-36. MRL Distribution for Thallium 

  
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-37 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of thallium, and the MDLs. 
Applying a multiplier of 10 would give a possible EQL range of 3.0 to 10 μg/L. The PQL is less 
than this range. The MDL data do not support an EQL below the PQL. 
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Exhibit 4-37. Analytical Methods for Thallium 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

200.7 no MDL no MDL 
200.8  0.3 3 
200.9 1.0 10 
Source: USEPA, 2016b (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

4.1.13 Toxaphene 
The MCL for toxaphene equals the PQL of 3 μg/L. The MCLG is zero, and there is no new 
health effects information that suggests a change in the MCLG. Consequently, the threshold for 
the occurrence analysis is based on analytical feasibility.  

One PT study has a spiked value below the PQL and a passing rate just above 75%. The passing 
rates for the PT studies generally exceed 75 percent although the rates are below this threshold 
for several studies (USEPA, 2016b). Given the single data point below the PQL, EPA 
determined that the PT data do not support reduction of the PQL. 

As shown in Exhibit 4-38, the modal MRL is 1 μg/L. Approximately 66.5 percent of the MRL 
values are equal to or less than the modal value. The percentage of the MRL values that are less 
than or equal to the mode does not meet the 80 percent threshold. Therefore, EPA did not base 
the EQL on the modal MRL. Exhibit 4-39 shows that more than 99 percent of the MRL values 
are less than the PQL. Consequently, EPA reviewed MDL values to determine whether they 
support an EQL below the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-38. Summary of MRL Data for Toxaphene 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 57,208 100% 
Less than mode 14,117 24.7% 
Equal to mode (1 μg/L) 23,918 41.8% 
Greater than mode 19,173 33.5% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  
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Exhibit 4-39. MRL Distribution for Toxaphene 

 
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-40 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of toxaphene, and the MDLs. 
Applying a multiplier of 10 would give a possible EQL range from 1.3 to 17 μg/L. Three of the 
values are greater than the PQL. EPA used the value below the PQL (1.3 μg/L) and rounded 
down to 1 μg/L to establish an EQL. 

Exhibit 4-40. Analytical Methods for Toxaphene 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

505 1.0 10 
508 no MDL no MDL 
508.1 0.13 1.3 
525.2 1.7 17 
525.3 0.32 3.2 
Source: USEPA, 2016b (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

4.1.14 1,1,2-Trichloroethane 
The MCL for 1,1,2-trichloroethane equals the PQL of 5 μg/L. The MCLG is 3 μg/L, and there is 
no new health effects information that suggests a change in the MCLG. Therefore, the threshold 
for an occurrence analysis depends on analytical feasibility.  

There are several studies with spiked concentrations less than the PQL that have passing rates 
greater than 90%. The PT results above the PQL also have passing rates in the 90 to 100 percent 
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range (USEPA, 2009a). Given the high passing rates below the PQL, EPA determined that the 
PT data support reduction of the PQL.  

As shown in Exhibit 4-41, the modal MRL is 0.5 μg/L, which is less than the MCLG. More than 
99 percent of MRL values are less than the mode. Exhibit 4-42 shows that more than 99.9 
percent of MRL values are less than or equal to the MCLG. Although the MRL mode meets 
criteria to be an EQL, the mode is less than the MCLG. Consequently, the MCLG is the 
appropriate threshold for the occurrence analysis. 

Exhibit 4-41. Summary of MRL Data for 1,1,2-Trichloroethane 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 137,544 100% 
Less than mode 18,378 13.4% 
Equal to mode (0.5 μg/L) 117,947 85.8% 
Greater than mode 1,219 0.9% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  

Exhibit 4-42. MRL Distribution for 1,1,2-Trichloroethane 

  
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-43 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of 1,1,2-trichloroethane, and the 
MDLs. Applying a multiplier of 10 would give a possible EQL range from 0.17 to 1 μg/L. This 
range is below the current MCLG, which further supports use of the MCLG as the threshold in 
the occurrence analysis. 
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Exhibit 4-43. Analytical Methods for 1,1,2-Trichloroethane 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

502.2 0.04 0.4 
524.2 0.10 1 
551.1 0.017 0.17 
Source: USEPA, 2009a (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

4.2 MCL Currently Limited by MCLG 

For each contaminant addressed in this section, new health effects information indicates potential 
to lower the MCLG (USEPA, 2016c). Therefore, EPA’s objective was to determine whether this 
possible MCLG could be used as the threshold for the occurrence analysis. When it could not be 
used, EPA identified an alternative threshold. Exhibit 4-44 illustrates four possible outcomes. In 
each case, the blue boxes show that the current MCL equals the current MCLG and the current 
PQL is a lower value. The green boxes show new information – the possible MCLG and an 
EQL.  

Exhibit 4-44. Occurrence Analysis Threshold Selection Scenarios for 
Contaminants with New Possible MCLGs 

 

The top case (A) shows that the PQL is less than the possible MCLG. In this case, current 
analytical feasibility does not limit setting an MCL equal the possible MCLG. Therefore, the 
possible MCLG can be the threshold for the occurrence analysis. 
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The possible MCLG can still be the threshold for the occurrence analysis when it is less than the 
PQL. This is possible if EPA can identify an EQL that is less than the possible MCLG (case B). 

If, however, data analysis results in an EQL that is greater than possible MCLG, then EPA used 
the EQL as the threshold for the occurrence analysis when it was less than the PQL (case C). If 
available data did not support deriving an EQL less than the current PQL, then EPA used the 
PQL as the occurrence threshold (case D). 

As Exhibit 1-2 shows, case A (PQL < possible MCLG) applies to the following contaminants: 
cis-1,2-dichloroethylene, fluoride, hexachlorocyclopentadiene, selenium, toluene, and xylene. 
For these contaminants, EPA can use the possible MCLG values as occurrence thresholds 
without analyzing PT, MRL, or MDL data.  

The six remaining contaminants – carbofuran, cyanide, endothall, methoxychlor, oxamyl, and 
styrene – require further analysis. To establish an occurrence threshold, EPA used the available 
PT, MRL, and MDL data and an analysis method similar to the one in section 4.1.  

4.2.1 Carbofuran 
The MCL for carbofuran equals the MCLG of 40 μg/L. EPA based the promulgated MCLG on a 
reference dose (RfD) of 0.005 mg/kg-day. New health effects information indicates a revised 
RfD of 0.0003 mg/kg-day. The corresponding possible MCLG is 0.6 μg/L (2016c), which is less 
than the PQL of 7 μg/L. Because the PQL would not allow setting the MCL equal to the possible 
MCLG, EPA evaluated how low an occurrence threshold could be. 

There are no PT results at spiked concentrations below the PQL. In fact, none of the spiked 
concentrations are below 15 μg/L, which is two times the PQL. Most of the passing rates are 
above 75 percent; only one is less than 75 percent (USEPA, 2016b). Because of a lack of PT data 
below the PQL, EPA determined that the PT data do not support reduction of the PQL. 

As shown in Exhibit 4-45, the modal MRL for carbofuran is 0.9 μg/L, which is less than the 
PQL of 7 μg/L, but greater than the possible MCLG. Exhibit 4-46 shows that a majority of MRL 
values exceed 0.6 μg/L, which means the possible MCLG cannot be used for the occurrence 
analysis without substantial upward bias in the occurrence estimates. Summary data show that 
28.4 percent of the MRLs are equal to the mode, and 56.9 percent of the MRL values are equal to 
or less than it. Therefore, a threshold cannot be based on the mode. EPA reviewed MDL values 
to determine whether they support a threshold between the possible MCLG and the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-45. Summary of MRL Data for Carbofuran 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 50,018 100% 
Less than mode 14,273 28.5% 
Equal to mode (0.9 μg/L) 14,219 28.4% 
Greater than mode 21,526 43.0% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  
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Exhibit 4-46. MRL Distribution for Carbofuran 

  
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-47 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of carbofuran, and the MDLs. 
Applying a multiplier of 10 would result in possible EQL values of 0.58 and 5.2 μg/L. Both 
values approximate or exceed the possible MCLG. Thus, EPA determined that the possible 
MCLG cannot be the occurrence threshold. EPA used the highest value below the PQL (5.2 
μg/L) and rounded down to 5.0 μg/L to obtain an EQL. Exhibit 4-46 shows that almost 98 
percent of the MRL values are less than or equal to this value. 

Exhibit 4-47. Analytical Methods for Carbofuran 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

531.1 0.52 5.2 
531.2 0.058 0.58 
Source: USEPA, 2016b (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

4.2.2 Cyanide 
The MCL for cyanide equals the MCLG of 200 μg/L. EPA promulgated the MCLG based on an 
RfD of 0.02 mg/kg-day. New health effects information indicates a lower RfD of 0.0006 mg/kg-
day (USEPA, 2016c). The corresponding possible MCLG is 4 μg/L, which is less than the PQL 
of 100 μg/L. Because the PQL would limit setting the MCL equal to the possible MCLG, EPA 
evaluated whether the EQL can be as low as 4 μg/L.  

There are no PT studies with spiked values below the PQL and the passing rates above the PQL 
range from 75 percent to 100 percent (USEPA, 2016b). Given the the lack of data below the 
PQL, EPA determined that the PT data do not support reduction of the PQL. 
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As shown in Exhibit 4-48, the modal MRL for cyanide is 10 μg/L, which is greater than the 
potential MCLG of 4 μg/L, but less than the PQL of 100 μg/L. Exhibit 4-49 shows that 
approximately 14 percent of the MRL values are less than 4 μg/L, which means the possible 
MCLG cannot be used for the occurrence analysis. Summary data show that 42.5 percent of the 
MRLs are equal to this value, and 73.1 percent of the MRL values are equal to or less than it. 
The percentage of the MRL values that are less than or equal to the mode does not meet the 80 
percent threshold. Therefore, EPA did not base the EQL on the modal MRL. Exhibit 4-49 shows 
that more than 99 percent of MRL values are less than the PQL. Therefore, EPA reviewed MDL 
values to determine whether they indicate an EQL value that is less than the PQL. 

Exhibit 4-48. Summary of MRL Data for Cyanide 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 56,219 100% 
Less than mode 17,213 30.6% 
Equal to mode (10 μg/L) 23,865 42.5% 
Greater than mode 15,141 26.9% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  

Exhibit 4-49. MRL Distribution for Cyanide 

  
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-50 shows EPA’s method for the detection of cyanide and the corresponding MDL. 
USEPA (2016b) identifies additional methods including several newer, proprietary methods that 
have lower MDL values. Applying a multiplier of 10 gives a possible EQL of 50 μg/L, which is 
greater than the potential MCLG, but less than the PQL. 
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Exhibit 4-50. Analytical Methods for Cyanide 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

335.4 5.0 50 
Source: USEPA, 2016b and NEMI, 2015. 

The distribution in Exhibit 4-49 shows that more than 95 percent of the MRL values are less than 
or equal to 50 μg/L. Thus, an occurrence analysis at an EQL of 50 μg/L will have a relatively 
small degree of bias introduced by the MRL values that are greater than the EQL. 

4.2.3 Endothall 
The MCL for endothall equals the MCLG of 100 μg/L. EPA promulgated the MCLG based on 
an RfD of 0.02 mg/kg-day. New health effects information indicates a revised RfD of 0.007 
mg/kg-day. The corresponding possible MCLG is 50 μg/L (USEPA, 2016c), which is less than 
the PQL of 90 μg/L. Because the PQL would limit setting the MCL equal to the possible MCLG, 
EPA evaluated whether the EQL can be as low as 50 μg/L. 

There are no PT study results with spiked values below the PQL. Furthermore, some passing 
rates for PT studies at spiked concentrations greater than the PQL are below 75 percent (USEPA, 
2009a). Because of the lack of data below the PQL, EPA determined that the available PT data 
do not support PQL reduction. 

As shown in Exhibit 4-51, the modal MRL for endothall is 10 μg/L, which is less than the PQL. 
Summary data show that 34.3 percent of the MRLs are equal to this value, and 79.6 percent of 
the MRL values are equal to or less than it. The mode is also less than the possible MCLG of 50 
μg/L. Exhibit 4-52 shows that more than 98 percent of the MRL values are less than or equal to 
50 μg/L. Thus, the MRL data support use of the possible MCLG for the occurrence analysis. 

Exhibit 4-51. Summary of MRL Data for Endothall 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 19,895 100% 
Less than mode 9,004 45.3% 
Equal to mode (10 μg/L) 6,833 34.3% 
Greater than mode 4,058 20.4% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  
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Exhibit 4-52. MRL Distribution for Endothall 

  
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-53 shows EPA’s approved method for the detection of endothall, and the MDL. 
Applying a multiplier of 10 gives a possible EQL 17.9 μg/L, which is less than 50 μg/L. Thus, 
the MDL data support the use of the possible MCLG as a threshold in the occurrence analysis. 

Exhibit 4-53. Analytical Methods for Endothall 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

548.1 1.79 17.9 
Source: USEPA, 2016b (upper bound value when a range is reported) 

Although the PT data do not support a reduction of the PQL, the MRL and MDL data do support 
the use of the possible MCLG value of 50 μg/L as a threshold for the occurrence analysis. 

4.2.4 Methoxychlor 
The MCL for methoxychlor equals the MCLG of 40 μg/L. The promulgated MCLG was based 
on an RfD of 0.005 mg/kg-day. New health effects information indicates a revised RfD of 
0.00002 mg/kg-day. The corresponding possible MCLG is 0.1 μg/L (USEPA, 2016c), which is 
less than the PQL of 10 μg/L. Because the PQL would limit setting the MCL equal to the 
possible MCLG, EPA evaluated whether the EQL can be as low as 0.1 μg/L.  

Four PT studies with spiked concentrations less than the PQL had passing rates above 75 
percent. There are, however, studies with values greater than the PQL with passing rates at or 
below 75 percent (USEPA, 2009a). Nevertheless, because of high passing rates for 
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concentrations less than the PQL, EPA concluded that the available PT data may support PQL 
revision.  

As shown in Exhibit 4-54, the modal MRL for methoxychlor is 0.1 μg/L, which equals the 
possible MCLG. Summary data show that 44.3 percent of the MRLs are equal to this value, and 
59.7 percent of the MRL values are equal to or less than it. The percentage of MRL values less 
than or equal to the mode does not meet the 80 percent threshold. Therefore, the MRL data do 
not support the use of the possible MCLG for the occurrence analysis. Exhibit 4-55 shows that 
less than 1 percent of the MRL values are greater than the PQL of 10 μg/L. Therefore, EPA 
evaluated MDL data. 

Exhibit 4-54. Summary of MRL Data for Methoxychlor 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 70,142 100% 
Less than mode 10,788 15.4% 
Equal to mode (0.1 μg/L) 31,060 44.3% 
Greater than mode 28,294 40.3% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  

Exhibit 4-55. MRL Distribution for Methoxychlor 

  
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-56 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of methoxychlor, and the MDLs. 
Applying a multiplier of 10 would give a possible EQL range from 0.03 to 9.6 μg/L. This range 
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is below the PQL. The highest value, 9.6 μg/L, rounds to the PQL. The next highest value rounds 
to 1.0 μg/L, which is less than the current PQL. Although this value is greater than the possible 
MCLG, EPA established an EQL of 1.0 μg/L as the threshold for the occurrence analysis. 

Exhibit 4-56. Analytical Methods for Methoxychlor 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

505 0.96 9.6 
508 0.022 0.22 
508.1 0.003 0.03 
525.2 0.13 1.3 
551.1 0.026 0.26 
Source: USEPA, 2009a (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

4.2.5 Oxamyl 
The MCL for oxamyl equals the MCLG of 200 μg/L. The promulgated MCLG was based on an 
RfD of 0.025mg/kg-day. New health effects information indicates a revised RfD of 0.0069 
mg/kg-day. The corresponding possible MCLG is 10 μg/L (USEPA, 2016c), which is less than 
the PQL of 20 μg/L. Because the PQL would limit setting the MCL equal to the possible MCLG, 
EPA evaluated whether the EQL can be as low as 10 μg/L.  

Two PT studies with spiked concentrations less than the PQL had passing rates at 75 percent. 
There are also studies with values greater than the PQL with passing rates at or below 75 percent 
(USEPA, 2016b). Because of limited number of studies below the PQL, EPA concluded that the 
available PT data do not support PQL reduction.  

As shown in Exhibit 4-57, the modal MRL for oxamyl is 2 μg/L, which is less than the possible 
MCLG. Summary data show that 36 percent of the MRLs are equal to this value, and 85.4 
percent of the MRL values are equal to or less than it. The fraction of MRL values less than or 
equal to the mode meets the 80 percent threshold. Therefore, the MRL data also support the use 
of the possible MCLG for the occurrence analysis. Exhibit 4-58 shows that less than 5 percent of 
the MRL values exceed 10 μg/L. 

Exhibit 4-57. Summary of MRL Data for Oxamyl 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 49,438 100% 
Less than mode 24,422 49.4% 
Equal to mode (2 μg/L) 17,818 36.0% 
Greater than mode 7,198 14.6% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  
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Exhibit 4-58. MRL Distribution for Oxamyl 

  
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-59 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of oxamyl, and the MDLs. 
Applying a multiplier of 10 would give a possible EQL range from 0.65 to 8.6 μg/L. This range 
contains the modal MRL and is less than the possible MCLG of 10 μg/L. Therefore, EPA 
estimated an EQL of 10 µg/L as a health-based threshold for the occurrence analysis. 

Exhibit 4-59. Analytical Methods for Oxamyl 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

531.1 0.86 8.6 
531.2 0.065 0.65 
Source: USEPA, 2016b (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 

4.2.6 Styrene 
The MCL for styrene equals the MCLG of 100 μg/L. The promulgated MCLG was based on an 
RfD of 0.2 mg/kg-day. New health effects information indicates potential to revise the cancer 
classification, resulting in a possible MCLG of zero (2016c). Because the PQL of 5 μg/L limits 
setting the MCL equal to the possible MCLG, EPA evaluated how low an EQL can be.  

There are several PT studies with spiked concentrations below the PQL and passing rates greater 
than 90%. PT studies with spiked concentrations greater than the PQL consistently have passing 
rates above 75 percent (USEPA, 2009a). Because of high passing rates for concentrations less 
than the PQL, EPA concluded that the available PT data support PQL revision.  
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As shown in Exhibit 4-60, the modal MRL for styrene is 0.5 μg/L. Summary data show that 89.5 
percent of the MRLs are equal to this value, and 99.5 percent of the MRL values are equal to or 
less than it. The fraction of MRL values less than or equal to the mode meets the 80 percent 
threshold. Therefore, the MRL data support the use of the modal MRL for the occurrence 
analysis. Exhibit 4-61 shows that less than 1 percent of the MRL values exceed 0.5 μg/L. 

Exhibit 4-60. Summary of MRL Data for Styrene 
MRL Value Category Number of Records Percentage of Records 

All 145,902 100% 
Less than mode 14,589 10.00% 
Equal to mode (0.5 μg/L) 130,578 89.50% 
Greater than mode 735 0.50% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100 percent because of independent rounding. Aggregate percentages in the table may 
differ from detail in the accompanying chart because of independent rounding. 
Source: Six-Year Review 3 ICR database  

Exhibit 4-61. MRL Distribution for Styrene 

  
Note: The horizontal axis shows the percent of MRL values in each of 11 discrete ranges. The range with the modal 
MRL as an upper bound includes MRL values throughout the range and, therefore, has a greater percentage than the 
one reported in the preceding table for the modal MRL. 

Exhibit 4-62 shows EPA’s approved methods for the detection of styrene, and the MDLs. 
Applying a multiplier of 10 would give a possible EQL range from 0.6 to 1.0 μg/L. This range 
exceeds the modal MRL. Therefore, EPA established an EQL of 0.5 µg/L based on the modal 
MRL as a threshold for the occurrence analysis. 
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Exhibit 4-62. Analytical Methods for Styrene 
Method MDL (μg/L) MDL x 10 (μg/L) 

502.2 0.1 1.0 
524.2 0.06 0.6 
Source: USEPA, 2009a (upper bound values when ranges are reported) 
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5 Summary 
This section provides a summary of the thresholds that EPA derived for analysis of occurrence. 

5.1 MCL Currently Limited by PQL 

Exhibit 5-1 provides a summary of the information EPA used to develop EQL values in cases of 
potential improvements in analytical feasibility. The information includes the PQL values, which 
limit current MCL values. The next column indicates whether the PT data indicate potential to 
reduce the PQL, i.e., whether there are high passing rates for studies with spiked values below 
the PQL. Next is the modal MRL values and the percentage of MRL values that are less than or 
equal to the mode. Finally, the table contains the range of EQLs based on the MDL multiplier 
method (10 × MDL values; 5 × MDL for 2,3,7,8-TCDD). Bold font indicates information 
supporting PQL reduction and EQL development. 

Exhibit 5-1. Threshold Information Summary: Potential Improvements in 
Analytical Feasibility 

Contaminant PQL 

PT Data 
Support PQL 

Reduction 
Modal MRL1 

(μg/L) 

Range of 10 × MDL 
Values2 

(μg/L)  
Benzo[a]pyrene 0.2 no 0.02 (37%) 0.16 to 2.3 
Chlordane 2 no 0.2 (54%) 0.04 to 2.2 
DBCP  0.2 no 0.5 (66%) 0.09 to 2.6 
DEHP  6 no 0.6 (41%) 13 to 22.5 
EDB  0.05 no 0.5 (92%) 0.1 to 0.32 
Heptachlor 0.4 no 0.04 (43%) 0.015 to 3.4 
Heptachlor Epoxide 0.2 no 0.02 (40%) 0.001 to 2.02 
Hexachlorobenzene 1 yes 0.1 (71%) 0.01 to 1.3 
Pentachlorophenol 1 no 0.04 (39%) 0.32 to 16 
PCBs  0.5 no 0.5 (99%) 0.8 
Dioxin  3.0 × 10-5 no 5.0 × 10-6 (93%) 2.2 × 10-5 
Thallium 2 no 1 (75%) 3 to 10 
Toxaphene 3 no 1 (67%) 1.3 to 17 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane 5 yes 0.5 (99%) 0.17 to 1 
1. Based on Six Year 3 ICR dataset. MRL mode is the most frequently reported value. Value in parenthesis is the percent of 
MRL values that are less than or equal to the mode. 
2. For each contaminant, the range shown is 10 times the range of MDL values for the EPA–developed analytical methods. 
The exception is 2,3,7,8-TCDD, which reflects a multiplier of 5 instead of 10.  

The PT data are not sufficient to support PQL reductions for most of the contaminants. This 
generally occurs because of the lack of PT studies at spiked concentrations below PQL values. 
The three contaminants for which PT data indicate potential to reduce the PQL are 
hexachlorobenzene and 1,1,2-trichloroethane. 

Generally, the modal MRL values are less than the PQL values, often differing by an order of 
magnitude. The exceptions are MRL values that exceed the PQL values for DBCP and EDB, and 
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the MRL for PCBs, which equals the PQL. Nevertheless, most of these modal MRL values are 
not EQL candidates because less than 80 percent of MRL values are less than or equal to them. 
Thus, only the MRL modes for dioxin and 1,1,2-trichloroethane meet criteria for EQL 
development. The mode for 1,1,2-trichlorethane of 0.5 μg/L is less than the MCLG, which is 3 
μg/L. Therefore, the occurrence threshold for this contaminant is the current MCLG instead of an 
EQL.  

The MDL data indicate the greatest potential to revise PQL values. The ranges in bold font 
include at least one MDL that is less than the PQL. EPA used the MDL data to derive an EQL 
for the following contaminants: chlordane, heptachlor, heptachlor epoxide, hexachlorobenzene, 
and toxaphene.  

The EQL summary in Exhibit 5-2 shows that EPA did not use MDL values to develop EQL 
values for three contaminants despite there being an MDL lower than the PQL: benzo[a]pyrene, 
DBCP, and pentachlorophenol. For benzo[a]pyrene, an EQL based on the MDL would be the 
same as the PQL. For DBCP, an EQL based on MDL data was less than 70 percent of the MRL 
values in the database. For pentachlorophenol, EPA did not develop an EQL because six of the 
seven MDL values rounded to or exceeded the PQL. 

Exhibit 5-2. EQL Threshold Results 
Contaminant PQL EQL Basis 

Benzo[a]pyrene 0.2 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
Chlordane 2 1 Based on 10 × MDL 
DBCP  0.2 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
DEHP  6 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
EDB  0.05 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
Heptachlor 0.4 0.1 Based on 10 × MDL 
Heptachlor Epoxide 0.2 0.04 Based on 10 × MDL 
Hexachlorobenzene 1 0.1 Based on 10 × MDL 
Pentachlorophenol 1 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
PCBs  0.5 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
Dioxin  3.0 × 10-5 5.0 × 10-6 Based on MRL mode 
Thallium 2 none Data do not support EQL < PQL 
Toxaphene 3 1 Based on 10 × MDL 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane 5 3 Based on MCLG (EQL < MCLG) 
 

5.2 MCL Greater than Possible Lower MCLG  

Exhibit 5-3 contains summary data for the contaminants for which EPA identified a lower 
possible MCLG. The first two data columns contain the possible MCLG and PQL values. Bold 
font indicates that seven PQL values are greater than corresponding possible MCLG values. 

For the other contaminants, the PQL is lower than the possible MCLG. The MRL information 
for these contaminants indicates the percent of MRL values that are less than the possible MCLG 
value (instead of an MRL mode). In all instances, almost all of the MRL values are less than the 
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possible MCLG. The 10 × MDL ranges are generally less than the possible MCLG. Thus, the 
possible MCLGs can be used as occurrence thresholds. 

Exhibit 5-3. Threshold Information Summary: Possible Lower MCLGs 

Contaminant 

Possible 
MCLG 
(μg/L) 

PQL 
(μg/L) 

PT Data 
Support PQL 

Reduction 

Six Year 3 MRL 
Data1  
(μg/L) 

Range of 10 × 
MDL Values2 

(μg/L) 
Carbofuran 0.6 7  no mode: 0.9 (57%) 0.58 – 5.2 
Cyanide 4 100 no mode: 10 (73%) 50 
cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene 10 5 yes **  ** 
Endothall 50 90 no mode: 10 (80%) 17.9 
Fluoride 900 500 no ** ** 
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 40 1  no ** ** 
Methoxychlor 0.1 10 yes mode: 0.1 (60%) 0.03 – 9.6 
Oxamyl 10 20 no mode: 2 (85%) 0.65 – 8.6 
Selenium 40 10  no ** ** 
Styrene 0 5 yes mode: 0.5 (99.5%) 0.6 – 1.0 
Toluene 600 5  yes ** ** 
Xylene 1000 5 no ** ** 
1. Based on Six Year 3 ICR dataset. MRL mode is the most frequently reported value. Value in parenthesis is the percent of 
MRL values that are less than or equal to the mode. 
2. For each contaminant, the range shown is 10 times the range of MDL values for the EPA–developed analytical methods. 
**. Analysis not required because the PQL is less than the possible MCLG. 

For six contaminants – carbofuran, cyanide, endothall, methoxychlor, oxamyl, and styrene – the 
PQL potentially limits setting an MCL equal to the possible MCLG. The MRL and MDL 
summary information shown in the table indicate whether an EQL could be as low as the 
possible MCLG. 

The modal MRL values for two contaminants, endothall and oxamyl, are less than the possible 
MCLG values and meet EQL criteria. The MDL values are also less than the possible MCLG. 
Therefore, the MRL and MDL data support using the possible MCLG as an occurrence threshold 
for these two contaminants.  

For styrene, the modal MRL meets the EQL criteria. The modal MRL is greater than the possible 
MCLG, however. Therefore, EPA used the EQL instead of the possible MCLG for the 
occurrence analysis. 

For carbofuran, cyanide, and methoxychlor, the modal MRLs do not meet EQL criteria. 
Furthermore, the MDL values did not support use of the respective possible MCLGs as 
occurrence thresholds. Nevertheless, EPA could use 10 × MDL values to develop EQLs that are 
less than current PQLs. The EQL for carbofuran is 5 μg/L; more than 98 percent of the MRL 
values are less than 5 μg/L. The EQL for cyanide is 50 μg/L; 94 percent of the MRL values are 
less than this value. Similarly, the EQL for methoxychlor is 1 μg/L; 86 percent of the MRL 
values less than 1 μg/L. 
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Exhibit 5-4 provides a summary of the occurrence thresholds for this contaminant group. EPA’s 
analysis indicates that most of the thresholds can be set equal to corresponding possible MCLG 
values, regardless of whether PQL values exceed possible MCLGs. In five cases, alternative 
values must be used because analytical feasibility will most likely limit setting an MCL equal to 
a possible MCLG. 

Exhibit 5-4. Occurrence Threshold Results 

Contaminant 
Possible MCLG 

(μg/L) 
Occurrence 
Threshold Basis 

Carbofuran 0.6 5  EQL based on 10 × MDL 
Cyanide 4 50 EQL based on 10 × MDL 
cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene 10 10 possible MCLG 
Endothall 50 50 possible MCLG  
Fluoride 900 900 Possible MCLG 
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 40 40  possible MCLG  
Methoxychlor 0.1 1 EQL based on 10 × MDL 
Oxamyl 10 10 possible MCLG 
Selenium 40 40  possible MCLG  
Styrene 0 0.5 EQL based on modal MRL 
Toluene 600 600  possible MCLG  
Xylene 1000 1000 possible MCLG  
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EPA Protocol for the 
Review of Existing National Primary 

Drinking Water Regulations

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), as amended in 1996, requires that the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) review existing National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations (NPDWRs) no less often than every six years and, if appropriate, revise them.  This
document describes the systematic approach that EPA used to review 68 chemical NPDWRs and
the Total Coliform Rule (TCR) which were promulgated prior to the 1996 Amendments.  The
statutory deadline for completing this review was August 2002.  EPA developed this document
based on recommendations of the National Drinking Water Advisory Council (NDWAC),
through internal Agency deliberations, and discussions with the diverse stakeholders involved in
drinking water and its protection. 

As long as an NPDWR revision maintains or provides for the same or greater protection of
public health, the SDWA 1996 Amendments give the Administrator discretion to determine if
revision is appropriate.  In order to determine that a revision is appropriate, EPA believes the
revision must continue to meet the basic statutory requirements of the SDWA and present
meaningful opportunities to improve the level of public health protection and/or to achieve cost-
savings while maintaining, or improving, the level of public health protection.
 

EPA applied the following basic principles to the review process:

• The Agency assumed health effects, analytical feasibility, treatment data, and analyses
underlying existing regulations remain adequate and relevant, except in those instances
where reliable, peer-reviewed, new data were available that indicated a need to re-
evaluate an NPDWR (e.g., where a change in health risk assessment has occurred).

• If new data were available, EPA determined whether changes in existing standards were
warranted.  For example, in determining whether there was a change in analytical
feasibility, the Agency applied the current policy and procedures for calculating the
practical quantitation level for drinking water contaminants.

• EPA was unable to complete evaluation of certain new data within the time available for
the review.  For example, if a new health risk assessment for a contaminant was not
completed during the review cycle, EPA generally made a "not revise" decision on the
rationale that it was not appropriate to revise the regulation while the assessment was
ongoing.  When an updated assessment is completed, EPA will review the update and
any new conclusions or additional information associated with the contaminant during
the next review cycle.  The Agency may make a determination to review a particular
NPDWR before August 2008 where a compelling reason exists to revisit the "not revise"
decision sooner.
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• During the review, EPA identified areas where information was inadequate or
unavailable ("data gaps") and is needed before an NPDWR may be considered as a
candidate for revision.  If EPA was unable to fill such gaps during the review process, the
Agency provided information about the data gaps to the appropriate Agency group(s) for
consideration and prioritization.  The results of further research or data gathering, if any,
will be considered as part of a subsequent review.

• During the review process, the Agency did not consider potential regulatory revisions
that were already the subject of other rulemaking activities.

• EPA applied the Agency's peer review policy (USEPA, 2000e), where appropriate, to any
new analyses.

To most efficiently utilize limited resources and assure continued public health protection,
the Agency conducted the review in two phases:  (1) an initial technical review of all 69
NPDWRs (see Appendix A for a list); and (2) an in-depth technical evaluation of those
NPDWRs identified during the initial review as potential candidates for revision.  The key
elements of the review included:  health effects, technology assessment (i.e., analytical and
treatment feasibility), and consideration of other regulatory requirements (e.g., monitoring).  If
the Agency identified a potential health or technological basis for a revision during the initial
screening, EPA also conducted occurrence and exposure analyses and evaluated available
economic information as a part of the in-depth review.

Based on the results of comprehensive analyses, EPA identified those NPDWRs that
remained appropriate at the completion of the 1996-2002 review cycle, and those NPDWRs that
may be appropriate for revision.  The Agency published its preliminary determinations and its
protocol for the review in the April 17, 2002, Federal Register to seek comment from the public
(67 FR 19030 (USEPA, 2002d)).  EPA received comments from 44 commenters on these
preliminary determinations.  These comments, along with other new information received since
April 2002, have been considered as a part of the current revise/not revise decisions.
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EPA Protocol for the 
Review of Existing National Primary 

Drinking Water Regulations

SECTION I:  INTRODUCTION

A.  What Is the Purpose of the Six-Year Review?

Under the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), as amended in 1996, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) must periodically review existing National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations (NPDWRs) and, if appropriate, revise them.  Section 1412(b)(9) of SDWA, states:

The Administrator shall, not less often than every 6 years, review and revise, as
appropriate, each national primary drinking water regulation promulgated under
this title.  Any revision of a national primary drinking water regulation shall be
promulgated in accordance with this section, except that each revision shall
maintain, or provide for greater, protection of the health of persons.

Prior to the 1996 Amendments, the SDWA required EPA to review NPDWRs at least every
three years to determine whether any changes in technology, treatment techniques (TTs) or other
means might provide better health protection.  EPA was required to publish its findings in the
Federal Register and provide an explanation, after opportunity for public comment, of any
finding that such new technology, TT, or other means would not be feasible.  Although the
Agency did revise existing NPDWRs on occasion when new data became available, EPA did not
have a systematic process for reviewing NPDWRs on a regular basis.

B.  What Is the Purpose of This Protocol?

This protocol defines the systematic process EPA used to review most of the NPDWRs1

promulgated prior to the 1996 Amendments during the 1996-2002 review cycle.  Although this
document is specific to the initial review under the 1996 SDWA Amendments, the Agency plans
to adopt a similar approach, modified as appropriate and with stakeholder involvement, for
subsequent review cycles.

EPA presented its initial ideas for the regulatory review protocol at a stakeholder meeting in
November 1999.  Based on the comments made at that meeting, EPA revised the draft protocol. 
Among other changes, the revised draft clarified the role of research in the process and expanded
the discussion of the potential need to review/revise an NPDWR.  The Agency provided its
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revised draft to a National Drinking Water Advisory Council (NDWAC) Working Group2 that
met during the Summer of 2000 to develop recommendations regarding the protocol process. 
The NDWAC Working Group submitted their recommendations to the full NDWAC in
November 2000, which approved the recommended guidance and presented it to the Agency
(NDWAC, 2000).  EPA incorporated the majority of the NDWAC's recommendations into this
document.  In a few cases, however, EPA either decided not to incorporate a NDWAC
recommendation, or to revise it, because of practical considerations and/or resource constraints. 
Appendix B contains a summary of those NDWAC recommendations that were not incorporated
or that were substantially revised.

The systematic planning process used to develop this protocol satisfies the Agency's quality
assurance requirements (USEPA, 2002b).  The process described in this protocol addresses
critical aspects of health protection and the setting of standards under the SDWA.  In addition,
this protocol allows for the fact that numerous types of regulatory changes may be considered
and therefore, contains an element of flexibility to allow EPA the opportunity to consider a range
of possible issues.  The review process described in this protocol document culminated with
decisions of whether or not to revise each of the reviewed NPDWRs. 

EPA requested public comments on its protocol in the April 17, 2002, Federal Register.  In
response to these protocol-related comments, the Agency has revised this document to better
explain how occurrence and exposure, and economic considerations have been factored into the
decision process.

The publication of a decision to revise pursuant to a section 1412(b)(9) review is not the end
of the regulatory process, but is the beginning of one.  A decision to revise starts a regulatory
process for a contaminant that involves more detailed analyses concerning health effects, costs,
benefits, occurrence, and other matters relevant to deciding whether and how an NPDWR should
be revised.  At any point in this process, EPA may find that regulatory revisions are no longer
appropriate and may discontinue regulatory revision efforts at that time.  Review of that
NPDWR would continue in future Six-Year Reviews.

Similarly, a decision "not to revise at this time" means only that EPA does not believe that
regulatory changes to a particular NPDWR are appropriate due to:  a lack of new data, ongoing
scientific reviews, low priority, or other reasons discussed in this document.  Reviews of these
contaminants continue and future Six-Year Reviews may lead to a decision that regulatory
changes are appropriate.

C.  What Information Will I Find In This Document?

This protocol is divided into three remaining sections as follows:

• Section II:  Overview of the Six-Year Review Process provides a summary of the
review process.  It discusses how potential candidates for regulatory revision were
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identified; how this list was refined to nominate NPDWR(s) for revision; and the
potential types of regulatory decisions that EPA considered.

• Section III:  Detailed Discussion of the Review Process provides an in-depth
discussion of each of the analyses that were conducted (i.e., health effects, analytical and
technology assessments, consideration of other regulatory revisions, occurrence and
exposure, and evaluation of available economic information), and how these analyses
interrelate.

• Section IV: Stakeholder Involvement discusses how EPA involved the public during
the Six-Year Review process.

This protocol also contains five appendices as described below:  

• Appendix A:  List of pre-1997 National Primary Drinking Water Regulations
(NPDWRs) identifies each of pre-1997 NPDWRs and indicates whether it was being
reviewed in accordance with this protocol or whether it has been/will be reviewed as a
part of a separate rulemaking activity.

• Appendix B:  Differences between the National Drinking Water Advisory Council's
(NDWAC's) Recommendations and this Protocol summarizes the NDWAC
recommendations that EPA either modified or did not include in this protocol.

• Appendix C:  Overview of the IRIS Assessments provides a discussion of how EPA
conducts its Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) health assessments.

• Appendix D:  Overview of the OPP Process for Toxicity Assessments contains a 
discussion of the Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP) process for conducting toxicity
assessments.

• Appendix E:  Overview of the Analytical Methods Review Process describes EPA's
process for approving new analytical methods for chemical drinking water contaminants
and how the Agency has derived practical quantitation levels in the past.
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3  "Peer review" is a documented critical review of a specific major scientific and/or technical work product. 
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4  EPA establishes a practical quantitation level to estimate the level at which laboratories can routinely
measure a chemical contaminant in drinking water.  See:  50 FR 46902, November 13, 1985 (USEPA, 1985); 52 FR
25690, July 8, 1987 (USEPA, 1987); 54 FR 22062, May 22, 1989 (USEPA, 1989a). 
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SECTION II:  OVERVIEW OF THE 
SIX-YEAR REVIEW PROCESS

This section provides an overview of the review process.  It contains a discussion of the basic
principles that EPA followed during the review, the types of analyses that EPA conducted, and
the types of regulatory revisions that EPA considered.  Figure 1 in this section provides a
graphical overview of the review process.  A more detailed discussion of each of the analyses,
that were conducted under the review, is provided in section III.

A.  What Basic Principles Did EPA Follow During this Review?

EPA's primary goal was to identify and prioritize candidates for regulatory revision in order
to target those revisions that are most likely to result in a meaningful opportunity for health risk
reduction and/or result in a meaningful opportunity for cost-savings while maintaining the level
of public health protection.  In conducting the review, EPA applied the following basic
principles:

• The Agency assumed that health effects, occurrence, analytical feasibility, treatment data,
and analyses underlying existing regulations remain adequate and relevant, except in
those instances where reliable, peer-reviewed3, new data were available that indicated a
need to re-evaluate an NPDWR (e.g., where a change in health risk assessment has
occurred).

• If new data were available, EPA determined whether changes in existing standards were
warranted.  For example, in determining whether there was a change in analytical
feasibility, the Agency applied the current policy and procedures for calculating the
practical quantitation level for drinking water contaminants.4

• EPA generally made a "not revise at this time" decision for those NPDWRs whenever
evaluation of certain new data could not be completed within the time available for the
review.  For example, if a new health risk assessment for a contaminant was not
completed during the review cycle, EPA made a "not revise at this time" decision on the
rationale that it was not appropriate to revise the regulation while the assessment was
ongoing.  When an updated assessment is completed, EPA will review the update and
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any new conclusions or additional information associated with the contaminant during
the next review cycle.  The Agency may make a determination to review a particular
NPDWR before August 2008 where a compelling reason exists to revisit the "not revise"
decision sooner.

• During the review, EPA identified areas where information was inadequate or
unavailable ("data gaps") and is needed before an NPDWR may be considered as a
candidate for revision.  Where EPA was unable to fill such gaps during the review
process, the Agency has provided information about the data gaps to the appropriate
Agency group(s) for consideration and prioritization so that further research and data
collection can be considered as part of a subsequent review cycle.  

• During the review process, the Agency did not consider potential regulatory revisions
that were already the subject of other periodic rulemaking activities.

• EPA applied the Agency's peer review policy, where appropriate, to any new analyses
(USEPA, 2000e).

B.  What Types of Analyses Did EPA Conduct?

To most efficiently utilize limited resources and assure continued public health protection,
the Agency conducted the review in two phases:  (1) an initial technical review of all 69
NPDWRs included in this Six-Year Review (see Appendix A for a list); and (2) an in-depth
technical evaluation of those NPDWRs identified during the initial review as potential
candidates for revision.  Figure 1, at the end of this section, illustrates the Six-Year Review
process.

1.  Initial Technical Review 

The initial review phase included these three screening and general evaluation steps:  

• Health effects review.  The purpose of the health effects review was to identify NPDWRs
for which the Agency has revised health risk assessments that indicate possible changes
to the maximum contaminant level goal (MCLG) and perhaps to the maximum
contaminant level (MCL); 

• Current technology review.  The purpose of the current technology review was to identify
NPDWRs where improvements in analytical or treatment feasibility might allow the
MCL to be established closer to the MCLG, or where adjustments in TT requirements
might be appropriate; and/or

• Other regulatory revisions review.  The purpose of the other regulatory revisions review
was to identify where adjustments to implementation aspects of NPDWRs (e.g., system
monitoring and reporting requirements) might be appropriate, and where such changes
were not already being addressed, or had not been addressed, through alternative
mechanisms such as a recent or ongoing rulemaking.  

EPA primarily performed these reviews independently.  Once the results of the individual
reviews were available, the Agency integrated the results to determine whether a potential health
or technological basis existed to support a regulatory revision.  For the purposes of the Six-Year
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Review, EPA considered a potential health basis to exist if the results of the health effects review
indicated that a possible basis existed for revising the MCLG and, if appropriate, the MCL.  EPA
considered a potential technological basis to exist if the results of the current technology review
and/or the results of the other regulatory revisions review provided a possible basis for revising
the MCL, TT, and/or other regulatory requirements.  

EPA generally determined after the initial review that an NPDWR was not a candidate for
revision at that time, if a health risk assessment was in process or had been initiated as a result of
the review.  The Agency made this determination because EPA does not believe it is appropriate
to revise an NPDWR while a health risk assessment is underway.  EPA also determined, after the
initial review, that an NPDWR was not a candidate for revision at that time if none of the initial
screening analyses identified a basis for a potential regulatory revision.

2.  In-Depth Technical Analysis

The Agency subjected the remaining NPDWRs to more in-depth technical analyses.  If the
results of the initial review indicated a possible revision to the MCLG/MCL, EPA further
considered health and technology factors that might affect the development of a revised standard
(e.g., revisions to the MCLG, MCL, or TT requirements, and/or revisions to other regulatory
revisions such as system monitoring and reporting requirements). 

For the chemical NPDWRs, if the outcome of these analyses indicated that a regulatory
revision might be appropriate, the Agency also estimated potential occurrence and exposure at
public water systems (PWSs).  The Agency used the results of the other analyses to determine
the contaminant concentrations that would be used in the occurrence and exposure analyses (i.e.,
the levels of regulatory interest).  EPA also conducted a qualitative economic evaluation, which
was primarily based on available occurrence and exposure data.  The Agency used the results of
these analyses to determine whether, in the Agency's judgement, an opportunity existed for
meaningful health risk reduction and/or meaningful cost savings to PWSs and their customers
without lessening the level of public health protection.

If EPA identified data gaps that could not be filled during the current review cycle, the
Agency did not conduct some or all of the remaining analyses.  Although, Figure 1, on page 8
shows the identification of data gaps as the final step in the review; in some instances, data gaps
were identified during earlier steps in the process.  If the Agency identified data gaps, EPA
determined that a revision to the NPDWR was not appropriate during the current review.

Based on the results of comprehensive analyses, EPA identified those NPDWRs that
remained appropriate at the completion of the 1996-2002 review cycle, and those NPDWRs that
may be appropriate for revision.  If the Agency decided that it was not appropriate to revise an
NPDWR during the 1996-2002 review cycle, that decision was based on one of the following
reasons. 

• Health risk assessment in process:  At the time the review was completed, the Agency
was conducting, or had scheduled, a detailed review of current health effects information. 
Because the results of the assessment were not available at the time the review was
completed, the Agency did not believe it was appropriate to revise the NPDWR at that
time.  In these cases, EPA will consider the results of the updated health risk assessment
during the 2002-2008 review cycle.  However, if the results of the health risk assessment
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indicate a compelling reason to reconsider the MCLG, EPA may decide to accelerate the
review schedule for that contaminant's NPDWR.

• NPDWR remained appropriate after data/information review:  The outcome of the
review indicated that the current regulatory requirements remained appropriate and,
therefore, no regulatory revisions were warranted.  Any new information available to the
Agency either supported the current regulatory requirements or did not justify a revision.

• New information but no revision appropriate at the completion of the review because:

- Low priority:  In EPA's judgment, any resulting revisions to the NPDWR would not
provide a meaningful opportunity for health risk reduction or result in meaningful
cost-savings to PWSs and their customers.5  EPA considers these revisions to be a
low priority activity for the Agency and, thus, "not appropriate" for revision "at this
time" because of one or more of the following considerations:  competing workload
priorities; the administrative costs associated with rulemaking; and the burden on
States and the regulated community to implement any regulatory change that resulted.

- Information gaps:  Although results of the review support consideration of a possible
revision, the available data were insufficient to support a definitive regulatory
decision.  

EPA published its preliminary determinations and its protocol for the review in the April 17,
2002, Federal Register in order to seek comment from the public.  EPA received comments from
44 commenters on these preliminary determinations.  These comments, along with other new
information received since April 2002, have been considered as a part of the current revise/not
revise decisions.
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Yes

No

Does the review suggest possible changes 
in MCLG/MCL/TT and/or other 

regulatory revisions?

Is a meaningful opportunity for health risk 
reduction or meaningful opportunity for 

cost savings likely to occur?

No Revision 
at this time

Candidate 
for Revision

Are the data sufficient to support
regulatory revision?

NPDWR remains appropriate
after data/information review

No meaningful opportunity
for health risk reduction

and/or cost savings

Data gaps - determine
research needs

Yes

No

Pending health
risk assessment

Is a health risk assessment
in process/planned?

Yes

No

Yes

No

In-depth Technical Analysis
New risk assessment, methods feasibility, 

treatment effectiveness, occurrence and exposure
and economic implications.

1.  Publish FR notice with preliminary revise/not decisions.

2. Review Public Comments and consider revising decisions 
in context of new information.

3. Publish FR notice with list of NPDWRs to be revised

NPDWRs under review

Initial Technical Review
Health Effects, Methods and Treatment 

Feasibility, and Other Regulatory 
Revisions

Figure 1:  Overview of the Protocol and Making the Revise/Not Revise Decision
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C.  What Types of Regulatory Revisions Did EPA Consider?

As a part of the review, EPA considered regulatory revisions, with the primary goal of
improving or maintaining public health protection.  The types of revisions considered were based
on the various components of each NPDWR.  Some NPDWRs set enforceable MCLs for
particular contaminants in drinking water.  Others impose TTs to remove chemical contaminants
or microbiological pathogens from drinking water.  Most standards also include requirements for
water systems to test for contaminants in the water to make sure standards are achieved. 
NPDWRs also specify recordkeeping and reporting requirements, define what constitutes
compliance, and specify language and delivery requirements for public notification.  

Some regulatory revisions that are not listed below (e.g., revisions to approved analytical
methods) are already addressed through periodic rulemaking activities of SDWA, and thus, were
not included in the Six-Year Review.

1.  Changes to MCLGs

SDWA requires EPA to establish non-enforceable health-based MCLGs.  As a part of the
Six-Year Review, EPA considered MCLG changes only in those instances where a new health
risk assessment had been completed since the MCLG was promulgated or last revised, and where
the most current assessment resulted in a revised reference dose (RfD) and/or cancer
classification which justified calculating a revised MCLG.  

A revision to an MCLG may result in a more or less stringent standard.  The legislative
history of the SDWA Amendments of 1996 makes clear that Congress envisioned the possibility
that a relaxed standard might be appropriate under circumstances that would not result in a
lessening of the level of public health protection.  In its discussion of potential revisions to an
existing drinking water standard, Senate Report Number 104-169 (available electronically at
http://thomas.loc.gov/) states:

Amendments made by the bill require that any future standard issued for a
contaminant already regulated must maintain or provide for greater protection of
the health of persons. Generally, this will preclude the promulgation of a revised
standard for a contaminant that is less stringent than the standard already in
place.  However, there are circumstances under which a standard may be
relaxed.  The maximum contaminant level goal for a contaminant is set at a level
at which there is no adverse effect on the health of persons with an adequate
margin of safety.  New scientific information may cause the MCLG to be revised
and in some cases these revisions may be to less stringent levels.  This may lead
to a revision of the maximum contaminant level since it need be no more stringent
than the MCLG.  New information may also allow for a smaller margin of safety
because it narrows the range of uncertainty for estimates of health risks.  Finally,
some substances which have been regulated as carcinogens for ingestion in
drinking water may be reclassified (as asbestos has been in the most recent
revision) or assigned a threshold for the effect based on new scientific
information.  In each of these cases, EPA may issue a revised standard for a
contaminant that is less stringent than the one it replaces.
(S. Rep. 104-169, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995) at 38)
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6  Although the 1996 Amendments to SDWA allow EPA to set the MCL at higher than the feasible level if
the benefits do not justify the costs, SDWA also precludes the Agency from making an existing standard less
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MCL unless a health or technical basis exists for the revision.

7  Potential changes to MCLs may be appropriate in circumstances where the potentially revised MCLG is
more or less stringent than the current MCL (refer back to section II.C.1 for further discussion).
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EPA also believes it is reasonable to consider the extent of potential cost-savings for PWSs
and their customers when determining whether revisions that potentially would result in a
relaxed standard (i.e., where a health basis exists for a less stringent standard) or streamlined
implementation are appropriate.  These considerations allow the Administrator to better
prioritize efforts that are most likely to result in a meaningful opportunity for health risk
reduction or cost-savings to PWSs and their customers.  Revisions that do not satisfy at least one
of these criteria are a low priority activity for the Agency, and, thus not appropriate "at this time"
because of one or more of the following considerations:

• Competing workload priorities; 
• The administrative costs associated with rulemaking; and 
• The burden on States and the regulated community to implement any regulatory change

that resulted.

Further, because section 1412(b)(9) of SDWA requires that any revision to an existing
NPDWR maintain or improve the level of public health protection, EPA believes that a clear,
technically-based demonstration regarding the absence of potential risk is necessary to
deregulate a contaminant.

2.  Changes to MCLs

An MCL is an enforceable standard for a contaminant.  SDWA generally requires the MCL
to be set as close to the MCLG as is feasible.  As a part of the Six-Year Review, EPA 
considered MCL revisions under the following circumstances6:  

• The health effects review indicated a change to the MCLG that also indicated a change to
the MCL was appropriate7; and/or

• The current MCL was limited by analytical or treatment feasibility and the review of
these capabilities indicated it might now be feasible to set the MCL closer to the MCLG.

3.  Changes to Treatment Technique Requirements

When it is not economically or technically feasible to set an MCL, or when there is no
reliable or economically feasible method to detect contaminants in the water, EPA sets a TT
requirement in lieu of an MCL.  A TT specifies a type of treatment (e.g., filtration, disinfection,
other methods of control to limit contamination in drinking water, etc.) and means for ensuring
adequate treatment performance (e.g., monitoring of water quality to ensure treatment
performance, etc.).

Water TTs may improve to the point where more protective drinking water standards may be
considered.  Before EPA would consider a revision to TT requirements, the potential methods
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8  The 1996 SDWA Amendments identify two classes of technologies for systems serving 10,000 and fewer
persons:  compliance technologies and variance technologies.  A compliance technology is defined in
§1412(b)(4)(E)(ii) as a technology or other means that is affordable and achieves compliance with an MCL or
satisfies a TT requirement.  EPA listed compliance technologies in the EPA publication entitled Small System
Compliance Technology List for the Non-Microbial Contaminants Regulated Before 1996 (USEPA, 1998a). 
Variance technologies, defined in §1412(b)(15)(A), are specified for those system size category/source water quality
combinations for which there are no listed compliance technologies.  Variance technologies, where they are
permitted, may not achieve compliance with a particular MCL or TT requirement; however, they must achieve the
maximum reduction or inactivation efficiency that is affordable, taking into consideration system size and source
water quality.  Variance technologies must also achieve a level of contaminant reduction that is protective of public
health.
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must be generally available and must have demonstrated consistent control of the subject
contaminant in drinking water.  As a part of the Six-Year Review, EPA reviewed available
information on TTs for those chemical NPDWRs for which: (1) a TT is set in lieu of an MCL;
and (2) no health risk assessment was in process to determine if changes to TT requirements
might be warranted.

4.  Changes to Other Treatment Technology

When EPA sets an MCL, the NPDWR also contains Best Available Technology (BAT)
recommendations that address drinking water treatment processes.  Although not required for
compliance purposes, EPA sets BATs that have the capability to meet MCLs.

As part of the Six-Year Review, the Agency limited its review of BATs to those NPDWRs
for which EPA was considering possible revisions to the MCL based on the health effects or
analytical feasibility reviews.  To revise a BAT, the treatment technology must be generally
available and must have demonstrated consistent removal of the subject contaminant under field
conditions. 

EPA has a separate program in place to periodically review specific treatment technology
issues, such as compliance and variance technology for small systems (i.e., systems serving up to
10,000 people) for both the MCL-type and the TT-type rules (however, for microbiological
contaminant regulations, no variances are allowed).8  As a part of its periodic review of small
system compliance and variance technology, the Agency also plans to include the identification
of:  (1) BATs for larger systems for future regulations, and (2) new and emerging technologies as
potential compliance and variance technologies for all system sizes for existing and future
regulations.  EPA believes that this separate review of treatment technologies is appropriate
because it maintains the focus of technology assessment within one program function (USEPA,
1998a).

5.  Changes to Other Regulatory Revisions

In addition to possible revisions to MCLGs, MCLs, and TTs, EPA considered other
regulatory revisions, such as monitoring and system reporting requirements, as a part of the Six-
Year Review process.  EPA focused this review on issues that were not already being addressed,
or had not been addressed, through alternative mechanisms (e.g., as part of a recent or ongoing
rulemaking).  Where appropriate alternative mechanisms did not exist, EPA considered these
implementation-related concerns if the potential revision met the following criteria:
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• It indicated a potential change to an NPDWR, as defined under section 1401 of SDWA;
• It was "ready" for rulemaking – that is, the problem to be resolved has been clearly

identified and specific option(s) have been formulated to address the problem; and
• It met at least one of the following conditions:

– clearly improved the level of public health protection; and/or
– represented a meaningful opportunity for cost savings while not lessening public

health protection.
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9  The health effects for these contaminants are reassessed no less frequently than every 15 years.  Within
EPA, health risk assessments for pesticides are conducted by the OPP under authority of the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), and the Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA) of 1996.  A goal of FIFRA is
that EPA reviews each pesticide's registration every 15 years.  Under some circumstances, a pesticide's health effects
may be reassessed more frequently.
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SECTION III:  DETAILED DISCUSSION OF 
THE SIX-YEAR REVIEW PROCESS

 This section provides a detailed discussion of how EPA conducted its review of health risk
assessments, technology assessments, other regulatory revisions, and, where appropriate,
occurrence and exposure analyses, and economic factors. 

A. Health risk assessments

1.  What Were the Objectives of the Health Effects Review?

The objectives for the examination of health effects under the Six-Year Review were to:        
• Identify new health risk assessments for individual contaminants that could change the

MCLG for the contaminant in question and affirm or change the MCL, thus, affording
the same or greater protection of human health provided by the present MCLG;

• Use existing Agency health risk assessments in accomplishing the health effects data
review;

• Ensure that the health effects data for each contaminant is the subject of a detailed review
at least once in every two, Six-Year Review cycles (with the exception of pesticides that
are still in active use, because they are subject to a detailed review that is conducted on a
different schedule9); and

• Accomplish the review within the limitations imposed by Agency resources.

The procedure for review of health effects data differed depending on whether the substance
to be controlled is a chemical contaminant or a microbiological pathogen/indicator, as discussed
in detail below.  The health risk assessment identified a list of NPDWRs that were possible
candidates for regulatory revisions based on changes in health considerations.  This list of
NPDWRs was combined with those identified by other key elements of the review to develop a
list of NPDWRs that were candidates for additional evaluation.

2.  How Did EPA Review Health Effects Data for Chemical Contaminants?

EPA used a systematic approach in reviewing the health effects data for chemical
contaminants.  This approach considered the risk assessment policies that link the MCLG and
MCL as well as the data that have become available since the time of regulation.  The document,
Six-Year Review - Chemical Contaminants - Health Effects Technical Support Document
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10  For purposes of the Six-Year Review protocol, EPA considered a risk assessment final when an Interim
Reregistration Eligibility Decision (IRED), Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED), and/or IRIS assessments was
complete.  The IRED is an intermediate decision for an individual pesticide that does not take into account
cumulative risk issues for pesticides with a common mode of action.  The RED does include cumulative risk.  If an
IRIS assessment was also in process when the IRED or RED was signed, EPA made a case-by-case decision on
whether to wait for the IRIS assessment before considering possible revisions to the NPDWR.

11  See footnote 10.
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(USEPA, 2003e), describes how EPA reviewed the chemical contaminants and provides the
results of the health effects technical review.

If there is evidence that a chemical may cause cancer, and if the cancer mode of action is
linear, there is no dose below which the chemical is considered safe, and thus the MCLG is set at
zero.  In these instances, the MCL is based on feasible technology (analytical
methods/treatment).  If a chemical is carcinogenic and acts by a well-documented, nonlinear
mode of action, the MCLG may be set at a level above zero.  As the health risks of nonlinear
carcinogens undergo reassessment, this may provide regulatory options for MCLGs for
carcinogens that are greater than zero.

For non-carcinogenic chemicals, the MCLG is based on an oral RfD.  The RfD is an estimate
(with uncertainty spanning perhaps an order of magnitude) of a daily oral exposure to the human
population (including sensitive subgroups) that is likely to be without an appreciable risk of
deleterious non-cancer effects during a lifetime.  A change in an Agency RfD for a chemical
could accordingly lead to a change in an MCLG and MCL.  In deriving the MCLG for a
non-carcinogen, the Agency applies a Relative Source Contribution (RSC) factor to allocate a
portion of the total allowable exposure to drinking water.  The RSC is one factor which will
determine whether or not a change in RfD will lead to a change in the MCLG/MCL.

In the past, it was Agency policy to apply a risk management factor to the RfD for chemicals
with equivocal data on carcinogenicity.  This policy is a second factor that must be evaluated to
determine the impact of a change in RfD on the MCLG/MCL for these chemicals.

For most of the 68 chemical NPDWRs included in the Six-Year Review, the MCLG is
derived from the cancer classification and/or the RfD.  Therefore, the health effects technical
review focused on whether there has been a change to these values.  The Agency reviewed the
results of health risk assessments completed under the following programs to determine if there
has been a change in critical effect or dose-response pattern that indicates the possible need for
an MCLG revision.

• EPA's IRIS (see Appendix C)10

• OPP (see Appendix D)11

• Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR)
• National Academy of Sciences (NAS).

Where possible, an oral RfD or comparable value is derived and an assessment of
carcinogenicity from oral exposure is conducted under each of these programs. 
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12  For the 1996-2002 review, EPA considered a zero MCLG to be protective of public health and that new
information on developmental and reproductive effects would not affect the MCLG.  However, for those NPDWRs
with a zero MCLG, EPA reviewed available information to inquire whether data show a non-linearity of the dose-
response; EPA did not find any data to support such a mode of action (USEPA, 2003e).  EPA recognizes that
information on potential reproductive and developmental effects for chemicals with MCLGs of zero may have an
impact on risk management strategies, such as monitoring frequency, to control peak occurrence.  This aspect of the
assessment will be considered during subsequent Six-Year Review cycles, in conjunction with available occurrence
data, to determine whether changes in risk management strategies might provide for better public health protection.
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As a result of the health effects review, EPA placed each of the 68 chemical NPDWRs into
one of the following categories:

(1) New risk assessment 1997 or later.  An IRIS, OPP, ATSDR, and/or NAS assessment has
been completed in 1997 or later.  These assessments have considered developmental and
reproductive toxicity as a part of the assessment.  The Agency considered these
assessments to be recent enough that it was not necessary to conduct a literature search to
identify any additional relevant studies that have become available on the toxicological
effects of these contaminants.  In cases where the health risk assessment resulted in a
change in the critical effect, or the dose-response pattern for a regulated contaminant, and
where that change could result in a change in the MCLG, EPA subjected the NPDWR to
a more in-depth analysis as a part of the review process.  Where recent assessments were
conducted by an agency other than EPA and new developmental and reproductive data
were identified, EPA initiated an update of its assessment.

(2) New risk assessment since promulgation, but prior to 1997.  An IRIS, OPP, ATSDR,
and/or NAS assessment has been completed since the NPDWR was promulgated, but
prior to 1997.  None of these assessments reflected a change in RfD or cancer
classification.  However, since these assessments may not have specifically considered
developmental and reproductive health effects, EPA conducted a full literature search,
including developmental and reproductive toxicity, for those NPDWRs with non-zero
MCLGs to identify any relevant studies that might affect the MCLGs of these
contaminants.12  In a few instances, the results of the literature search indicated that it
might be appropriate to revise the RfD and/or cancer classification.  EPA initiated
updates to risk assessments for these chemicals, and established a schedule for their
completion.  EPA did not consider these NPDWRs appropriate candidates for revision
during the 1996-2002 review cycle.

(3) Agency risk assessment in progress during the Six-Year health effects review.  The
Agency was conducting a health risk assessment for the contaminant but the assessment
was not completed in time for consideration during the 1996-2002 review cycle.  When
completed, the assessment will consider all relevant studies that have become available
on the toxicology of the contaminant, including developmental and reproductive toxicity. 
EPA generally did not consider these NPDWRs appropriate candidates for revision
during the 1996-2002 review cycle.

(4) Original NPDWR risk assessment.  No health risk assessment has been conducted since
promulgation of the NPDWR.  The Agency conducted a full toxicological literature
search, including developmental and reproductive toxicity, for each of these
contaminants with non-zero MCLGs to identify new toxicological studies that might
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have an impact on the MCLGs.  In a few instances, the results of the literature search
indicated that it might be appropriate to revise the RfD and/or cancer classification.  EPA
initiated updates to risk assessments for these chemicals, and established a schedule for
their completion.  EPA did not consider these NPDWRs appropriate candidates for
revision during the 1996-2002 review cycle.

Thus, only contaminants in the first category were considered to be potential candidates for an
MCLG revision during the 1996-2002 review cycle.  If the revised health risk assessment
indicated changes to the MCLG/MCL, the Agency conducted a detailed occurrence and
exposure assessment.  See section III.D for more discussion of how EPA conducted the
occurrence and exposure analyses.

The document, Six-Year Review - Chemical Contaminants - Health Effects Technical
Support Document, (USEPA, 2003e) describes the process that EPA used to address the health
effects aspect of the current review for the chemical contaminants.

3.  How Did EPA Review Health Effects Data for Microbiological NPDWRs?

The Total Coliform Rule (TCR) is one of several EPA regulations that protect the public
from pathogens in drinking water.  The TCR requires all PWSs to monitor for the presence of
total coliforms in the distribution system.  Total coliforms are a group of closely related bacteria
that are (with few exceptions) not harmful to humans.  They are natural and common inhabitants
of the soil and ambient waters (e.g., lakes, rivers and estuaries), as well as in the gastrointestinal
tract of animals.  A few of these coliforms (fecal coliforms, including Escherichia coli or E. coli)
only grow within the intestinal tract of humans and other warm-blooded animals.  Total
coliforms may be injured by environmental stresses (e.g., lack of nutrients) and water treatment
(e.g., chlorine disinfection) in a manner similar to most bacterial pathogens and many virus
pathogens.  Therefore, EPA considers them a useful indicator of bacterial and many viral
waterborne enteric pathogens.  More specifically, for drinking water, total coliforms are used to
determine the adequacy of water treatment and the integrity of the distribution system.  The
absence of total coliforms in the distribution system minimizes the likelihood that fecal
pathogens are present.  Thus, total coliforms are used to determine the vulnerability of a system
to fecal contamination.

The 1989 TCR set an MCLG of zero for total coliforms because EPA was not aware of any
data in the scientific literature supporting a particular value for the concentration of coliforms
below which no known or anticipated adverse health effects occur, with an adequate margin of
safety. 

The memorandum, Six-Year Review of the Total Coliform Rule - Comments Received
(USEPA, 2002c), describes the process EPA applied to the review of the TCR.  Where
appropriate, EPA applied the same approach to reviewing the TCR as it did to the review of the
68 chemical NPDWRs.  However, because of the nature of the TCR, the pathogens it controls,
the Agency focused its review on the implementation-related requirements.
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B. Technology Assessments

1.  What Were the Objectives of the Technology Assessments?

SDWA generally requires that MCLs be set as close to the MCLG as is feasible.  When
determining feasibility, the Agency considers cost and capability of the analytical and treatment
methods to respectively measure and remove/reduce drinking water contaminants, and the
availability of these technologies.  In some cases, particularly when the Agency sets a zero
MCLG, EPA establishes a higher MCL based on the limitations of analytical or treatment
feasibility. 

Where these constraints apply to the current MCL, the objectives of the technology
assessments were to determine whether there have been improvements in analytical methods or
treatment technologies that may allow EPA to lower the MCL.

2.  How Did EPA Review Analytical Methods?

As described in Appendix E, EPA's Office of Ground Water and Drinking Water (OGWDW)
has a process in place to approve new and/or improved analytical methods for drinking water
contaminants.  The review and approval of new methods, updates to §§141.23, 141.24, or
141.25, and the approval of methods through §141.27 (alternate analytical techniques - also
known as alternate test procedures or ATP) is generally performed through periodic method
update rules.  The review and approval of new methods and/or updates to the methods is also
performed through the rulemaking process to regulate a contaminant or revise the standard for a
contaminant, when appropriate (e.g., the January 22, 2001 final rule for arsenic, (66 FR 6975
(USEPA, 2001b)).  More recent methods update rules include 62 FR 10167, March 5, 1997
(USEPA, 1997a), 64 FR 67449, December 1, 1999 (USEPA, 1999d), and 66 FR 3526, a
proposed rule published January 16, 2001 (USEPA, 2001a).

The Six-Year Review did not duplicate those efforts, but used the information from these
method updates in the review process.  In those instances where the MCL has been established
based on the limitations of analytical method capabilities and/or where the health effects analysis
suggests that the MCLG/MCL should be lowered, EPA reviewed the existing approved methods
in the context of potential changes in analytical feasibility.  The goal of this part of the review
was for EPA to determine whether the currently approved methods provide sufficient analytical
capability to reliably measure the contaminant at levels lower than the current MCL.  If the
currently approved method capabilities (i.e., a method detection limit (MDL)) and the practical
quantitation level (PQL) remain limiting factors for revising an MCL, and if the occurrence and
exposure analyses suggest that a meaningful opportunity for health risk reduction could occur
with a more stringent standard, then EPA may determine that the revision may be appropriate. 
Under these circumstance, EPA will consider including a request in the Federal Register for
potential new and/or improved methods that are technologically and economically feasible. 
However, once a more sensitive method is approved for a contaminant, there may be a time lag
between the time of promulgation and the ability of laboratories to begin using the new method. 
Any time lag in the usage of more sensitive methods may therefore result in the delay of any
noticeable change in the feasible level of quantitation.

The remainder of this section generally describes how EPA determines the feasible level of
measurement for chemical and microbiological contaminants for SDWA purposes.  It also
discusses how EPA evaluated available, new data to determine if any changes in analytical
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feasibility for the chemical contaminants have occurred since promulgation of the NPDWR.  The
document, Analytical Feasibility Support Document for the Six-Year Review of Existing National
Primary Drinking Water Regulations: Reassessment of Feasibility for Chemical Contaminants,
(USEPA, 2003a) describes the process that EPA used to address the analytical feasibility aspect
of the current review for specific chemical contaminants.

Chemical Contaminants

OGWDW establishes a PQL to estimate the level at which laboratories can routinely measure
a chemical contaminant in drinking water.  Historically, OGWDW has typically used two main
approaches to determine a PQL for SDWA analytes.  The preferred approach used data from
Water Supply (WS) studies (which were predominantly used to certify drinking water
laboratories).13  In most cases, OGWDW used the WS method when sufficient WS data were
available to calculate a PQL.  In the absence of sufficient WS data, OGWDW used a multiplier
method, in which the PQL was calculated by multiplying the EPA-derived MDL by a factor of 5
or 10. 

Although there are several approaches that could have been used for the reassessment or
re-evaluation of the PQLs, to be consistent with the historical process, only the "WS data
method" and the "MDL Multiplier method" were considered for this Six-Year Review process. 
Of these two approaches, the Agency preferred to use the WS data approach since it relies on
actual data from a number of EPA Regional and State laboratories.  In cases where the WS data
were indicative of a change in the PQL, the MDL multiplier method was only used to estimate
what the potentially new PQL could be. 

EPA reviewed analytical capabilities for contaminants under two circumstances: (1) for those
NPDWRs where the current MCL is set at the PQL and there is no indication that the MCLG
would change; and (2) for those NPDWRs that have undergone a health effects review and there
was a potentially more stringent MCLG.  For each of these chemical NPDWRs, EPA used the
following steps to evaluate whether changes in analytical feasibility have occurred:

(1) a methods comparison step to identify whether the ability to detect (and therefore
quantify) these contaminants at lower levels has increased; 

(2) a methods usage over time step to identify the analytical methods that appear to be the
most widely used for the analysis of particular contaminants.

(3) a WS data analysis step to determine if a PQL could be recalculated (if sufficient WS
information were available) or if there was an indication that a PQL might be lower using
the available information.

The results of these three steps aided in assessing whether a PQL might change for a specific
contaminant and, if so, an estimate of what the new PQL might be.  Ultimately, the purpose of
this analysis was to determine whether the analytical method capabilities would support a lower
MCL.
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Microbiological Contaminants

For microbes, EPA does not have, or currently envision, a routine pathogen monitoring
requirement, but rather employs indicators of water quality (e.g., total coliforms, E. coli).  PQLs
have not been used for microbial indicators because, for approval, the method must be able to
detect a single cell (i.e., MDL and PQL must both be one cell) in a 100 milliliter (mL) water
sample (40 CFR 141.21(f)).  In addition, the false-positive and false-negative (i.e., recovery)
rates must be reasonable.  EPA is considering whether to define "reasonable" in numerical terms. 

In some cases, EPA may require systems to determine the density of a particular pathogen or
indicator in either their source waters or drinking waters.  For example, under the future Long
Term 2-Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule (LT2-ESWTR), EPA may require surface
water systems to determine the density of Cryptosporidium in the source water to determine the
level of water treatment the system would need.  In this case, the accuracy and precision of the
method at low levels of pathogen density would have to be determined using interlaboratory
studies.  The method would have to be sufficiently sensitive to detect a single oocyst.  Therefore,
the PQLs and MDLs are not meaningful.  In addition, it may be appropriate to determine an
MDL and PQL for some required non-microbial measurements associated with microbial water
quality such as turbidity, disinfectant residual, and algal microcystins.  Currently, accurate
measurement of microbiological density is problematic.  Moreover, regulation of most
microbiological contaminants are currently treatment-technique based.  Therefore, for the
purposes of making a revise/not revise decision, the Agency primarily focused the review on the
treatment-technique (if appropriate) and "other regulatory revisions" aspects of the NPDWRs for
microbiological contaminants.  The TCR is the only microbiological NPDWR reviewed under
this protocol as a part of the 1996-2002 review cycle.  The TCR is a monitoring rule.  Rather
than specify TT requirements, the TCR provides PWSs with a list of recommended best
management practices (BMPs).  The review of the "other regulatory revisions" for the TCR
considered whether revisions to the BMPs might be appropriate.

3.  How Did EPA Review Treatment Technologies?

As discussed previously, an NPDWR either identifies the BAT for meeting the MCL (even
though BATs are not required for compliance purposes), or establishes enforceable TT
requirements.  Currently, for all the pre-1997 chemical NPDWRs reviewed in accordance with
this protocol that include an MCL, the MCL is set equal to the MCLG or the PQL.  None of
these MCLs are currently limited by treatment feasibility.  Thus, although EPA generally
reviews treatment technologies through alternative mechanisms, there were a few scenarios for
which EPA reviewed treatment feasibility as a part of the Six-Year Review process:

• The health effects technical review identified a potential change to the MCLG/MCL; or
• A health risk assessment was not in process for the contaminant and one of the following

two conditions applied:
(1) the analytical feasibility review identified a possible change to the MCL; or
(2) the NPDWR is a TT-type rule.

EPA also considered revisions that clarify or modify BAT or TT requirements where existing
requirements were not clear or were incorrectly specified.  In addition, and where appropriate,
EPA evaluated the likelihood that systems would discontinue existing treatment if EPA were to
raise the MCL.  See section III.E for further discussion of how EPA considered economic
factors, as they relate to treatment.
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Treatment capabilities of existing BATs and TTs are well documented by EPA and other
organizations.  Likewise, small system compliance and variance technologies are well
documented and periodically reviewed by the Agency.  During the development of NPDWRs,
EPA provides state-of-the-science and feasibility of treatment information primarily through its
technical support documents (e.g., EPA technologies and costs reports, and guidance materials
published to assist in regulatory implementation).  As part of the Six-Year Review process, EPA
used these same resources, in addition to newer treatment and cost reports, peer-reviewed data,
and other available treatment technology information including that received by EPA from
stakeholders.

The evaluation of treatment technologies supported the regulatory review process by
identifying any known water treatment limitations that might affect a revision of an MCL.  In the
case of TT-type rules, this effort supported consideration of whether changes to TT requirements
were warranted.  For example, consideration was given to any new treatment processes that are
available and appropriate.  If the Agency identified treatment technology-related research needs
as a part of the Six-Year Review process, those research needs were forwarded to the appropriate
Agency group(s) for consideration and prioritization as a part of the overall drinking water
research strategy.

The document, Water Treatment Technology Feasibility Support Document for Chemical
Contaminants; In Support of EPA Six-Year Review of National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations, (USEPA, 2003f) describes the process that EPA used to address the treatment
feasibility aspect of the current review for specific chemical contaminants.

C. Other Regulatory Revisions

1.  What Was the Objective of the Review of Other Regulatory Revisions?

In addition to possible revisions to MCLGs, MCLs, and TTs, EPA considered other
regulatory revisions, such as monitoring and system reporting requirements, as a part of the Six-
Year Review process.  The objective of the review of other regulatory revisions was to identify 
potential revisions related to the implementation of the rules that may result in improved public
health protection, and/or present the opportunity for meaningful cost-savings while maintaining,
or improving, the level of public health protection.

2.  How Did EPA Consider Other Regulatory Revisions?  

  EPA focused its review on issues that were not already being addressed, or had not been
addressed, through alternative mechanisms (e.g., as part of a recent or ongoing rulemaking).
Where appropriate alternative mechanisms did not exist, EPA considered these implementation-
related concerns if the potential revision met the following criteria:

• It indicated a potential change to an NPDWR, as defined under section 1401 of SDWA;
• It was "ready" for rulemaking – that is, the problem to be resolved has been clearly

identified and specific option(s) have been formulated to address the problem; and
• It met at least one of the following conditions:

– clearly improved the level of public health protection; and/or
– represented a meaningful opportunity for cost-savings while maintaining or

improving the public health protection.
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The document, Consideration of Other Regulatory Revisions for Chemical Contaminants in
Support of the Six-Year Review of National Primary Drinking Water Regulations (USEPA,
2003b) summarizes the specific issues identified during the review process.  Some of these
issues (e.g., the need to specifically define new system/new source monitoring requirements for
chemical contaminants) have already been addressed in the recently published arsenic and
radionuclides NPDWRs (66 FR 6975, January 22, 2001 (USEPA, 2001b); 65 FR 76707,
December 7, 2000 (USEPA, 2000d)).

D. Occurrence and Exposure Analysis

1.  What Were the Objectives of the Occurrence and Exposure Analysis?

The objectives of the occurrence and exposure analysis components of the review process
were to estimate the numbers of PWSs at which contaminants occur at levels of regulatory
interest in drinking water, and to evaluate the number of people exposed to these levels.  This
analysis was not necessary for the TCR, since national data were not available and were not
needed.  If an organism is known to be transmitted by the fecal-oral route, and has caused at least
one waterborne disease outbreak in this country, that is sufficient reason to control the organism
nationally.  The number of systems affected by an organism depends on the characteristics of the
waterborne organism and the type of water source.  Therefore, the remaining discussion of the
occurrence and exposure analysis pertains only to the chemical NPDWRs under review.

Combined with results of the other technical analyses described in section III (e.g., health
effects), the results of the occurrence and exposure analysis were used to help determine which
revisions are most likely to provide the greatest public benefit.  In some cases, these results may
also be used as a factor when recalculating RSCs.14  EPA plans to perform further, in-depth,
occurrence and exposure analysis prior to any proposed revision to an NPDWR.

2.  How Did EPA Conduct the Occurrence and Exposure Analysis?

During the 1996-2002 review cycle, EPA used data voluntarily provided by eight States as a
part of the Agency's occurrence analyses for its Chemical Monitoring Reform (CMR) evaluation
(USEPA, 1999b).  EPA augmented this information with other data that were voluntarily
submitted by an additional eight States, based on the same geographic diversity and agricultural
and industrial pollution potential analyses utilized in the CMR analyses.  

The Agency does not believe it is appropriate to revise a pre-1997 NPDWR solely on the
basis that a contaminant is low-occurring or high-occurring at PWSs.  However, in assessing
whether to revise the MCL and/or other regulatory revisions, EPA considered the estimated
occurrence and exposure to a contaminant at PWSs at concentrations between the current MCL
and any possible MCL.  More specifically, this assessment helped the Agency to determine
whether such revisions were likely to provide a meaningful opportunity for health risk reduction
or cost-savings to PWSs and their customers.  Therefore, EPA conducted a detailed occurrence
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and exposure analysis if a regulated chemical contaminant was identified as a potential candidate
for revision by the health effects, technology, and/or other regulatory revisions reviews.

As a part of a "Stage 1" analysis, EPA estimated the percent of PWSs (and the total
population served by those PWSs) with at least one analytical result exceeding the following
thresholds:  the lowest level of detection reported by the States; one-half the current MCL, and
the current MCL.  Of the chemicals reviewed under this first regulatory review cycle, all were
analyzed in this way, except for contaminants for which: (1) not enough data were available; (2)
the NPDWR specifies a TT-type requirement instead of an MCL; and (3) EPA did not request
data, since the Agency determined there was no health or technological basis for revising, and
because these data would have required extra burden for States to transmit.

Based on the outcome of the health effects, technology, and other regulatory revision
reviews, EPA determined the level(s) of regulatory interest and performed a more detailed,
"Stage 2" statistical analysis.  The "Stage 2" analysis estimated the numbers of systems (and the
corresponding affected populations) with mean contaminant concentrations above the levels of
regulatory interest.  For example, where WS data in the analytical feasibility review indicated a
possibly lower PQL, EPA estimated a value and used this as a threshold in the occurrence and
exposure analysis.  If this analysis indicated that a contaminant was unlikely to occur at
concentrations above those of regulatory interest, EPA determined that a revision was not
warranted during the 1996-2002 review cycle.

The document, Occurrence Estimation Methodology and Occurrence Findings Report for the
Six-Year Review of Existing National Primary Drinking Water Regulations, (USEPA, 2003c)
describes the process that EPA used to address the occurrence and exposure aspect of the current
review for specific chemical contaminants

E.  Consideration of Economic Factors

1.  What Were the Objectives of EPA's Evaluation of Economic Impacts?  

While section 1412(b)(9) of SDWA provides the Agency broad discretion to consider
economic impacts in the context of the Six-Year Review, the statute precludes EPA from using
economic impacts as the sole basis for a revision that would provide less health protection than
the current standard (anti-backsliding).  However, if new peer-reviewed scientific health effects
research indicates that an MCLG could be raised while maintaining public health protection,
then such a change is permitted.  For NPDWRs published prior to the 1996 SDWA
Amendments, consideration of economic factors was of limited use when determining whether
revisions were appropriate, except in those situations where a health or technical basis existed
for a potential regulatory revision.  Therefore, EPA qualitatively evaluated available economic
information for those NPDWRs identified as potential candidates for revision by the health and
technology reviews.  The purpose of this analysis was to determine whether a potential revision
is likely to provide a meaningful opportunity for health risk reduction and/or cost-savings that at
least maintain the current level of public health protection.
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2.  How Did EPA Consider Economic Impacts?

EPA did not quantify likely costs and benefits as a part of the review, since many of the
factors that are needed for such calculations depend on specific regulatory options that will not
be definitive until EPA begins the actual rulemaking process.  EPA therefore conducted a
qualitative assessment based on the extent of occurrence of a contaminant at the MCL, as well as
at alternative levels, to help determine whether possible changes to an MCL offered a
meaningful opportunity for health risk reduction and/or cost-savings to PWSs and their
customers.  For example, in those instances where the health effects and/or technology reviews
indicated that a more stringent MCL might be appropriate, EPA considered the difference
between the levels of occurrence and exposure at the current MCL and the occurrence and
exposure at potentially revised regulatory level(s) indicated by those reviews.  On the other
hand, if the health effects review indicated it might be appropriate to establish a less stringent
MCLG/MCL, EPA considered whether such a revision would be likely to offer a meaningful
opportunity for cost-savings.  In making this assessment, EPA considered the number of PWSs
with concentrations above the current MCL that may avoid the need to install treatment.

For any NPDWR for which the Agency made a revise decision, the Agency will conduct
detailed cost and benefit analyses, as required, prior to proposing specific regulatory revisions.
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SECTION IV:  STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT

Section IV discusses how the Agency involved the public during the Six-Year Review
process.  More specifically, it lists those organizations with which EPA coordinated during the
Six-Year Review process (i.e., key stakeholders), describes the mechanisms EPA used to keep
these stakeholders involved, and discusses the Science Advisory Board's (SAB's) role in the
review process.

A.  Who Were the Key Stakeholders in the Six-Year Review Process?

The key stakeholders for the 1996-2002 review cycle included members of the following:

• The general public
• Congress
• Other Federal agencies
• State, Tribal, and local officials
• Public health/health care providers
• Public interest groups

• Public water suppliers
• National trade associations
• Environmental groups
• Manufacturers
• Agricultural producers. 

B.  How Were Stakeholders Involved in the Six-Year Review Process?

EPA involved stakeholders by:  holding periodic stakeholder meetings; participating in
national meetings, workshops, and technical forums; meeting informally with associations and
technical experts; posting information on the OGWDW web page (www.epa.gov/safewater/);
and publishing Federal Register notices on the Six-Year Review. 

EPA invited representatives from State and Tribal communities, PWSs, public health
organizations, academia, environmental and public interest groups, engineering firms, and other
stakeholders to a stakeholder meeting in Washington, DC, in November 1999 (64 FR 55711,
October 14, 1999 (USEPA, 1999a)).  Approximately 50 participants attended, including
representatives from the invited groups.  EPA discussed its preliminary strategy for the Six-Year
Review and invited stakeholder comment.  Stakeholders generally agreed that EPA had
identified the appropriate key elements for the review; however, in some cases, stakeholders
suggested that EPA needed to be more proactive in seeking out new information that might
affect the regulatory decision (USEPA, 1999c).  The executive meeting summary is available on
EPA's drinking water web page, http://www.epa.gov/safewater/ccl/novmtg.html.   

In the Spring of 2000, the NDWAC formed a working group to develop recommendations
regarding the process the Agency should apply to conducting a periodic and systematic review of
existing NPDWRs.  The Working Group held two meetings and a conference call from June
through September 2000 (USEPA, 2000a-2000c).  The NDWAC approved the Working Group's
recommendations in November 2000 and formally provided them to EPA in December 2000
(NDWAC, 2000).  The NDWAC recommended that EPA's review include consideration of five
key elements, as appropriate:  health effects, analytical and treatment feasibility,
implementation-related issues, occurrence and exposure, and economic impacts.  The NDWAC
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suggested that the Agency conduct a preliminary screening review of each NPDWR to identify
potential candidates for an in-depth analysis.  Except where noted in Appendix B, EPA has
followed the protocol recommended by the NDWAC.

In addition to the November 1999 stakeholder meeting and consultation with the NDWAC,
EPA representatives delivered presentations at a variety of meetings held by other organizations,
including:  American Water Works Association (AWWA) Technical Advisory Workgroup
meetings, held in February 2001 in Washington, DC and in February 2002 in San Diego, CA; a
meeting held by the Association of State Drinking Water Administrators (ASDWA) in March
2001 in Alexandria, VA; and the annual AWWA meeting held in Washington, DC in June 2001. 
At each of these meetings, stakeholders were given the opportunity to comment on the protocol
by which EPA was planning to perform the review of existing NPDWRs.  EPA received valuable
input from stakeholders on the proposed protocol to reviewing existing NPDWRs.  

In December of 2000, EPA Headquarters circulated a memorandum to its Regional offices
requesting feedback on issues relating to the implementation of its drinking water regulations. 
Although the memorandum specified a "potential set of issues" for consideration, Regions were
asked to identify any other known issues related to regulatory implementation.  In addition,
ASDWA was asked to confer with the States regarding implementation issues that they felt
needed to be reviewed or addressed.  In response to the memorandum and the request to
ASDWA, EPA received comments from four EPA Regions (3, 6, 7, and 8), five States (Iowa,
Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Texas), and ASDWA.

In the April 17, 2002, Federal Register, EPA published its protocol and its preliminary
revise/not revise decisions for the 69 NPDWRs, and requested public comment.  The Agency
received and reviewed comments from 44 commenters.  EPA discussed the major public
comments and the Agency's response to these comments in the document entitled, Public
Comment and Response Summary for the Six-Year Review of National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations (USEPA, 2003d).  Based on these public comments, EPA revised this protocol
document to better explain how the Agency integrated the separate analyses and where it applied
judgment in the decisionmaking.  EPA also revised several of its technical support documents to
clarify how the Agency conducted the specific analyses that support its revise/not revise
decisions.

C.  How Did EPA Plan to Involve the Science Advisory Board?

In June 2002, EPA consulted with the SAB Drinking Water Committee and requested their
review and comment on whether the protocol EPA developed based on the NDWAC
recommendations was consistently applied and appropriately documented.  The SAB provided
verbal feedback regarding the transparency and clarity of EPA's decision criteria for making its
revise/not revise decisions under the 1996-2002 review cycle.  EPA revised this protocol
document to better explain how the decision criteria were applied and will also take the SAB
comments into consideration when planning for the next review cycle.
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Appendix A:  List of Pre-1997 National Primary Drinking 
Water Regulations (NPDWRs)

Table A-1 identifies the NPDWRs promulgated prior to the 1996 SDWA Amendments
(pre-1997 NPDWRs) and the rulemaking by which they were originally promulgated.  EPA
reviewed these NPDWRs by 2002 in accordance with the review protocol described in this
document.  Table A-2 identifies the remaining pre-1997 NPDWRs which are being or have
already been reviewed in separate actions and the NPDWRs promulgated after the 1996 SDWA
Amendments.  The NPDWRs listed in Table A-2 will be reviewed as a part of the 2002-2008
review cycle.

Table A-1:  Pre-1997 NPDWRs Reviewed in Accordance with this Protocol

Contaminant Corresponding NPDWR Contaminant Corresponding NPDWR
Chemical Contaminants Chemical Contaminants (continued) 

Acrylamide Phase II Rule cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene Phase II Rule
Alachlor Phase II Rule trans-1,2-

Dichloroethylene
Phase II Rule

Antimony Phase V Rule Dichloromethane
(Methylene chloride)

Phase V Rule

Asbestos Phase II Rule 1,2-Dichloropropane Phase II Rule
Atrazine Phase II Rule Di(2-ethylhexyl)adipate

(DEHA)
Phase V Rule

Barium Phase IIB Rule Di(2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate (DEHP)

Phase V Rule

Benzene Phase I Rule Dinoseb Phase V Rule
Benzo[a]pyrene Phase V Rule Diquat Phase V Rule
Beryllium Phase V Rule Endothall Phase V Rule
Cadmium Phase II Rule Endrin Phase V Rule
Carbofuran Phase II Rule Epichlorohydrin Phase II Rule
Carbon tetrachloride Phase I Rule Ethylbenzene Phase II Rule
Chlordane Phase II Rule Ethylene dibromide

(EDB)
Phase II Rule

Chromium (total) Phase II Rule Fluoride Fluoride Rule; Phase II Rule
revised monitoring requirements

Copper Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) Glyphosate Phase V Rule
Cyanide Phase V Rule Heptachlor Phase II Rule
2,4-D Phase II Rule Heptachlor epoxide Phase II Rule
Dalapon Phase V Rule Hexachlorobenzene Phase V Rule
1,2-Dibromo-3-
chloropropane (DBCP) 

Phase II Rule Hexachlorocyclopenta-
diene

Phase V Rule

1,2-Dichlorobenzene (o-
Dichlorobenzene)

Phase II Rule Lead LCR

1,4-Dichlorobenzene (p-
Dichlorobenzene) 

Phase I Rule Lindane Phase II Rule

1,2-Dichloroethane
(Ethylene dichloride)

Phase I Rule Mercury (Inorganic) Phase II Rule

1,1-Dichloroethylene Phase I Rule Methoxychlor Phase II Rule
Monochlorobenzene
(Chlorobenzene)

Phase II Rule Thallium Phase V Rule
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Nitrate (as N) Phase II Rule Toluene Phase II Rule
Nitrite (as N) Phase II Rule Toxaphene Phase II Rule
Oxamyl (Vydate) Phase V Rule 2,4,5-TP (Silvex) Phase II Rule
Pentachlorophenol Phase IIB Rule 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene Phase V Rule
Picloram Phase V Rule 1,1,1-Trichloroethane Phase I Rule
Polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs)

Phase II Rule 1,1,2-Trichloroethane Phase V Rule

Selenium Phase II Rule Trichloroethylene Phase I Rule
Simazine Phase V Rule Vinyl chloride Phase I Rule
Styrene Phase II Rule Xylenes (total) Phase II Rule
2,3,7,8-TCDD (Dioxin ) Phase V Rule Microorganisms
Tetrachloroethylene Phase II Rule Total coliforms

(including fecal coliform
and E. coli)

Total Coliform Rule (TCR)

Dates of original promulgation are as follows:
- Phase II Rule:  56 FR 3526, January 30, 1991 (USEPA, 1991a)
- Phase V Rule:  57 FR 31776, July 17, 1992 (USEPA, 1992)
- Phase IIB Rule:  56 FR 30266, July 1, 1991 (USEPA, 1991c)
- Phase I Rule:  52 FR 25690, July 8, 1987 (USEPA, 1987)

- LCR:  56 FR 26460, June 7, 1991 (USEPA, 1991b)
- Fluoride Rule:  51 FR 11396, April 2, 1986 (USEPA, 1986)
- TCR:  54 FR 27562, June 29, 1989 (USEPA, 1989b)
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Table A-2:  NPDWRs Not Covered by this Protocol
Contaminant/Indicator Corresponding NPDWR1 Reason Not Included

Chemical Contaminants

Arsenic Pre-1986 National Interim Primary
Drinking Water Regulation (NIPDWR)

Reviewed/revised under January 22,
2001 Arsenic Rule2,3

Radionuclides
Beta particles and photon emitters

Pre-1986 NIPDWR Reviewed/revised under December 7,
2000 Radionuclides Rule2Gross alpha particle activity

Radium-226/228 (combined)

Uranium 2000 Radionuclides Rule
Promulgated after 1996.  NPDWR
established in the December 7, 2000
Radionuclides Rule2

Microorganisms

Cryptosporidium
Interim Enhanced Surface Water
Treatment Rule (IESWTR)
Long-Term 1 Enhanced Surface Water
Treatment Rule (LT1ESWTR)

Subject of ongoing rulemaking activity -
Long-Term 2 ESWTR (LT2ESWTR)
(November 2003 to mid 2004)4

Giardia lambia Surface Water Treatment Rule (SWTR);
IESWTR; LT1ESWTR

Heterotrophic plate count (HPC) SWTR
Legionella SWTR
Turbidity SWTR; IESWTR; LT1ESWTR
Viruses SWTR; IESWTR; LT1ESWTR

Disinfection Byproducts
Bromate ion

Disinfectants and Disinfection
Byproducts Rule Stage 1 (DBPR)

Revised rule promulgated after 1996 and
additional revisions to be considered
under Stage 2 DBPR (July 2003 to mid
2004)4

Chlorite ion
Haloacetic acids: Monobromoacetic
acid; Dibromoacetic acid;
Monochloroacetic acid;
Dichloroacetic acid; and
Trichloroacetic acid
Total Trihalomethanes (TTHMs):
Chloroform; Bromodichloro-
methane; Dibromochloromethane;
and Bromoform

TTHM Rule; Requirements revised
under Stage 1 DBPR

Revised rule promulgated after 1996 and
additional revisions to be considered
under Stage 2 DBPR (July 2003 to mid
2004)4

Disinfectant Residuals
Chlorine

Stage 1 DBPR Revised rule promulgated after 1996Chloramines
Chlorine dioxide
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1 Dates of original promulgation are as follows:
– Arsenic Rule:  40 FR 59566, December 24, 1975 (USEPA, 1975)
– Radionuclides Rule:  41 FR 28402, July 9, 1976 (USEPA, 1976)
– IESWTR:  63 FR 69478, December 16, 1998 (USEPA, 1998c)
– LT1ESWTR:  67 FR 1811, January 14, 2002 (USEPA, 2002a)
– SWTR: 54 FR 27486, June 29, 1989 (USEPA, 1989b)
– Stage 1 DBPR Rule:  63 FR 69389, December 16, 1998 (USEPA, 1998b)
– TTHM Rule:  44 FR 68624, November 29, 1979 (USEPA, 1979)

2 Indicates date of rule revision.
– Arsenic Rule:  66 FR 6976, January 22, 2001 (USEPA, 2001b)
– Radionuclides Rule:  65 FR 76707, December 7, 2000 (USEPA, 2000d)

3 After promulgation of the revised arsenic NPDWR on January 22, 2001, EPA initiated a review of the new MCL, and
postponed the effective date of the rule until February 22, 2002.  EPA requested independent expert panel reviews of the
science, cost and benefits analyses for the January 2001 rule, and in July 2001, sought additional public comment on a range
of MCLs.  Following receipt of the final expert panel reports in the Fall of 2001, EPA requested comment on the reports. 
EPA will continue to evaluate the expert panel reports, the voluminous comments received during these comment periods,
and other relevant information and comments as they become available as part of the next Six-Year Review; EPA expects to
make a final decision on whether to revise the January 2001 rule as part of that Six-Year Review, which is due in August
2008.  In the meantime, as announced by the Administrator on October 31, 2001, EPA will not further postpone the January
2001 rule, and EPA also does not expect to take any other additional action relative to the July 2001 proposal in the interim. 
The revised arsenic MCL became effective on February 22, 2002.  The date for compliance with the MCL remains January
23, 2006.

4 Indicates anticipated date of promulgation.
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Appendix B:  Differences between the National Drinking Water Advisory Committee's
(NDWAC's) Recommendations and this Protocol 

This table indicates those NDWAC recommendations that EPA either did not incorporate or that
EPA changed substantially in this protocol document.  Overall, EPA incorporated the majority of
the NDWAC's recommendations

NDWAC Recommendation EPA Response

EPA should review the basis of all existing
NPDWRs during the first review round (i.e., the
review round ending August 2002)

EPA does not believe that such a review is
practical in light of resource constraints and has
not incorporated it into the protocol.  EPA will
review the basis of existing regulations only if
new data suggest the need for regulatory
revision(s).

Effective with review rounds starting after August
2002, EPA should complete both the review and
the revision within the Six-Year window.

This recommendation does not apply to the 1996-
2002 review round.

EPA should fully consider "other regulatory
revisions" (e.g., monitoring requirements system
data reporting requirements, etc.) as a part of the
Six-Year Review process.

EPA believes that many of these issues are best
addressed through mechanisms other than the Six-
Year Review process.  Where appropriate
alternative mechanisms to consider these issues
are not available, EPA may consider them as a
part of the Six-Year Review if they meet the
following criteria:
 • they indicated a potential change to an

NPDWR, as defined under section 1401;
 • they are "ready" for rulemaking – that is, the

problem to be resolved has been clearly
identified and specific option(s) have been
formulated to address the problem; and

 • they represented a meaningful opportunity
for cost-savings while maintaining or
improving the level of public health
protection.

EPA should consider non-regulatory options, in
addition to regulatory changes, if the costs of
other regulatory compliance are considered to be
too high or interim measures are needed pending
promulgation of a rule.

EPA agrees that this suggestion has merit but
believes it is outside the scope of the Six-Year
Review effort and should be addressed through
alternative mechanisms.  The recommendation
has not been incorporated into the protocol
document.

EPA should consider changes in State data-
reporting requirements, as well as changes to
system data-reporting requirements, as a part of
the Six-Year Review process.

EPA believes that revisions to State data-
reporting requirements are best considered
through other mechanisms outside the scope of
the Six-Year Review effort.  The recommendation
has not been incorporated into the protocol
document.
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EPA should consider multi-media mitigation
options as a part of the Six-Year Review process.

Efforts to pursue multi-media mitigation for
contaminants are outside the scope of the Six-
Year process, except in those instances where the
SDWA specifically authorizes EPA to consider a
multi-media approach as a part of the NPDWR. 
Therefore, consideration of multi-media
mitigation is outside the scope of the 1996-2002
Six-Year Review.

EPA should quantify, to the maximum extent
practicable, costs and benefits associated with
possible regulatory revisions.

EPA does not believe it is practicable to quantify
costs and benefits during the review phase.  This
is best done as a part of the rulemaking phase
before EPA proposes actual revisions.  Instead,
EPA will conduct a qualitative assessment of
economic considerations for those NPDWRs
where a health or technical basis exists for a
possible regulatory revision.
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15 IRIS contains chemical specific health effects information.  Information on synergistic effects of chemical
mixtures is scarce and is seldom available for inclusion in IRIS.  
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Appendix C:  Overview of the IRIS Assessments

The Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) is an EPA database containing Agency
consensus scientific positions on potential adverse human health effects that may result from
chronic exposure to chemical substances found in the environment.15  Assessments by IRIS
undergo internal and external peer reviews by health scientists.

The main reasons for including a chemical in the IRIS program are (1) Agency statutory,
regulatory, or program implementation needs; and (2) availability of new scientific information
or new methodology that might significantly change current IRIS assessment.

IRIS assessments are based solely on scientifically valid studies.  Evaluations of original
toxicological and epidemiological studies conducted by the National Toxicology Program,
National Cancer Institute, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, EPA's National
Center for Environmental Assessment, industry, universities, etc., are all used in risk assessment. 
These studies are individually evaluated for their soundness, methodological strength and
weaknesses, and whether or not they have been conducted according to current quality standards.

IRIS reviews are not based on secondary sources such as reviews conducted by other
national or international organizations (e.g., State of California, World Health Organization or
the International Agency for Research on Cancer), although such assessments are often
examined as part of the IRIS review.

A full list of chemicals assessed in IRIS and those for which assessments are planned can
be found on IRIS web site (http://www.epa.gov/iris).  A large number of these IRIS assessments
are of direct relevance to the regulatory function of Office of Water (OW) and more specifically
to the six-year review.  Some of the reviews are being conducted by OW.  Others were
nominated for review by OW.
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Appendix D:  Overview of the OPP Process for Toxicity Assessments

Under the requirements of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
(FIFRA), a registrant (manufacturer) is required to submit animal toxicity data on the potential
human health effects that may be posed by pesticide chemicals.  Toxicity data are provided
during the initial registration of a pesticide as well as during the periodic re-registration review
of the pesticide as required by FIFRA.  The schedule priority, for when an existing pesticide
enters a re-review is set in part by regulatory requirements which include provisions to give
priority to certain active ingredients.  The Office of Pesticides Programs (OPP) will establish the
review schedule taking into account the procedures outlined in the Act.  A more complete
discussion of the re-registration process can be found in section 4(a)-(f) of FIFRA.

In 1998, The Office of Water's (OW's) OGWDW and the OPP established major areas of
coordination on cross-cutting scientific issues.  Included in the major efforts was the
harmonization of the human health hazard assessments and dose-response relationships for
pesticides.  The two offices have agreed to share health effects data and coordinate activities on
the issues such as endpoint selection, dose-response information, and quantifying risks. 
Therefore, the OW and OPP are working closely on establishing consistency in health effects
endpoints through resource and information sharing.

The OPP receives health effects data that are generated under specific scientific
guidelines established by the Agency and conducted under the requirements of Good Laboratory
Practices.  These guidelines are available on the EPA's Internet site at the following location: 
http://www.epa.gov/opptsfrs/OPPTS_Harmonized/870_Health_Effects_Test_Guidelines/indexx.
html.

In addition to the required guideline studies, the OPP will obtain and review open
literature data on adverse effects to test species.  Although these studies are not used in
establishing health end-points (RfDs) and cancer potency or threshold values, they are used in
establishing the "weight of evidence" for an adverse effect.  Data sources include, but are not
limited to, published, peer-reviewed journal articles in the open literature and toxicity data
submitted to other U.S. federal or international agencies that do not conform to the OPP's test
guidelines.

Below is a brief overview of end-point selection.  

Toxicity Assessment

Non-Cancer Effects:  

Reference Dose.  For non-cancer effects, toxicity is represented by an RfD; it may be
calculated for acute effects (acute RfD (aRfD)) and chronic effects (chronic RfD (cRfD)).  RfDs
are calculated by determining the No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (NOAEL) or bench-mark
dose point of departure from either acute or chronic toxicity studies (the choice of study depends
on which type of RfD is being calculated - aRfD or cRfD) and dividing it by the appropriate
uncertainty factors.  Typically, an uncertainty factor is applied to account for:  variation within
the human population (i.e., intraspecies); the differences between humans and animals as the
animal data are extrapolated to humans (i.e., interspecies); the duration of the study; the end
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point used in the calculation (NOAEL or Lowest-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (LOAEL));
and the completeness of the database. 

If the RfD will be used in dietary risk assessment, then it is adjusted to take into account
the Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA) Safety Factor for infants and children.  Such an
adjusted RfD is called a Population Adjusted Dose (PAD).  Like the RfD, it may be acute
(aPAD) or chronic (cPAD).  In making the decision regarding the FQPA Safety Factor, the
Agency takes into account both information on the toxicity of the pesticide and the completeness
of the toxicity and exposure databases.  For more information on how the Agency applies the
FQPA Factor, see the document "Standard Operating Procedures for use of FQPA Safety
Factor," April 26, 1999 at http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/trac/science/.  However, these standard
operating procedures are currently under revision; and notification of the release of these
revisions is posted at: http://www.epa.gov/oppfead1/trac/science.

Cancer Effects:  

Linear Effect - Cancer Potency Factor (q1*).  The cancer potency factor, which is
commonly known as a q1*, is the relative strength of a carcinogen.  The bigger the q1*, the more
potent the carcinogen.  It is calculated using a computer model that assumes linearity at doses
below which the effect occurred in the studies.

Non-Linear Effect - Margin of Exposure.  For some carcinogenic pesticides, it is not
considered appropriate to calculate a potency factor.  In these cases, the cancer effect is assumed
to have a threshold, as for non-cancer effects, and as such, a Margin of Exposure (MOE) is
derived.  The MOE is a ratio calculated by dividing the toxicity Point of Departure (such as a
NOAEL or benchmark dose) by the estimated or calculated exposure level.  EPA has not yet
established a policy on the level of risk that is of no concern for non-linear cancer risk
assessment.

During the review of the toxicity data and the dose-response assessment, the pesticide
being evaluated undergoes review by several in-house peer review committees.  
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Appendix E:  Overview of the Analytical Methods Review Process 

A. What Section of SDWA Requires the Agency to Specify Analytical Methods?

SDWA directs EPA to promulgate NPDWRs which specify either MCLs or TTs for
drinking water contaminants (SDWA section 1412; 42 U.S.C. § 300g-1).  According to SDWA
(section 1401(1)(D)), NPDWRs include "criteria and procedures to assure a supply of drinking
water which dependably complies with such maximum contaminant levels; including accepted
methods for quality control and testing procedures to insure compliance with such levels." (42
U.S.C. § 300f(1)(D))  Moreover, EPA is to set an MCL for such NPDWRs "if, in the judgement
of the Administrator, it is economically and technologically feasible to ascertain the level of a
contaminant in water in public water systems."  (SDWA section 1401(1)(C)(i); 42 U.S.C. §
300f(1)(C)(i)).  Alternatively, if it is not economically or technologically feasible to so ascertain
the level of a contaminant, the Administrator may identify known TTs, which sufficiently reduce
the contaminant in drinking water, in lieu of an MCL (SDWA section 1401(1)(C)(ii)). 

B. What is the Typical Process for Approving Methods for SDWA Analytes?

Methods are initially approved as a part of an MCL or monitoring requirement
rulemaking.  Thereafter, as revisions to the approved methods are published or as new
technologies are developed, the Agency, from time-to-time, will group a set of methods for
proposal in a methods update rule.  It generally takes 18 to 24 months to promulgate a methods
update rule.  This can increase significantly if there is adverse public comment on a proposed
method.  

The revised or new methods included in a methods update rule may be from EPA, other
Federal or State agencies, or standards organizations (e.g., American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) or Standard Methods (SM)).  These non-EPA entities have independent
review and/or collaborative testing requirements.  In addition, under 40 CFR 141.27 (alternate
analytical techniques, also known as alternate test procedures or ATP) methods may also be
developed by private laboratories, vendors or groups.  Independent review and collaborative
testing of these privately developed methods is accomplished by requiring submission of the
method to the Agency under the alternate test procedure (ATP) program.  An alternate technique
is accepted "only if it is substantially equivalent to the prescribed test in both precision and
accuracy as it relates to the determination of compliance with the MCL." (40 CFR 141.27(a)) 
Initially, many ATP applications are missing data.  Once a completed ATP application is
recorded by the Agency, the ATP pass/fail decision generally takes three to four months.  For
successful ATPs, this period is followed by the formal rulemaking process, which was described
above as taking 18-24 months.

C. What Factors Does the Agency Consider in Approving Analytical Methods and in
Determining Feasible Limits?

In deciding whether an analytical method is economically and technologically feasible to
determine the level of a contaminant in drinking water, the Agency generally considers the
following (50 FR 46902, November 13, 1985 (USEPA, 1985); 52 FR 25690, July 8, 1987
(USEPA, 1987); 54 FR 22062, May 22, 1989a):

• Is the method sensitive enough to address the level of concern (i.e., is quantitation
sufficient to meet the MCL)?
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• Does the method give reliable analytical results at the MCL? What is the precision
(or reproducibility) and the bias (accuracy or recovery)?

• Is the method specific? Does the method identify the contaminant of concern in the
presence of potential interferences?

• Is the availability of certified laboratories, equipment and trained personnel sufficient
to conduct compliance monitoring?

• Is the method rapid enough to permit routine use in compliance monitoring?
• What is the cost of the analysis to Water Supply systems?

Regarding the first criteria (i.e., sensitivity), the method detection limit (MDL) and the
practical quantitation level (PQL) are two performance measures used by EPA to estimate the
limits of performance of analytic chemistry methods for measuring contaminants in drinking
water.  For SDWA analytes, EPA defines the MDL as "the minimum concentration of a
substance that can be measured and reported with 99% confidence that the analyte concentration
is greater than zero"(40 CFR Part 136 Appendix B).  MDLs can be operator, method, laboratory,
and matrix specific.  MDLs are not necessarily reproducible within a laboratory or between
laboratories on a daily basis due to the day-to-day analytical variability that can occur and the
difficulty of measuring an analyte at very low concentrations.  In an effort to integrate this
analytical chemistry data into regulation development, the Agency uses the PQL to estimate or
evaluate the minimum, reliable quantitation level that most laboratories can be expected to meet
during day-to-day operations.  EPA's Drinking Water program generally defines the PQL as "the
lowest level that can be reliably achieved within specified limits of precision and accuracy
during routine laboratory operating conditions" (50 FR 46902, November 13, 1985 (USEPA,
1985))  For several SDWA analytes, EPA has set the MCL at the PQL. 

D. How Are PQLs Typically Determined for SDWA Contaminants?

Historically, EPA's OGWDW has used two main approaches to determine a PQL for
SDWA analytes.  The preferred approach, the WS method, uses data from WS studies to
calculate the lower limit of quantitation.  The WS method was used in most cases when
sufficient WS data are available to calculate a PQL.  In the absence of WS data, the second
approach that EPA used was the MDL multiplier method.  In this approach, the PQL was
calculated by multiplying the EPA-derived MDL by a factor of 5 or 10.  The 5 or 10 multiplier
was used to account for the variability and uncertainty that can occur at the MDL.  

1. How Were Water Supply Studies Conducted?

Water supply laboratory performance evaluation (PE) studies have been an integral part
of EPA's certification program for drinking water laboratories for over 20 years.  Historically,
EPA's National Exposure Research Laboratory (NERL) in Cincinnati, Ohio conducted WS
studies for all current and proposed drinking water contaminants.  Although EPA conducted the
WS studies semi-annually, for certification purposes, laboratories were only required to
demonstrate acceptable performance once a year (141.23(k)(3) and 141.24(f)(17)).  

Each WS study included WS samples (or sample concentrates) that were analyzed for
both SDWA analytes and analytes being considered for regulation under the SDWA.  During
these WS studies, EPA-NERL sent participating laboratories a set of the stable WS sample
concentrates in sealed glass ampules, a data reporting form, and appropriate instructions. 
EPA-NERL sent WS samples to all laboratories that conducted drinking water analyses,
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including utility laboratories, commercial laboratories, and State and EPA Regional laboratories. 
With appropriate dilution, the laboratory then analyzed the WS samples using the specified
procedures.  Afterwards, the laboratory sent the completed reporting form to EPA for evaluation. 
After evaluation, EPA returned a fully detailed report to each participating laboratory.  

At this point in time, WS PE studies are no longer performed by EPA. On July 18, 1996
(61 FR 37464 (USEPA, 1996)), EPA proposed options for the externalization of the PE studies
program (now referred to as the Proficiency Testing or PT program).  After evaluating public
comment, in the June 12, 1997 final notice EPA stated that the Agency has decided (62 FR
32113 (USEPA, 1997b)):

...on a program where EPA would issue standards for the operation of the program, the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) would develop standards for
private sector PE (PT) suppliers and would evaluate and accredit PE suppliers, and the
private sector would develop and manufacture PE (PT) materials and conduct PE (PT)
studies.  In addition, as part of the program, the PE (PT) providers would report the
results of the studies to the study participants and to those organizations that have
responsibility for administering programs supported by the studies.

2. PQL Determinations - How Are WS Studies Evaluated and What Criteria Are
Used?

The derivation of the PQL involves determining the concentration of an analyte at which
a set percentage of the laboratories achieve results within a specified range of the spiked value. 
Historically, the percentage of laboratories was set at 75 percent, while a range of acceptance
limits around the spiked value were used.  In many cases, EPA derived PQLs only from the data
submitted by the EPA Regional and State laboratories that participate in the WS studies.  

A PQL derived from WS data in such a manner is considered a stringent target for
routine laboratory performance because:

• WS samples are prepared in reagent water and therefore do not contain the matrix
interferences that may occur in field samples.

• Laboratories analyze only a small number of samples for the study and are aware that
the samples are for the purposes of PE (i.e., they are not "blind" samples).

In deriving a PQL from WS study data, the Agency typically sets a fixed percentage or 2
sigma (2 standard deviation) acceptance window around the known concentration (or spike
value) of the WS samples. Then percentage of laboratories achieving results within the specified
acceptance window (y-axis) is plotted against the known spike concentration of the WS study
samples (x-axis).  While the acceptance limits for inorganics typically range from 15 to 30
percent, the acceptance limits for organics generally range from 40 to 50 percent.  Several
SDWA analytes have acceptance limits of 2 sigma (2 standard deviation).   Linear regression or
graphical analysis is performed on the WS data to determine the concentration at which 75
percent of EPA Regional and State laboratories achieve acceptable results.
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